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The subject of this dissertation is the concept of 

dharma in the Indian Religious Tradition. It seeks to 

validatG for the understanding of an outsider to the 

Tradition, the claim that dharma is most authoritatively 

known in Veda. To examine the claim, we look at the family 

of dharma uses in the Rg Veda to establish a core or root 

meaning of the concept which underlies and gives coherence 

to the diverse particular usages of the term. Subsequently, 

we examine the uses of dharma in the Bhagavad Gita in order to 

know whether the root or core meaning demonstrates continui~y 

within a smrti text • 
• 

The thesis argues that there is a root meaning to 

dharrna established in the Rs Veda which has a demonstrable 
• 

continuity in the Bhagavad Gita. That root meaning is 
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expressed as: the upholding of the orderly relatedness 

of all that is. Subsequent to the textual exegesis, very 

brief consideration is given to the implications of the 

continuity of dharma's root or core meaning for the 

scholarly question of continuity and change in the Indian 

Religious Tradition. 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a study of the concept of dharma in the 

Indian Religious Tradition. The basis of the study is the claim 

by the Tradition that dharma is known most authoritatively in 

the ~ruti literature, and that subsequent smrti literature recalls 

that authoritative meaning. The study sets out to validate for 

the understanding of an outsider to the Indian Tradition the 

evidence for and nature of that claim. Two texts are examined 

" the ~g Veda and the Bhagavad Gita representing sruti and smrti 

literature respectively. 

Within the Rg Veda we examine the actions of the vedic 

gods -- primarily Agni, Indra, the Adityas, and Soma -- conveyed 

by the verb and noun forms of the root dhr. Our discussion of .---.-
those actions is organized in three thematic contexts: Cosmology, 

Sacrifice, and Community. The study of the gods' acts establishes 

a root or core meaning which we phrased: the upholding of the 

orderly relatedness of all that is. Establishment of such a root 

meaning provides the basis upon which we argue that there is 

validity to the Tradition's claim that dharma is most authoritative-

ly known in ~ruti literature. 

For our purpose it is not sufficient just to establish a 

root meaning. The core meaning must demonstrate continuity in 

the usages of dharma in smrti literature. For that purpose 
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we examine the Bhagavad Gita and show that in Krsna's teaching 

dharma's root meaning is both recalled and retained as the 

central theme of the text. The examination of dhanna's uses 

in the Gita is organized according to three themes: (1) 

Cosmology, (2) transformation of the sacrifice into~· and 

(3) the community. 

The textual study established that the root or core meaning 

of dharma underlies and gives coherence to the diversity of 

actions of the vedic gods, and, subsequently, to Krsna's action 

in creation, Not only is dharma a significant concept in the 

~g Veda, but, also, that root significance is demonstrably 

present in Krsna's teaching, Our contention is that the root 

or core meaning expresses the "authoritativeness" of dharma 1 s 

" sruti meaning for smrti literature. 

The validation of the Tradition's claim with regard to 

dharma for the authoritativeness of ~ruti or smrti literature 

has important implications for the scholarly critique of the 

agreement for continuity in the Indian Religious Tradition. Such 

critiques have been formulated primarily by Western scholars of 

the Tradition. Brief consideration is given to the historical 

and linguistic critique of continuity. Against such claims it 

is argued that it is essential to see the nature of the claim for 

continuity on the Tradition's own terms as part of a revelation 

embodied in Veda and recalled as the basis of change in the 

~ubsequent Tradition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THEME AND QUESTIONS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The theme of this study is the concept of dharma. 

'Ibis term perhaps more than any other in the Indian Religious: 

Tradition 1s central to the conceptualization of widely 

diverse areas of human experience. It is central to form-

ulat1ons of religious understanding in scriptures and 

philosophical discourse in the various schools of Indian 

Philosophy. In addition, dharma formulates the most 

appropriate and meaningful forms of human action and 

elaborates them in normative legal and social texts. At 

the most general level, dharma can convey the meaning of 

truth 1n the areas of religious understanding and phil

osophical discourse and righteousness in the many areas of 
1 

human action. Ta.ken together these two general meanings 

suggest that dharma is the term in the Indian Religious 

1rad1t1on which more than any other expresses the unity of 

knowledge and action. 

Many questions can emerge about a concept like 

dharma which is basic to so many areas of life 1n a tradition. 

cf. the discussion of dharma below, pp. 33-48 ,which 
surveys some of the interpretations of dharma. 



Not the least of such questions is how dha.rma came to be 

central. To ask such a question leads one to the study of 

the diverse contexts of dharma-usage wondering what basis 

there is in the various types of usage for discovering the 

root cause of the concept's centrality. 

Once one begins to pursue this kind of question, 

'> ~-

a whole series of problems begin to arise. Where does one 

begin to study a concept like dharma? How can one reasonably 

limit a study which seems at the outset to require the study 

of a whole tradition? 'Ihese and many other questions point 

to the paramount necessity at the very outset to clarify 

precisely what it is that the writer seeks to know and how 

that goal can be achieved within reasonable limits. 

The task of achieving clarity about what this project 

proposes to achieve can most usefully be established by 

examining briefly the discipline within which this study 

is conducted, the Tradition within which dharma is a central 

concept, and the term dharma itself. A look at the discipline 

of the study of religion can provide us with insight into 

both the purpose of the study and the means by which that 

purpose can be realized. A look at the Indian Religious 

Tradition can give us guidance as to how to proceed in the 

inquiry into dharma consistent with the self-understanding 

of the Tradition. Finally, a look at dharma can help focus; 

what is important to know about the term. On the basis of 



these three considerations we will be able to formulate our 

thesis about the meaning of dharma and its place in the 

Indian Religious Tradition. 

2. ~HE CONTEXT OF THE STUDY OF RELIGION 
~~~~~~~~~--~~ ........ ~~~~----

The emergence of the study of religion in North 
2 

America and Europe is a recent event. As a result, its 

assumptions and approach to its subject matter have only 

been articulated in a preliminary way. One of the basic 

assumptions underlying this new study is the necessity to 

inquire into the meaning of the religious traditions of all 

mankind and especially those whose origin is outside the 

context of v.estern civilization. 'Ille modern study of 

religion i~ therefore, fundamentally concerned with all 

religious traditions in a way in which earlier studies were 
J 

not. 'Ihe implication of this premise is the formulation 

of a purpose which suggests that insofar as it is practically 

2 
Mircea Eliade, 11 'Ihe History of Religions in 

Retrospect, 1912 and after", The Q\lest:History and rieaning 
in Religion, (Chicago, 1969), pp. 12 - 36. 

J 
This is simply to distinguish the modern study of 

religion from the theolgical task rooted in a particular 
tradition whether that be the Jewish, Christian, Islamic 
or Hindu. cf. Joachim Wach, 'lhe Comparative Study of 
Religions, (New York, 1958), pp. J - 26. 

3 



4 
possible, the task is to understand the meaning of at least 

the major religious traditions of Asia, Africa, Europe and 

the Americas. 

'lhe full implications of the existence of the study 

of religion is by no means clear. '!he task of studying and 

interpreting religious traditions is certainly not an easy 

one. It 1s part, perhaps the axial part, of a project by 

which men of one civilization try to come to an understanding 

of men from another. '!he study of religion goes to the 

heart of that task by focusing the attention of the student 
5 

on the experience of human meaning and purpose as it has 

been expressed in the particular tradition under study. out 

4 

By formulating the task in terms of understanding. w1~ 
propose that the purpose is to comprehend a tradition as it 
articulates itself through diverse forms from sacred scripture, 
to art and social forms. This description is intended to 
distinguish our task and purpose from that of a comparative 
study in which fragments of one tradition are juxtaposed with 
those of another with the scholar as the mediator and 
interpreter of the evidence. By 'understand' we mean to study 
the meanir,g of a particular tradition through 1 ts O\m modes of 
expression. As Philip Ashby has formulated it, "We know 
today that every religion must, not ought, to be understood on 
the basis of its own fundamental and absolute presuppositions 
or it is not understood.." 

Philip B. Ashby, "'lhe History of Religions and the 
Study of Hinduism" History of Religion: Essays 1n Di. vini ty, 
Vol. 1, ed. Joseph Kitagawa, lChicago,"1967), p. 148. 

5 
By 'meaning and purpose' we refer to the conceptual 

expression of the nature of the cosmos, nature and man and the 
point or telos which that nature is seen to have. Sacred texts 
are a major source of the study of 'meaning and purpose• and 

(continued) 



5 

from this focal point radiate questions concerning the 

relationship of human meaning and purpose to the diverse forms 

or expressions of them in a culture. The study of religion> 

therefore> can involve the examination of the relationships 

between scriptural, philosophical and ritual expressions of 

meaning and purpose; the relation of those forms to the 

artistic and symbolic forms in a cultu~e and, also, the 

relationships with the socio-political structures which 

provide the general institutional framework for realizing 

meaning and purpose. 

The study of religion as we understand it, ca~ 

therefore, be said to have two important characteristics. 

It ls one medium by which western civilization seeks to 

understand other civilizations. Secondly, it is a d1scipl1n'e 

which understands its task in ho]jgtic terms. Both of these 

characteristics are important for formulating the assumptlon:s 

of this study of dharma. 

It is important to realize that this study is done 

not by an Indian studying his own ancient heritage. It is 

done in Canada and it is done within the framework of a 

discipline, the task of which is to understand in general 

5 (continued) 
such texts are normally the description or expression of the 
religious experience of the great religious figures in, or 
to whom, the truth about meaning and purpose has been made 
manifest. 



the religious heritage of mankind and, in this particular 

instance, that of India. '!he subject matter of this inquiry 

is dharma and its meaning within the Indian Religious 
6 

Tradition. While that formulation of the task may not 

seem unusual, our understanding of the formulation imposes 

certain restrictions on how we proceed. For example, it 

requires that our task be informed by the self-understandi~~ 

of the Indian Religious Tradition in matters concerning how 

dharma is to be known. We are led therefore in our brief 

study of the literary heritage of the Tradition to examine 

6 

'Ihe word 'tradition' is going to be the subject of 
extended commentary virtually throughout the study. At this 
juncture we simply intend its usage to convey the comprehen-· 
siveness of the inter_relatedness of religious understandint~ 
and the diverse cultural expressions of that understanding. 
Marco Fallis has summarized the general intent of our present 
use of the term as follows: 

Tradition ••• embraces the whole of a civilization, 
in all its modes and departments, and tends to the 
obliteration of all antitheses, such as •sacred 
and profane' even 'creator and creation'. A 
truly traditional civilization has its roots fixed 
1n a doctrine of the purely metaphysical order. 
This doctrine gives to the whole a principal or 
sufficient cause. 'Ihe other constituents of the 
Tradition, whether ethical, social, or artistic 
down to the most petty activities of daily life, 
all derive their authority from this doctrine, to 
be exercised in their prescribed spheres. Ideas 
of a metaphysical order are the cement which binds 
every part together. '!he mechanism by which the 
Truth is made to circulate through the body is the 
Tradition from fo'aster to Pupil, which stretches ba<~k 
into the past and reaches forward into the future. 

Marco Fallis, Peaks and lamas, (London, 1939) xvii,, 
quoted 1n Benjamin Rowland, The Art and Architecture of Indta, 
(:39.ltimore, 1967), p. 25. 



its fundamental assumptions in order to proceed in our study 

of dharma in such a way that we do not violate the spirit of 

that self-understanding. 

'lhe fact that we are not a part of the Tradition under 

study has other implications as well. While the necessity tc> 

seek guidance from the self-understanding of the 'll.·ad1 tion irt 

order to fulfill our own purpose of understanding may seem an 

obvious implication, it must also be recognized that we will 

not always pattern our study on the traditional forms of study 

at every step. That fact arises simply because our quest for 

understanding is different from that, say, of a figure like 

Arjuna in the Ehagavad G1 ta who seeks to know dharma in orde1~ 

to be able tc act righteously in a particular situation and to 

fulfill his devotion of I.Drd Krsna in doing so. '!he author e>f . . . 
this study of dharma is an outsider to .Arjuna's quest. Our 

task is simply to try and grasp the shape and form of the 

meaning of dharma. That task does not seek to know dharma 

out of devotion to Krsna, but out of devotion to a quest 
••• 

simply to understand what dharma means and in what sense it 

is conceptually related to devotion to Krsna in the context <>f . . . 
the Indian Religious Tradition. '!he task, as a human task, 

may be consistent with Arjuna's, bu\ as we mean it, it rema1m3 

distant from it. Our task is like that of a man in a valley 

who wonders a.bout the character of a mountain. Such a man may 

well circle the mountain to see its shape and form, before 

attempting or perhaps rejecting the task of actual ascent. 

7 
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'lhe implication 1n the distance of our task from that 

which characterizes Arjuna• s in the Bhagavad G1 ta is that our· 

understanding emerges as we seek validation of claims made 

about dharma in the Tradition. When, for example, one of the 
,_ 

Dharmasastra texts states that the source of knowledge about 

dharma is to be found in Veda, the quest for understanding as 

we shall pursue it, will be to examine that directive and 

follow it up in order to know dharma. In following that 

directive we may use methods and intuitions which are not 

characteristic of the ways in which an Indian might read and 

study a ved1c text. Indeed, it may well be impossible for us 

to read the texts exactly as an Indian might. However, the 

check on our methods throughout, is whether our co~clusions 

are consistent with the spirit and self-understanding of the 

Tradition. Thus only as our conclusions come together with 

those of the Tradition can we claim to have understood the 

subject matter which we have taken up. 

In summary, the fact that the study of religion is a 

western enterprise requires that, for the purpose of the study 

of dharma, we seek out and follow the self-understanding of the 

Indian P.elig1ous Tradition and at the same time apply to that 

self-understanding our own methods and approaches in order to 

come to an understanding which validates indigenous claims. 

Validation in no sense is to be interpreted as something which 

the Trad1t1ons's own appreciation and use of dharma requires, 

but rather it is to be understood as the requirement of the 



outsider who seeks to understand India's Tradition. As such. 

validation constitutes the pathway to understanding for 

someone who stands outside a tradition. 

'!he modern study of religion has another important 

characteristic. It. brings to the task of the study of a 

religious tradition an holistic appro~ch. That is to say. 

the study or religion requires that the student examine 

both the literary heritage of a tradition and the relation

ships of ideas contained in that heritage to other aspects 

of the tradition. '!he holistic focus on, for example, the 

relationships of ideas and institutions or ideas and art 

attempts to give recognition to the fact that most traditions 

hold that religious experience is the basis for making sense 

of the whole of human experience. By way of contrast, popular 
7 

and scholarly usage of the English word 'religion', during 

recent centuries has tended to permit the categorization of 

7 
Wilfred Cantwell Smith has analyzed the use of the 

word 'religion' with great care and noted its peculiar modern 
_usage. One might note in particular the following statement: 

'!he modern West's adoption of this concept, though 
misleading for an interpretation of the religious lifE~ 
of the Aztecs, the classical Hindus, mediaeval ~urope, 
contemporary Bushman, and most other peoples, is 
nonetheless neither fortuitous nor atsurd. Its rise 
in recent centuries in the West has had to do with 
a great process of differentiation in those recent 
centuries in that area - a process whose diffusion 
around the world can be discerned in the present 
century. This is a process whereby the complexity 
and proliferating novelty of life have advanced 
relentlessly and spectacularly. A result has been 
that religious traditions that were once in practice 

(continued) 

9 
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human experience so as to separate the religious from the 

social, the artistic, the economic and the cultural. With 

the emergence of a study of religion, however, there soon 

came the realization that many· languages have no functional.· 

equivalent for the term 'religion' and that most traditions: 

do not categorize human experience into exclusive compa1·tme:nts. 

As a result, within the study of religion the question could 

be asked again how traditions could be studied holistically, 

and how a scholar could get past the compartmentalization 

inspired in large part by the scientific approaches to study 

within humanistic subjects. Within the study of religion, 

1 t became imp or tan t to ask: Is it possible to study the 

meaning of the totality of experience as such~or are religious 

studies to be a synthesis of many separate methods? 

At the present time, there are no easy answers to 

these questions. Nor is there a consensus regarding the 

appropriateness of various methods and their application to 

the subject of religious experience or to the patterns of 

relationships between religious experience and institutions 

or art. No~ again, do we have answers to these complex 

7 (continued) 
and are still perhaps in idea conterminous with 
hu~an life in all its comprehensiveness, have 
actually found themselves supplemented more and 
more by considerations from other or newer sources, 
so that the religious seems to be one facet of a 
person's life alongside many others. 

W. C. Smith, 'Ihe Meaning and End of Religion, 
(New York, 1964) p. llJ, cf. pp.:rn9-lj8. 
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issues. However, suffice 1t to say. that this study of 

dharma is located within the necessity to study man's religious 

traditions in a holistic way. We will make methodological 

decisions as we proceed in this work and those decisions will 

inevitably be part of the large debates on how to study 

religious experience. We will at each juncture describe our 

important methodological decisions. In making our decisions,, 

however, we have consistently tried to identify the best 
8 

means to grasp our subject and to grasp it as part of a total 

or holistic interpretation of human experience within the 

Indian Religious Tradition. 

While we locate this study in an holistic approach. 

a project in the study of religion must be limited. 'Illus, 

our particular project must define its problem in such a way 

that it contributes to the holistic task of the discipline 

8 
A brief discussion here is warranted on the relation 

of methodology to subject matter. '!his is a complex question. 
but suffice it to sa~ we follow W. c. Smith here in asserting 
that a subject calls faith its own methods. Objectivity is 
not best served by strict ~priori methodologies which take 
precedence over a complex subject. As Smith has put it: 

The concept of methodology and the stress on method 
in education, imply that one knows ahead of time 
what one wants, and has only to find out how to get 
it. 'Ihls collides with the principle of humane 
learning. that one discovers in the course of one's 
study what one is after, what is worth wanting (what 
one 11 wants 11 in the old-fashioned sense, of what is 
wanting in one=s present stage of becoming). 

w. C. Smith 11 0bjectivity and the Humane Sciences: 
A New Proposal" con.tr! buted to the sympos1 um of the Royal 
Society of Canada on "Frontiers and Li.mi ts of Knowledge", 
June J - 4, 1974. 



without losing itself. Conscious of this double necessity 

to be limited and to be part of a larger project, we must 

now turn to the task of establishing the limits for this 

study of dha1•ma. as a central concept 1n the Indian Relig1ou1!! 

Tradition. we do so with a view to understanding its meaniJ1g 

in the context of that Tradition. Our first task therefore 

in establishing the boundaries of our project is to look at 

the broad structures and assumptions of that Tradition. 

Subsequently, we can turn to dharma itself to see how its 

usages and interpretations can assist 1n further defining 

and limiting our project. 

J. !filLFIRST BOUNDARY: TIIE INDIAN RELIGIOUS TRADITION 

In turning to the Indian Religious Tradition as a 

source to help define and limit our study of dharma, it is 

clear that we are confronted with a vast subject. The Indi~!ln 

Tradition 1s complex. It would be pretentious to presume 

to be able to examine carefully all of its aspects. 'lllere 

is one, however - the characteristic of continuity - which 

ls an essential constituent of the idea of Tradition in the 

Indian context. It will serve to advance the cause of 

establishing limits to this thesis then, to focus on the 

nature of the Trad1tion•s claim for continuity and how that 

cla1m can guide us in our study of dharma. 



Within the context of the study of religion, we are 

centering our interest on the religious tradition of South 

Asia. 'lhis geographical area is presently constituted 

politically by Bangla Desh, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan, 

Afghanistan and the Republic of Eharat or India. This vast 

region is protected to the north by the highest chain of 

mountains in the world, the Himalayas. Indeed, a fund

amentally important geographical-historical fact is the 

barrier which these mountains present. 'lhe barrier can 

only be penetrated, and there with difficulty, through the 

passes to the West which provide contact with West Asia and 

the civilizations of the Mediterranean. The subcontinent 

is also bound by three oceans: 'lhe Arabian Sea, the Bay of 

Bengal and the Indian CCean. Within this protected and 

isolated framework of mountains and oceans, has developed 

one of the most distinctive traditions known to mankind. 

The subcontinent is immensely diverse in its geograph

ical makeup: from the Western Ghats or step-like mountains 

13 

on the coast, to the deserts of Gu.jarat and Rajasthan, through 

the central plains to the Eastern rain-forests and again to 

the plains of the south. Within this geographical diversity 

has emerged a great variety of languages, cultural patterns 

and religious traditions with a history dating back beyond 

the first known urban civilization of the subcontinent, the 

Indus Civilization, the dates of which are normally estimated 
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to be from 2500 - 1700 B.C. 

'lhroughout these diverse geographical areas and this 

ancient and varied cultural history, there has been a unified 

and unifying sense of tradition. 'lhat is to say, amidst all 

of the geographical and linguistic diversity, there have been 

cultural and religious characteristics which have achieved 

near universal acceptance and unbroken continuity. One could, 

for example,cite the thematic continuities in Indian art 

which can be seen first in the artifacts of the Indus Valley 

Civilization and which continue in the later tradition. 

Stella K.ramr1sch, a noted historian of Indian Art, has 

pointed out the continuity of the Indian view of nature 

and life depicted in Indian art: 

'lhe ancient art of the Indus Valley was preoccupied 
with life and recaptured its surge in a modelling 
that was both firm and resilient. 'lhe massive male 
torso, • • • is in the throes of an inner movement 
unfolding from the core of the body. On the other 
hand, when outer movement is represented in the slender 
f lgure of a dancer • • • gliding curves and clear-cut 
planes are intertwined in space, and follow the 
movement of the dance as their perpetual function. 
These two modes of sculpture are characteristic • • • • 
In other words, these two modes of sculpture, the one 
recording the inner unconscious movement of life within 
the plastic walls of the body, and the other the outer 
movement of the body by an act of will within the 
space encircled by f8at movement, are typically and 
£_erennially Indian. 

9 
S1.r Piortimer Wheeler, The Indus C1 viliza ti on, 'lh1rd 

E.11tion, (Cambridge, U.K., 1968), pp. 110-125. 

10 
Stella Kramr1sch, '!he Art of Indian Throu5h the 1tges, 

(London, 1965), p. 13 (emphasis added). 



15 
.Another example of an element which achieved near 

universal acceptance and thereby contributes to the sense 

of tradition is the consensus regarding the hierarchical 

ordering of social relat1onsh1ps, the varna or •caste' 
• 

system. As A. L. Basham puts it: 

'!his thoroughgoing recognition that men are not the 
same, and that there is a hierarchy of classes, each 
with its separate duties and distinctive way of life, 
is one of the most striking features of ancient Indian 
sociology. Criticisms of the pretensions of the 
higher classes were heard from time to time, and 
equal1tarian propositions were occasionally put 
forward, but in general this concept has held its 
ground from the end of the I_1g Vedic period to the 
present day. 11 • 

One might also point to the religious consensus about 

.karma and samsara, which tells us th1t each human action 

(karma) is part of an on-going flux or cycle of change 

(sa.msara), as yet another fundamental element contributing 
• 

to a sense of continuity and tradition. 'Ihe origin of this 

religious conception goes again to the roots of the Tradition. 

'!he modern historian of Indian philosophy, s. Radhakrishnan, 

has described the origins of the karma and samsara concept 
• 

in the following way: 

We have seen how it arises naturally from the mass of 
thought by which the Upani~ad thinkers were surrounded. 
'!he Vedas speak to us of the two ways of the gods and 
the fathers. The original inhabitants of India supply 
us with the idea of the migration of human souls into 
trees and animals. '!he need for recompense is urged 

11 
A. L. Basham, 'Ihe wonder that was India, (New York, 

1954), p. 1J7. 



in the :Brahmanas.. With these ready to hand. the 
q>an1~ads had.

0

only to round them off into the 
doctrine of samsara.12 

• 
Emerging in its classical form in the ancient Upan1sads 

• 
this theological consensus took such deep root that it was 

fundamental to religious understanding throughout the 

'lradition. 

To speak of an artistic recognition of a •typical• 

and 'perennial• view of life; or of the near universal 

acceptance of a social system embodying the hierarchical 

understanding of varna or caste; or again. of the theological 
• 

consensus of karma and samsara is to focus on themes of 

continuity which need to be traced to a foundation. In the 

tradition•s self-understanding the foundation lay in the 

body of texts known as the ~· we must turn therefore, 

to an examination of in what sense the literary heritage 

16 

of the Veda could be understood to constitute the authoritative ............. 
basis for all aspects of a complex Tradition. In doing so, we 

are concerned to know whether the pattern of authority in the 

literature has implications for our study of dharma. 

'!he Indian Tradition has placed the literature which 

is considered the most ancient in the position of the sacred 

and authoritative source of all knowledge. This body of 

12 
S. Radhakrishnan, Historl of Indian Philosophy, 

Vol 1, (London, 1962). p. 255. 



literature is known as '.Yeda' , a term which literally means 

'knowledge•. The most authoritative part of the Veda came to 

" be described as sruti, or "that which has been heard or 

communicated from the beginning, sacred knowledge orally 

transmitted from generation to generation. .. 13 
• • • 

I as sruti, then, is understood as the source on which all 

knowledge in the 'ltadition is founded and by which all 

knowledge can be measured for its truth(ulness-. 
I 

'Ihe sruti part of Veda is made up of four types of 

literature: the Samhitas, the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas and 
• • • 

the gpan1sads. '!here is no consensus concerning the dates of 

17 

these collections of texts. They have been preserved primarily 

through an oral tradition which continues to the present day. 

Preservation of the ~ has been in the hands of priestly 

families, a fact which accounts for the remarkable continuity 

and accuracy of the oral tradition when it is compared with 

the most ancient written sources accessible to us. The 

memorization of the entire corpus of the Veda was an exact 

science which has been carefully maintained in the priestly 

families entrusted with the task. 

'Ihe Sa.rnhitas are four different •collections• of hymns 
• 

each with a d18tinct character. '!he most ancient, and in 

large measure the foundation of the three others, is the 

lJ 
M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit - English Dictionary, 

(oxford, 1964), p. 1101. 



14 
~ Veda. It 1s made up of 1028 poetic hymns which have 

been arranged into ten circles 9r mandalas of diverse length . . 
and age. Ea.ch poem has been dedicated to a deity or 'power•. 

15 
or to a group of them. '!he author ship is often unclear, 

however many of the poems are attributed to specific rsis, 
•• 

inspired poets or sages. Little, if anything, is known 

about most of these rsis except for their names. --.---
'lhe inspired poetry of the Rg Veda is the basis upon 

• 
which the other three Samhitas are founded. In the case of 

• 
the sama Veda, this dependency upon the Rg Veda is quite 

• 
literal. This Samhita is a songbook or text of chants which 

14 
With regard to the dating of the Samh1tas, one might 

refer the reader to the historian's lament Articulated by 
Louis Renou in Religions of Ancient India. He states: "In 
the first place, no definite chronology can be established, 

18 

and this is an embarassment to Western scholars." He continues, 
with a view to pointing out the most that can be said on the 
problem: 11 It is clear that the oldest Vedic texts in their 
earliest redactions are posterior to the Aryan invasions of 
India." 

Renou•s observation on what it is possible to say is 
minimal indeed, but perhaps the most important observation that 
can be mede on the whole question is that the date of the vedic 
collections is not at all fundamental to Indian religious 
understanding and in particular it is not crucial to the lruti -
smrti dististinction which formulates the heirarchy of religious 
auehority. Suffice it to say however, that the historians have 
not found any facts to contradict the indigenous pattern as 
we shall attempt to show. 

Louis Renou, Religions of Ancient India, (New York, 
1968 ), p. 2. 

15 
The significance of authorship is another instance of 

contrastir...g priorities between the Tradition and modern 
historical scholarship. 'Ihe fact that the Tradition shows 

(continued ) 



are for the most part taken directly from the ~ Veda and 

re-organized for liturgical use in the sacrifice. 

'I.he Yajur Veda is dependent upon the P.g Veda 1n 
• 

quite a different way. It 1s the ritual or liturgical text 

which provides the setting for the use of the poetry of the 

Bg Veda, either directly or through the distilled chants 
• 
found 1n the Sama Veda. 'lhe Yajur Veda at present is ma.de up 

of two separate collections, a fact which 1s probably the 

19 

result of there being two recensions preserved by two different 

15 (continued) 
little interest in the authors of the hymns is fundamental 
to the traditionalists 1 s understanding of metaphysical truth 
and religious experience. 'Ihe point of the religious quest 
throughout is to de-personalize in order to achieve mystical 
identification with transcendent truth. The rsi, the kav1 

~ -and the vipra were those who achieved that identification and 
expressed its meaning for the community at large and its 
ritual life. Louis Renou discusses this point with great 
clarity: 

'lhe rishis to whom tradition attributes the 'vision' 
~re ln some cases mentioned in the hymns themselves. 
It must be remembered however, that the name of an 
author may have been read into some word or other 
occurring 1n the verse. In any case these names tell 
us nothing about the persons they refer to; at most 
1t happens that the index attributes two hymns to the 
same author. We should expect that the cycles of 
Vedic families and of Brahmanic castes should repeat 
themselves. The exercise of poetic function was a 
family matter, and was thus hereditary. There must 
have been a body of priest-bards the bahvricha, 
"carriers of many verses 11 , attached to a princely 01· 
at least a selection from their works. 'Ihe Rigvedic 
hymn 1s not only a song in praise of a divinrty: it 
is composition made with a view to pleasing a prince 
written in a certain style, subject to the requirements 
of public competition, of which it mentioned the 
CUlminating event. e • • II 

Louis Renou, Vedic India, (Calcutta, 1957), p. 4. 
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priestly families. The first is the Black Yajur Veda which 

preserves the '1ajus 1 or sacrificial formulae combined with 

commentaries, and the other is the White Yajur Veda which for 

the most part stays closer to the sacrificial formulae. 

The last of the Samhitas is the Atharva Veda. It 
• 

applies the power of the sacrifice to the solution of immediate 

human needs and aspirations. As such it has been called a 

text on magic, the application of which is directed toward the 

following: 

"• •• charms for long life, (atushya), to cure 
sickness or demonic possess1onbha1shajya), curses 
upon demons, sorcerers, enemies (abhicharika), love 
charms (strikarman), charms to bring about concord 
(ammanasya) and prosperity (baushtika), charms 
relating to royalty (ra akarman) or to the Brahmanical 
power, and expiatory prayers prayaschita). 16 

'Ihe three types of literature which constitute the 
~ 

remainder of the sruti part of the ~ are appended to each 

of the Samhitas. That is to say for each of the four Samhitas 
• • 

there is a Brahamana, A.ranyaka and one or more Upanisad • 
• • 

These three literary types share a fundamental characteristic 

in that each is a form of commentary on its Samhita. 'Ihe 
• 

Brahmanas are commentaries which elaborate the liturgical 

significance of the sacrifice and the elements which constitute 

it. '!he Aranyakas or •forest texts• are meditations based on 
• 

the elements of the sacrifice. Finally, the Upanisads are 
• 

16 
Louis Renou, Vedic India, p. 21, (original contains 

no diacriticals, so alI are added). 



reflective or philosophical texts about the nature of man, the 

sacrifice and the place of both in the cosmology of the ~· 

'lhe Upanisads are called the •vedanta•, or the end of 
• 

the Veda and as such mark the point at which it was under

stood that a qualitative change took place in the literary 
/ 

heritage. Whereas the earliest literature is sruti, which 

suggests that the knowledge contained within it was known 

directly in a non-mediated form; the literature which came 

immediately after it is called smrti or •that which is 
• 

remembered' • 
/ 

Whereas sruti suggests the direct experience of 

•hearing', smrti suggests the •memory• of what had been heard • 
in times past, or knowledge mediated through the tradition. 

The implication of the distinction is that while the smrti 
• 

literature provides knowledge, it is knowledge derived from 
, 

the more authoritative knowledge of the sruti texts. 

'lheo~etically, it was then to the authoritative 
/ 

literature of sruti that the artist, or the king concerned 

lfith the proper ordering of society, or the priest concerned 

with· theological and liturgical form, looked to discover the 

authoritative basis both for their religious understanding 

and for the general delineation of their duties. But the 

question naturally arises as to how effectively this 

theoretical system worked. While most scholars acknowledged 
, 

that the Tradition sees in the sruti literature its ultimate 

theoretical base, many have pointed out how the Samhitas and 
• 

Brahmanas seem to recede gradually from the living center of 
• 

21 
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the Traditions' self-understanding to become little more than 

a symbol of authoritative knowledge. No less a scholar than 

I.ouis Renou, has remarked on the apparent contradiction 

between the claims made about the importance of the Veda and 
/ 

the apparent disregard for sruti within the later T~adition. 

He states: 

Examined in the perspective of Indian History, the 
Vedas present a striking paradox: on the one hand, 
they are revered, are recognized as the omniscient, 
infallible, eternal principle - something like God in 
the form of nKnowledge 11 , a God-made Book (the Bible), 
Indian logos- they are referred to as the source 
itself of dharma, as the authority from which arises 
the totality of Brahmanic disciplines. On the other 
hand, what we may call the philological traditions, 
relating to the Vedas, that form the very substance 
of the constituent texts, are from a very early 
date, weakened, if not altered or lost. 

Renou continues : 

From the very fact that the Veda is supposed to 
contain everything in its bosom ••• certain authors 
have come to the point of citing it to justify their 
data, which are manifestly anachronistic, or what is 

·worse, surreptiously reinterpreted. One always 
believes oneself to be in the wake of the Veda, when 
one turns one's back on it. Tne term tends to serve 
as a symbol, and the notion which 1t covers has 
been the object of a veritable alienation. 17 

Renou•s dilemma as a historian is a real one and the apparent 
, 

contradiction involved between the claims about sruti and the 

apparent disregard if not manipulation of the literature is a 

problem which it is important for us to understand. If, as we 

have said. our goal is to understand a religious tradition, we 

17 
Louts Renou, 'Ihe Desthny of the Veda in India, 

(Varanasi, 1965), • p. I. Cf. ,tudes Ved1gues Et Prnineennes, 
Vol. 6, (Paris, 1960), pp. 1-2. • 



must do so within the self-understanding of. the Tradition 

in all of its complexity. Thus we will have to ask more 

carefully just what the Tradition understood by smrti, 
• 

•that which is remembered•, and exactly what it understood 

2J 

to be the relationship between the various literary forms in 
~ 

this category and the more authoritative sruti on which they 

were in some sense dependent. 

'!he smrti' literature is of several different types • 
• 

The best known are the collections of myths, tales and legends 

called 1t1hasa and the legal-like literature. the sutras 
~ and sastras. 

'!he Itihasa literature contains the two great epics 

of the radltion. the Mahabharata and the Ramayana and the 

collections of mythological tales known as the Piiranas. 'Ihe 
• 

Mahabharata, a vast epic poem often compared to the Iliad of 
18 

Homer, is referred to in the Tradition as the 'Fifth Veda'. 

This designation of the Mahabharata is no doubt intended to 

claim for this collection of myth, philosophy; social, political 

and legal speculation, adroitly integrated into the story of 

the conflicts between the Kauravas and the Panda\Ss, a special •• 

kind of authority somewhat like that claimed for the Samhitas 
• 

18 
v. s. Sukthanker, the editor of the Bhandarkar 

Institutes Critical Biition of the ~ahabharata alludes to 
this fact when he states: 11 'Ihe work was evidently meant to 
be a tome of genuine popular interest. one that should be 
read, studied and meditated on by all classes of the Indian 
people. not only by the learned Brahmanas, Ksatr1yas, but also 
by Vaisyas and Sudras, - the fifth Veda (Paficamo vedah) the 
new Veda of all people, irrespective of caste and cre~d." 

V. S. Sukthankar, Ch the Meaning of the Mahabharata, 
(Bombay, 1957), p. 2J. 



, 
and the rest of the sruti literature. The underlying theme 

which ties this otherwise unwieldy mass of literature 

together is a concern with explaining and illustrating the 

concept of dharma. For example, the long discussion on 
I 19 

'kingship' in the •Santi Parva' section is essentially a 

discussion of dharma. Even more important both to the epic 

as it stands and to the whole Tradition which follows, ls 
20 

the Bhagavad Gita. '!his portion of the epic contains the 

dialogue between the warrior-hero Arjuna and Lord Krsna who 
• • • 21 

has become manifest in the world to rescue dharma (4.7) 

19 , 
'!he santiparv& is the twelfth book of the 

Mahabharata. Two sections in particular are important for 
the discussion of the nature of kingship. U. N. Ghoshal 
describes those sections as follows: 

By far the most important of these didactic pieces 
are comprised in the first two sections of the 
Sant1parvan entitled 'the section on royal duties 
in times of distress• (apadharma ) (~~habharata 
xii 56-167), which purport to describe in successive 
chapters the discourses delivered by the Kuru sage 
.Bhlshma in reply to the questions of his royal 
interlocutor Yudhish~hira. These chapters contain 
collectively the largest as well as the most 
systematic and profound body of political ideas 
in our ancient literature. 

u. N. GhoSi.al , A History of Indian Political Ideas, 
(Oxford, 1959), p. 188. 

20 
'!he Bhagavad Gita is found in the Mahabharata, the 

sixth book, entitled the 1 Bhl~maparva, • section vi. 

21 
Unless otherwise indicated all references to the 

(continued) 



'Ille designation of the .Mahabharata as both smrti or 
• 

•recollection• and as a 'Fifth Veda' indicates that in the 

Tradition's self-understanding the epic was in harmony with 
~ 

the intentions of the earlier sruti literature. later in 

the thesis we will be examining whet~er this harmony can be 

seen in the way in which these two bodies of literature 

convey the meaning of the concept of dharma. 

'!he .Ramayana. the other great epic in the Tradition, 

tells the heroic tales of King BB.ma as he seeks to live 

according to the laws of dharma as they had come to be 

25 

established in the Tradition. '!his poem has very little of 

the encyclopedic quality of the Mahabharata. Rima•s clarity 

about the meaning of dharma at each moment in the story, is 

in striking contrast to the P~4ava brothers in the ~1ahabharata 

wh~more often than not, are confused and unclear about the 

meaning of dharma. In consequence, the PB.ndava brothers discuss •• 

dharma at length and seek for teachers to clarify its meaning, 

21 (continued) 
to the Bha,avad Gita are from: Franklin Eligerton, 'lhe 
Bhagavad G ta, l Cambridge, Mass., 19 52). 

For whenever of the right 
A languishing appears, son of Bharata, 
A rising up of unright 
Then I send Myself forth. 

yada-yada hi dharmasy~. 
glanir bhavati bharata 
abhyutthanam adharmasya 
tada • tmanam sr Jamy aham 

• • 4. 7. 
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while Ra.ma acts almost spontaneously in accord with dharma. 

'Ihis difference would seem to suggest that the Ram~yana 

emerged at a point in the Tradition when the meaning of 

dharma had become clarified and specific. In that sense, 

1t is more typical of the smrti texts which are intended to 
• 

remember or preserve an established self understanding. 

'!he Piiranas are another type of itihasa literature • 
• 

The Piirana texts ar~ according to the classical arrangement, 
• 

e1thteen in number and deal with five types of topics 

(panchalaksh~): sarga or the creation of the universe, 
• 

pratisarga or re-creation of the universe, after destruction, . ,,,. 
vamsa or geneology, manvantara or the great periods of time 

dating from Ma.nu, the primal ancestor, and vamlanucharita or 

the history of the solar and lunar dynasties. 

Both the Puranas and the epic literature reflect the 

strength of the sectarian movements within the tradition. In 

these texts, religious experience is often described in terms 
/ 

of devotion to Visnu, Siva or other manifestations of the • • 
ultimate principle of the universe Brahman. In relating the 

/ 
many manifestations of Visnu and Siva to the vedic Brahman, •• 
this literature is careful to establish its continuity with 

the lruti tradition. 

In addition to the myths and legends of the Itihasa 

literature, we find in the smrti corpus a vast collection of , 
normative, legal literature. 'Ihis literature grew out of the 
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/ 

necessity for commentary on sruti. The vastness of the Tedie 

literature led to the creation of •aphoristic' or sUtra 

literature which compacted the essence of the Vedic knowledge 

into short statements which could be memorized and used in 

rituals. '!here were several kinds of sutras. " -The Srautasutras 
/ 

were directly based upon sruti and consisted primarily of 

Kalpa sutras or aphorisms on ritual. Another set of sutras 

were called the Smartasutras or sutras based upon smrti. This 
• 

group included the Grha sutras which instructed the house-
• 

holder on the rituals conducted within the home such as the 

rites of initiation and personal devotion. Finally, there 

were the Dharmasutras which articulated the normative basis 

for social and political law and custom. There was a long line 

of Dharmasut1~s attributed to famous authors such as Gautama. 

-Baudhayana. Vas1stha, and Apastamba and these were carefully 
• • 

studied by later generations. 

Because of the compactness of the sutra style of 

writing, the discussions in Dharmasutras were soon related 

in another style, that of the tastra or scientific treatise 

on dharma. 
/ 

Generally speaking the Srautasutras and Smartasutras 

were not the subjects of similar scientific commentary. 'Ihe 
,_ 

most famous of the Dharmasastras was attributed to Manu, 

although there were similar texts attributed to Brahmans such 

as "Yajnavalkya, Visnu. and Narada. 'Ihe fact that there were •• 
several versions of the Dharmas"astras probably reflects the 
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fact that these texts too originated with and were preserved 
~ 

by different Brahmanical families even as the earlier sruti 

texts had been. 

'Ihe Dharma£astra literature articulates with 

considerable care its recognition of the authoritativeness 

of~· We find for example in the most widely known text, 

the Manavadharmatastra the acknowledgement that: 

'Ihe whole Veda is the (first) source of the 
sacred law, next the tradition and the virtuous 
conduct of those who know the (Veda) further, also 
the customs of holy men, and (finally) self
satisfaction. 22 

In a subsequent passage in Manu the authoritativeness of 

Veda is emphatically repeated: 

The Veda, the sacred tradition, the customs 
of virtuous men, and one's pleasure, they 
declare to be visibly the fourfold means of 
defining the sacred law. 23 

The significance of according to ~ the first position 

upon which knowledge of dharma is based, is reiterated in 

the words of a ninth century commentator on Manu, 

Medhatithi, who argues that the Veda is the source of all 

22 
G. Buhler (trans.), The laws of Manu, Sacred 

Books of the East, Vol xxv, (Varanasi, 1967), 2.6 

23 
Ibid., 2.12. 



knowledge in his discussion of Manu 2.6: 

A:s regard the (orthodox) smrtis of Ma.nu and 
others ••• their relationship to directly 
perceptible Vedic texts is quite patent; in 
some cases they are related to the Vedic mantras, 
in others to the Vedic deities, and in others again 
with substances and other details • • • As 
regards practice, that which consists in what is 
actually done with a view to invisible results, 
by persons learned in the Veda, its authoritative 
character is exactly like that of the smrti, because 
that also has its basis in the Veda. 24• 

Thus, both Manu and ¥edhatithi express the conviction that 
/ 

Veda or sruti is not just a symbol of authority, but a 

concrete authoritative basis for knowledge of dharma. 
~ Another kind of sastra text is that addressed to 

artha or the subject of political order. '!he most important 
~ 

example of this type is the Arthasastra of Kau~ilya. This 

text which the tradition has ascribed to the Prime Minister 

of the empire of Chandraguptamaurya, Kautilya, ls a text on • 

the art of ruling and administering an empire. While it 

seems to advocate political necessity and expedience as the 

basis for ruling, nevertheless, the apparent pragmatism is 

mediated within a framework centering on the concept of 

24 
.Medhat1th1, quoted in: J. Gonda, Change and 

Continuity in Indian Religion, (The Hague, 1965~. p. 8. 

29 
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25 
dharma. Af3 in the case of the Ma.nusmrti knowledge of 

• 
dharma is founded upon a recognition of the authority of 

~· The Arthafastra states that "righteous and unrighteous 

acts (dharmadharmau) are learned from the triple Vedas ••• ·" 
/ 

Herein authoritative recognition is being accorded to sruti 

26 

as it is to be found in the Eg_, Sama, and Yajur Veda primarily, 
• 

although the text later seems to recognize as well both the 
27 

Atharva ved4 and the Itihasaveda as Veda. 'Ihe point in this, 

as in the other smrti texts, is to emphasize that the authority 

of smrti is grounded upon 'that which had been heard' in prior 

ages by the sages or rsis • 
• • 

From this brief survey it will be apparent that the 

smrti literature understood itself, not as a new formulation 
• 

of knowledge, but in relation to the authoritative sources of 

25 
This fact has been persuasively argued by v. P. Varma. 

He states: "In the Arthasastra of Kautilya the word dharma is 
used in various senses and it is essential to comp~ehend them 
to understand his political thought. At least three meanings 
of Dharma in Kau~ilya can be distinguished: - (1) Dharma in 
the senses of social duty, (2) Dharma as moral law based on 
truth, and (J ) Dharma as civil law. " 

v. P. Varma, Studies in Hindu Political 'Ihought and 
its MetaEhyslcal Foundations, (Varanasi. 1959), p. 119. 

26 
R. Shamasastry, (trans.) Kautilya's Arthasastra, 

(Mysore, 1915); 2.6. 

27 
Ibid.. J.1. 



/ knowledge already extant in srut1. Smrt1 then, as the 
• 

Tradition understood 1t, was 1nconce1vable apart from its 

author! tative foundation srutt. 'lbe question then is, in 
/ 

what way did the recognition accorded to sruti, express 

itself? Was 1t, as Louis Renou has suggested merely a 

•symbol• or was it tn fact as the textual sources claim 

Jl 

the foundation for the various artistic, social and theological 

expressions of the tradition? 

'lhe question which Louis Renou addresses to the self

understand1ng of the Indian Tradition regarding its claim for 

continuity can provide a focal issue around which it is 

possible to articulate our discussion of dharma. We can take 

as our task the problem of validating for the purpose of our 

understanding, the claim made by the Tradition that dharma is 

authoritatively known in Veda. If we can show that dharma 
~ 

has a core or root meaning which is established 1n the sruti 

portions of ~ and is continuous in the smrti part 
• 

of the Tradition, the foundation would be established for 

questioning Renou's challenge to the Tradition's self 

understanding on this point. For our purposes then, a root , 
or core meaning of dharma must first be articulated in sruti 

28 
and have a demonstrable continuity in the later literature. 

28 
We shall describe what a core or root meaning involves 

in more detail at the end of our discussion of dharma in "The 
~cond Boundary" below, pp. 47-48 • A root meaning is not 
to be confused w1th the root dhr from which both the noun 
dharma and numerous related fo~ have evolved. 
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To take the establishment of such a root meaning of 

dharma as the basic task of our thesis, would seem at first 

not to constitute a very serious limitation. It would 
I 

seem to require the study of the corpus of both sruti and 

smrti literature. 'Ihat is clearly impossibl~ and yet, the 
• 

necessity to study both bodies of literature is imperative. 
I 

If sruti usages of dharrua are authoritative for the subsequent 

smrti usages, then by implication in the ieda the word has a 
• 

root meaning which stands as the basis for the complex range of 

usages evolved within the smrti literature. If so, there is 
• 

an essential continuity of meaning based upon that root 

meaning. For us to validate the claim of the 'lradltlon 

it ls necessary therefore both to establish a core meaning in 

, . d sruti an see if it ls possible to demonstrate its 

continuity within the smrti context • 
• 

/ 
Given the necessity to study both srut1 and smrt1 

• 
literature, the question then becomes, how can one study 

dharma in two such vast bodies of literature. From our survey 

of the '!rad1t1on, two texts stand out which could represent 

each corpus of literature: the Rg Veda and the Bhaga.vad Gi. ta • 
• 

Bc.~h of these texts stand at the beginning of, and are 

fundamental to, their respective category of literature. 'lhe 

Bg Veda is the most ancient or the Samhitas andthe Mahdbharta, 
• • 29 
of which the Bhagavad Gita is the 'kernel•, stands at the 

29 
SUkthankar, p. 115. 



beginning of the smrtl literature. While the hymns in the 
• 

Rg Veda are not acknowledged to be about dharma, we find ln 
• 
this text the first usages of the concept and its 

root ~· It would therefore be a good source to see lf 
• 

there is an authoritative root meaning. 'Ihe Bhaga.vad Gita, 

as we shall show, ls wholly about dharma. It, therefore, is 

an excellent source to judge the continuity of the root 

meaning in the midst of the many substantial changes in the 

Tradition since fig Vedic time • 
• 

'Ihus far, then, we have established a basic question 

about dha.rma ln its context in the Indian Religous Tradition. 

In addition. we have established a basis in the literary 

heritage through which the question about dharma can be 

examined. We have said that we want to establish a root 

meaning of the word dharma and examine its continuity. 'Ihe 

issue that remains to be delineated is what exactly it means 

to establish a root meaning of dharma. To formulate that 

dimension of the thesis problem, it is necessary to look at 

dharma and its interpretations. 

4. THE SECOND _BOUNDARY 1 A ROOT MEANING OF DHAAMA 

JJ 

Thus far we have looked at the study of Religion and 

the Indian Religious Tradition in order to establish boundaries 

within which it would be possible to study a concept like 

dharma. We have established a basic question: Is it possible 

to validate the claim of the Indian Rel1gous Tradition that 
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I 
dharma is authoritatively known in sruti portions of ~? 

To respond to that question we want to see if there is a root 
I meaning of dharma in the sruti text, the Rg Veda and test 

• 
the continuity of that meaning of dharma in the smrti text, 

• 
the Bhagavad Gita. Before turning to that task, however, it 

is necessary to establish more clearly what we mean by a root 

meaning of dha~. To do so, we propose to look at some of 

the interpretations of the term. 

Dharma is from the root /dhr which can mean 

to uphold, support or to maintain. From this root, dharma 

has emerged with a complex diversity of usages. v. P. Varma, 

an eminent Indian political philosopher, has observed that 

11 Dharma is perhaps the most comprehensive concept 1n the entire 
JO 

history of Indian Thought." Franklin Bigerton, one of the 

best of the North American Indologists, has attempted to 

formulate that comprehensiveness in his article "Dominant Ideas 
31 

in the Formation of Indian Culture". He begins his article 

with a discussion of dharma and describes its usages as follows: 

propriety, socially approved conduct, in relation 
to one's fellow men or to other living beings 
(animals or superhuman powers). I.aw, social usage, 
morality and most of what we ordinarily mean by 
religion, all fall under this head. 32 

30 
Varma, p. 106 • 

.31 
Franklin EJ:lgerton, "Dominant Ideas in the Formation of 

Indian Culture" Journal of the .American Oriental Soc1et~ Vol. 
62, pp. 151 - 156 • 

.32 
Ibid.' p. 151. 
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In the context of a discussion of •dominant ideas• of the 

Indian Tradition, Bigerton•s brief survey of the usages of 

dharma accents the way in which the concept pervades the whole 

of human experience. One can legitimately ask what dimension 

of human experience is untouched by one or more of 'law', 

•social usage', 'morality•, and •religion•. 

A somewhat fuller attempt to formulate in summary 

form the range of dharma usages has been proposed by G. H. Mees 
33 

in his important work, Dharma and Society. In his work Mees 

outlines some fifteen possible distinctive usages for dha1~a: 

1. Something like the old rita: 
2. The morally proper, the.ethical duty, virtue: 
J. Good works; 
4. Religious duty, religious virtue: 
5. The Ideal: 
6. Identical with God and Absolute Truth; a universal 

law or principle; 
7. Divine justice; 
8. A compromise between the ideal and actual conditions; 
9. Convention, a code of customs and traditions: 

10. Comm.on law or law; 
11. International or rather inter-tribal law; 
12. Rules laid down by Brahman authorities for the 

glorification and elevation of their caste at the 
cost of the lower castes: 

1). 'Ihe sociological and psychological distinction 
between svadharma (the dharma of the individual), 
varnadharma (the dharma of a varna or •natural 
class') j~tidharma (the dharma of a caste), Hindu
dharma and also between the dharma of the Aryas 
and that for the .Anaryas; 

14. The philosophical and psychological distinction 
between Pravrti dharma and Nlvritti-dharma: 

15. (Attributes of aharma): Karman • .. bhakti. )4 

33 
Gualtherus Hendrik ~ees, Dharma and Society, 

(London, 1935). 

J4 
Ibid., p. 8. 



Despite the democratic bias notable in point twelve, Mees 

usefully consolidates the diversity of dharma usage and 

juxtaposes the varying types of expression 1n a way which 

broadens and developes the four main categories suggested by 

El:igerton. It is even clearer from Mees•s list that ~~ 

is related to the whole of human experience and the whole of 

the Tradition with all of its diverse expressions. 

From El:igerton•s description and, Mees• comprehensive 

list, it is possible to focus the interpretations of dharma 

more clearly by discussing three main areas in which it is 

used cosmology, religious practice and community. By 

cosmology, we want to refer to those usages which have a place 

in the formulations of the origin and nature of the whole of 

creation. By religious practice, we refer to the inseparable 

relation of thought and action, of concept and precept in the 

Indian Tradition. Finally, by community, we refer to the way 

in which the basis for a community is integrated into the total 

complex of both cosmology and theology. Dharma, as we shall 

elaborate, is an important concept in each area. 

F. D. K. Bosch has, for example, seen the cosmological 

uses of dharma in the context of his study of Indian symbolism. 
35 

In the Golden Germ he analyzes in detail the lotus plant 

35 
F. D. K. Bosch, 'lhe Golden Germ: An Introduction to 

Indian Symbolism, (S-Gravenhage, 1960 • 



and its meaning both in art and the literature. Bosch notes 

that one of the most important purposes of the lotus as 

padmamula or root source on which other symbols stand, is to 

express 1,Conograph1cally the concept of dha!':!ru!: 

If we now proceed to enquire into the nature and the 
meaning of the mystic lotus we should concentrate on 
the fact that according to the products of art we 
discussed above, the whole creation represented by a 
lotus plant has its beginning and origin in the 
primevel lotus which feeds and supports it. Just 
as the primeval waters are the roundation of all 
things created and are identified with the dharma 
(Sat. Br. xi, 1, 6, 24: dharmo va apas; (the Waters 
are the law), so the primeval lotus, the symbol of 
these waters is their foundation, their pratishtha, 
and at the same time the supporter of the universe, 

37 

the dharma of the universe, for dharma means supporter. 36 

It is no doubt evident that the connection between dharma and 

the lotus symbol is part of a complex system of associations 

between the symbolic realm of art and the literary realm. It 

is not our purpose to examine the complexity of those associations, 

but simply to observe that a connection has been seen between 

the symbol of the lotus in Indian art and dharma. Within the 

symbolic realm, dharma is seen as the 'supporter' of the cosmos, 

for dharma is the source of creation, the 'Waters' and underlies 

creation as its principle of support or its foundation. In turn, 

the lotus is the symbol of those cosmic waters. 'Ihe basis of 
~ 

this symbol association is found in the Satapatha Brahmana 
• 

J6 
Ibid., p. 122. 
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according to Bosch. This literary connection ls significant 

in that it is evident that Bosch could trace the relation of 
/ the lotus symbol as dharma to a sruti text. While Bosch 

in no way intended his work as a validation of the '!radition•s 
/ 

claim that sruti ls authoritative, in fact, he discovered that 

to be the case. 'lhe cosmological meaning of dharma then, at 

least in this instance, bears out the pattern suggested in our 

survey of the literary tradition. 

In addition to the cosmological symbolism of dharma, 

the concept was of fundamental importance within religious 

thought and practice in the Tradition. In a formulation of 

a comprehensive meaning of dharma, Betty Heimann has shown how 

the theological usages of the term were inseparably tied to 

the cosmological meaning and a whole range of other usages. 

She argued that dharma had a basic meaning which she described 
37 

as the 'fixed position'. Out from that basic meaning Betty 

Heimann portrayed the various usages of dharma as follows: 

Dharma therefore ls (1) the fixed position of duty 
and (2) at the same time of right; 1n short, the sphere 
of function; as such still further, Dharma ls not 
restricted to the range of personal ethics, but (3) 
also designates religious observance and (4) even 
secular law, prescribing the individual's legal 
standing within the wider domains of the community, 
caste and state. Finally Dharma is a general principle, 

37 
Betty Heimann, Indian and Western Philosophy A Study 

on Contrasts, (London, 19371. p. 68. 
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or law of Nature, involving 1n addition the 
psychological ~octr1ne of the Buddha: in other 
words, Dh~rma is everything that is fixed or to 
which the 1lld1v1dual is bound: and this in a two
fold sense, both positively and negatively, by 
deriving from it support (~) and obligation 
alike. 'Ihus dharma 1s duty and right simultaneously; 
and as universg,I order it assigns to each indiv1dual1ty
be it personal or impersonal - its specific place 
within the wider community. A final c~nsequence of 
this conception of dharma is found in Buddhistio logic, 
where all phenomena, all f1xed and definite objects 
are called dharmas. )8 

Por our purposes, Betty Heimann's interpretation of dharma 

makes several interesting ard related points. She points out 

that dharma is a central concept not only within Hindu thought, 

but also is important in Buddhist thought as well. '!his point 

can be amplified by a brief reference to typical Hindu and 

Buddhist uses of dharma. 

One of the six schools of Indian thought is P'iirva 

Mlmamsa. 'Ihe fundamental purpose of this school was the 

elaboration of the meaning or dharma. In the Mlmamsa siitra 

dharma is understood as "that which is indicated by means of 
39 

the Veda as conducive to the highest good" In this school 

the study of the Veda to know dhama focuses on the Brahma."'la 
• 

literature because it was argued that it was fundamental to 

know and obey ordinances of dharma which involved. injunctions 

for action. 'lhe Brahmanas were the texts in which the ritual 
• 

J8 
Ibid., p. 68. 

39 - - -
Jaimini, M1mamsa Sutra, quoted 1n: s. Badhakr1shnan 

and c. Moore, (editors), A sourcebook in Indian Philosophy, 
(Princeton, 1957), p. 487: I. 1. 2. 
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action according to dharma was most carefully formulated. 

The school of Purva Mlmamsa therefore delineated dharma 

as the 'fixed point' of ritual and moral action and founded 

those meanings of dharma on careful thought of the metaphysical 

ground for such action. 

Dharma was also an important concept within Buddhism. 

'Ih. Stcherbatsky has studied the Buddhist use of dharma in his 

work '!he Central Conception of Buddhism'and the Meaning of the 
40 

Word "dharma". In that study, Stcherbatsky describes dharma 

in summary as follows: 

The conception of a dharma is the central point of 
Buddhist doctrine. In the light of this conception 
Buddhism discloses itself as a metaphysical theory 
developed out of one fundamental principle, viz. the 
idea that existence is an interplay of a plurality 
of subtle, ultimate not further analysable elements 
of Yiatter, Mind and Forces. 
These elements are technically called dharmas, a 
meaning which this word has in this system alone. 
Buddhism accordingly can be characterized as a 
system of Radical Pluralism (sanghata-vada): the 
elements alone are realities, every combination of 
them is a mere name covering a plurality of separate 
elements. 'Ille moral teaching of a path towards Final 
Deliverance is not something additional or extraneous 
to this ontological doctrine, it is most intimately 
connected with it and, in fact identical with it. 41 

40 
Th. Stcherbatsky, 'Ihe Central Conce tion of Buddhism 

and the !{,eaning of the Word 11 Dharma 11 , Varanasi, 197 • cf. 
Etlward 9onze, Bu~dhist Thou~ht In India, (London, 1962), pp. 
92 - 106; ~~gdalene und Wilhelm Geiger, Pali Dhamma vornehml1ch 
in der kanonischen L1 teratur, (Nunchen, 1920 ). 

41 
-~ •• p. 73. 
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Stcherbatsky focuses on two essential meanings of dharma. 

On the one hand dharma refers to the basic atomic constituents 

of the cosmos and on the other to the 'Path' which leads 

men to 'deliverance' from the bondage to those atoms and hence. 

to the cosmos. Dharma, therefore defines both the cosmos and 

the path through which man gains release from that cosmos. 

While Buddhist usage seems to have important parallels 

with usages of the Hindu stream of the Tradition, in that 

dharma is an important cosmological concept and a term which 

defines •trut~ and the appropriate expression of that truth 

in action, there is a very important sense in which dharma is 

understood differently. 'Ihe Buddhists do not look back in 

the same way to the ancient Tradition for their authoritative 

understanding of dharma. Indeed, the only relation to the 

ancient Tradition of the Veda in Buddhist usage of dharma is 

its place in the refutation of vedic authority in the name 
42 

of the individual human capacity to achieve enlightenment. 

It 1s this attempted refutation that lead the Hindu tradition 

to view Euddhism as unorthodox. 

However, we would suggest that even though the Buddhist 

usage of dharma is part of a refutation of Vedic authority, the 

Buddha's usage, either to describe the •Path' or the atoms of 

42 
cf. K. N. Jayatilleke, Farly Buddhist 'Iheory of 

Knowledge, (lDndon, 1963) pp. 169 - 204. 
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existence as the basis for a cosmology, need not be seen as 

entirely divorced from v·edic usages. There is little doubt 

that the Samhitas were extant at the time of the birth of the 
• 

Buddha. It is likelY, therefore, that the Buddha's under

standing of dharma as an appropriate term for the purposes of 

expressing his vision of truth and his path had some connection 

with vedic usages. We are not surprised to find vedic gods in 

Buddhist iconography and myth or to see the lotus as an 
4J 

important symbol in both Hindu and Buddhist art. It 

therefore should not ce surprising to posit some continuity 

of Vedic and Buddhist use of ~~· even if the continuity 

is in the typologies of usages rather than identical cosmologies 

or concepts of the appropriate path for men to follow. 

43 
A similar point to that of the observation of 

'parallels• between Hindu and Buddhist thought has been made 
with regard to Indian art by Heinrich Zimmer. He comments on 
the relationship as follows: 

It is extremely interesting and important to observe 
that the Buddhist and Hindu representations of such 
popular divinities do not differ from each other, 
either essentially or in detail; for Buddhist and Hindu 
art - as also Buddhist and Hindu doctrine - were in 
India basically one. Prince Gautama Siddhartta the 
"historical Buddha," who taught in the sixth and fifth 
centuries B.C., was a reformer, a monastic reformer, 
remaining within, and taking fo1· granted the context of 
Indian civilization. He never denied the Hindu 
pantheon or croke with the traditional Hindu ideal of 
release through enlightenment (mok~a. nirvana). His 
specific deed was not that of refuting but of re
formulating, on the basis of a profound personal 
experience, the ageless Indian teaching of redemption 
from the tolls of Maya. 'Ihe new order of mend 1cant 

(continued) 
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As fascinating as this possibility is, as a way to 

look at the Buddhist usages of dharma, the actual research 

and study of such continuities must await future consideration. 

Our concern here can only be within the s'ruti-smrti context 
• 

of the Indian Religious Tradition. 

The vedic pattern of authoritative precedence for 

knowledge of dharma in Sruti is evident as well in the 

communal meanings of dharma, This meaning of dharma is 

generally speaking 'righteousness• and ~aw•.44 J. Duncan 

M, Derrett, one of the most prolific authors on the 

Dharm~astrL. literature has argued :for this meaning with 

great care. He points out that "DharmaS"astra means the 

teaching (or science) of righteousness ••• ".45 According 

to Derrett, the use of the term 'righteousness• for dharma, 

43 (continued) 
monks that he established for the practice of his 
special code of discipline was, in Indi~., one order 
among a multitude. "I have seen the ancient way," 
he is reported to have said, "the Old Road that 
was taken by the formerlY- All-Awakened, and that is 
the path I follow." (Samyutta Nikaya, ll.106.). 

Heinrich Zimmer, M~hs and S~bols in Indian Art and 
Civilization, (New York, 19 2), PP• J-64. 

44 ,_ 
J, Duncan M. Derett, Dharmasastra and, Jµridicial 

Literature, (Weisbaden, 197J}. 

45 
Ibid., P• 2. 



makes it possible to distinguish 'law• as it is actually 

operative within various communities and 'law• as the 

normative basis for community custom. Dharma as 

'righteousness' can thus refer to a normative enterprise 

carried out by the Brt!hman community in the composition 

44 

of DharmaS'astras. Dharma translated as law or custom can 

refer to the actuaJ. patterns of law or dharma in various 

communities throughout the subcontinent. There is, therefore, 

a hierarchy of authority established. The normative codes 

such as the Manavadharma~astra, accord authoritative 

precedence to ~ as the basis for knowledge of dharma. 

Various communities look to the normative Dharma~astra 

literature for authoritative guidance in the formulation of 

laws for communities and for guidance in determining which 

laws or customs are 'righteous' and which are not. The 

authority of Veda is therefore conveyed through the normative 

texts to real communities as they face the difficult task 

of living according to dharma• What is important again for 

our purposes is the fact that there is an operative pattern 

of authority which resides finally in the ~ruti literature. 



P. v. Kane in his monumental work, History of 

Dharma~astra46has drawn out the meaning of dharma in a way 

which conforms to the distinctions of normative and legal 

forms of dharma suggested by Derrett. His work comprehen-

sively deals with the normative descriptions of dharma•s 

meaning. For Kane therefore the meaning of dharma can be 

summarized as follows• 

The foregoing brief discussion establishes how the 
word dharm~ passed through several transitions of 
meaning and how ultimately its most prominent 
significance came to be 'the privileges, duties 
and obligations of a man, his standard of conduct 
as a member of the Aryan community, as a member of 
the castes, as a person in a particular stage of 
life', 47 

45 

Kane explains the normative meaning of· dharma48 in 

such a way that it includes the system of caste order called 

varna which separates men according to four orderss the 
• 

b~ahman or priestly order, the ksatriya or warrior order, 
• 

the vai~ya or commercial arrl agricultural order, and the ~udra 

or labouring order, Dharma also means the four stages of life 

(Poona, 
P. v. Kane, History of Dharma6astra, Vol, 1-5 
1941-SJ), 

47 
Ibid., Vol. 1, Part 1, P• J. 
48 
~., Vol. 1, Part 1, pp.4-6. 
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or the a~rama system, which includes the brahmagarin or 

the time of life spent under a guru's guidance, the grhastha 
• 

period as a householder, the vanaprastha period Of retiremnet 

and finally the sannyasin or the time of ascetic renunciation. 

Dharma, then, is understood to be the name for all of the 

duties appropriate to all the orders of the varna system 
• 

am all of the stages of life. The normative features of 

this meaning is emphasized in the fact that the system is 

understood as totally comprehensive. It is not concerned 

with the fact that the varna. system was unevenly developed 
• 

throughout the subcontinent or with the fact that not all 

men follow the asrama system. Rather, Kane is clear that 

this is an ideal ordering of society and life according to 

ideal the principle of dharma, The detailed elaboration 

of that ideal was the task of the writers of the Dharmasutras 

and Dharma~astras. Such writers understood their task as 

the provision of a normative legal interpretation of the 

vedic meaning of dharma, Many other kinds of interpretations 

were both necessary and possible as the communal, the artistic 

and the religious practice interpretations show, The 

important point for our purposes was the understanding that 

dharma was authoritatively grounded in~ in each case. 



From this look at some of the attempts to present 

in a consolidated way the range of dharma-usag~ arxi from 

the survey of three areas of meaning - the cosmological, the 

religious and the communal - it is possible to turn to the 

task of defining the characteristics of a root meaning. 

The first characteristic must be that it is founded 

upon the ~ruti usages of dharma. From our study of the 

literary heritage of the Tradition and from the three areas 

of dharma usage it is clear that the Tradition looked back 

to the ~ruti portions of~ as the authoritative source 

47 

of dharma. We have already suggested that the most appropriate 

t I • f d of he srut1 sources or our purposes woul be the Rg Veda. 
• 

On the basis of the usages of dharma in the hymns of that 

text it will be possible to establish a root meaning of 

dharma. 

Secondly, in our study of the Rg Veda hymns and 
• 

the uses of dharma within them, it will be important to 

see two dimensions of meaning for dharma. On the one hand 

there will be particular types of usages such as would be 

appropriate to cosmological, religious, ani communal themes. 

However, a root meaning should have a summary form able to 

substain the diverse particular usages found within the 

cosmological, the religious and the communal contexts. It 

is likely that it will be in this latter summary form 

that we will be able to see the character of the root meaning. 



The third characteristic of dharma must be its 

continuity. When the smrti literature looks back to an 
• 

48 

authoritative meaning of dharma, it looks back with a view 

to appropriate that meaning in the midst of a significantly 

different setting. From our study of the literary heritage, 

the most appropriate text for this purpose is the Bhagavad 

Gita. By studying the uses of dharma in the context of 

Krsna's teaching, it will be possible to see whether the 
••• 

root meaning demonstrates continuity with smrti • 
• 

Once we have established that there is a root meaning 

and identified whether and how it is maintained within the 

Bha.gavad GI ta, it will be possible to re-examine the question 

of the critique by western historians of the self-understanding 

of the Indian Religious Tradition. 

5. A 'l'HESIS ABOUT DHARMA 

Before turning to the actual textual study of dharma 

in the Rg Veda and the Bhagavad GI ta, it would be useful to • 
state simply the thesis we propose· to argue. 

First, it is our contention that dharma has a root 

meaning which is established in the Rg Veda. That root 
• 

meaning in its comprehensive form can be formulated tentatively as 

'the upholding of the orderly relatedness of all that is'. On the 
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basis or this summary meaning, we find that there are several 

types of usages appropriate to the cosmology of the hymns, the 

religious usages which focus on the form and purpose of the 

sacrifice, and commun&l meanings. However each of these 

particular types of usage, with differing emphasis, 

participates in the underlying root or core meaning of 

dharma. 

Secondly, it ls our contention that the smrt1 text, 
• 

the Bhagavad G1ta, has as its main purpose the re-formulation 
49 

of dharma within a theology of tradition. It is our 

contention that the most important purpose of Krsna's 
••• 

/ 
teaching is to re-articulate the meaning of the sruti 

tradition through its focus on dharma. 1.his task is 

essentially a theology in that it defines anew cons1stantly 

and coherently the relations between God, man and creation, 

but it does so in terms of the revelation preserved in the 

literature of the Veda. As such it is a theology of tradition. 

In that theology, dha.rma is central to a different cosmology, 

different religious practices and different social structures. 

However, while there 1s significant thematic change,1n each 

case we shall show that the purpose of the Bhagavad. GI ta is 

to articulate the meaning of dharma in such a way that it is 

49 
cf. Our discussion of the use of the phrase 'theology 

ot tradition" below; pp. 348-354. 



consistent with the core or rQot meaning 1n the Bg Veda • 
• 

Ch the basis Of our textual studies Of dharma in 
/ 

srut1 and smrti, it will be possible to reconsider question 
• 

regarding the meaning and nature of continuity in the Indian 

Rel1g1ous Tradition. 

50 



PART ONE 

THE LOTUSa 

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROOT MEANING OF DHARMA IN 

THE RG VEDA 
• 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION TO DHARMA IN THE RG VEDA 
• 

In our survey of the literature of the ancient Indian 

religious tradition, we noted that the Bg Veda was the oldest 
• 

of the four samh1tas or •collections• which constituted the 
• 

" body of sruti literature. 'lhe title 'Rg Veda' suggests the 
• 

importance of the samhita which we have chosen to study in 

order to establish the root meaning of dharma. '!he term '~' 
• 

means verse, hymn or praise and •veda• from the root v1d, 

1 

to know, means knowledge. Hence the ~ Veda is the collection 

of praises, hymns or verses about knowledge. That the hymns 

were memorized and passed down from generation to generation 

reflects the conviction that the Rg Veda along with the other 
• 

samh1tas contain all that was considered important to know • 
• 

our decision to base our study on this particular collection 

of knowledge was based upon the antiquity and seminal 

importance of the Rg Veda in relation to the other samhitas. 
. . . 

Within the collection of hymns in the Rg Veda, dharma 
• 

is an important concept. we must recognize at the outset 

however, that the basis for its importance resides in the 

whole body of references which arise from the term 1 dharma•s• 

1 
'Ihere is no capitalization within Sanskrit. However, 

as a matter of convenience we shall capitalize Sanskrit terms 
when they function as proper nouns. 
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root2 'dhr' and not just the familar noun form of the later 
• 

Tradition. The root dhr means generally, to uphold, maintain 
• 

or sustain. A careful examination of Grossman's Worterbuch 

Zurn Rgyeda3reveals that there are some 223 textual references 
• 

which include one or more forms of dhr, Of those references, --. 
some 154 are to various verb forms and 69 which refer to the 

4 'forerunner' of dharma, the neuter noun created by the 

combination of 'dhar• with the neuter ending, ·~·· In 

total, the forms of the root constitute a substantial body 

of references which can form the basis for our study. 

The importance of the body of references to dhr, 
• 

however, does not arise from the quantity of textual occurances. 

Rather, importance arises from the meaning of these references 

in their many diverse contexts. J. Gonda, has recognized and 

sketched out the significance of these usages in the text. 

With regard to the verb forms of dhr, for example, Gonda --. 

2 
We will discuss 

of dharma, and dharman, 
we will use dharma, 

briefly below the forms of dh§ and 
Throughout our study of the g Veda 

• 

3 " ( Hermann Grossman, Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda, Wiesboden, 
1964) pp. 659-660, 691-694, cf, Appendix one and two in which 
we list the references to noun and verb forms refered to in 
the text of the thesis, 

4 
Jan Gonda, "Het Begripp Dharma in Het Indisch Den~enM, 

Tijdschrift voor philoso phie. Vol. 20 #2, (1958), unpublished 
translation by Hans Keijser, p. 221 in the dutch text. 
(Hereinaftera 'Het Begripp Dharma•). 



has stated: 

'Ihe connections in which the verb dhr is found, 
leave no doubt that it played an 1mPO'ftant role 
in the oldest Indian world views and ideas about 
the coherence of things. 5 

Gonda goes on to point out the general importance of the 

verbal meanings which he describes in the following way: 

In the first place it is of interest that several 
forms of this verb are used in such a way that the 
subject is a godly power and the object one or more 
extremely important powers in the universe that 1s 
"maintained, fixed or propped" and whose existence 
or continuing existences is "assured or stabilized" 
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by the godly powers. 'Ihese are extremely important 
powers, because their unhindered existence is a 
condition for the physical, economic and social 
existence of mankind on earth and for the retention of 
essential 11stabili ty 11 • Very often a god is said to 
maintain hold onto and fix the earth, or heaven and 
earth or the several components of the universe. 6 

According to this account, the function of the verb forms is 

to express the maintaining, propping and sustaining actions 

of the deities in the universe. A study of these verb forms 

will therefore reveal the ways in which the concept dharma 

is seen to function among the gods and it will be possible 

to distill from that body of usages the basis for the 

formulation of a core or root meaning. 

Gonda makes it clear that the verb forms of the root 

dhr are inseparably connected to the neuter noun form'dharman~ 
• 

He finds that this neuter form is similar to important neuter 

5 
Ibid., p. 216. 

6 
Ibid., pp. 216-21% 
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forms in Indo-Europeon languages. '!his correspondence with 

other languages in the same linguistic family is an asset for 

the formulation of the significance of the Sanskrit neuter noun 

in the Rg Veda, Gonda points out, for example, that dharman 
• 

is 11 the forerunner of dharma". He continuesa 

It belongs to a type of neuter with the suffix 'man' 
a category for which the recently given description, 
that it consists of abstracts and from them derived 
indications of affairs and events, is not completely 
satisfactory, nor is the older description that it 
contained nomina actionis. It is certain that already 
in pre-historic time m~ny of the so formed words 
expressed concepts that were anchored in a philosophy 
of life and were important elements in it. These 
concepts of powers and forces occupied the thoughts 
and emotions of our pre-historic forefathers because 
they knew or believed that their physical, material 
and spiritual wellbeing was determined by them. Think 
of the Ia tin numen "the force that exists in things" 
• • • and in Sanskrit think of tokman "sprout, young 
stalk", brahman - which probably meant "supporting, 
fundamental power which manifests itself especially 
in all kinds of powers", dhaman- 11 the established 
order 11 , especially that of the gods Viitra and Varuna 
• • • • The suffix ~~was apparently often • 
used to express the idea of forces which manifest 
themselves in processes, creatures, or objects; 
forces that give evidence of their effects without 
human interference or activity. 7 

The general force of the neuter references is to conceptualize 

the 'forces' conveyed in the actions of the gods according to 

the verb forms of the root dhr. However, Gonda insists --. 
that the nature of this conceptualization must be understood 

in the context of the way 1n which concepts are understood 

in the Rg Veda. Gonda makes clear the nature of that 
• 

7 
Ibid., pp. 221-222. 



conceptualization as he applies the general characteristics 

of the neuter ending to a usage of dharman in order to 

' illustrate the terms general meanings. Gonda states: 
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Thus one may conceive the term dharmani in .BB;veda 
1.22.18 as the manifestation of the concept•or 
"carrying, supporting, maintaining" but since 'pure 
concepts' were alien to ancient Indian thought we 
must conceive it rather as a manifestation of reality 
which itself is conceived as power and which gives 
evidence of existing and being present by means 
of its effects and consequences: carry support 
maintain. Everything may in principle be called a 
dharman in which shows the power-reality 11 to 
maintain and support" and also "maintain itself, 
persist, be lasting, remain conformed with its own 
nature"· 8 

For Gonda, then, the importance of dharman is its formulation 

of that dimension of power which depicts the functions in 

" the cosmos of 'carrying, supporting, and maintaining.While the 

noun forms conceive that function, the verb forms portray 

it as it is accomplished by the gods or powers in the cosmos. 

Gonda's presentation of the importance of the 

meaning of the forms of the root dhr in the world-view of 
-r 

the Bg Veda is very suggestive, given our purpose which is 
. . 

to find a root meaning of dharma that has a demonstrable 
~ 

continuity in the ancient literature of sruti and smrti • 
• 

Gonda's support in our conviction that the root. 

8 
Ibid., p. 222. 

-. 
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is important in the ~ Veda is however limited, for his 
• 

purpose is fulfilled simply by surveying a few types of 

verb and noun referencES in the whole tradition from ancient 

to modern uses. Our purpose can only be accomplished by a 

careful survey of the body of references in order to see how 

each can be understood to contricute to an underlying core or 

root meaning. 

In order to proceed to a careful examination of the 

body of dhr usages in the Rg Veda, however, we must formulate 
• • 

the framework within which that study can be carried out. 

First, we must examine the conceptual framework of the hymns 

themselves. That involves a brief consideration of the 

role of the visionary poet, the rsi, as the religious man 
•• 

who sees the vision of reality and power of which the concept 

dharma is a part, and articulates that vision in the hymns 

for use in the vedic sacrifice. This context will provide 

the basis for our understanding of the authoritativeness 

of the language used in the hymns generally and with particular 

regard to dharma. 

'!he second dimension of the framework of our study is 

methodological in nature. 'lhe problem is that the references 

to dhr a.re found in widely separated verses within the hymns, 
• 

and, even more problematic, they are spread throughout the 

ten mandalas of the Rg Veda. As a result we must determine 
• • • 
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the importance for our study of the immediate setting of 

the references and subsequently determine how we can relate 

the various references to each other. Having formulated the 

framework for our study of the concept of dharma in the 

P.g Veda in terms of these issues, we can then proceed to 
• 
examine those usages in the text. 

1. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE HYMNS OF THE RG VEDA 
• 

In the tenth mandala or cycle of hymns in the Rg Veda, 
e i I 

there is a hymn dedicated to 'Ka' or 'What'. The refrain 

repeated throughout the hymn except in the last stanza asks, 

"What god shall we adore with our oblation?" kasmai devaya 
9 

havisha vidhema • 'Ihis refrain poses a question ever present 

in the early religious literature of India. It expresses 

the quest for knowledge of the gods or powers and through them 

of that source, eternal in nature, which lies behind and 

sustains all ~anifest forms including the cosmos, the gods and 

life itself. '!he quest for such knowledge as the refrain 

implies is part of the complex expression of reverence 

10.121.1. With reg~rd to transcription of Sanskrit 
in the Rg Ved~ we shall follow the text of the Pg Veda in: 
Theodor• Aufrecht, Die Hyrnnen Des ifLcr,veda, Vol.• I and II, 
reprint, (Darmstadt, 1955). Aufrecht follows the tradition 
of transcription established in German scholarship which differs 
with the English speaking tradition of transcription typified 
in Franklin Bigerton's edition of the .2ha~avad Gita. 'l'he 
important d1ffe~ences involve the transcription of the three 
consonants ~, sn and s which in the Bigerton or English 

(cor..tinued) 



expressed within the ritual life of the community which 

preserved the Rg Veda. It was essential to the continued 
• 

vitality of that community that it know 'what' to reverence 

in the yaj~a or the ritual of the sacrifice. 
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The hymns of the Rg Veda are the poetic articulations 
• 

of the knowledge possessed by the vedic community. Knowledge 

and ritual were inseparable for that community. It was for 

that reason that the ttantras of the P.g Veda were adapted 
• 

in the sama Veda and the Yajur Veda, for particular use in the 

context of the sacrifice. Indeed it was the mantra which 

made the sacrifice effective. Knowledge, expressed as 

mantra in the yajna wa~ then, a fundamental expression of 

the religious understanding of the ved1c community. 

Within the vedic community there were several names 

for those men who set out to know 'what' the community ought 

to reverence. Such knowers were generally called rs1 ........-

9 (continued)/ 
transcription become s, s and s. Other differences include 
the elimination of the i·in the ri to make simply r. - . • 

thless otherwise indicated all translations of 
passages of the ~~Veda are taken from: Ralph Griffith, 
'Ihe Hfmns of the•::i.g Veda, reprint, (Delhi, 1973). It should 
be no1..-ed, however: tnat we have carefully compared Gr1ffi ths 
translations to the excellent German translation: Karl F. 
Geldner, Der 31~ Veda, H~rvard Oriental Series, Vols. 33-36, 
(Cambridge, 1951-.57 ),(hereinafter .c. R. v.); and the translations 
by Louts Renou, Etudes V~diaues Et Pa~in~ennes, (Paris, 1955-69), 

(hereinafter E. V. P. ) Where ~ri f fi th' s trans la ti on does not 
(continued) 



although there were other names as well, such as ~ and 
10 

vipra• 'Ihe rsi or visionary poet performed an heroic 

9 (continued) 
convey the force of a dhr usage while that of either Geldner 
or Renou does, we will substitute the more appropriate 
translation and indicate why we have done so in a footnote. 

Finally, all numerical references included in Part 
One of this work will refer to the Rg Veda unless otherwise 
indicated. • 

10 
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One of the most important books on the nature of the 
hymns of the~ Veda is: J. Gonda, 'lhe Vision of the Vedic 
Poets. ('Ihe H'gue, 1963 ), (Hereinafter: Visi.cr.). In this book, 
Gonda discusses at length the meaning of 'vision' dhI in the 
hymns and relates the meaning of that term to the rfgures who 
experienced the vision. In addition to the rsi, he discusses 
the meaning of the term 'kavi', and the term'l'""7Vipra 1 • Gonda 
summarizes some of the mainliieanings of rsi as follows: 

A rsi obviously is the functionafy-who enters into 
con~act with divinity: 5. 52, lJ; 14; he has an insight 
in the nature of the gods• greatness; 10, 54, J; he 
associates with gods: l, 2J, 24; 10, 90, [; he may 
address them: 8, 23, 24, extol them: 8, 26, 10; honour 
or praise them: 9. 114, 2; 5, 75, l; and invoke their 
aid and favour: 1.48.14 •••• (Vision, p. 40) 

According to Gonda, the kavi is very like the rs1. 
While the term is applied mostly-re-the gods or powers~en 
it is applied to men, it suggests someone who has come into 
knowledge of the powers and the nature of the cosmos. '!his 
knowledge, as in the case of the rsi is related to the ritual 
of the sacrifice. 'Ihe sacrif1ciaT'"j}riest, or hotr is refered 
to as a kavi as he chants the mantra and urges"t'Fi1 powers to 
accede to-Tile needs of the community. As Gonda describes 1t: 

11 Applied to tu man beings the title kavih unmistakably 
denotes those who mentally or spiritualiy enter into 
contact with divine power, the transcendent and the 
world of the unseen. It may obviously be given to a 
person who knows causes or origins (1, 164, 6; 18; 10, 
114, 2), hidden connections (10, 129, 4) or the 
character of the ritual (1, 164, 5). to lhose who, 
"knowing" (cikitu~ap), understand the relation between 
guilt_and requital (7. 86, J), to one characterized 
by_dhi_Q.: 1, 95, 8) where kavir dhIQ may mean k4vep 
~or 11 the sage seer a.nd his vls1on". (Vision, p. 48) 

(continued) 
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function within the community. It was the rsi who sought to 
•• 

know the gods. His quest was fulfilled by the god or gods who 

met him and made manifest to him the knowledge needed by the 

community. 

The vision of the seeker alone, however, did not make 

a rsl. The heroic encounter with the gods in the visionary ....-
experience required translation for the community at large. 

The rs1 therefore was a visionary and a poet; he made the 
•• 

vision knowacle to the community in speech. That ls to say 
.I' 

he translated the vision into what could be heard (sruti) as 

mantra. This process of translation was as inspired an act 

as the visionary encounter with the gods. The inspired nature 

of the translation of vision into mantra is expressed in the 

Rg Veda in two hymns about the nature of speech or language, 
• 
10.?l and 10.125. 

In 10.71. va.c, speech or language, is addressed to 

Brhaspati. In the hymn, it is said that speech fulfills • 
the purpose of providing names for various objects in 

10 (continued) 
Finally, the vipra or the 'quivering one' applies 

both to gods and to man and can be used as an epithet for 
both the ~and the kav1. Gonda referes to the vipra as 
11 the man wflo experiences the vibration, energy, rapture of 
religious and aesthetic inspiration" (Vision, p. 39) a 
meaning which arises from the root/v1p-!£E_ - 11 to tremble, 
shake, quiver" (Vision, p. J8 ). In relation to the rsi, 
the v1pra can mean: o;-

"• •• a rsi is called vipra- (4, 26, 1) but 8, J, 
14 admits' bf the conclusion that both ideas are not 

(continued) 



11 
creation. The process of naming objects is not depicted as 

a chance, haphazard application of name to object, but is a 

process in which language must be •sifted' in the same way 
12 

that wheat is cleansed before it is ground into flour. 

10 (continued) 
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identical: •welcher Redekundige (vipraQ) da.r slch 
ruhmen, ein Rsi zu sein?" (Geldner}; 9, 96, 6 a.!.!:. 
vriEranam. The sons of Angiras, are in 10, 62, 5. 
stated"to be descended from Agni and to be fjayah ••• 
1ambhiraveparasah rsih "deeply moved or excited rsis". 

Vision, p. 40}.· ,. :-;--
Similarly, the association is made between the kav1 and the 
vipra, when "Soma desires to present the jewel LDiina:n) to 
the vipra- when he provides him with dh!yah 11 • (Vision, p. 47) 

'Ihe three terms taken together are: with the idea of 
•vision' dh1, part of what Gonda calls a •semantic field'. 
That ls, taken together, the terms 'vl~ra' kav1 r~l and 
dhi among others point from differingirectrOrrs ~ard a 
nucleus of meaning concerning the reli~ious tr.ou~ht of the 
Rz Veda. ~nile not wanting to appropriate all of Gonda's 
aonclusions suffice it to say, that this is one of the most 
important works on the religious thought of the Rg Veda and 
its influence on our assumptions about the text are implicit 
through much of our own work on the text. 

11 
When-men, Brhaspat1, giving names to objects, 
sent out vak•s first and earliest utterances, 
All that was excellent and spotless, treasured 
within them, was disclosed through their affection. 

Brihaspate prathamam vaco agram yat pra1rata namadheyam 
dadhanah • • • 
yad eshim sresh~ham yad aripram aslt p1~na tad 
esham n1nitam guhavih • 

• • • 10. 71. l 

12 
Where, like men cleansing corn-flour 1n a cr1bble, 
The wise in spirit have created language, 

saktum iva - titauna punanto yatra dhlra manasa 
vacam akrata 

10.71. 2 
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lJ 
The rsi is the 'sifter' of words and fulfills that task in 

the light of the 'vision which gave him knowledge which he then 

names in speech. 

It is apparent therefore that the rsi as a 'sifter' 
•• 

of language is not the maker of words or of language per ~· 

but is the recipient of language which names truthfully what 

is seen in the vision granted to him by one or more of the 

powers. language, likened to the grains of the field, is 

coeval with creation; it is the vehicle of knowledge as the 

grains are the means for sustenance. To be useful words, like 

the grain, must be 'sifted' and purified so that what is 

named, is named truthfully. 
14 

'lhe task of naming, like that of the heroic encounter 

with the gods in the vision of their form or nature, is 

incredibly difficult to fulfill. At the same time, it. is a 

terribly important task because the community depends upon 

the rsi for the mantra, the true name of things in speech, ......--
to make the sacrifice effective. The difficulty and importance 

of po~essing true speech about the nature of things is 

recognized 1n the knowledge that the task could only be 

lJ 
With sacrifice the trace of vak they followed, 
and found her harbouring within the Rishis. 

yajnena vacah padavlyam ayan tam anv avindann rishishu 
pravishtam • • • 
14 

10.71.J 
cf. Kar lya Falk, Mirna- RlJpa and Dharma- RUpa : Ori gin 
and As pee ts of an .Jl.nc fen t lnd fan Conception, 

(continued) 
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fulfilled under the inspired guidance of a power. That 

power was the goddess Speech, (vac). She selects the rsi to 
•• 

whom she will reveal herself, in the same way that a wife 
15 

choses to reveal her beauty only to her husband. As in the 

quest for vision (dhi), the quest for true speech is fulfilled 

in the meeting of the seeker and the power who seeks out her 

beloved. In their encounter the rsi is inspired to true .....-
speech, the expression or translation of knowledge into 

speech so that the two are one and the same. 

The intimate friendship of the goddess and rsi 
• • 

imprints an indelible mark upon the rsi which enables the .. 
community at large to discriminate a true rsi from an 

•• 
imposter: 

Friends see and recognize the marks of friendship: 
Their speech retains the blessed sign imprinted. 16 

atra sakhayaQ sakhyani janate bhadraisham 
lakshmir nihitadhi vac1 • 

14 (continued) 
(Calcutta, 1943) for a 
naming in the 3g Veda; 
and the Name of God in 

philosophical study of the idea of 
cf. also, J. Gonda, Notes on Names 

Ancient India, (Amsterdam, 1970). 
~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~-

15 
One man hath ne'er seen vak, and yet he seeth: 
One man hath hearing but hath never heard her. 
But to another hath she shown her beauty 
as a fond well-dressed woman to her husband. 

uta tvah pasyan. na d.adarsa vacam uta tvah srinvan . . - . . . . . 
na ~ril)oty enam 
uto tvasmai tanvam vi sasre jayeva patya usat1 suvasah 

• • • 
16 10.71.4 
10.71.2 



All friends are joyful in the friend who cometh in 
in triumph, having conquered in the assembly. 
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sarve nandanti yasasagatena sabhasahena sakhya sakhayah. 
• • 

17 

'Ihe imprint left upon the rsi by his intimacy with the goddess .....--
is his wisdom expressed in true speech. 'Ihat wisdom the rsi ......-
brings to the community's assembly where the beloved rsi ....-
and the false one are seen for what they are. '!heir hymns are 

adjudicated by the assembly and recognition is given only 

to the rsi who has given true expression to that knowledge 
....--- 18 

which is seen to pervade his whole being. The knowledg~ 

pervasive in the :f~ is his identifying mark and is compared 

to being submerged in the primeval waters, the source of all 
19 

creation. 

Recognition of the rsi inspired by the goddess empowers 
• • 

the communal sacrifice which brings the necessities of life to 

the community as a whole. The rsi is therefore a hero to the -.-.-
community because he is the vehicle of knowledge for the 

sacrifice. His heroism brings food, wealth. power, and 

conquest in battle a 

17 
10.71.10· 

18 
The vi l)ra or 'quivering one' is the classic illustration 

of rsi who physically experiences in his shaking or quivering the 
perv~siveness of the gods. 

19. cf. 10. 71. 7; 10.125. 7. 



He is their blame-averter, food-provider: 
prepared is he and fit for deed of vigour. 

kllbishasprit pitusha~ir hy esham araI!1 hi to bhavati 
vajinaya • 

20 

Conquest in the communal assembly gives the ~ the 
•• 

responsibility to join with others to lead the sacrifice: 

one plies his constant task reciting verses: 
One sings the holy psalm in Sakvari measures, 
One more, the Brahman, tells.the lore of being, 
A.~d one lays down the rules of sacrificing. 
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ricam tvah posham 
~akvarlshu 

aste pupushvan gayatram tvo gayati . 
brahma tvo vadati 
mi mi ta u tvah 

jatavidyam yajnasya matram vi . . 
• 21 

20 
10.71.10; cf. l0.125.4,6. 

Through me alone all eat the food that feeds them, -
each man who sees, breathes, hears the word outspoken. 

maya so annam atti yo vipasyat1 yah praniti ya lm 
srinoty u tam • • • • 
• • • l0.125.4 

I bend the bow for Rudra that his arrow may strike and 
slay the hater of devotion. 
I rouse and order battle for the people, and I have 
penetrated Earth and Heaven. 

aham rudraya dhanur a tanomi brahmadvishe sarave hantava u 
aham janaya samadam krinomy aham dyavaprithivI a vivesa 

• • • • • • • 

io.125.6 

21 
10.71).1, cf. l0.125.5 

I verily myself announce and utter the word that Gods 
and men alike shall welcome. 
I make the man I love exceeding mighty, make him a sage, 
aRishi and a Brahman. 

(continued) 
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'Ihe combination of true speech and the proper performance of 

the ritual ensures the success of the community in meeting its 

needs. The harmony of the rsi with the gods is conveyed to 
• • 

the community as a whole through the hymns so that it is in 

turn at one with the powers of the cosmos. 

In essence then, vision and speech or language are 

understood to be the same. Speech names what is seen in the . 
vision and thereby makes it knowable to the community for use 

in the sacrifice. 'Ihe authoritativeness of the language of 

the hymns, therefore, rests upon the inspired relationship 

of the gods, in particular the goddess Speech, Vac, with the 

rsi • ....- The power's revelation through vision enables the 

rsi to name reality - that name is 'reality•. 'Ihe basis of 
;-;-

the power of the hymns for the sacrifice is this 

identification, for only true speech can make the sacrifice 

effective. This identification of speech and reality is 

magnificently portrayed in a description of the goddess 

vac or Speech, in which she reveals herself, through the 

rsi, as the reality of creation: 
•• 

21 (continued) 
aharn eva svay am 
manushebhih 

idam vadami jushtam devebh1r uta . . 
- . yap kamaye ta~-tam ugram 

rishim tam sumedham • 
krinomi tam brahmanam tam 

• • • • 
• • • 

10.125.5. 



On the worlds summit I bring forth the Fathers 
my home is in the waters, in the ocean. 
Thence I extend o'er all existing creatures, and 
touch even yonder heaven with my forehead. 
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I breathe a strong breath like the wind and tempest, 
the while I hold together all existence, 
Beyond this wide earth and beyond the heavens 
I have become so mighty in my grandeur. 

ahaW suve pitaram asya mlirdhan mama 
yonir apsv anta~ samudre 
tato vi tishthe bhuvananu visvotam"Um ..... . . - . . dyam varshmanopa sprisami 

• • • • 
aham eva vata iva pra vamy n.rabhamana bhuvanani 
visW. · 
paro diva para era pri thivyai tavatl 
mahina sam babhuva 0 22 

V8.c as the power of speech or language inspires the rsi to . . 
see the very sources of the cosmos in the waters; to see that 

speech is the source of the male principle of creation, the 

'Father'. Indeed, she inspires him to see all that is and 

all the creatures that animate the .Earth. Under the 

inspiration of Vac, the rsi names the wind and sees the 
•• 

interrelationships among all things and even sees that which 

passes beyond the limits of creation to the source of all 

that is. 

This identity of vision and the speech 'sifted' by 

the rsis under the inspiration of the powers has an 
• • 

important implication for the way in which one views the usages 

of Qh!:_ in the hymns of the Rg Veda. It makes comprehensible . , 
the claim which the Indian Tradition has made for the 

authoritativeness of the hymns of the Rg Veda, The hymns 

22 
10.125.7-8. 

• 
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are understood to be revealed speech, about the nature 

of reality. The uses of .fil!!:. are part of that speech. We 
• 

are therefore concerned in our study of dhr usages to know 
• 

what those usages reveal about the nature of reality as the 

vedic seers saw it. If we are able to grasp that, we will 

have established the basis for articulating the root meaning 

of dharma and the nature of its authoritativeness in the 

ensuing literature of the tradition. 

2. METHODOLOGICAL FRAWlEWORK 

Understanding the hymns and dharma as part of the 

inspired, 'sifted' speech of the rsi implies that the task 
•• 

of 'naming' was not a task accomplished through the logical 

formulation of concepts but through the structure of the hymn 

taken as a whole. Four fundamental implications for our study 

emerge from the way in which concepts are set within the 

revealed speech of the hymns. (1) We must carefully examine 

the body of references to both the noun and verb forms derived 

from dhr. This not only follows from the character of the -.-
conceptualization in the hymns of the Rg Veda, but also 

• 
follows the good authority of the surveys of dharma by Jan 

Gonda23 and Abel Bergaigne. 24 A root or core meaning must be 

23 
Gonda, Op. cit. 

24 
Abel Bergaigne, ~a Religion Vedigu~, Tome iv, (Paris, 

(continued) 



based upon and distilled from the diverse expressions of 

specific actions by gods and men expressed through verb 

and noun forms. It is therefore imperative that we examine 

the full diversity of those actions in as wide a number of 

references as possible. 

(2) It is important to examine all references in 

their immediate context within a hymn. We must see what a 

god does when he acts and that action is conveyed by forms 

of 5Ull:• We must see what actions the gods are understood 
• 

to do and what consequences those actions have for other 

gods and the structures of creation as the object or 

recipient of the action. In the case of noun forms we must 

see what state of things is conceived when those forms are 

used. 
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The first two implications involved the initial 

phases of research. That is, the first task was the 

identification and collection of the references to the forms 

of dhr. The study of those references in their respective 
• 

settings was the concern of the second phase of research. 

That phase gave rise to certain organizational patte rns for 

comprehending and discussing each reference. Those patterns, 

like the first two implications, emerged as direct consequences 

of an understanding of dharma as part of the 'sifted' speech 

24 (continued) 
1963). v. G. Paranjpe, trans., The Vedic Religion, Vol. iii 
(Poona, 1973) pp. 215-J4J. All references to Bergaigne unless 
otherwise noted will be to the Paranjpe translation. 
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of the Rg Veda • 
• 

(J) A further implication emerged when it became 

apparent that particular gods repeatedly act through forms 

Of dhr. --. It seemed appropriate therefore to organize the 

references by deity md ~examine the types of activity which 

each god performs when functioning according to dhr, as well 
• 

as the consequences of those actions. Our examination 

of the references, for example, led us to see that the gods 

Agni, Indra, the Adityas, particularly, Mitra and Varur:a, 

and finally Soma were the dominant powers which function 

according to dhr. As the pattern of activity by these 
• 

powers emerged1 it became clear that the way in which the 

particular £1ll: meanings could best be discussed would be 
• 

through showing how each of the gods acts according to the 

various verb and noun forms. 

(4) Finally, the study of the functions of the 

various deities according to the forms of dhr suggested 
• 

three general themes. (i) There is, for example, the 

cosmological dimensions of dhr usage involving each of the 
• 

gods mentioned above. Such cosm::il..ogical usages refer to the 

functions of the gods in forming and structuring the whole 

of creation. (ii) An important general theme focuses 

on the functions of the gods according to dhr in the 
• 

establishment and maintenance of the appropriate religious 

practice, the sacrifice. We are not concerned to show the 

whole meaning of the sacrifice in the BK ~reda, but simply 
• 



to show the way in which sacrifice involves the meaning of 

the body of dhr usages. Finally, (iii) a general theme 
• 

involves the implications of dhr usages for the vedic 
• 

community. While the communal theme by no means deals with 

the nature of the vedic community as such, (that is to say 

that our task is not anthropological), it does show certain 

implications of the dhr usages for various aspects of 
• 

community and individual life. Taken, together, these three 

general themes indicate the major thematic aspects which 

must be accounted for to obtain an adequate understanding 

of a root or core meaning of dharma. 

It will be apparent from the emphasis on the meaning 

of dhr uses in particular contexts as manifestations of the 
• 

actions of various deities, that our main concern is with 

the meaning of those usages. The issue is not to examine 

the historical evolution of the hymns of the Rg Veda, 25and, 
• 

in that connection to look at a historical development of the 

meaning of dharma in the Rg Veda, Our concern is simply 
• 

to establish a root meaning of dharma which can sustain the 

diverse usages of dhr forms in the text. Whether or not 
• 

there is an historical development toward such a conception 

in the R~ Veda would involve entirely different type of study, .. 
25 
cf. Renou, Vedic India, PP• J-4, for a short survey 

of the basic conclusions of scholarship on the chronological 
development of each manda],a • 

•• 



In summary, then, it is our contention that by 

examining the body of dhr references in their immediate 
• 

setting, and by organizing our discussion of those 

references according to major dieties and three general 

themes, we can establish that a root meaning of dharma 

does exist in the Rg Veda. In the Introduction we 
• 

tentatively formulated the core or root meaning as follows: 

1 the upholding of the orderly relatedness of all that is'. 

It is our task now to show how this meaning is evident in 

the various particular references to dhr in the Rg Veda. 
---;- . 

'Ihis will help to estaclish the validity of the claim made 

by the tradition that dharma is authoritatively known in 
/ 

sruti literature, and it will provide a basis from which to 

evaluate whether such a root meaning has a demonstrable 

continuity in the Ehagavad G1ta. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DHARMA AND THE COSMOS IN THE RG VEDA 
• 

To speak about cosmology is to explore the question 

of the origin, nature and structure of the whole of creation. 

'!he relation of visionary insight and knowledge about the 

cosmos is an important one in the Rg Veda. For example, . 
when the question is asked in the Rg Veda, "What god shall 

1 • 
we adore with our oblation?", it is asked in the context of 

a hymn which, as a whole, is an account of the beginning of 

the cosmos. '!he vedic community understands that •what• it 

ought to reverence is the source which brought creation into 

manifest existence. It is understood that communal sustenance 

or existence, the sacrifice, and the origin and nature of 

the cosmos are themes which the rsis saw to be mysteriously, ......--
and at the same time, inextricably bound together. 

'lhe visionary insight has two aspects: in addition 

to asking 'what• to reverence in the sacrifice, it leads to 

the articulation of the deepest questions about nature and 

structure of the cosmos. For example, in 10.81.4 a hymn 

dedicated to the god, Visvakarman, the All-Doer, we find 
• 

the ~ pressing for an answer about the origins and .. 
material basis of the cosmos. 

l 
10.121.l 
For a discussion of the cosmology in this hymn see, 
below, 11Dharma, Agni and the Cosmos" pp. 7 5-97. 
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What was the tree, what wood in sooth produced it, 
from which they fashioned out the earth and heaven? 
Ye thoughtful men inquire within your spirit whereon 
he stood when he established all things. 

kim svid vanam ka u sa vriksha asa yato dyavaprithiv! 
nish ta takshuh • • • 
manlshino manasa prichated u tad yad adhyatishthad 
bhuvanani dharayan 2 • 

'Ihrough the metaphor of the 'tree' (vana ) and the 1 wood. 1 

(vriksha), two essential ingredients for the sacrificial fire, 
• 

the power V isvakarman, who, among others, contributed to 
• 

the fashioning of the 'earth' and 'heaven' is asked how 

creation is possible. The rejoinder in the verse is indirect 

yet it speaks profoundly to the question. Addressed are the 

•thoughtful men' (manishino) and they are directed to 
• 

"inquire within your spiri tn (manasa prichated !! tad). 

Knowledge about how the cosmos was fashioned arises from 

inquiry into the nature of the human creation and such 

inquiry is a quest within the •spirit' for •vision' (dhl). 

From within the •spirit' (manasa) can arise the vision of how 

the 'All-doer' •established all things' (bhuvanani dharayan). 

'!he question of this hymn is in a very real way, the 

question which is our concern throughout the entire discussion 

of dharma in the cosmos. Our concern is to look at the 

visionary poems of the Rg Veda and grasp the place in the 
• 

2 
10. 81.4. 
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inspired hymns about the origin and structure of the cosmos 

of the •establishment• of all that is. In this instance, 

the verb 1 dharayan' from the root dhr expresses the 
• 

activity of Visvakarman as he contributed to the task of 
• 

establishing the cosmos. Many other gods or powers also 

contribute to that task and we propose now to analyze the 

relation of dhr to Agni, Indra, the Adi tyas, and Soma as 
• 

each participates in the establishment of the cosmos. 

1. DHARMA. AGNI AND THE COSMOS 

Agni is an important deity in the B6 Veda • 
• 

v. s. Agrawala goes so far as to call him the •supreme 
3 

deity' while Stella Kramrisch in her seminal article, 
4 

"'Ihe Triple Structure of Creation in the Rg-Veda" argues 
• 

3 
V. s. Agrawala, §parks From the Vedic Fire, (Varanasi 

1962), p. 6. 

4 
Stella Kramrisch, "'lhe Triple Structure of Creation 

in the Rg Veda", Histor) of Religions, Vol. 2, #1 and 2. 
(Hereinafter, Kramrisch. · It is important , 
to note the significance of this art!c~e to our entire 
argument. While Kramrisch rarely makes even reference to 
a dhr usage, the conception of the cosmology of the 
£g Veda outlined in her article was the key which opened 
up for our understanding, dharma's place in the structure 
of the cosmos. 



in great detail that Agni is the most significant power 

among the gods of the Rg Veda. Agni, literally means 
• 

'fire'. 'Ihe name denotes many things in the hymns. Agni 

is •light' in its many forms from the sun, to the 

sacrificial fire. Agni is 'heat• that rises from the fire 

of the sacrifice and conveys the offerings of the sacrifice 
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to the gods. Furthermore .• Agni is the 'light' of knowledge, 

which the vedic rsi envisions in his relationship with 
;-;--

gods and powers and translates into mantra, under the 

inspiration of the powers, especially the goddess, Vac. 

The many associations connected with Agni are 

important for a consideration of the meaning of dharma 

as it pertains to Agni's cosmological function. '!he basis 

of Agni's supremacy is his birth, for Agni is the first 

born of the gods. It will be important for our purposes 

to see how Agni's birth is connected with the emergence 

of dharma in creation. our first discussion, therefore, 

will be about the beginning of creation, Agni's birth and 

his functions as expressed through usage of the term 'dharma'. 

Surya is the name of the power associated with 

the sun. Siirya is a god intimately associated with Agni. 

Another deity connected with Agni through common 

manifestations in creation is Savitar, which Stella Kramrisch 
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5 
calls the •Impeller•, the motive-force of motion in creation. 

Both of these deities function according to dharma in ways 

which are complimentary to Agni. As a result our discussion 

of the role of Agni according to dharma in the cosmos will 

include reference to these two deities and show how they 

are related to him in his functions in creation according 

to dhr related terms. We shall see how dharma is present 
--;-

from the spontaneous emergence of creation; how Agni 

upholds that creation through his light as Surya; through 

his mantra, which is the truth of reality in the form of 

poetic language, and, 1n Savitar the initiator of all motion. 

Hymn 10.121, dedicated to the enigmatic 'Ka' or 

'What•, speaks as a whole about the origin of the cosmos: 

In the beginning rose Hiranyagarbha, 
born only Lord of all created beings. 

~~ranyagarbhab sam avartatagre bhutasya jatah 
patir eka asl t 6 • 

'!he first event in this account of the origins begins with 

the emergence of the 'Golden Foetus• (hiranyagarbha). later 

in the hymn we are told that this foetus was found 

in the •waters• and that it was the pre-natal form 

5 
Kramr1sch, Vol. 2, #1, p. 144. 

6 
10.121.1 



of the god Agnis 

What time the mighty waters came, containing the 
universal germ, producing Agni, 
Thence sprang the Gods' one spirit into being. 
What god shall we adore with our oblation? 

apo ha yad brihatir visvam ayan garbham dadhana . . . . . . Janayantir agnim 
tote devanam sam avartatasur ekah kasmai devaya 
havisha vidhema 7 • 

The connection between the •waters', the Golden Foetus and . 
Agni is elsewhere in the Rg Veda condensed to an epithet 

• 
which refers to Agni as "the son of waters" (apam napa t}. 8 

Agni, then, is the first power· conceived and born into 

creation. He represents the "god's one spirit" (~ ekah)9 
• 

which establishes Agni's precedence among the other powers 

born into creation for he is the first-born and each god 

7 
10.121.7. 

8 
10.30.4. 
For an important and insightful discussion of the 

epithet #pam nap~t as it applies to Agni see: Kramrisch, 
Vol. 2, 1, PP• 160-1751 Vol. 2 #2, PP• 256-260. 

9 
Agni, as the first-born creation, has a special 

and unique position in relation to the undifferentiated 
source of creation. That source is the asura. Equally 
important though is the fact that when Agni leaves the 
source, he becomes the asura, the godhead in creation. 
cf. Kramrisch, Vol. 2#1 and 2. 
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10 
arises related to that "one spirit". 

The cause of H1ranyagarbha-Agni•s emergence is 
• 
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mysterious. Agni is a power which is spontaneously conceived, 

or self-germinated. The Golden FOetus which is Agni simply 

emerges in the cosmic waters. Such a spontaneous emergence 

corresponds to another spontaneous beginning recorded in 

10.129. '!here sat 'what is' or 1 being 1 is separated from 
- , 11 

asat 'what is not• or •non-being' spontaneously. 

10 
The significance of Agni as the first manifestation 

of spirit as asura will be seen as we proceed through the 
whole study of dharma in the Rg Veda. Each god and power 
we will examine functions in ! very nuanced way in relation 
to the other gods and powers. Ea.ch god or power in creation 
has its unique function, and also shares in the functions 
of other gods. our discussion will focus en the individual 
ways in which the gods function according to dhr related 
notions and on the way in which functioning acc6rding to 
dharma 1s a collective function of the gods. 'Ihis interre
latedness and diversification of function is a manifest 
expression of the unity of the gods in the •one spirit' of 
of the Godhead. 

11 
There was not non-existant (asat) nor ex1stant (sat) 
There was no realm of air, no sky above it ••• -:-

Death was not then, nor was there sought immortal: 
No sign was there, the day•s and night•s divider. 
That Q-ie thing, breathless, breathed by its own nature: 
apart from it was nothing whatsoever. 

nasad asin no sad asit tadanlm nas!d rajo no vyoma . paro yat 

na mrityur 
p~aketah 
an1d av§tam 
kim canasa· 

• 

asld amritam na tarhi na ratrya ahna asit . . 
svadhaya tad ekam tasmad dhanyan na parah 

• • 

10.129.1-2. 



From that pr1mal d1fferentiat1on of an heretofore 

unseparated un1ty the whole of creation emerges or unfolds 

from •what 1s•. creation is seen to beg1n in both of these 
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accounts and the cause of that beginning is a mystery 

acknowledged in the quest1ons posed in 10,81.2,4; 10.129.1,5; 
12 

but not doted upon as grounds for scepticism. Rather the 

2 
w. Norman Brown 1n his essays on creation has seen 

the questions found in 10.121, as the basis for skepticism 
about the creative functions of other gods. Brown argues 
that Indra is the most important divine creator in his essay, 
"The creation Myth of the Rig Veda" Journal of the American 
Oriental Society, (hereinafter, J.O.A.S.), Vol. 62, pp. 85=98. 
On the basis of that conviction he argues that 10.121 
represents scepticism about the role of Indra in creation 
of all that 1s. He states about 10.121: 

'!he background 1s disbelief in Indra as Creator 
and Sole God; as the hymn stands, and assuming that 
the final stanza is original, it could be a polemic 
against Rv 2.12 with the purpose of establishing 
Prajapati as the Sole God, 1.e., it is monotheistic. 

(J.O.A.S., Val.85, p. 32) 

Brown's conviction about the exclusiveness of Indra's 
creative function and hence about the scepticism that he finds 
1n 10.121 seems to us to be ill-founded. Both on the basis 
of Stella Kramrisch' s articles on 11 the Triple Structure of 
Creation in the Rg Veda" and on our own research into dharma, 
we are conv1nced•that the gods function symbiotically to 
create the cosmos. Indra is but one power involved 1n 
creation and his functions along with those of Agni are 
essential for creation to come into being. In that light, 
10.121, does not represent scepticism but a formulation of 
the deepest insight into the source, albeit mysterious, of 
all of creation. 



hymns envision and celebrate the deepest insight into 

the mysterious unfolding of creation. 

In the account of that mysterious beginning in 

10.121.1 the Golden Foetus, even 1n its prenatal state, 

acts to uphold creation. 

He fixed and holdeth up [dadhara] this earth and 
heaven 
What God shall we adore with our oblation? 

' 
sa dadhara prithivlm dyam utemam 
kasmai devaya hav1sna vidhema 13 

'!he Golden Foetus, Hiranyagarbha, is seen to uphold the 
• 
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earth (prithivlm) and heaven (dyam). 'lhe upholding function 
• • 

of Hiranyagarbha is echoed in another hymn which is 
• 

dedicated to Agni in which 1t is stated: 

He like the Unborn, holds the broad earth up ~adhar~ 
and with effective utterance fixed the sky. 

ajo na ksham dadhara pr1th1vim tastambha dyim 
mantrebh1h satyaih. 14 • 

• • 

15 
Here Agni is compared to his prenatal form, the unborn aja 

and is shown to perform specifically the same action as 

Hiranyagarha in 10.121; he holds up or supports the Earth • 
• 

1.3 
10.121.1. 

14 
1.67.5. 

15 • • 
For a discussion of aja, cf. Kramrisch, Vol. 2, 

#2. pp. 268-274. 



In yet another instance, Agni the first-born is said to 

act to support or uphold the 'world' in conjunction with 

other gods. 

The Gods spread forth through his Celestial Nature, 
that he might bear the world up and sustain it. 
@~a~ 
tasya bhazanane bhuvanaya deva dharmane kam svadhaya 
paprathanta ·16 • • 

Here, Agni, the •one spirit' (~ ekah 10.121.7) out of 
• 

which all the gods arise is seen to pervade the many 

gods of creations out of their respective, autonomous, yet 

symbiotic actions, the world is upheld.17 

1 
10.88.1 

17 
Geldner•s translation of this passage is very like 

that of Renous i 
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Durch seine Eigenkraft breiteten sich die Gotter aus, 
um die Welt zu tragen, zu erhalten. 

D.R.V., 10.88,1 
Renou, however, emphasizes that the gods are spread out 
according to their •autonomie' in order to support Agni and 
to maintain the universe. Renou translates the passages 

Les dieux se sont deployes selon leur autonomie afin 
de porter cet (Agni), afin de maintenir l'univers. 

E.v.P. Vol. 14, P• 2). 

Renou•s emphasis on the gods upholding Agni as compared to 
Griffith's and Geldner•s emphasis on the gods in arrl with 
Agni supporting the world, does not posit a conceptual 
difference to our point, That is, it is our position that 
the gods together must participate in the upholding of the 
cosmos. All are indispensible and can support each other as 
Renou is suggesting; as we prefer. The gods in and with Agni 
'bear the world up and sustain it•. 
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'lhe means by which Agni acts to uphold the world and 

Heaven and Earth is indicated in 1.67.5. There it is suggested 

that the sky is 'fixed• in its place through effective 

utterance, mantrabhih satyaih. That is to say, Agni 
• • 

upholds the world through the •mantra• which is •true• or 

effective. Here, Agni is understood to be like vac, the source 

of language as mantra. In the creative process, Agni's 

speech is his contribution, along with the actions of other 

powers, tothe upholding of the structure of the cosmos with 

Heaven above and Earth below. The power of Agni's speech 

as it functions in the establishment of the cosmos is expressed 

somewhat differently in 10.121.9. 

in the following way: 

H1ral].Yagarbha is spoken of 
• 

Ne'er may he harm us who is earth's be~tter, 
Nor he whose laws are sure, ll3atradharm!jthe 
heavens• creator, 
He who brought forth the great and lucid waters. 
What god shall we adore with our oblation? 

ma no hinsij janita yah prith1vya yo va 
divam satyadharma jajana • . ~ - -ya~ Capa~ Candra bfihatir jajana kasmai devaya 
havisha v1dhema 18 

10.121.9 

Here we find a counterpoint to the •effective utterance• 

(mantrabhih satyaih) of 1.67.5 in the form of a description of 
• • 

Hiranyagarbha as the power whose creative activity brings forth 
• 

18 
10.121.9 
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Heaven and Earth and as a power ·whose dharm·a 1s ·satya; whose 

truth {satya) 1s h1s dharma. 'Ihat truth 1s expressed in his 

creative activity in the cosmos as dharma, the function of 

upholding Heaven and E~rth in their place within the structure 

of the cosmos. 

'Ihe impl1cat1on of uniting the creative attributes of 

Agni-Hiranygarbha and the idea of satyadharma are interesting 
• • 

for understanding both the meaning of dharma and the whole 

idea of the creation of the cosmos in the Rg Veda. '!he 
• 

emergence of the Golden Foetus and its power manifest as Agni 

is the first step in the emergence of creation from the 

undifferentiated mass expressed as the cosmic waters. The 

cosmic waters include all of the elements potentially necessary 

for the beginning of creation and the cosmos. It includes 

the material elements of the cosmos which can become Heaven and 

Earth. It includes the potential for heat or fire which are 

intimately associated with the first-born of the gods, Agni. 

In addition, the potential 1s in the waters for speech as 

mantra and hence satyadharma, the truth of Agni's divine, 

upholding function. Creation of the cosmos, is the establishment 

of order out of the undifferentiated mass of the waters. While 

the undifferentiated pre-creation is not chaos - we are not 

told what pre-creation 1s like - when creation spontaneously 
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begins from the potential in the waters that potential becomes 

and orderly cosmos. Agni upholds that cosmos by his truth as 

mantra. In 10.129, Creation begins with the spontaneous 

division of ~ being or what is from ~ non-being or what 

is not. The cosmos as a whole, is located within sat and as 

such displays its form and nature in the truth upholding all 

that is, satyadharma. 

In this account of creation all basic elements required 

for creation are eternal. They exist in the cosmic waters and 

as the latent potential for the infinite forms of •sat• or 

•what is•. The eternality of the basic elements of creation 

is the first premise of many creation accounts in the 

literature of the Indian tradition. A$ we shall see below in 
19 

our study of the Bhagavad Gita it is crucial to K;"~~a•s 

teaching that what is here called "Creation" is really the 

manifestation and reorganization of the eternally existant 

elements. The Gita•s account portrays that eternality of 

creation following the cycles of the Four Ages of Brahman, 

the underlying premise is that 'what is' or sat is eternal. 

'!he spontaneous division of ~ and ~. as the 

first step in the emergence of creation from the cosmic waters, 

corresponds to another division of a unified whole which, in 

this latter instance, gives rise to the structure of the cosmos. 

19 
cf. "Dharma, Krsna and the Cosmos" below pp. 249 - 283 

and, Heinrich Zimmer, M;ths and Symbols 1n Indian Art and 
Civilization, (New York, 1962), pp. J-22. 
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The exact manner in which the division of Heaven and Earth 

corresponds to that of sat and ~ is not made clear except 

that in both instances what was unitary and undifferentiated 

becomes the division of sat and asat. 'Ihis is the first 

and most basic of such differentiations. fi•om th a. t firs t 

division all others are potentially possible as •what is' or 

~ becomes increasingly further differentiated into the 

basic elements of creation. In this process of differentiation 

the separation of Heaven and Earth makes possible the mani-

festation of the structure of the cosmos. 

Heaven and Earth, together are refeired to as the two 

great •mother.:1. As we shall see in more detail below, the 
20 

two •mo.thers• are separated by the power of Indra. Heaven 

and Earth are parted and in the mid-region emerges their son, 

Surya, the Sun which is one of the most important celestial 

manifestations of Agni's light. 'lhis birth of Agni as the 

sun is one of many such births. He is re-born at each 

kindling of the sacrificial fire. Thus it is not to be seen 

as exceptional that Agni is born again in the cosmos, first as 

M!ran_y_a.e;arb~~ then as the S, un and then the r1 tual fire. Indeed, 
• 

20 
cf. "Iharma, Indra and the Cosmos" below, Pp. 97-108 In 

addition, cf. Kramrisch, 2E. cit and Brown, 2E. cit fur two very 
differing accounts of the :Place of Indra's separation of 
Heaven and Earth. 
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these different births are essential to the process of 

increasing differentiation which gives rise to the vast 

diversity that constitutes the universe. From the primordial 

division of sat and ~ there emerges, step by step, the 

ever increasing complexity of all creation. 

Within this step by step process of differentiation 

Agni is re-born in various forms. In each particular form he 

embodies a particular function which is conveyed by the forms 

of dhr. For example, when Surya emerges between the separated ---. 
Heaven and Earth it illustrates a dharma-character1st1c. 

1he Sun travels by 'fixed decree•(dharma) in 1.160.lt 

'Ihese, Heaven and Earth, bestow prosperity on all, 
susta1ners of the region, Holy Ones and wise, 
Two Bowls of noble kind: between these Goddesses the 
God, the fulgent Sun, travels by fixed decree 
@hartian~ . 
te hi dyavaprlthivI visvasambhuva ritavarl rajaso 
dharayatkav!" • • • 
sujanmanl dhishane antar !yate devo devI dharmana 
silryah sucih • • 

• • • 

Surya derives this characteristic of dharma from 

two sources. 'Ille first, is that as a particular type of light, 

the Sun is a manifest form of Agni born into creation. .From 

conception, Agni as Hira~yagarbha, was satya dharma - the truth 

which is dharma - and all his manifest forms, in differing ways, 

manifest that truth. In the sun, dharma is manifest in its 

orderly motion in the mid-region. 1hat motion has important 
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implications. As the Sun moves by dharma or •fixed decree• 

in its yearly course there results the changes of seasons. 

and its daily movement causes light to replace darkness. In 

making possible the days and the seasons. Agni, as the Sun 

expresses one dimension of the truth that 1s his dharma. 

The fact that the Sun 1s the offspring of Heaven and 

E:irth also points to the fact that dharma is one of its main 

characteristics. Heaven and &trth are embodiments of satya, 

(truth) in the cosmos, and out of that truth dharma 1s made 

manifest as the definitive characteristic of the offspring, 

Surya. 
II 

Ihr beiden schutzet die wahrheit um alles, 
was steht und geht, 

zu erhal ten und (ihr sch\ltzet) den schri tt 
e1nes aufrichtigen Sohn. 

sthatus ca satya~ jagatas ca dharmani putrasya pathah 
padam advayavinan 21 • • • 

• 

21 D.R.V. 1.159.Je 
In their translation both Geldner and Renou make 

clearer the force of the use of dharmani in this passage. 
Renou translates it as follows: • 

(Vous deux qui ~t~s)la r~alit~ du (monde) immobile 
et du monde-anime selon l•ordre-natural-des choses, 
vour veillez sur le(s) pas de (votre) fils (humain) 
exempt de duplicate. 

E.V.P. Vol. 15, p. 115. 
(emphasis ours) 

By contrast, Griffiths conveys dharmani by the term •station• 
which does not convey the importance 6r the term in the context. 

To keep the truth of all that stands and all that moves 
ye guard the station of your son who knows no guile. 

1.159.3 
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With the establishment of the Sun, Surya, in the sky to 

provide light, a pattern emerges in which dharma is passed 

from one stage of creation to the next. Eg_ch in turn and 

each in its own way, - Hiranyagarbha, Agni and S-ui·ya -
• 

support the entire triple structure of the cosmos. Firs~ 

Hiranyagarbha and Agni uphold the structure of Heaven and 
• 

F.a.rth. Then in a new offspring within the already •upheld' 

structure of creation, Heaven ani Earth give birth on their 

separation to the Sun which in its 'fixed' motion, upholds the 

structure of creation. 

Radiant, as high Truth, cherished, best at winning 
strength, Truth based upon the statute that supports 
the heavens, 

v1bhrad brihat subhritam vajasatamam dharman divo 
dharune satyam arpitam ·22 • 

• 

Here the action of Surya in upholding (dharune) the heaven is 
• 

understood to be grounded in dharma. Dharma is SUrya 1 s 

truth just as Agni's dharma and Heaven and Ea.rth•s dharma 

were their respective truths. 

As the pattern of the successive stages of the 

emergence of creation unfolds, we find that at each moment 

and in each form which emerges in creation the truth,as part 

of 'what is 1 ,is given expression as dharma. Taken as a whole, 

22 
10.170.2 



the unfolding of creation from the primordial division of 

sat and asat reveals a process of creation in which the 

potential and the actual homologize in the expression of 

truth as dharma. Fa.ch successive event of creation passes 

to its offspring its essential truth as dharma. 
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This pattern is expressed again in Agni's manifestation 

as Savitar, the 'Impeller• of motion ip creation. Like Agni, 
23 

Savita.r is called •the child of waters• (apam napat), 

and among his actions he "fixed the earth with bands to bind 

it, and made heaven steadfast where no prop supported" 

(savita yantraih prith1v1m a.ra.mnad askambhane savita dyam 
24 • • • 

adrinhat) In doing these acts, Savi tar 11 obeys his law for 
- 25 
ever" (~ !:!_ asyanu dharma ). An example of this dharma is 

the fact that Silrya is impelled along his seasonal and daily 

paths in the sky by Savitar: 

To the three spheres of light thou goest, 
Savi tar, and with the rays of Surya thou comb1nest thee. 
Around, on both sides thou encompassest the night: 
yea, thou O God, art Mitra through thy righteous laws. 

uta yasi savitas trini rocanota suryasya 
rasmibhih sam ucyas1 • 
uta ratr!m ubhayatah pariyasa uta mitro bhavas1 deva 
dharmabhih 26 • 

23 
10.149.2 

24 
10.149.l 

!6.149.3 
26 
5.81.4 

• 
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Here Savitar joins with Siirya and moves the Sun on its way 

so that the night is always bracketed by the light. As such, 

Savitar 1s Mitra, the friend to creation and man. He thereby 

fulfills his dharma, in the orderly motion of Slirya. In 
27 

doing so, Savitar fulfills his 'duties' (vratani) to all 

of life in that the sun will follow its paths making possible 

the survival and regeneration of creation. Savi tar fulfills 

his duty by 'upholding' them (dhrtavrata) • 
• 

Lighting all living creatures, ne'er to be deceived, 
Savitar, God, protect each ho]y ordinance, 
He has stretched out his arms to all the folk of earth, 
And, with his laws observed, rules his own mighty course 

adabhyo bhuvanani pracakasad vratani devah sav1tabh1 
rakshate • • 
prasrag bahu bhuvanasya prajabhyo dhritavrato maho 
ajmasya rajat1 28 • 

27 4.53.4. 
In the translation of vrata we are following w. Norman 

Brown, 11 'lhe bas is of the Hindu Act of Truth", Review of Religion, 
5(1940), p. )8. Brown states: 

11 If we examine the instances in the various texts, 
we see that in every case the basis for the Act of Truth is the 
singleness with which the performer himself or some other 
person used by the performer as a dynamic reference fulfills 
his personal function (vrata) or duty in the cosmos." 

cf. v. M. Apte, 11 All about •vrata 1 1n the Rgveda", 
Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Inst1 tute, •3 (]. 941-42) 
pp. 409-48 • 

P. v. Kane, "The word vrata 1n the ~da", Journal 
of the Bombay Branch, Roya~1atic Society: "2°9 (l95ij),J)p. 
1-28. 

28 
4.5;.4 
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The use of dhrta with vrata suggests that the basis upon which 
• 

a duty is performed is dharma. The vrata is an •act of truth•, 

(?~tya) because it ls an act expressing the divine function 

to uphold the cosmos. Savitar fulfills his duty to 1mpell the 

Sun along 1ts way and in that vrata, Sav1tar is identified 

with Surya, Agni and the Golden Foetus in the upholding 

function which the verb dh; conveys •• 

Sav1tar through the light of the sun pervades 

Heaven and Earth and as the impeller of the motion of the Sun 

and the rays of light, he calls the light to awaken 1n 

fulfillment of his dharmane: 
• 

He hath filled full the regions of the heaven and earth: 
the god for his own strengthening [s7aya dharmam£_} 
waketh up the hymn. • 

apra rajans1 divyan1 parthivi slokam devah kr1nute 
s v aya d harmane. 29 • • • • • 

• 

'!his awakening call at the coming of the light of day, a call 

which comes as Savitar performs his duty to impel! the sun 

on its 'fixed' path, is the occassion for the sacrifice 

among men and it is also the time to chant the hymn which 

'strengthens' Savitar for his duty. Sav1tar•s call is his 
JO 

stretching out his arms to all the folk on the Farth 

29 
4.53.3 

JO 
4.53.4 



through the rays of Surya. The regularity of his 'call' 

is the orderliness of night and day; an orderliness which 

provides the time framework for the sacrifice in the ved1c 

community. Accordingly: 

9J 

Then afterwards, they looked around, awakened7 when 
first they held [dhara~ant~ that Heaven 
treasure. 
Now all the Gods abide in all their dwellings. 
Varuna, Mitra, be the prayer effective • 

• 
ad it pasca bubudhana v.y akhyann ad id ratnam dharayanta 
dyubhaktrun • 
visve visvasu duryasu deva mitra dhiye varuna satyam 

• • • astu Jl 

Savitar's call in the rays of Surya awakens man and he sees 

the •treasure• (ratna ) upheld (dharaya!:!.!~J in the sky 

which is the Sun and Agni, to whom 4.1.18 is dedicated. 

Seeing that treasure is a manifest sign of the orderliness 

of all things in the cosmos; that the Gods are all to be 

found in their place, and are therefore accessible to the 
.32 

sacrifical appeals which Varuna and Mitra can make successful • 
• 

The sacrifice occas ioned ~ by Savi tor-Surya's call is 

the framework for yet another manifestation of Agni as the 

sacrificial fire. Agni 1s reborn at dawn and at each lighting 

of the sacrifical fire: 

Jl 
4.1.18. 

32 
We will be discussing the way in which IVJ. tra and 

Varutia function in the sacrifice in "Dharma, the Mi tya.s and 
the Sacrifice", pp. 165-171 



He hath filled heaven and earth and the great realm 
of light, 
when at his birth the skilful held him in their 
hold ~adnaraza~. 
He li e a horse 1s led forth to the sacrifice, Sage, 
graciously inclined that he may win us strength. 
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Man•s sacrificial food hath sharpened like an axe, for 
brightness, him the Sage of men, the people's Lord. 
Busied with sacred rites he mounts and he descends 
He hath laid down [dldhara!J his vital germ within 
these worlds. 

- - - ..... a rodasi aprinad a svar mahaj jatam yad enam apaso 
adharayan • • • 
so adhvarnya pari n1yate kavir atyo na vajasataye 
canoh1tah • • 
visam kavim vispatim manush1r ishah sam sim akrinvan 

• • • • • • • • svadh1tim na tejase 
sa udvato n1vato yat1 vevishat sa garbham eshu 
bhuvaneshu didharat JJ 

In this passage, Agni is said to have "laid do\\n [didharafil 

his vital germ {garbha) within these worlds". In this 

context that garbha or •germ•, which recalls the first foetus, 

Hinanyagarbha, has two forms. First it is light which fills 
• 

Heaven and Earth. At the sacrifice that light will be the 

sun, the dawning of which is the sign for the sacrifice. 'Ihe 

light will also be the sacrificial fire, which, again, is 

Agni in the form of light. Secondly, Agni is the _kavi the 

•sage' who brings with his first birth in creation from the 

Golden Foetus the mantra. As light and as kav:i. Agni moves 

to and from the sacrifice. He brings to it the fire and the 

mantra which are two essential ingredients in the sacrifice. 

He leaves the sacrifice with the offerings which nourish the 
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gods so that they will continue in their respective duties 

in creation. 

It is critical to see in this context that the pattern 

of differentiation which started with sat separating from asat 

and was then repeated in the separation of Heaven and Earth 

is now extended into the human community. Agni as light and 

mantra is the ka.vi born in the world who sees the vision and 

speaks the mantra. Agni as light is born as the sacrificial 

fire. The power of the sacrifice depends upon the truth of the 

mantra chanted at the sacrifice. Its truth derives from its 

birth in Agni at the very r:eginn1ng of creation and its 
34 

corresponding re-birth on Earth. 

34 

'lhe correspondance of Agni as ks.Vi and the human 
kavi, to the extent that they are understood as one (10.12.J), 
fS-a way of thinking which, in the !£ani~ads, is expresse4 
in the correspondence of the cosmic principle, Brahman 
with the microcosmic principle Atman. In no sense is this 
latter correspondance in the p~ Veda, however, it is clear 
that the pattern of correspondences in the cosmology that 
is there establishes the basis for the Ypanisadic form of 
cosmological expression. • 

cf. Bergaigne, 9>· cit. Vol. J, p. 223. Where 
Bergaigne discusses 11 The Idea of law as understood 1n 
Liturgical Ideas 11 • .Bcrgaigne states : 

But the very fact that the persons who are charged 
with the duty of providing the material of the rites 
and watching over their observance are called in these 
passages Agni or Soma would show that the celestial 
phenomena, excepting those cases where they might be 
expressly mentioned as a necessary part of the 
terrestial sacrifice, may be themselves regarded as 
constituting a sacrifice. In fact the idea of the 
sacrificial rites and that of the world-order appear 
to have been thus several times identified 1n the same 
passage by using some on of the four words dhaman, 
dharman, ~ and vrata of which we are at present 
studylng 'tile relevant.passages. 
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Agni's modes of functioning in creation and in the 

sacrifice indicates that the pattern of differentiation 

focuses, finally, on man and his cosmic task of upholding 

Heaven and Earth. 

When the cow's nectar wins the God completely, 
men here below are heaven's and earth's sustainers. 

svavr1g devasyamritam yadI gor ato jataso dharayanta 
urvl" 35 • • 

Mighty is homage: I adopt and use it. Homage hath 
held in place the earth and heaven. 

nama id ugra!J_l nama a vivase namo dadhara prith1v1m 
uta dyam. 36 • 

Men support Heaven and Earth by the sacrifice. Through the 

ritual offerings made at the sacrifice which nourishes 

35 
10.12.3 

36 
6.51.8; cf. 3.38.2 
Ask of the sages mighty generations: firm-minded 
and devout they framed the heaven. 
These are they heart-sought strengthing directions, 
and they have come to be the sky's upholder. 

1nota pricha janima kav1nam manodhr1tah 
sukr1tas takshata dyam • • 

• 
1ma u te pranyo vardhamana manovata 
adha nu dharmani g man • 

• 
While this hymn is dedicated to Indra, it mentions 

him only in the last verse of the hymn. For our purposes it 
is useful because it shows the human kavis to be manodhrita, 
'firm-minded' that is embodying the function of dhr and•as 

--r 
such they are the 'sky's upholder• dharmal)i participating 
with Agni in the duty to support the structures of the cosmos. 



and sustains the gods for the performance of their dharma in 

creation, man participates in the function expressed by the 

verbals of dhr, to uphold the cosmos • 
• 
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In summary, we have seen Agni in relation to the various 

forms of dhr, in many contexts. He brings to creation the many 
---;-

forms of light and the mantra. In his functions as light he 

is the Golden Foetus, the sun, Siirya, impelled on its way by 

Savitar, and the sacrificial fire. In each manifestation of 

light we have seen that dharma expressesthe truth of Agni's 

functions and manifestations. The same can be said of his 

manifestation as the mantra which is Agni's truth in speech or 

language. By that manifestation, Agni supports the cosmos. 

Agni conveys the mantra into the vedic community when he 

' lays down his vital germ' on .&irth as the visionary poet or 

sage, the klvi, thereby making possible the sac~ifice and its 

role in implicating man into the task of supporting Heaven and 

Far th. 

2. DHARMA, INDRA AND THE COSMOS 

In turning to a consideration of Indra, we turn to a 

power whose functions compliment and supplement those Of Agni. 

'Ihe relation of these two powers is important in the Rg Veda. ,. 
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37 
Indra is Agni• s twin brother and the complimentary nature of 

their functions is based on their fraternal relation. While 

Agni is light and mantra, Indra is pre-eminently manifest 

in the strength and force required for the unfolding of 

creation. 'lllis form of manifestation is expressed in the 

text by the image of another family relationship. Indra, like 

Agni, is the son of Tvastr, the fashioner of the creation • . . . 
Indra's strength and force is indispensible to the unfolding 

of creation, and is, therefore, an important compliment to the 

cosmological work of his father and his brother. 'lhese family 

relationships, particularly with Agni, are important for us 

to examine in the context of the uses of !!h!.· 'Iherefore, as 
• 

we proceed, we will examine both those functions which Indra 

shares with his brother Agni, as well as those functions 

which show his unique role in the creation. 

Both Agni and Indra are gods whose manifestations 

pervade the entire cosmos. '!he vision of the pervasiveness of 

37 
cf. 6.59.2 and Kramrisch, Qp cit. Vol. 2.1, p. 155. 

Kramrisch states: "Indra and Agni are twin brothers (6.59.2). 
'!hey have the same father; he is Tvastr, Agni's father 
(1.95.2). Agni is the elder of the tw!ns. He dwelt in the 
.Asura, the Godhead, before Indra bade him to leave the ancient 
rule and join him and the other gods". (10.124.1-6). 



Indra's power in the cosmos has been expressed by the ~: 

'!hat highest Indra-power of thine is distant; 
that which is here sages possessed aforetime. 
This one is on the earth, in heaven the other 
and both unite as flag with flag in battle. 

• • 

tat ta indriyam 
pured am 
kshamedam anyad 
samaneva ketuh 

paramalll paracair adharayanta kavayah 
• 

• 

divy anyad asya sam 1 pricyate 
38 • 
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'Ihe importance of Indra's pervasive power has been •possessed' 

(adharayanta) by the ~the seer-poet. It is the possession 

of that insight which provides the knowledge about the 

necessity of Indra's strength and force in the upholding of the 

cosmos. 

Like Agni, Indra's pervasive power is grounded in his 

1 asura-nature 1 which is to say that his power is grounded in 
39 

the godhead. As such no power can stand in the way of Indra 

as he upholds all that is: 

Yea, might I esteem his Godlike nature: 
none hindereth what he hath once determined. 
Near and afar he spread and set the regions, 
and every day the Sun became apparent. 

adha manye brihad asuryam asya yani dadhara na.kir a 
minati • 
dive-dive stiryo darsato bhud vi sadmany urviya sukratur 
dhat. 4o • 

J8 
1.103.1. 

39 
cf. Note 

40 
6.30.2. 

9 above, p. 78 
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In his 'determined' (dadhara) action Indra shapes the structure 

of the cosmos and in so doing makes possible the daily emerg

ence of Agni's sign in the mid-region, Surya. 'lhe accomplish-

ment of these heroic acts is brought about through Indra's 

great battles with those powers which would wit~l'Dld creation. 

The first of those great acts is Indra's separation of 

Heaven and Earth: 

Unwearied, won with lauding hymns, he parted of 
old the ancient Pair, united ever. 
In highest sky, like Bhaga, he the doer of marvels set 
both Dames and earth and heaven. 

dvita vi vavre sanaja sanile ayasya stavamanebhir arkalh 
bhago na mene parame vyomann adharayad rodasI sudansati •41 

'!he primordial union of Heaven and Earth, the two mothers of 

creation is separated by Indra's strength. With their separation, 

Heaven is •set• (adharayaj) in its region above and Earth below 

with the mid-region in between: 

'lhou hast spread out wide earth, a mighty marvel, 
and, high thyself, propped lofty heaven, 0 Indra • 
Both worlds, whose Sons are Gods, thou hast supported, 

r~dharayol 
'"Young, .Mo't'hers from old time of holy order Q'1 ta.sril • 

papratha ksham mahi danso vy urvlm upa dyam rishvo 
brihad indra. s tabhayah • • 
aaharayo rodas1 devaputre pratne matara yahvl ritasya. 42 . 
41 
1.62.7. (emphasis mine) 

42 
6.17.17. 
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'Ihe separation of Heaven and Earth releases into creation the 

sons of the primordial pair, the gods. Indra's 'support' of 

the primordial mothers is essential for the release of the 

sons into creation. Among those sons, we have already 
43 

discussed Surya, one of the manifest forms of Agni. In 

addition to Surya, Indra's support of Heaven and Earth is in 
44 

accord with rta, the patterns of orde~ly motion in creation • 
• 

43 
cf. our consideration of the Adityas, in particular 

Mitra and Varu~a. where we will discuss the relation of the 
usages of dhr and rta in more detail; pp. 108 -125. 

• • 
44 
Indra's separation of Heaven and Earth is critical for 

Agni's manifestation as the Sun. This ls clearly seen in 
the following references : 

when, Indra,thou whose power ls linked with thy 
Eay steeds hadst smitten Vritra, causing floods to 
flow for man, • 
Thou heldst in thine arms the metal thunderbolt, 
and settest in the heaven the Sun for all to see. 

jaghanvan u haribh1h sambhr1takratav 1ndra vr1tram 
manushe gatuyann apah • • 
ayachataha bahvor va)ram ayasam adharayo divy a suryam 
drise • 

• • 1.52.8. 

Honour that Indra, Puruhanaman for his aid, in whose 
sustaining hand of old. 
The splendid bolt of thunder was deposited, as the 
great sun was set in heaven. 

indram tam sumbha puruhanmann avase yasya dvita 
vidhartari • 
hastaya vajrah prati dhayi darsato maho dive na suryah 

• • • 

8.59.2 fGriffith} 
8.70.2 (Grossman/ 

Geldner) 
(continued) 
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That pattern involves first the separation of the primordial 

mothers; then the birth of the sons, the gods. 'Ihus the 

process of differentiation by which the structures and gods 

of creation came to be follows a pattern of orderly motion. 

The pattern is then duplicated in all forms of life within 

creation. But, it is Indra who, by his strength, initiates 

this orderly process of reproduction with his separation of 

Heaven and Earth. 

Indra's second great cosmogonic act, the slaughter of 

Vrtra, the one who would withold the •waters' from creation, 
• 

is another illustration of his strength which serves the 

unfolding of creation. Above all else this act is the 

expression of Indra's truth (satya) and is an act of 

paramount importance for the provision of the necessities for 

life on Earth. There is already light, heat and speech. Indra 

settest 

had life bowed down to 

yada suryam amum divi sukram jyotir adharayah 
ad it te haryat~ harI vavakshatuh • 

• 

8.12.JO. 

In each of the cases noted above, the application of Indra's 
force in establishing the SUrya in the mid-region, is a 
function conveyed by dhr related terms. This use suggests 
that Indra's strength~ applied in creation in these 
instances so that the effect is in support of life within 
creation. 
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now adds the water. 

Praised by Angirases, Indra, demolished with might the 
works of the great watery monster. 
FUll many regions, too hath he pervaded, and by his 
truth supported earth's foundation. 

indro mahna mahato arnavasya 
grinanah • 
pur~ni cin ni tatana rajansi 
satyatata 45 

vratam1nad angirobhir 

dadhara yo dharunam 
• • 

The slaying of ~·tra is illustrative of Indra's pervasive 
• 

presence in creation as strength and force. He uses that 

force in an act of truth which supported Earth's foundation 

by the release of the waters so they could flow on the Earth. 

In doing so, Indra suppliments Agni's presence in creation 

with more of the conditions for the fruitful unfolding of 

life. 

The strength involved in Indra's two great cosmological 

acts is also applied to establish constancy and regularity in 

creation. Indra firmly fixes the Earth in its place: 

He spread the wide earth out and firmly fixed it, 
smote with his thunderbolt and loosed the waters. 

sa dharayat prithivlm paprathac 
nir apah sasarja 46 

• 
In addition, Indra establishes 'duties' 

ca vajrena hatva 
• 

(vratan1) which the 

gods all perform as part of their support for the structures 

of creation: 

45 
10.111.4. 

1~103.2. 



Many are Indra's nobly wrought achievements, 
and none of all the Gods transgress his statutes. 
He beareth up this earth and heaven, and, 
doer of marvels, he begat, the sun and morning. 

indrasya karma sukr1 ta purun1 vratani deva na 
minanti visve • • 
dadhara yah pri thi vlm dyam utema m Jajana sUryam 
ushasam sudans~h. 47 • • • 
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By virture of his power Indra rules the cosmos. 'lhe gods, who 

are the sons of Heaven and Earth, obey their respective vrata 

in creation in the same way as Indra does when he •upholds' 

the cosmic structures and establishes the sun, Surya,in the 

sky so that, as it is impelled on its orderly course, the Dawn 

~as) can be manifest at the appropriate moment • 
• 

Indra's strength steadies the Earth and its diverse 

geographical and geological formations after the cosmogonic 

battles. 

He firmly fixed [adharaye<!:J the plains and mountains 
as they shook. 

glr1nr ajram rejaman~n adharayad krandad antarikshani kopayat 
48 

He with his might [ojasl made firm the forward bending 
hills, ~J 
the downward rushing of the waters he ordained. 
Fast he upheld [adharaya\l the earth that nourisheth 
all life, 
and stayed the heaven from falling by his wondrous skill. 

sa prac1nan parvatan drinhad ojasadharac1nam akrinod 
aprun apah. • • • 
adharayat prithivlm visvadhayasam astabhnan mayaya 
dyam avasrasah 49• • 

• 

47 
J.J2.8. 
48 
10.44.8. 

49 
2.17.5. 
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In 2.17.5, we have particular reference to Indra's strength 

which is called ojas. According to Jan Gonda, the term means, 

"that special vital power and creative energy" • .5° In this 

context Indra's ojas steadies the hills and establishes the 

downward movement of the waters. This suggests that 

perhaps his power is expressed ir. the law of gravity in 

creation. Indra upholds the Earth (adharayat) which in turn 

provides the nourishment for all of life.51 Finally, his 

strength holds the sky in its proper place. In the hymn 

this act is recognized as an even more wondrous expression 

of Indra's power. 

50 
J. Gonda, Some Observations r)n the Relations Between 

"Gods" and "Powers" in the Veda A Pro os 0f the Phrase 
Sunuh Sahasah 's-Gravenhage, 1957 , p. 19. 

• • 
cf. J. Gonda, Ancient Indian Ojas, Latin *augos anq 

the Indo-Europeon noun3 in -es- -os-, (Utrecht, 1952) 

51 
The heavens with streams of golden hue, 
earth with her tints of green and gold-
The golden Pair yield Indra plenteous nourishments 
between them moves the golden one. 

dyam indro haridhayasam prithivim harivarpasam 
adharayad dharitor bhi'iri bhojana.m yayor antar haris 
~ret • • 

3.44.3 

Thou who hast spread abroad the streams by established law, 
and in the field the plants that blossom an:i bear seeds 
Thou who hast made the matchless lightnings of the sky, -
vast, compassing vast realms, meet for our praise art thou. 

yah pushpinis ca 
ad11arayah • • 
ya~ casama ajano 
ukthayah 

• 

prasvas ca dharmanadhi dane vy avanI'r 
• • 

didyuto diva urur iirvan abhitah sasy 
• 
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In addition to the application of Indra's 9Jas to 

steadyingthe mountains and the streams so that the .E3.rth can 

nourish life, we also find that his pervasiveness extends to 

the vital 'creativity• in life itself. Specifically, Indra's 

act of freeing the waters is identified with the setting of 

milk in the udders of cattle: 

~~o cleft the water cloud in twain, loosed river for 
their downward flow, 
And set the ripe milk in the kine. 

ya udna}J phaligam bhinan nyak sindhtinr avas~ijat 
yo goshu pakvam dharayat 52 

• 

The significance of this identification of the waters and the 

milk in the cows is accented in another reference that states 

that the cows receive Indra as the garbha, the 1 life-germ 1 

or foetus through their mouth: 

Indra, these spotted cows yield thee their butter 
and the milky drought, 
Aiders, thereby, of sacrifice; 

Which,teeming,have received thee as a life-germ, 
Indra,with their mouth, 
Like Sarya tt1ho sustaineth [dh!3.rmev~ all. 

im~s ta indra Pfi~naxo gh!1ta?!1 duhata a~iram 
cnam ritasya pipyush1h 

• • 
ya indra prasvas tvasa garbham acakr1ran 
pari dharmeva suryam 53 

52 
8.32.25. 

53 
B.6 .. 19.20 
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Here. the fact that Indra's cosmological acts are the 

basis for the nourishment of life. indicates that Indra enters 

into the cattle, perhaps as the waters which flow on earth. 

Having entered into the cattle, Indra becomes identified with 

Agni as Surya. in the function of sustaining (dharmeva) all 

that is. 

'Ihe pattern of relationships does not stop with the 

identification of Agni. Indra, the waters. and the milk in 

cows for the milk which cattle possess can be used in the 

sacrifice and for human nourishment. In the sacrifice the 

butter and the milk which are offered to the gods as their 

sustenance can also be human food. In all of this there is 

an unbroken circle of relatedness. Indra's actions cring 

the waters and the milk to the cows thereby making possible 

the sacrifice. In turn the sacrificial offerings of milk and 

butter nourish Indra making possible his continued sustaining 

actions. In this circle of relatedness, and in keeping with 
54 

the orderly motion of rta as a •sacrifice' ( 11der (opfer) 
55 • 

ordnung' Indra's strength is directed according to the 

need of all parts of creation to be upheld. 

54 
8. 6 .19. 

55 
D.R. V. ,8.6.19. 
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It is apparent from this description of Indra's 

cosmogonic ac t1ons that 1 t 1 s not appropriate to conceive e1 ther 

Indra or Agni as a creator god. No one power creates the 

cosmos, nor does one power sustain or uphold it. Rather 

both Agni and Indra, and other powers as well, work together, 

inseparably and symbiotically, in the unfolding of the cosmos. 

While the picture is not complete, .a pattern is established 

with the first born of creation and his brother. In the 

symbiotic functioning of these two gods, we also note that 

~ usages convey the duty of the gods to act according to 
• 

their truth, (satya), for the continued establishment of 

creation. The inter-dependence of each aspect in that 

creation reflects the duty of each part a.Rd power to uphold 

all that is. 

). DHARMA, VISNU, THE ADITYAS AND THE COSMOS 
I O 

We have examined the dhr uses in connection with the 

cosmological actions of the twin brothers, Agni and Indra. 

We have noted that while Agni made manifest the forms of light 

and speech as his form of pervading the cosmos, Indra's 

power and strength established the structure of the cosmos, 

steadied 1t and made possible the conditions for life. We 

turn now to Visnu and the Ad1tyas. Visnu is not often referred • • • • 

to in the Rg Veda, though that does not diminish in significance 
• 
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his great cosmological act which is to stride across the 

triple structure of creation so that it holds together as 

a unity. '!he Adityas are a group of powers, the sons of 
- .56 • , 
Ad1t1, which includes Aryaman, Bhaga, Daksa and Afusa and 

.57 • 
most important, Mitra and varuna. Among the Ad1tyas our 

• 
major interest concerns Mitra and Varuna. Their function in 

• 
the expression of their princely power is to maintain the 

.58 
orderliness (~) of movement in the cosmos, including 

• 
that of Visnu himself. Visnu, Mitra and Varuna bring unity • • • • • 

and order to the cosmos. Our concern is to show that the 

symbiotic actions of these gods is an expression of their 

function to uphold the cosmos. 

56 
cf. A. A. M:Lcdonnell, The Vedic Mythology, 

Varanasi, 1963). pp. 43-46. 
(Reprint, 

57 
2.27.1. 

58 
For the sake of simplicity we have chosen to translate 

rta as 11 order 11 or 11orderliness 11 • This by no means exhausts 
the nuances of meaning in this important term, however it does 
convey the significance in the references we are studying, 
that motion in the cosmos must follow its proper pathway. Jsn 
Gonda has recognized this significance in the context of his 
study of the Vision of the Vedic poets: "rta is not rarely 
represented as a power by which those potencies and influences 
which are conducive to the maintenance of life and order are 
regulated and set in motion; the fundamental power by which 
the rivers flow, the dawns shine and the cows yield milk", 
(Vision, p. 175). Cf. also: Bergaigne, 9>· cit., Vol. J, 
pp. 215-278. Gonda, Vision, pp. 170-208 and the most detailed 
study of rta: H~ I.uders, Varuna, Vol. 11 Varuna und das Rta, 
(Gott1nge~l959), pp. 406-654: • 
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In 1.156.4, it is stated that "Vishnu hath power 
• 

supreme" (dadhara daksham • • • v1shnuh). The principle 
• • 

expression of this power iihich, in a more literal translation, 
59 

Visnu "carries", is his three strides across creation. 'Ihe 
•• 

three strides "establish his high decrees": 

Vishnu, the guardian, he whom none deceiveth, 
made three st~s; thenceforth 
Establishing t,gharaya~ his high decrees fg.harma~~· 

trln1 pada vi cakrame vishnur gopa adabhyah 
ato.dharmani dharayan 60 • • 

• 
V1~~u is portrayed as the ~· the guardian, and his three 

strides are the expression of that guardianship. In turn, 

the strides establish (dharayan) his 'dharmani', his high 
• 

decrees'. 

The important question is, what the content of these 

'high decrees' can be? Jan Gonda rejects the notion implicit 

in Griffith's translation as 'decree' and Geldner's ·~ 
61 

Gesetze fests·etzend 11 • Rather, he asks, "Does it ~ 
• 

not rather indicate the inherent principle of everything 
62 

because of which, it is what it is?" Gonda•s question is 

59 
Renou translates this phrase: "Ill a toujours porte 

la force-agissante supreme". E. V.P., Vol. xv, p. 39. 

60 
1.22.18. 

61 
D.R. V., 1. 22.18. 

62 
Gonda, "Het Bergripp Dharma," pp. 220-221. 
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in~isive and to follow its implicit suggestion provides 

a sound basis to understand the expressions of Visnu•s dharma 
• • 

conveyed by some of the verbs of~hr. --.-
Consider for example Visnu's functions which are • • 

strikingly similar to some of Indra'ss 

The vast high vault of heaven hast thou supported 
and fixed earth's eastern pinnacle securely. 

Both these world's Vish~u hast thou stayed asunder 
and firmly fixed the earth with pegs around it. 

ud astabhna nakam rishvam brihanta.m d~dhar.tha 
pracim kakubham prithivyah • • . . . 
vy astabhna rodasI vishnav ete dadhartha prithivim 
abhito mayukhaih 63 • • 

• 

Here Visnu's 'dharmani' are identified as the •support• of the . . . 
'vault of heaven' in its separateness from earth. While this 

act is similar to the upholding function of Indra, in no sense 

is it to be understood as precisely the same act. 64 Visnu 
• • 

3 
7.99.2,3. 

64 
Stella Kramrisch has described the details of the 

distinction between Indra's support of Heaven and Earth and 
that of Visnu. She statesa • • 

God, Visnu is the support of this triple world 
(tridhatu), but, unlike the other gods who keep the 
vaalt cf heaven high above this earth, though he too 
did pillar asunder heaven and earth (7.99,3), this 
operation, in a mode particular to Vi~nu only unites 
the triple world, With three strides {1.1,54.34) from 
here below he traverses and pervades this cosmos. 
Where his third footfall is, none can reach, not even 
the birds in their flight (1.155, 5). It is in the 
light space of heaven (1.155.3) where the source of 
the honey (rnadhva utasah; 1.154.5) wells forth. 

• (continued) 
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does not separate Heaven and Earth, but rather, once they are 

separated, he joins with Indra in supporting Heaven in its 

place. 'Ihe structure of creation "is what it is" because 

Visnu has established his dharma so that each part has its 
•• 

place in the unity of the cosmos. 

Who verily alone upholds the threefold, 
the earth, the heaven and all living creatures. 

ya u tridhatu prithivim uta dyam eko dadhara bhuvanan1 
visva 65 • • 

Visnu extends his dharma, like Indra, to all living creatures 
• • 

thereby integrating them in the unity of all that is. 

The distinguishing feature, therefore, of Visnu•s 
•• 

role is that he ties together the whole of the cosmos 

according to the place and its special function. By 

establishing his 1 dharmani 1 Visnu does not usurp Indra's 
•• • 

functions: he compliments them by adding a subtle nuance, 

or an elaboration of what it means to uphold the cosmos. '!he 

cosmos must be a unit within which all the parts have their 

place and function in order for each to be 'what it is•. 

:Equally important the whole of the cosmos must be held together 

for it to be 'what it is•. Visnu is the key power in establish-• . 
ing that unity. Visnu•s role is one of consolidation, 

• • 

64 (continued) 
Visnu is not primarily a demiurge. Stepping out 
widely he penetrates and traverses the space that 
Indra creates {1.154.1: 8.100.12). He is both the 
pillar and the movement that links and fills the 
triple world. 
Kramrisch, 0p. cit., 2, #1, p. 148. 
65 
1.154.4. 
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unification and maintenance. 

Visnu's three steps are accomplished according to 
• • 

dharma. However, his great act, ls realized not only according 

to his own dharma, but according to that of Mitra, the 

guardian of orderly motion: 

Tis he who made the lauds his own and boldly 
drank the soma juice. 
He to whom Vishm came striding his three wide 
steps, as Mttra 1 s statutes ordered 1t. 

ya uktha kevala dadhe yah somam dhrlshitapibat 
yasmai vishnus trini pad! vicakrama upa mitrasya 
dharmabhlh ·66 • 

• 
'Ihe fact that Visnu takes his three strides according 

•• 
to Mitra•s dharma adds a nuance in the relationships 

of the vedic gods. Visnu 1 s three steps establish his "highest 
• • 

decrees 11 which involve assisting Indra in supporting Heaven 

and Earth in its place. Visnu establishes his dharma at the 
•• 

behest of Mitra. In no sense is this to be understood as 

a usurpation of divine function, but rather, it indicates a 

subtle nuance in the visionary insight into the complex 

functioning of the cosmos and the role of the gods and powers 

which keep its constituent functioning in an orderly way. 

To understand why Visnu 1 s cosmological act is done at 
• • 

the behest of the god Mitra, it is necessary to see the 

prima cy of the function of the Mi tyas generally, and M1 tra 

and Varu~a in particular, in the maintenance of orderliness (rta) 
• 

66 
8. 52. J. ( Griffith, Vallikhilya 4. J) 
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in the motion of the cosmos. Visnu•s strides across the 
• • 

cosmos forms but one of many patterns of orderly motion 

within the created order. 'Ihe Adityas possess the sovereign 

power to oversee this orderly motion. '!he Adityas, like Agni 
67 

and Indra, are rooted in the asura, the Godhead • This 

common basis in the asura is one reason why the gods together 

share in the task of upholding the cosmos. In the case of 

the Adityas, they share identical functions with Agni, Indra 

and Visnu, but their specific role is to uphold rta. '!his is .. • 
expressed in the following verses: 

Upholding (dharay~ntaj that which moves and that which 
moves not, 
Adityas, Gods, protectors of all being, 
Provident, guarding well the world of spirits, 
true to eternal law. [ r1 t9.vana~] the debt exactors. 

With their support they stay three earths, three 
heavens; three are their functions in the God's 
assembly: 
Ydghty through law, Adityas [:itenadity~is your 
greatness; 
Fair is it Aryaman, Varuna and Mitra. 

Golden and splended, pure like streams of water, 
they hold aloft rdharayant~ the three bright 
heavenly regionsY 
Ne'er do they slumber, ever close their eyelids, 
faithful, far-ruling for the righteous mortal. 

dharayanta adityaso jagat stha deva visvasya bhuvanasya 
gopah • 
ctirgh<?:dhi~ rakshamiina asuryam ri tavanas cayamana 
r1nini • • • 
• • 
tisro bhtimir dharayan tr1nr uta dyun tr1ni vrata 
v1dathe antar esham • 
r1tenaditya mahi vo mah1tvam tad aryaman varuna mitra 
Caru • · 

67 
cf. 2.27.4; 5.63.3,7. 
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trI rocana divya dharayanta hira~ayah sucayo 
dharaputa.~ • • 
asvapnajo animisha adabdha urusansa rijave martyaya68 

• • 

Specifically, the Adityas are depicted as upholding 

(dharayanta) "that which moves and that which moves not." That 

is to say, they, with other powers, support both those parts 

of creation which are in motion and those which are still. 

Like Vi~~u, the Adityas are ~ or guardians. They guard 

the world of the spirits (asura) according to .!':.:E!· The 
• 

movements of the asura powers are therefore orderly. Thus 

the Adityas are present in the orderly unfolding patterns of 

creation from con::eption (hirap,yagarbha) or the separation of 
• 

Heaven and Earth through to its completion with the establish

ment of the Sun in its place, the sacrificial fire among the 

community of men and the release of the waters which nourish 

creation. The Adityas pervade the cosmos, like Agni and 

Indra, as the diverse forms of order. 

The nature of relations of the Adityas to the other 

powers also suggested in the imagery used to describe them. 

For example, they are associated with the light of Agni in 

that they are "golden and splendid" (hiranya ., sucayo) ~9 and 
• 

8 
2.27.4,8,9 .. 
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70 
they are also "pure like streams of waters" (dharaputah) 

• 
which associates them with Indra and the release of the waters. 

It is consistent, therefore, that "they hold aloft the three 
71 

bright heavenly regions". In each case their specific 

contribution focuses on rta, the orderliness of within the 
• 

cosmos. 'Ihe Adityas, therefore, are in fundamental harmony 

with the collective task of all the powers born into creation 

to support and uphold the complex, interrelated cosmos. '!hey 

reinforce: the notion that no one god 'creates' and maintains 

the cosmos but rather, that all gods and man contribute to 

the on-going task expressed by dharma. 

In the dhr references and in the Rg Veda generally, 
• • 

the most important of the Adityas are Mitra and varuna. Both 
72 • 

powers are known as the "king's" of creation, and act accord-

ing to dharma 1n their regal function with particular regard 
73 

to assisting Agni and Indra in their interrelated functions. 

With regard to Agni, for example, Mitra and Varuna, armed 
• 

with the magic power arising from the asura, {asurasya mayaya), 

act according to their dharma to be the guardians (~) of 

70 
2.27.9. 

71 
2.27.9. 

72 
5.63.3.5. 

73 
cf. 5.63.4. 
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vrata: "Wise, with your law{g.harma~~ and through the asura•s 

magic power ye guard the ordinances, \!rat~ Mi tra-Varuna" 

(dharmana mitravaruna Y..!I>ascita vrata rakshethe asurasya 
14 

mayaya ). 
• • 

'Ihat is to say, ~utra and Varuna use their power 
• 

to ensure that the gods, such as Agni, fulfill their duties 

(vrata ). Agni's vrata is expressed in the appearance 

of the Golden Foetus, in the daily and seasonal appearances 

of the Sun, and in the sacrificial fire. In urging Agni to 

keep his vrata, Mitra and Varuna help Agni as Surya to move 
• 

across the skies in an orderly fashion. 'Ihus it is said of 

Mitra and Varu~a in 5.63. 7: "Ye by eternal order [Ii ten~ 

govern all the world. Ye set the sun in heaven as a 

reflugent car" (ritena visvam bhuvanaJl!. vi rajathah sur~m a 
• • • • 

dhattho divi citryam ratham). It is Mitra and Varuna who 
• • 

uphold the presence of light in the triple structure of 

creation: 

Die drei Lichtr~ume und die drei Himmel, die drei 
(Luft) r~ume erhaltet dharayatho ihr, 
Mitra and Varuna, die errschererscheinung erh'ohend, 
uber das unver..: welkliche Gese tz [vra tamJ wachend. 

trl rocana varuna trlnr uta dyun trin1 mitra dharayatho 
rajansi • • 
vavridhanav amatim kshatriyasyanu vratam rakshamanav 
ajuryam 75 • • • 

74 
5.63.7. 

75 
D.R.v., 5.69.1. Griffith misses 

verb, •dharava.tho' in his translation. He 
spheres of light, O Varuna, three heavens, 

• 

the force of the 
puts it: "'Ihree 
three firmanents 

(continued} 



More specifically, Mitra and Varuna, through their rta, 
• • 

assist Agni in the daily and seasonal movements of the sun 

as in 5.62.1: 

By your high law fr1ten~ firm order fritam1 is 
established rdhru~~~J there where thef'loo~~ 
for travel S~rya•s horses. 
Ten hundred stood together: there I looked on 
this the most marvellous Deities one chief glory. 

ritena ritam apihitam dhruvam vam suryasya yatra 
vimucanty asvan • • • 
dasa sata saha tasthus tad ekam devanam sreshtham 
vapush~ apasyam • • • • • • 

118 

By the~ upheld by Mitra and varuna, the horses which pull 
• • 

the Sun across the sky; io so according to the proper pathways 

established for their movement in the cosmos. Agni ls the 

Sun as SU.rya; Savitar impells the Sun in its movement 

while Mitra and Varuna establish Surya's diurnal and seasonal 
• 

courses of movement. 

5.63.1 indicates that Mitra and Varuna also act to 
• 

assist Indra. 

Guardians of 01·der, ij1 tasy~ ye whose laws are ever 
true, \satvadharman~ 
in the~ublimest heaven your chariot ye ascend. 
O Mitra-Varuna whosoe•er ye favour, here, to him the 
rain with sweetness streameth down from heaven. 

75 (continued) 
ye comprehend dhara atho , o ratra, • • • • Renou is 
almost identica to Geldner: "Ies trios espaces-ltpiineux, 8 
Varuna, et les trois cieux, les trois espaces (-medians), 
o Mitra·. vous les maintenez[dharayathg} 11 E.V.P. Vol. 5, p. 82. 
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rltasya gopav adh1 tishthatho ratham satyadharmana 
parame vyomani • • • 
yam atra mitravarunavatho yuvam tasmai vr1sht1r 

• • • • madhumat p1nvate divah 
• 

Here ¥utra and Varuna are both called guardians (~) of rta 
• 

whose dharma is true (~~tyadharmar.a). '!he expression both of 

their rta and of their truth as dharma is to be seen in 
• 

the movement of their chariot to Heaven and in the descent 

of the waters to the Earth from Heaven; '!he truth of the 

gods is in their movement in support of Indra's task to 

release the waters for the Farth. Mitra and Varuna do not 
• 

participate as warriors to assist Indra 1n his conquest, but 

rather, set the waters in their downward flow. More generally 

one might say that they set things in their place or set the 

direction in which things move according to the law of gravity. 

'lhe closeness of the association with Indra goes to the extent 

that it is sometimes said that Varuna is Indra, as in 4.42.J,4: 
• 

I Varuna am Indra: in their greatness, these 
the two wide deep fairly-fashioned regions, 
These two world-halves have I, even as 'I'vashtar 
knowing all being, 'joined and held together ·Hharayari.J 

I made to flow the moisture shedding waters, and 
set ~harayaril the heaven firm in the seat of order, 

[j=i tas~. • 
By la~·l ;-1 ten~ the son of Adi ti, law observer, 
•·i ta vote. ha. th spread abroad the world in 
hreefo ameasure. 

aham indro varunas te m~hitvorvI gabhire raja.s1 sumeke 
tvashteva v1sva·bhuvanan1 vidvan sa.m airayam rodas1 - . . . dharayam ca 

• 
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aham apo apinvam ukshaman.B. dharayam divam sadana 
• • • ritasya 

ritena putro ad1ter r1tavota tr1dhatu prathayad vi bhiima 76 • 

The 1dentif1cat1on of Varuna and Indra is expressed in the 
• 

upholding or maintaining of the separation of the two 
77 

•world-halves•, Heaven and Earth, in their separatness. 

Within that structure the two powers in their mutual 

identification ensure that heaven is set in rta, above the 
• 

Earth which is its place in the cosmos, so that the waters 

can flow to the Earth. Upholding here, then, is found 

inrta which assigns things to their place in the cosmos, 
• 

and sets them in their proper pathway for motion. Indra 

and Varuna make an indispensible contribution to the total 
• 

task expressed by the term 'dharma•. 

Mitra and Varuna are also associated with Indra in 
• 

his concern for the necessities of life upon the earth. 

O Mitra-Varu~a,ye by your greatness, both Kings have 
firmly stabl1shed radhar~yata_~l earth and heaven. 
Ye caused the cows to stream, tfie plants to flourish 
and scattering s~ift drops sent down the rain-flood. 

adharayatam prithivim uta dyam mitrarajana varuni 
mahobh1h • • 
vardhayatam oshadhlh pinvatam gaa~a vr1sht1m srijatam 
j!radanu 78 • • • • • • • 

76 
cf. 1.25.8 

7? 
Cf. 6.70.l. 

78 
5.62.J. 
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The express1on of Mitra and Varuna's upholding of Heaven and 
• 

F.a.rth 1s realized 1n the flour1sh1ng of life upon the Earth, 

from the fruitfullness of cows in providing milk, to the 

regeneration of plants and the coming of ra1ns. These are 

also characteristic of Indra's actions which are here com-

plimented by Mitra and Varuna the two kings (raja). Again, 
• 

it is not that Mitra and Varuna take over Indra's action, 
• 

but rather, they supplement his strength with order. 

As in the case of Indra, this concern for the flourish-

1ng of life within creation also involves human existence. 

In the ma1ntenance of their ruling power, ksatra ,_. 
• 

Mitra 

and Varuna. not only prop up Heaven but, also they provide 
• 

food for men: 

So, through the days maintaining rdharayath;Ja 
princely power, \: 
ye prop the height as •twere from the loftiest heaven. 
The Star of all the Gods, established, f1lledth the 
heaven and earth with food of man who liveth. 

ta h1 kshatram dharayethe anu dyun drinhethe sanum 
upamad iva dyoh • 
dr1lho na-~shatra uta visvadevo bhUm.im atan dyam 

" - . - . . dhasinayoh 79 • 
'lhe provision of food, as in the case of both Indra and Agni, 

is related directly to yajna. We have seen that the sacrifice 

functions to implicate the vedic community in the task of 

supporting the cosmos. Th1s is illustrated in 5.62.1 wherein 

79 
6.67.6. 
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we have already seen the connections established between the 

rta .--
of Mitra and Varuna and the movements of the Sun, and 

• 
the waters to Earth. An extension of that function 1s the 

role of these two gods envisaged 1n the sacrifice: 

Indem ihr (das Gesetz )1 das eure beruhmte, ,, 
weite (Herrscher) erscheinung entsprec~and erhoht, 
wiedas Barheis durch opferspruch schutzet, 
sitzet ihr Hul~igungen empfangend auf eurem 
Hochstuhl im Uberfluss, ~ _ '7\. 
o Mitra und varu~a von fester Willenskroft, ~h;itadakshad:,r 

anu srutam amatim vardhad urv1m barhir iva . - -·-yajusha rakshama~a _ _ _ 
namasvanta dhritadaksnadhi garte mitrasathe 
antah 80 • 

• 

varune lasv 
• 

Here Mitra and Varuna guard the s~cred grass and uphold the 
• 

the power (dhritadakshadi) of the liquid offerings of the 
• 

sacrifice as they sit upon the throne. Mitra and varuna 
• 

make the sacrifice effective by ensuring that the offerings 

are conveyed along the pathways to the gods. '!he effective 

sacrifice brings food and sustenance to the community. The 

movement of the offering to the gods and the gods response 

in meeting the needs of the community, is a pattern of 

orderliness which requires maintaining. Mitra and Varuna 
• 

perform that function at the sacrifice and in the cosmos on 

80 
D.R.V., 5.62.5. In this instance, Griffith conveys 

the meaning of dhr1tndakshad1, though his syntax obscures its 
meaning somewhat.• Griffith puts it as follows: 

To make the lustre wider and more famous, 
guarding the sacred grass with verneration, 

(continued) 
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the grand scale. 

In the context of the sacrifice, Mitra especially is 

the friend of the man who performs yajna. His eternal 

vigilence out of his friendship contributes to the upholding 

of the cosmos and the maintencance of the connections between 

the gods and men through the yajna. 

Mitra, when speaking, stirreth men to labour. 
Mitra sustaineth rdadhar~ both the earth and 
Mitra beholdeth m~ with eyes that close not. 
To Mitra bring, with holy oil, oblation. 

heaven. 

rn1tro janan yatayati bruvano mitro dadhara pr1thiv1m 
• • uta. dyam 

mitrah krishtir an1mishabhi cashte mitraya havyam 
ghritavaj juhota 81 • • 

• 
Mitra acts specifically here to uphold •the earth and heaven', 

but the entire context deals with men and their work, an 

important part of which is the offering of an oblation 

ghrita (holy oil). The reciprocity in the relationship 
• 

between gods and men is reaffirmed here. Mitra, as Gonda 

has pointed out, seems to have a particular concern for the 

human dimension of upholding order~ 

80 (continued) 
Ye Mitra-Varuna firm, strong awe-inspiring, 
are seated on·a throne amid oblations. 

Renou translates 
as 11 tenant-ferme (votre) 
Geldner. E. V.P. Vol. 5. 

81 
J .5 9 .1. 
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Gonda s ta tes : 

It would. appear to me that the Mitra of the Vedic 
texts - who "does not possess any individuality on 
the physical side" - rather is the god who, while 
maintaining the rta - that untranslatable term which 
may be approximately described as the supreme and 
fundamental order-and-reality conditioning the normal 
and right, natural and true structure of cosmos, 
ritual and human conduct - puts things right, 
regulates the contacts between men and between men 
and the divine powers, and exhibits benevolence and 
active interest. Wheras Varuna the representative • of the static aspects of kingship. is a guardian of 
that rta. his companion and complement l'i tra, being 
no less concerned with it and no less its promoter, 
is rather its maintainer, the one who keeps its 
manifestations in the right condition, who redresses 
if something has gone wrong, who adjusts, restores, 
appeases, stablizes, the god also who unites men. 82 

Mitra and varuna are both concerned with order, but Mitra 
• 

is specifically involved in the human context as the 'Fri.end' 

who establishes order in human relationships and in the 

relationships of men to the gods via the zajna. The ritual 

is a pattern of action the order of which must be maintained. 

'lhe dharma of both Mitra and Varuna is directed to this end • 
• 

In summary, we find in Visnu and the Adityas powers 
•• 

which participate with Agni and Indra in the task of upholding 

the cosmos. While Visnu holds the cosmos together, the hiityas 
• • 

pervade the unfolding pattern of creation with their royal 

power and govern the patterns of orderliness. 

82 
J. Gonda, 'lhe Vedic God Mitra, (Leiden, 1972), 

pp. 109-110. 



4. DHARMA, SOMA AND THE COSMOS 

In the establishment of the cosmos, Agni was the 

first-born who illuminated the cosmos while his brother, 

Indra, shaped an:i stablized it. Visnu in his three strides 
•• 

established its unity. The Adityas ordained the place for 
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each constituent part of the cosmos and sustained the pathways 

of orderly motion within thecosmos. The upholding function 

of the gods was linked to the provision of the necessities 

for life through the sacrificial rites. Consequently, the 

vedic community understood itself to be integrated into the 

total responsibility for upholding the cosmos. In turning 

to an examination of Soma, one of the key elements in the 

mainter.ance of correct ritual relation with the gods, we are 

examining a power whose function is directly related to the 

~ajna. Within that context, Soma supports the cosmos 

through his power of mediation between the sacrifice on 

Earth and the powers. 

This power of mediation is based in Soma's function 
83 

as the sacrificial food, the essence of the waters which 

Soma conveys back to Indra and to the source of creation. 

8J 
In current scholarly literature there is perhaps no 

greater controversy than the one inspired by R. G. Wasson in 
which he argues that Soma is a mushroom. Wasson's book, 

(continued) 
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May Pavamana. K1ng and God, 
speed with his wave over the sea the lofty rite: 
May he by Mitra's and Varupa•s decree [dharman!J 
flow furthering the lofty rite. • 

8.3 (continued) 
Divine Mushroom of Immortali ti, (New York. 1968) argues from 
the references in the R.g veda to Soma, that it was the fly
agaric type of mushroom that. once purified according to 
methods in the text, was the basis for the visionary 
experiences of the rsis. Wassons• thesis has been critically 
examined by J. Erougn. 11 Soma and Amani ta Muscaria 11 Eulletin 
of the School of Oriental and African Studies. 34 (19?1 ), 
pp. 331-62. Wasson•s rejoinder to Brough's criticisms is 
found in: Soma and the Fl. -a aric: Re cinder to Professor 
Brough (Cambridge, 1972 • A similar debate has taken p ace 
between Wasson and the eminent Sanskri tist, F. B. J. Kuiper. 
Kuiper•s review was in: Indro-Iranian Journal 12 (1970) 
pp. 279-285 and Wasson•s rejoinder is in Indo-Iranian 
Journal, 12 (1970) pp. 286-98. 

Frits Stall has commented incisively on the nature 
of the debate inspired by Wasson•s hypothesis. In an appendix 
to his recent book Exploring l"'iysticism, (Middlesex, 1975), 
Stall points out that: 

••• the only weakness that seems to be apparent 1n 
Wasson•s theory is a certain unfals1fiability. A 
good theory should be liable to falsification. But 
some apparent counter-examples to Wasson•s theory 
can be interpreted as consistent with the theory. 
when opponents point out, for example, that there are 
descriptions in the Veda which do not fit a mushroom, 
Wasson replies that ~identity of the Soma was 
intentionally hidden by the Brahmans, or that these 
descriptions fit creepers and other substitutes •••• 
Although the theory has therefore not been refuted by 
such criticisms, the answers have not demonstrated 
its correctness. (p. 188) 

Stall goes on to point out that presently, Wasson•s 
theory is the only one available: 

Since there is at present no theory which offers 
another candidate for the identity of the Soma 
with the same amount of seriousness and detail as 
does wasson's theory, his identification stands in 
splendid isolation as the only, and therefore the 
best theory. (189 ). 

(continued) 
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tarat samudram pavamana urmina raja deva r1tam brihat 
arshan mitrasya varunasya dharmana prahinvana ritam 
brihat 84 • • • 

• 
In this passage, Soma is part of the orderliness (rta) of the .---
sacr1f1cal rite (yajna) according to the dharma of Mitra and 

Varuna, the guardians of rta. Through the sacrifice the 
• • 

food as offering does not flow indiscriminantly, but flows 

to the god to whom the sacrifice, as ~ , is offered. In 

fulfilling this function Soma joins with V1snu and Indra in 
• • 

particular in fulfilling the dharma ordained for them by 

Mitra and Varu~a. Soma must flow according to rta and be 
• 

integrated with the other powers in the symbiotic task of 

upholding the cosmos. 

'Ihe pathway of rta as the sacrifice sends Soma on its 
- 8 

way through the pillar
0

(skambha fwhich props apart Heaven 

and Farth, and contains the pathways through which soma can 

reach the gods from the ritual. Thus, in 9.74.2: 

83 (continued) 
We do not propose to comment in general on the debate 

as it is not essential to our thesis. However, in our view, 
it is important that within the debate it be kept in mind that 
Soma is a divine power in the text. While generally speaking 
we are sympathetic to naturalistic interpretations of the 
powers functions 1n the R~ Veda, such interpretations must 
never lose sight of the rmportance of the revelatory nature 
of the hymns and the experienced reality of the powers as 
divine. 

84 
9.107.15. 

85 
For a discussion of the skambha, cf. Bosch, qp. ci~. 

pp. 93-94, 150-215. 
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A far-extended pillar that supports rdharunaiij 
the sky, \; • • 
The soma-stalk, filled full, moves itself every way, 
He shall bring these great worlds while the rite 
proceeds a 
The sage holds [dadhar~ those who move together 
and all food. 

divo ya skambho dharunah 
paryeti vi~vatah • • 
seme mahi rodasT yakshad 
sam ishah kavih 

svatata apurno ansuh 
• • • 

avrita samicine dadhara 
• 

• • 
From the rta, or orderly performance of the sacrifice, Soma 

• 
moves through the skambha which is his "path" - along which 

he moves to and fro - of communication with the gods. The 

return movement brings the 'great worlds' (mahi rodasi) within 

the sight of the sage (kavi), making possible the trans-

lation of sight or vision into mantra for the yafna. As part 

of the skambha., Soma supports (dharunah) the sky. This 
• • 

mediation between Heaven and Earth enables the kavi to 

uphold (dadhara) the movement in the cosmos and the food 

which sustains it. Soma's mediation, then, is fundamental 

within the total task of upholding the cosmos, for it conveys 

sustenance to the gods and to the communityi 

Flow on to win us strength, 
Flow on to lofty lore of every kind. 
Thou Soma as Exhilorator was the first to 
spread [dharay~ abroad the sea for Gods. 

Flow to the realm of earth, 
Flow to the realm of heaven, 
0 Soma in the righteous ways rdharmabhiE}. 
Fair art thou whom the sages,"O far seeing One, 
Urge onward with their songs and hymns. 



pavasva vajasataye ' bh1 v1~van1 kavya 
tavm sainudram prathamo v1 dharayo devebhyah soma 
matsarah • • 
sa tu pavasva pari parthivam rajo d1vya ca soma 
dharmabh1h • 
tvam vipraso mat1hbh1r v1cakshana subhram h1nvant1 
dhi li bhih 86 • • • 

• 
The flowing action which mediates Heaven and Earth is the 

87 
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expression of Soma's dhn.rma and serves to 'spread abroad• 

the waters for the gods. While Indra.releases the waters 

for the Earth's nourishment. Soma conveys the essence of 

the waters to the gods. 

This even this, is he who hath created the breadth 
of earth, 
the lofty height of heaven. 
He formed the nectar 1n three headlong rivers. 
Soma supports the wide mid-air above us. 

ayam sa yo var1mane.m prith1vya varshmanam divo 
akr1nod ayam sah • • • • 
ayam·piyusham tisrishu pravatsu somo dadharorv 
antarisksham· 88 • 

Soma moves between the Heaven and the Earth through the 

mid-region which he supports with his skambha. 

In these passages, Soma has two important characteris-

tics. cne the one hand the fluid character of the material 

element enables Soma to flow and move between the structures 

86 
9.107.23,24; cf. 9.6).14. 

87 
9.107.24. 

88 
6.47.4. cf. 9.86.8,9. 
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of the cosmos, and thereby mediate between them. On the 

other hand, Soma is also in the skambha, the pillar which 

upholds the structures of the cosmos in their place. As 

such Soma ls "High heaven's sustainer at the central po1n t 
89 

of Earth 11 (nabha pri th1 vya dharuno maho di vah) • This 
• 

function of being understood as a fixed pillar at the centre 

of the Earth attributes to Soma a characteristic of stability 

in addition to his liquid motion. This complimentary nature 

is elsewhere depicted in the image of his resting place 

being in a golden mountain which is also the •place of the 

law' , rta: ....--
Cleansing thee, Soma in thy stream, [dharayap~ 
thou flowest in a watery robe: 
Giver of wealth, thou s1ttest in the place of Law, 

f{51 tasyaJ 
GOd a mountain made of gold. 

punanah soma dharayapo vas~no arshasi 
a ratnadha yonim ritasya sidasy utso deva 
hiranyayah 90 • 

• • 

Here soma flows in water (dharayapo_) thereby acting 

according to his dharma. In fulfillment of that motion, 

Soma is also seen to be sitting in the golden mountain 

which is the place of ~· 'Ihe source of Soma, like the 
• 

streams, is in the mountains from where he flows in orderly 

pathways. The pathways and the Soma which flows in them 

89 
9.86.8. 

90 
9.107.4. 
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are fixed and stationary like the mountains, and, sharing 

another characteristic of the mountains, Soma as the 

skambha supports Heaven and the mid-region in their place. 

Soma's firm stability then is as essential to the cosmos 

as is his dynamic movement. 

Because of his support and mediation of the whole 

of the cosmos, soma is called the 'King of the Cosmos', 

thereby joining Mitra and Varuna as ruling powers. Th.is 
• 

regal attribute is recognition of his pervasive power in 

the cosmos: 

0 thou who seest all things, Sovran as thou art and 
passing strong, thy rays encompass all above 
Pervading with thy natural powers fdharmabhih 
thou flowest on, and as the whole ~or 1 s I , 
O Soma, thou art king. 

vi~va dha~ani vi~vacaksha !ibhvasa~ prabhos te 
satah pari yanti ketavah 
vyanasih pavase soma dharmabhih patir visvasya 
bhuvanasya rajasi 91 • • 

Pervading the whole cosmos by his flowing movement is the 

'natural power' or dharmabhih of Soma, and it is upon that 
• 

dharma, as the mediator in the cosmic structure, that Soma 

rules all that is. Soma's regal role as the pervasive 

mediator within the cosmos is associated both with the 

bringing of light, hence with Agni, and with the waters, 

thereby associating him with Indra. Both of these associations 

establish Soma's dharma over the whole F.arth: 

91 
9.86.5. 
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The sovran dips him in the sea and 1n the streams, 
and set in rivers with the waters waves moves on: 
High heaven's sustainer ldharu.n~at the central 
point of earth, • 
raised on the fleecy surface Pavamana stands. 
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He on whose high decree[dharmabhi[1 the heavens 
and earth depend 
hath roared and thundered like the summit of the sky. 
Soma flows on obtaining Indra's friendly love 
and, as they purify him, settles in the jars. 

Thou art the sea, O sag~ who bringest light; 
_under thy law'\1idharmani are the five regions 
of the world. • 
'Ihou reachest out beyond the earth, beyond the 
heavens: 
thine are the lights, O Pavamana, thine the sun. 

raja samudraJll nadyo vi gahate pam urmlm sacate 
sindhushu sritah • 
adhy ~sthaht sanu pavamano avyayam nabha prithivya 
aharuno ma o a 1 van • • 

• • 
divo na sanu stanayann acikradad dyaus ca yasya 
pri thi vI ca dharmabhlh • 
indrasaya sakhyam pavate vivevidat somah punanah 
kalaseshu sidat1 • • 

• 
tva~ samudro asi visvavit kave tavemab panca pradlso 
vidharmanl tva~ dya~ ca prithlvim cati jabhrishe • 
tava jyotinshi pavamana s~ryah 92 

. . . • 93 
Soma's realm the 'five regions of the world• the waters 

of the sea and the light of the heavens are engulfed by the 

influence of his dharma. He sustains Heaven {pr1th1vyi 
94 

dharuno), and, in consequence, both Heaven and Earth are 
• 

dependent upon soma's dharma. Indeea., the point is that the 

whole cosmos and all life within it depend upon Soma in his 

capacity to mediate between the particulars in all that is. 

'Ihe effect of Soma's dharma which ls mediation is to 

92 
9 • 86 • 8. 9 • 29 • 

93 
9.86.29. 

94 
9.86.8. 



establish contact with the powers. Consequently, Soma 

moves from the sacrifice to the gods as in 9.63.22: 

God, working with mankind, flow on; 
to Indra go thy gladdening juice : 
To Vayu mount as law commands ~harmar;aJ· 

pavasva devayushag indram gachatu te madah 
vayum a roha dharmana. • • 

• 

Here, inspired by the yajna, soma flows to Indra and to 
' Indra's charioteer, Vayu. In doing so, Soma conveys from 

man to the gods the sacrificialfood, and inspires the 
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god to bring wealth and strength to the sacrificial community. 

'!his affirms the reciprocity of relation between gods, powers, 

and man. 

Pour hiterward., 0 Soma wealth in thousands and 
heroic strength, 
And keep renoun seeure~haray~for us. 

Soma do thou secure rdnaray~ for us the treasures 
of the earth and hea'ien, 
Indu, all boons to be desired. 

a pavasva sahasrinam rayim soma suv1ryam 
asme sravansi dharaya • 

• 
asme vasuni dtf'araya soma d1vyani parthiva 
indo visvani varya 95 

• 
In summary, Soma upholds the cosmos by mediating 

between the structures of the cosmos, and the powers and 

life forms which inhabit it. Soma's skambha supports the 

structure and his pervasive presence in the waters released 

95 
9.63.1,30. 
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into creation by Indra enables him to flow from the yajna 

to the gods and back again. In doing so, soma follows the 

pathways established by Mitra and Varu~a. Without Soma, 

then, a vital link in the upholding task of the gods would 

be absent from the created realm. Soma is an essential 

component in the upholding function of the gods, the 

integration of which is essential to ~he functioning of the 

cosmos in whole and in its many parts. He 1s an essential 

power in the collective upholding of the inter-relatedness 

of all that 1s. 

5. DHARMA AND THE COSMOS: A SUMMARY 

At the outset of this consideration of the references 

to dharma and its related forms in the Rg Veda, it was 
• 

suggested that the task involved looking at all the references 

in their immediate setting and in relation to a larger 

cosmological theme. On the basis of such a study, we proposed 

that it would be possible to grasp a broad picture of what 

is expressed in dharma•s various meanings and on the basis 

of that picture, establish a core or root meaning. 

The picture that has emerged has certain basic 

characteristics. For example, in the associations of the 

gods we have seen a picture of a pantheon of powers who act 

in accord with one another and with man to uphold the cosmos. 



Agni, the first-born of creation brings into 

creation both speech as mantra and light as the sun, and 

the sacrificial fire. Indra, his brother, brings the 

strength to conquer the forces that withhold creation and 

the nourishing waters. Visnu works in accord with Indra 
• • 

by holding the triple structure of creation together and 

the Ad1tyas pervade the movement of the cosmos in accord 

with ~. the pathways of movement for the sun, of 
• 

regeneration and of the sacrifice. Soma, the essence of 

the waters moves between the sacrifice and the gods to 

provide the sustenance for all that is in creation. 

~hile this picture is a simplification of a very 
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complex and interrelated set of actions by the powers, 1t 

is a picture in which one can discern a broad pattern which 

reflects the manner in which the gods act according to 

their truth as dharma to uphold the cosmos in a co-operative 

and co-ordinated way. The symbiotic actions of the gods 

suggests that dharma is in creation from its conception 

as an inherent expression of sat and hence satya, truth. 

In the revelatory speech of the hymns of the Rg Veda,dharma 
• 

is the word, first seen by the ~. which is the linguistic . . 
expression of the upholding, or supporting power-principle 

in creation. This power-principle is conveyed on some 

occassions as 'dharma' and hence as a concept, but more often 
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it is expressed in the forms of concrete action by the gods. 

In many and diverse ways, the gods act through verb forms 

of~hr to show what it means to uphold the cosmos - a task 
• 

so complex, that it requires many powers to co-operate in 

a shared duty so that the whole of the cosmos and each part 

within it can be its truth in its action. 

On the basis of the significance seen in the 

meanings of dharma in the cosmological context, we have 

established the basis for articulating the core or root 

meaning of dharma as the upholding of the orderly relatedness 

of all that 1s. Our task now is to examine the relation of 

the cosmological meanings to the theme of the sacrifice and 

subsequently to the vedic community which preserved the 

Bg Veda • 
• 
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CHAPTER THREE 

... 
DHARMA AND THE SACRIFICE (YAJNA) 

In the section 'Dharma and the Cosmos' we saw that 

the sacrifice was the ritual means whereby man participates 

in the upholding of the cosmos. }an joins Agni and Indra, 

the Adityas and Soma in propping up Heaven and Earth. In 

this section, the ways in which dharma references are used 

in the actions of the gods and man in the sacrifical rites 

will be considered. Our purpose is not to discuss the 

nature of the sacrifice in toto as it is refetred to in the 
1 ---

text, nor to interpret the meaning of the sacrifice in the 
2 

Rg Veda in all its aspects. The ways in which the powers 
• 3 
we have thus far examined - Agni, Indra, the Adi tyas, and 

Soma - function in relation to the sacrifice through the 

For a discussion of the various vedic sacrifices, 
cf. LJ:>uis Renou, Vedic India, pp. 93-120. For specialized 
examination of the royal consecration sacrifice see: 
J. c. Heesterman, 'Ihe Ancient Indian Royal Consecration, 
('Ihe Hague, 1957). 

2 
For an interesting interpretation of the sacrifice, 

cf • .M. Eliade, Cosmos 2.nd His tor The rr th of the Eternal 
Return:k (New York, 1959 , esp. "Archetypes and Repetition 11 

pp. 1- 8. 

3 
Henceforward we shall simply refer to the Adityas, 

since Vi~~u•s dharma only involves his three steps establishing 
the unity of the cosmos. 
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diverse forms of the root dhr will be examined in order to 
--;-

establish whether these references contribute to the formulation 

of a core or root meaning of dharma. By way of introduction, 

an examination of the hymn 10.90, will show a correlation 

between the origin of s~crifice and the origin of creation 

which will provide a framework for understanding the patterns 

of correspondance between the sacrificial functions of the 

gods and those of man. That is to say, there is an 

identifiable correlation in l0.90. between cosmological and 

ritual actions of the gods. In turn, the vedic ritual is 

modeled on the ritual of the gods and is the medium which, 

as we have seen, integrates man into the cosmic upholding 

task of the gods. To understand the correspondences between 

the cosmological functions of the gods, the gods sacrifice 

and the vedic sacrifice we want to consider the significance 

of the fact that the god's ritual is a pattern of actions 

understood to be an expression of dharma. 

'Ihe patterns of correspondence are based upon the fact 

that the gods were the first to offer the yajna. In l0.90. 

6-13, yajna by the gods entailed the dividing-up of one-

quarter of the Purusa, the cosmic spirit, into the many 
• 

aspects of the cosmos. 'Ihe actions of the gods were the 

means by which the Purusa was differentiated. Creation 
• 

itself is the sacrificial offspring, offered up by the gods 

to that three-quarter~ of the Purusa which transcended 
• 
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4 
creation. In consequence of the yajna, the gods ascended 

to the pinnacle of heaven. 

Che of the most important facts about this 

sacrificial rite 1s that 1t 1s spoken of as the earliest 
5 

expressions of dhar~3: 

Gods, sacrificing sac~ificed the victim: 
these were the earliest ordinances dh'lrmanU • 
The mighty ones attained the heigh of hea~n, 
these were the &idhyas, Gods of old as dwelling. 

devas tani dharmani 
• yajnenayaj'fum ay~janta 

prathamany asan 
te ha nakam ffiahimanah 
santi devah 6 • 

sacanta yatra purve sadhyah • 
• 

'!he •earliest 01~inances 1 are the actions of the gods which 

contribute to the creative process of differentiation in 

which the Purusa, the unitary spirit which enfolds all that 
• 

is (sat}, takes diverse forms in creation: - as the gods, 

as the seasons within Heaven and Tu.rth, as the Ved q,s _si nd 
7 

all forms of life on the Earth. The unfolding patterns 

of creation which we saw in our discussion of the cosmology 

of the .Rg Veda, are here portrayed in the image of a cosmic , 

4 
cf. 10.90.). 

5 
Our m3jor concern here is with the ritual of the 

hymns and not their chronological setting. For a discussion 
of the chronological is sue of the Ten th ?fandc:Ua cf. Renou, •• 11 La Composition Du Dixieme Mandella" E:.-1.P. 2, pp. 1-29 

•• 
6 
l0.90.16; cf. the same passage in 1.164.50. 

7 
l0.90.J-16. 
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sacrifice. The gods are the sacrificers and as they act 

to offer the sacrifice, creation unfolds in all its diversity. 

All of the actions of the gods are here portrayed as ritual 

actions and as such are expressions of what dharma means. 

In the correspondence between the processes of 

creation and the offering of the sacrifice the functions of 

the gods are also differentiated according to their respective 

manifestations so that they function individually in the pro

cess of creation and in the ~jna. ~he gods functions are 

co-ordinated, so that they meld together to constitute a 

sacrifice. 'Ihe sacrifice has many constituent factors, 

but it is also a composite whole in which all parts are 

indispensible. This corresponds to the symbiotic functions 

of the gods in creation. In order to see the complexity 

of the correspondences between the meaning of dharma in the 

cosmology and the sacrifice of the gods and man, we must 

examine each of the powers which express their sacrificial 

functions through the root ~ and see how each thereby 
• 

contributes to the sacrifice. This will help determine 

whether the identification of the sacrifice and the creative 

process is also reflected in an identity of root meaning. 



1. DHARMA, AGNI AHD THE SACRIFICE 

In the symbiotic functions of the gods, Agni, as 

the first-born. 11 son of waters" apam napat, brought into 

creation light - as th~ Golden Foetus, the Sun and the 

sacrificial fire - and mantra, the speech which names all 

that is. Both light and mantra are manifest forms of 

the rite of sacrifice. The coming of the Sun at dawn 
8 

establishes the t1me of day for the sacrifice 

and the Sun's seasonal movements set the time in the year 

for various sacrifices. As the sacrificial fire Agni is an 
9 

indispensible part of the ritual itself and as the bringer 

of the mantra, Agni is the power of truth in the sacrifice • 

.Agni's manifestations are in the cosmos at many levels, 

from the foetal beginning to the sacrificial fireo Agni 

is therefore pervasive in all creation and all life-forms. 

1hat man also upholds the cosmos througn the sacrifice, 

is made possible by the correct utilization of the elements, 

light and mantra, which Agni brings into creation. 

In elaboration on the earlier discussion of Agni, 

consideration must now be given to the ways in which Agni 

functions specifically in the sacrifice through references 

to dhr and dharma in order to establish if those functions 
• 

8 
cf. 1.48.3. 

9 
For a careful discussion of Agni's manifestation 

on Ea.rth as the Sacrificial Fire, see Kramrisch, 0p. cit. 
pp. 2, #1, pp. 171-175, 2, ¥2, pp. 260-265. 
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contribute to a root meaning of the term. We shall examine 

Agni's manifest forms 1n sacrifice to see how they are 

related to light and mantra. We shall then examine how 

those manifest forms 1n the sacrifice tie together the 

functions of numerous powers - Agni, Indra, and Varuna in • 
particular - establishing dharma as yajn~ and as the basis 

for the relatedness of all that is. 

In the ritual, Agni ls a manifest form of light 

as the sacrificial fire which, when lit, brings the gods 

"' to the yajna: 

Duly enkindled after ancient customs, bringing 
all treasures 
he is balmed w1 th ungents, -
Flame-haired oil-clad the purifying Agni, 
sl-illied in fair rites, 
to bring the Gods for worship. 

sam1dhyeoanah prathamanu dharma sam aktubhlr 
ajyate v1svavarah 
soc1shkeso ghr1tanirnik pavakah suyajno agnir 
yajathaya dev!n 10· • 

Agni is ignited 'after ancient customs• dharma, that is, 

in.direct imitation of the sacrificial dharma of the gods. 

Agni is not, however, simply a manifestation or 

light as the sacrificial fire. In his manifestations 

related to the mantra, Agni is first the kav1, the visionary 

poet and also the priest who chants the mantra in the rite. 

As the kavi, Agni functions according to dharma, as the god 

~ho abides within the mundane order as the yajna and at the 

10 
3.17.1, cf. 4.58.2. 
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hearth - there to be the divine kavi who sees the gods. In 

essence Agni beoomes the visionary who speaks the mantra: 

This sage, the Sages, ne'er deceived, commanded, 
setting him down in dwelling of the living. 
Hence mayst thou friendly God, with rapa1d footsteps 
behold the gods, wonderful, fair to look on. 

kavim ~asasu~ kavayo 1 dabdha nidharayanto duryasv ayoh 
atas•tva~ dr1syan agna etan padbh1h pasyer adbhutan • 
arya evaih ·11 ' • • • 

• 
'!he ~ expresses the manifestation of. Agni. When one sees 

the gods, the vision ls witness to the indwelling of Agni. 

It is this indwelling which distinguishes the ~ who 

speaks the truth from the one who claims to speak the truth , 

but speaks falsely. Only Agni's words can be the mantra 

for the sacrifice. 'Ihus Agni is praised in the mantra as the 

~whose truth is dharma: 

Praise Agni in the sacrifice. the Sage 
whose ways are ever true. wa tya dharmanam:J 
The God who driveth grief away. • 

kavim agnim upastuhi satyadharmanam adhvare 
devam amivacatanam 12 • 

The effect of Agni's dharma ls the gift of vision to the kav1. -
'Ihat gift ensures that the community posesses true knowledge 

1n the mantra which ensures that Ya.rBa is efficacious. Agni 

is praised in the sacrifice as the kavi because the knowledge 

which he brings through vision as expressed in mantra ensures 

11 
4.2.12. 

12 
1.12.7. 



that the community will be well-nourished and sustained, 

knowing no •grief'. In making his truth known to the 

sacrificial community, Agni completes the circle of 

relatedness holding all creation together, in the truth 

which functions as dharma 

In addition to being the ritual fire, and in 

addition to his intimate relationship to the visionary 

144 

as poet and mantra, Agni is the Priest, the h9.!!:. who chants 
• 

the mantra: 

'lllat Priest before thee, yet more skilled in worship, 
stablished of old health-giver by his nature, -
After his custom ~harmal offer, thou who knowest, 
and lay our sacri ce w~re God may taste it. 

yas tvad dhota 
satta svadhaya 
tasyanu dharma 
devavitau lJ 

purvo agne yaj!yan dvita ca 
ca sambhu{l 
pra·yaja cikitvo 1 tha no dha adhvaram • 

As the priest among the gods, Agni, according to his dharma, 

conveys the sacrifice to the god to whom it is offered. A:3 

the gods offered the original sacrifice of Purusa to Purusa, 
• • 

the sacrifice which is offered within the vedic community 

in re-enactment of that di vine model, offers the manifest 

forms of Agni - the fire and the song as the mantra - to 

the gods and powers. As the gods in their sacrifice rise 

'to the highest height' of heaven close to the source of 

creation so is the mundane yajna conveyed to the gods by 

Agni. 

13 
J.17.5. 

i 
:, 
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'Ihe parallel between the divine sacrifice and the 

human sacrifice depicts Agni as functioning in both. As 

such, Agni acts according to dharma to uphold both the gods 

and men: 

H1m Agni, Gods and men have made their chief 
support, [dharmanam:J. 
who drinks the fatness and completes 
the sacrifice. 

imam anjaspam ubhaye akrinvata dharmanam agnim 
vidathasya sadhanam 14. • • • 

This dharma, as the most ancient of principloo in creation, 

abides in Agni and his manifest forms: 

The holy statutes 
w1th ladles that o 

by thee, as 'twere 

tve dharmana asate juhubhih s1ncat1r iva 15 . . 
The inseparable association of Agni and sacrificial 

rites as dharma is reflected in several epithets which 

celebrate Agni's precedence in creation and his significance 
.,,. 

in the yajna as a manifestation of dharma in operation 

within creation. For example, Agni is the 'King' ~aja) 

of Men, who is the overseer or "President of Holy laws" 
16 

(adhyaksham dharmanam) • He is also the 'Fr1en~ (mitra): 
' . 

Den Agni rufe 1ch an, den Jlings ten der (Opfer).. 
geniesser, 
den freund, der durch Befehl schwer festzuhalten 1st, 
in dessen Gebot die bunten (Flammen) die 

Sonne ehren, das Euter der Mutter. 

J•invoque Agni, le plus jeune des (dieux) qui 

l0.92.2. 

15 
10.21.J. 

16 
8.4J.24. 
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jouissent (du sacrifice), 
l'ami difficile ~ tenir un commandement, 
(Agni) sous l'ordre- correlatif duquel (ses flammes) 
bigarrees honorent le soleil (comme les veaux 
honarent) la mamelle de leur mere. 

agnim Ile buja~ yavish-~ha~ ~asa mitra~ 
d urdhar1 tum 
yasya dharman svar enlh saparyanti matur - . udhah 17 • 

AB the 'Friend•, Agni is a participant in yajna. As such, 

he keeps firm difficult commands. The commands are the 

rites in which dharma expresses the movement of the ritual 

fire upwards to the Sun, Surya. 'Ihe correspondence of the 

fire and the sun is based upon Agni's manifestation as light. 

Agni (fire) rises to Agni (Sun) and this movement celebrates 

the way in which all aspects of creation are tied together. 

T.his relatedness is conveyed in the images of fire, sun, cow 

and calf. As the fire 'honours' the Sun by rising toward it, 

there is acknowledgement that the Sun, like the breast of the 

mother cow, is the source of nourishment. 'Ihe sun in turn 

is the off-spring of the two great Mothers, Heaven and Earth 

and these two main parts of the triple structure of creation 

look back to the primordial division of sat from ~with 

which creation began and out of which arose Agni, the first 

born in the Golden Foetus. All forms of creation are related 

17 
D.R.V. 10.20.2, E.V.P. 14, pp. 10-11. Griffith 

misses the complexity of the relationships between the verb 
and noun uses of the root dhr in this passage. He translates 
10.20.2 as follows: --... 

(continued) 
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and all function to uphold that which is (sat). In those 

upholding functions, the sacrifice ties creation together 

because it involves an offering up of the totality of 

creation to Purusa when the gods sacrifice, and the offering 
• 

up of food to the gods when the vedic community sacrifices. 

Agni as the ritual fire is the vehicle which carries the 

offering to snrya who in turn nourishes Agni and the Earth 

with light and heat. The sacrifice and AP:ni•s dharma in 

it is the link which connects the vedic community to the 

gods, and the source of creation itself. 

'!his place of the yajna as dharma in the rel~tedness 

of all aspects of creation is further illustrated in the 

epithets which describe Agni as the messenger or 'Envoy 

of the Gods' • 

Victor of thousands, Agni, thou enkindled 
cherishest the laws [dharmanl] 
laud-worthy envoy of the GOds. 

samidhanaQ sahasrajid agne dharma~i pushyas1 
deva nam duta ukthyah 18 

~ . 
17 (continued) 
I worship Agni youthfullest of Gods, resistless, 
Friend of laws: 
Under whose guard and heavenly light the Spotted 
seek the I·:other' s breast. 

18 
5.26.6. 
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19 
dharmani,.Agni, as •envoy~ is the kavi 

• 
who calls the gods to the sacrifice, and, once they are 

20 
present, he functions as the Priest (hotr) who chants 

• 
the mantra at the rite to entice the powers into meeting 

the needs of the community. 

As the messenger or 'Envoy of the Gods', Agni is 
21 

depicted as the bringer of wealth to, the human community 

~to the gods. 'Ihus in a repeated refrain in 1.96 it 

is said that 11 the gods possessed the wealth bestowing Agni" 
22 

(deva a~nim dharayan ~vinod~m) and the entire context of 
• • 

the hymn makes clear that the wealth is Agni's gift of 
2.3 

wisdom and progeny to both men and gods • 

The fact that Agni is •possessed• (dnarayan) by the 

gods in his function of bringing wealth expressed the 

necessity of the interrelated functioning of Agni and the 

19 
5.26.3. 

20 
5.26.4. 

21 
cf. 5.15.1 8.27.16. 'Ihe function of the gods to 

bring wealth to the vedic community will be an important part 
0/1 .p~r discussion below of 1 Dharma and the Vedic Community•_,p. 184 

22 
1.96.1-7 

23 
cf. particularly, 10.96.1, 6,7. 
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other powers in the fulfillment of dharma. '!he relatedness 

is expressed in the identification of one god with another. 

Thus, Agni is Varuna, who upholds duties, dhr.itavrata, and ,. • 
Mi tr a, Ary am an and Ams a : 

• 
Agni, thou art King Varuna whose laws stand fast 

[dhri tavrataSJ; • 
as•Mitra, Wonder-Worker, thou must be implored. 
Aryaman, heroes' Lord, art thou, enriching all and 
liberal Ansa in the synod, 0 thou God • 

• 

tvam asne raja varu~o dhf1tavratas tvam mitre bhavasi 
dasma Idyah 

• • • tvam aryama satpatir yasya sambhujam tva.m anso - . . vidathe deva bhajayuh 25 
• 

2 
cf. l0.66.5,8. 'Ihis hymn is dedicated to Visvadeva, 

or ' All Gods' and emphas 1zes thereby the inseparable • 
relationships of the gods to one another: 

~1th Holy thoughts Sarasvan, firm-lawed Varuna, • great VB.yu, FUshra.n Vishnu and the A.svins Twain, • • Lords of all wealth. Immortal, furthers of prayer, 
grant us a triply-guarding refuge from distress. 

Potent, with firm-fixed laws, arranging sacrifice, 
visiting solemn rites in splendour of the day, 
Obeying Order, these whose priest is Agni, free from 
falsehood, poured the waters out when Vritra died • • 
sarasvan dh1bhir varuno dhritavratah pusha vishnur 
mahima vayur a~vi~a • • • • 
brahmakrito amrita visvavedasah sarma no yansan -. . . . . . tr1varutham ailhasah 

• 
dhritavratah kshatr1ya yajnanishkrito brlhaddiva . -- . . . adhvaranam abhlsriyah 
agnihotira r1tasapo adruho 'po asrijann anu 
vritraturye· • 

• 

25 
2.1.4; cf. 1.44.14. 
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'lhe visionary expresses Agni's identification with 

these gods as he arises from the sacr1f1cial. fire as the 

envoy or messenger. Agni conveys the sacrificial offering 

to these gods, calling them to be present at the rite to 

receive the offering. In turn, the gods, nourished by 

the sacrifice, in their respective ways, act to uphold tihe 

cosmos. Because Agni is the vehicle for the gods' nourishment, 

he is identified with the gods and their functions. 'lhus 

Agni is Varuna who upholds the vrata or duties. · 
• 

Agni is also identified with Indra in connection with 

the Asvamedha or Horse Sacrifice • 
• 

Indra und Agni: Erha.l tet bei Asvamedha, dem Hundert
shenker, die Me1sterscha.ft, d1e.Herrschaft so hoch 
w1e die Sonne am Himmel, nie alternd! 

indragnI sa.tadavny asvamedhe suviryam 
kshatram dharayatam brihad d1vi suryam ivajara.m 26 

• • 

26 
D.R.v. 5.27.6. Griffith misses the force of 

dharayatam almost entirely in his translation: 
To Asvamedha who bestows a hundred gifts, 
grant hero power, 0 Indra-Agnil 
IDfty rule like the unwasting Sun in heaven. 

Renou, like Geldner is closer to the mark in 
interpreting the significance of the term: 

0 Indra et Agni, maintenez chez (cet) ~vamedha, 
donneur de cent (vaches}, l•abondance 
en hommes-d 1 elite, le pouvoir slculier haut come 
le soleil au ciel , exempt de viellir. 

E.V.P., lJ, p. J4. 
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Here Agni and Indra are sustained by the Asvemedha sacrifice • 
• 

In turn it is expected that Agni and Indra will support the 

kshatra, royal power, in the same way that they support the 

Sun in its celestial orbits. The yajna is a means through 

which the needs of the vedic community are realized. Agni 

and Indra each contribute in this task: Agni through his 

presence in the sacrifice as fire and Priest and 

Indra by extending his strength or force to the activities of 

the newly enthroned king who offers the Asvamedhayajna • • 
The relationship which is established between Agni 

and the sacrifice then is one in which Agni brings the 

elements into creation necessary for the sacrifice and makes 

those elements function according to his dharma. In its 

functioning, Agni conveys the sacrifice to the gods 

empowering their respective participation in the cosmos and 

in the rite according to their individual and collective 

dharma. This interrelatedness of the gods, the sacrifice 

and .Agni is described 1n terms of the relation of the rim 

or 'felly' and the spokes of the wheel: 

By thee, O Agni, Varuna who guards the law, 
Mitra and Aryaman, the Bounteous are made strong; 
For as the felly holds the spokes, thou with thy 
might pervading hast been born encompassing the round. 

tvya hy agne varuno 
aryama sudanavah • 
yat sim anu kratuna 
paribhur ajayathah . 

27 
1.141.9. 

dhritavrato mitrah sasadre 
• • • • 

visvatha vibhur aran na nem1h 27 • 
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In this hymn Agni is the power which enables Varuna to uphold 
• 

the law ~hritavratn), and their relationship is compared 

to the rim of a wheel which holds the spokes in place. 

The spokes in turn support the wheel in its movement. 

Agni is the rim which enfolds the gods who are the spokes and' 

in the enfolding Agni enables them to function according to 

their respective dharma. Varuna uphol~s their duties • 

(dhrtavrata). The gods as the spokes support Agni while 

Varuna enables Agni to uphold his duties: 
• 

ft~ni to thee whose laws stand fast rdhrttavratay~ 
our resonant songs Of praise Speed tor£fi 
as rivers hasten to the sea. 

agne dhritavrataya te samudrayeva slndhavah 
giro vasrasa Irate 28 • 

• 
Agni's vrata involves receiving the songs offered at the 

yajna, and conveying them to the gods as 'rivers hasten to 

the sea'. Thus Agni functions as the founder and provisioner 

of the yajna, and as the power who makes the ritual possible 

by maintaining the relatedness of the sacrifice and the gods. 

Agni's upholding of vrata (dhritavrata) complimented 
• 

by the same function attributed to Varuna, is the reflection 
• 

of the fact that these two must maintain their duties by 

following the pathways of orderliness (rta) which forge and 
• 

maintain the interrelatedness of all creation. As the •song• 

28 
8.44.25. 
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29 
moves forth from the yajna "as rivers hasten to the sea" 

so too, the gods move to attend the yaJna and gain sustenanoe 

from it. 

Let those who strengthen law lfi tavrldafil who 
bountifully give, • • • 
the fire tongued Maruts, hear our pra e, 
¥ay law-supporting Varuo.a fdh~i tavrato w1 th the 
Asv1ns twaln and Ushas dr1Illt e oma juice • . 
s~invantu stomam marutah sudanavo'sn1j1hva 
i·i t~vt.•idhah • _ 
pibatu somam varuno dhritavrato 'svibhyam 
ushasasajuh • JO • • • 

• 
In their movement to the sacrifice the gods are 11 those who 

strengthen law (ritavridha) or orderliness. That is, the 
• • 

gods strengthen the pathways of movement connecting the 

sacrificial fire, the sacrificial songs, and themselves. 'Ihus 

Agni, as the •fire-tongued Ma.ruts• or the leaping flames 

of the sacrificial fire, hears the praise of the sacrificial 

song and calls the upholder of duties (dhri tavra ta), 
• 

Varuna, the Asv1ns, and US .as (dawn) to drink Soma at the . . ........ 

yaJBa. 'Ihese gods, then, are all represented as moving to 

and from the sacrifice along the pathways (rta). Agni as ,---
the Maruts or flames of the ritual fire keeps his commitment 

according to the wishes of the power, Varuna, who is 

responsible fer upholding all duties. 

8?44.25 
JO 
1.44.14 

• 



Agni maintains this interrelatedness between the 

gods and powers, and the sacrifice offered by the vedic 

community, through his own adherence to the pathways (rta) 
31 • 

of orderly motion. Like Agni, these pathways take many 

forms. We have seen one expression as the orderly movement 

1.54 

of the Sun in 1ts seasonal and daily pattern, but the term 

(rta) is also used to convey the name of the sacrifice. 'Ihe ..----
orderliness of the rite involves following the timing 

established by the Sun for ignition of the sacrificial fire. 

'Ihen there is the correct chanting of the mantra and the 

making and offering of the sacrificial food and Soma. When 

all of these aspects of sacrifice are orderly, the offering 

is conveyed upward by the fire to the gods. Tn1s ascent 

is also called • ~· • 'These various forms of !:,!! which are 
• • 

connected with the sacrifice further establishes the relatedness 

of all that is: 

Ey holy law rttena they kept supporting order 
[ritam dharunaQby help of 
~cr1f1ce 1~-Yoftiest heaven. 
They who attained with born men to the unborn, 
men seated on that stay, heaven's firm sustainer 
[dharmandharu~eJ 

ritena ritam dharunam dharayanta yajnasya sake parame • • • • • • vyoman 
divo dharman dharune sedusho nrln jatair ajatan abhi 
ye nanakshuh J2 • • 

• 

cf. 10.66.8. 

3~15.2. 
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By the principle of rta, the orderly relatedness is established 
• 

and maintained through the yajna. Moving along these pathways, 

the sons of creation, both the gods and men, attain the •unborn' 

(ajatan) source of all creation and are upheld (dharune) by 
• 

the dharma manifested in the heavens which comes from that 

unborn source. Thus dharma functions to support the pathways 

of rta. ~ is transparent to dharma. ~hen the gods and 
• • 

men act in accord with rta they do so because it is in accord 
• 

with the dharma which supports orderliness. 

Agni's founding of the sacrifice and his movement 

from the rite to the gods and from their sacrifice to the 

source of creation along the pathways of rta is understood. .--
to be Agni's characteristic function according to dharma: 

To him who shines afar, Vaisvanara, shall bards • give precious things that he may go on certain paths; 
For Agni the immortal serves the Deities, and therefore 
never breaks their everlasting laws. 

valsvanaraya prithupajase vipo ratna vidhanta . - . dharuneshu gatave 
agnir.hi devan amrito duvasyaty atha dharmani ... ... . . 
sanata na dudushat 33 

Agni, in his earthly manifestation as Vaisvanara, is offered 
• 

by the vipra, the 'bard• who is the 'quivering one•, precious 

things (ratna) in order that Agni will go to the foundation 

(dharuneshu) of all that is. Agni as the immortal one (amr1ta), 
• ,, 

who by virtue of his pervasiveness and source in the foundation 

of all that is, follows the pathways of movement in all creation. 
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In summary, Agni's dharma with regard to the sacrifice 

is of a foundational order. Not only does he bring into 

creation the elements which constitute the sacrifice, but he 

also participates through those elements to make the ritual 

a powerful vehicle of dharoa. As an expression of dharma, 

yajna functions to uphold the relatedness of the gods and the 

human community to the very source of all creation and provides 

the vehicle of maintaining that relatedness. 

2 • DHARMA..J. INDRA AND THE SACRIFICE 

Indra compliments his brother Agni's manifestations 

in the fire and in the mantra with the strength or force 

which releases the waters from their bondage in Vrtra. Cnce 
• 

released the waters make possible the flourishing of life 

on earth. These functions performed by Indra are supported 

by the yaJna for it is in the sacred ritual that Indra is fed 

with the mysterious food Soma which stimulates him to achieve 

his heroic deeds. There is therefore an important connection 

between Indra and the sacrifice. Our concern is to see the 

relationship between Indra and the rite through the references 

to dharma. We shall first examine Indra• s strength as his 

characteristic in the sa~rifice and then see how Indra applies 

his strength as his dha1"I!la to the task of making the ritual 

effective. In dolng so, Indra is the guardian of the yajna 

ana, with Varu~a, helps to uphold the vrata or duty of all the 
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gods who must also contribute their characteristic functions 

to make the sacrifice effective. 

Indra• s strength is awesome and for our purposes it 

is most important to see that Indra's strength is a •quality• 

(dharma) of his nature: 

Du, Indra, bes1tzest die E1genschaften rdharrnana~ 
grosser Marrihaft1gkei t um sie wie einen Mrg • 
zu nutzen. 

tva~ ta~ indra parvata~ na bhojase maho nrim~asya 
dharmanam 1rajyasi 34 • 

Indra's dharma or •quality• is his strength. This quality 

is based on his source in the asura, the Godhead: 

Thy raptures ever were for all men•s profit: 
so evermore have been thine earthly riches. 
Thou still has been the dealer-forth of vigour, 
since among the gods thou hast \g-harayath~ 
power and godhead. 

satra madasas tava v1svajanyah satra rayo 'dha 
ye parthivasah • 
Satra Vajanam·abhvao Vibhakta yad deveshu dharayatha 
asuryam 35 

34 
D.R.V. 1.55.3. Griffith's translation misses the 

meaning of dharma in this passage as •quality• or •character
istic' of Indra. Griffith reads: 

Thou swayest Indra all kinds of great manly power, 
so as to bend, as •twere, even that famed mountain 
down. 
Foremost among the Gods is he through hero might, 
set in the van the Strong one, 
for each arduous deed. 

35 
6.36.1. 
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'lhe combination of Indra's source 1n the Godhead and the 

characteristic of his dharma as strength assures that the 

applications of strength or force will be in support of 

creation. For example, we have seen how Indra releases the 

life supporting waters into creation. Similarly in 6.6J.l, 

his strength is 'for all men's profit'. 

The quality of Indra• s power as dharma is applied 

not only to the great cosmological act of slaying Vrtra . ' but 

is also directed toward empowering the sacrifice. Armed 

with his mighty weapon, the vajra, Indra directs his weapon 

at the demon. As a ritual response to Indra's show of 

strength, he is offered up the food which sustains his 

mighty power: 

Down from the mountains Indra shot hither his 
well-directed shaf~: 
He gained [dh3'.raya~ the ready brew of rice. 

nir av1dhyadgiribhya a dharayat 
pakvam odanam 
indro bundam svatatam J6 

• 
Since the context of offering food to the gods is in the 

sacrifice, 8.77.6 suggests a correlation between Indra's 

great act against Vrtra and his own sustenance gained from 
• 

the sacrifice. 1his correlation is comprehensible in the 

light of Rg Veda 10.90 in which the unfolding of creation 
• 

is a ritual act of the gods. In the ritual the gods offer 

creation to the Purusa. Within the ritually established 
• 

~~77.6, (Griffith, 8.65.6.) 
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creation, the sacrifice or yajna is established by the gods, 

then imitated and maintained by the vedic community. From 

the sacrifice in the mundane world, comes the •ready brew 

of rice' as the offering to Indra for his presence in 

creation as strength and force. The connection between the 

offering and the necessity for Indra's strength in the 

sacrifice is celebrated in 10.44.1: 

}1.ay sovran Indra come to the carousal, 
he who by Holy law (dharma0n is strong and active, 
The overcomer of a.11 conqu r ng forces with 
his great steer-like power that hath no limit. 

a yatv indrah svapatir madaya 
tutujanas tuvishman 
pratvakshano at1 visva saransy 
vrishnyena· • 

• • 

yo dharmana • 
aparena mahata 

• 

In this reference the emphasis is on the direct connection 

between Indra's dharma which is his strength, and the support 

which is given to that power in the sacrifice. In 10.44.5 

one application of Indra's strength and of his relationship 

to the sacrifice is his enpowering of the sacrifidal vessels 

according to his dharma: 

May precious treasures come to us, - so will I pray. 
Come to the votary's gift offered with beauteous laud. 
'Ihou art the Lord as such sit on this holy grass: 
thy vessels are inviolate as I.aw [ctharnar;fj commands. 

gamann asme vasuny a hi sans1sham svasisham bharam 
a yahi som1nah • • • 
tvam Isishe s~sminn a sats1 barhishy anadhr1shya 
tava p~trani dharmana 37 • 

• • 
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Indra's powe~ then, functions in the great cosmological acts 

and in the most minute aspects of the sacrifice in order that 

both he and the rite can fulfill their respective function 

effectively. 

One of the most important characteristics of Indra's 

presence at the sacrifice 1s the way in which his strength 

makes the various gods' manifestations in the sacrifice 

effective. Thus Agni's manifestations become Indra's 

•vessels' patra.: 

All diese Soma opfer hast du virkungsvoll gemacht, 
welche du, Sohn der Kraft, selbst dir angeeingnet hast. 
Nach deinem Wunsche, zu deiner Verfugung 
sind der Reihe nach der Eecker, das Opfer, 
das Dichterwort, das angehobene 
Erbauungswort und die Rede. 

eta vi~va savana tutuma krishe svayal!l suno sahaso 
yani dadhishe • 
varaya te p:ltram. dharmaQe tana yajno mantro 
brahmodyatam vacah. J8 • • 

In this passage Indra is directly associated with the 

38 
10.50.6. Griffith makes it very unclear what 

dharmana means in this passage: 
All these libations thou makest effectual, 
of which thou art thyself supporter, Son of Power. 
Therefore thy vessel is to be esteemed the best, 
sacrifice, holy text, prayer and exalted speech. 

Geldner emphasizes that it is according to Indra's 
dharmana or ordinance that the vessels are in their proper 
place." 



39 
yajna, mantra, brahmodyata and vac. These 1 vessels 1 , all 

.... 
of which are related to the yajna, function according to 

Indra's C.harma in order that 11 the work consisting of 
40 

sustaining, of m'.:iintaining, be accomplished". "" The yaJna 

as a whole and its parts - m~ntra, brahmodyata and vac -

gains its effectiveness through Indra, who is the •son of 
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Fower•. while Indra's brother, ~n1, brings the sacrifice, 

the mantra and Speech into creation, it is his brother who 

makes those elements function powerfully. In doing so Indra 

fulfills his characteristic dharma, and assists Agni to 

fulfill his. 

like hls brother Agni, Indra is in the sage, in this 
41 

instance called the vipra, 'the quivering one' and his 

presence in the vipra inspires the chanting of a sima hymn: 

39 
Griffith's translation of brahmodyata as •prayer• 

is not very adequate. Geldner uses •das ~n5ehobene 
Erbauungswort 1 (D. n. v. 10.50.6.) which emphasizes tfie sense 
of devotional or spiritual word. Later use of the term 
suggests that it refers to theological debate, though that 
sense may not be appropriate here. Perhaps the best that 
can be said, is that there is a sense of spiritual or 
devotional action in the term. 

40 
Berga1gne, g:>. cit., p.223. 

41 
cf. note. 10, Part One, Chapter One, p. 
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To Indra sing a Siima hymn, a lofty son to softy sage 
To him who guards the Law, inspired and fain for praise. 

Indraya sama gayata vipraya brihate brihat 
dharmaKri te v1pasc1 te panasyave 42 • 

• • 

Indra is also the power in the context of the sacrifice who 

•guards' dharma. This guardianship is intimately connected 

~ith his function as !J:~ra. Indra's power, as a result of the 

ritual chanting of a Sama hymn, empowers the vipra to see a 

vision. Here then Indra joins with Agni to inspire the vipra 

to make manifest the visionary and poetic requirements for 

the sacrifice. In so doing, Indra fulfills or upholds his 

vrata: 

Eards joined in song to Indra so that he mi~ht drink 
the Soma juice, 0 

The Lord of Light, that he whose laws stand fast 
might aid with power and with the help he gives. 

sam Im rebhaso asvarann indram somasya p1taye 
svarpatim yad Im vridhe dhritavrato hy ojasa sam 
utibhih ·43 • • • • 
Indra's ojas or power upholds his vrata or duty 

(dhri tavra ta). That ojas was the strength in Indra for 
• 

his great cosmological acts and in the context of the sacrifice 

it makes a sequence of actions powerful. '!he vipra chants the 

song in the yajna where Indra is nourished with soma. In turn, 

Indra uses his strength, reinvigorated with Soma, to inspire 

the !1pra to new visions of the gods and their functions. 

42 
8.98.l., (Griffith, 8.87.l) 

43 
8.97.11, {Griffith, 8.86.11) 
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In Indra's relation to the yipra and to the sacr1f1ce 

there is a reciprocal relationship established. On the one 

hand Indra's power is sustained by the sacrifice and the 

food (Soma) offered in the rite. On the other, Indra's 

power functions according to his dharma and vrata to make 

the sacrifice effective. These reciprocal aspects of 

inter-dependence are based on the way in which the concept 

of dharma conveys the individual, yet symbiotic roles of 

the gods and, through the sacrifice, of man. Ea.ch has its 

function and unique contribution, yet each is indispensible 

in the total picture of the cosmos and the sacrifical rite. 

Furthermore, each example of relatedness and reciprocity is 

connected to other examples. Thus, Indra's upholding of the 

vrata is related to his identification with Varuna and his 
• 

regal function to uphold the vrata of all gods: 

True to law [dhritavrat~ Indra-Varu~a drinkers of the 
juice, • 
drink this pressed Soma which shall give you 
rapturous joy. 
Your chariot cometh to the banquet of the Gods, 
to sacrifice as it were home, that ye may drink. 

1ndravaruna sutapav imam sutam somam p1batam madyam 
dhritavrata • • • 
yuvo ratho advaram devav1taye prat1 svasaram upa 
yiti pltaye 44 • 

44 
6.68.10. 



Indra-Varuna keep the vrata by drinking the Soma at the 
• 

'banquet of the gods•, the sacr1fice,wh1ch is the model 

for the vedic yajna. Together, in keeping their vrata, 

Indra with Varuna maintain their part in the reciprocal 
• 

relatedness so that the sacrifice can be effective. 
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This reciprocal relatedness is illustrated again in 

l0.167.3 in which it is Soma and Varuna•s dharma in con-
• 

junction with Indra and other powers which enables the 

sacrificer to drink the Soma: 

By royal Soma's and by Varuna•s decree ~harmar;~. 
under Brihaspat1 1 s and Anumati•s guard, • 
This day by thine authority, 0 ~aghavan, raker, 
Disposer, 
thou! have I enjoyed the jars. 

somasya ra.Sno varunasya dharmani 
aunmatya u sarmani· • 
tavaham adya magnavann upastutau 
vidhatah kalasan abhakshayam • • 

brihaspater 
• 

dhatar 

Here several powers meld their functions together under the 

dharma• of the royal pair, Soma and Varu~a, to enable man to 

participate in the sacrifice and drink the Soma. The function 

of both Soma and Varu~a,as we have seen, is the duty to uphold 

the orderliness of motion and mediation. In addition, ~·haspati, 

Anumati ar.d Indra (~agha.!,~.!:!) all are here portrayed as 

participating in the (dharmani) of the sacrifice, so that 
• 

it will be effective enabling the sacrificer to drink the 

Soma. The important point, for our purposes, 1s that each 

of these gods contributes to the sacrifice under the rubric 



of the concept of dharma. Each in his own way has an 

1nd1spensible part to play 1n the task of making the 

sacrifice powerful and effective. 
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In summary, Indra's function according to dharma in 

the sacrifice is essentially to make it effective. When the 

sacrifice is powerful, it supports the gods with food in 

the form of soma and other offerings. With this support 

a god like Indra sustains the cosmos and the vedic sac

rificing community. 

3. DHAR'.\'IA, ADITYAS AND THE SACRIFICE 

In our discussion of the Adityas and their role in 

the cosmos, the central theme of their function was focused 

around the concept of rta, the orderliness of motion or .---
movement when the gods uphold the cosmos. Among the Adityas, 

the two powers who were the most important were Mitra and 

Varuna, and in the present discussion, these two powers are 
• 

the only Ad1tyas which function in the sacrifice in such a 

way that their action is expressed by one of the forms of 

dhr or dharma. - • 
<Alr focus, then, 1s to see how the concern for 

orderliness on the part of Mitra and Varuna is given 
• 

express1on in the sacrifice. 
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In hymn 7.66.2, Mitra and varuna are called exceedingly 
• 

wise (sudaksha) for they have as their father wisdom itself 

(dakshapitar~). Their wisdom arises from their source in 

the Godhead, the asura and is sustained or upheld (dharayanta) 

by all the gods. 

The two exceeding wise, the Sons of Daksha, 
when the gods ordained rdh~ratant~ 
For lordship excellentl~· grea • 

ya dh~rayanta devaQ sudaksha dakshapitara 
asuryaya pramahasa 45 

L:tter in the same hymn, we find that these two deities are said 

to be: 11 true to law" (ri tavana), 11 born in law" (ri taja ta) 
• 46 • 

and 11 s trengthener.s of law" (ri tav1·idha). When the gods 
• 

support Mitra and Varui:a in their wisdom, they do so becg,use, 

in turn, Mitra and Varuna maintain the orderliness in all the 
• 

movements of gods and the cosmos. One manifestation of the 

orderly movement upheld by Mitra and Varuna is illustrated 
• 

in the movement of the sacrificial •song' upward to the gods: 

Him who hath wrought for you this car in spirit, 
who makes the song rise upward and sustains it, 
Be dew with fatness, Varuna and .Mitra: 
ye kings make glad the pieasant dwelling-places. 

yo Varn gartam manasa takshad etam urdhvam dhltim 
• • • krinavad dh§rayac ca 

uksheth~m mitr~varuna ghritena ta rajana sukshitis 
tarpayetham 47 • • 

45 
7.66.2. 

46 
7.66.13. 

~?64.4. 



Like the movement of the gods according to rta, the .--
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sacrificial chants must move along the proper pathways from 

the ritual setting to the assembly of the gods and it is 

the function of ¥:1tra and Varuna to sustain and facilitate 
• 

that movement. 

In another hymn, the two gods are first called the 

'charioteers•, who uphold the vrata and then kings whose 

rule is in conformity to rta • 
• 

So, too like charioteers are they, Mitra and 
sapient Varuna, • Sons high-born from of old, whose holy laws 
s tar1d fast. 

They true to law, exceeding strong have sat them 
down from sovran rule: 
Princes whose laws stand fas~ they have obtained 
their sway. 

mitra tana na rathya varuno yas ca sukratuh 
sanat sujata tanaya dhritavrata • 

• 
ritavana ni shedatuh samrajyaya sukratu 
dhritavrata kshatriy~ kshatram asatuh 48 

• • • 
As charioteers, and through their regal power (kshatriya 

kshatra), these two gods are manifest in the function to 

uphold duty (vrata) so as to be •true to law' (r1tavana). 

Similarly, in 1.25.10, Varuna in the upholding of his vrata 
• 

(dhritvrata) ~sits down among his people; he, most wise 
• 

sits there to govern all" n1 shas§da dhr1tavrato varunah - . . . 
pastyasv ~ samrajyaya sukratuh 

• 
Varuna and Mitra are 

• 

8.25.2,8. 
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depicted as •princes• .ksatriya who rule the cosmos. As 
• 

rulers their task is to uphold the vrata of the various gods. 

Underlying this regal function 1s the concept of dharma. In 

each case, Varuna and Mitra must uphold rta or uphold the 
• • 

vr~ta. Dharma, the~ is transparently present in the kingly 

duties. 

Varuna•s regal functions are sustained by those who . , 

offer the sacrifice: 

'Ihis, this with joy they both accept in common: 
never do they fail the ever-faithful (1lh:it~vr~t~~~ 
worshipper. 

tad it samanam asate venanta na pra yuchatah 
dhritavrataya dasushe 49 • • • 

Here, the 'ever-faithful worshipper 1 binds Mitre. and Varuna 
• 

to their vrata by the offering of hymns in the sacrifice. 

This offering is said to bind Varuna 1 s heart to compassion 
• 

for those who are not in conformity with his duties or 
50 

functions, for in his wisdom neither Varu~a>nor for that 
51 

matter, Mitra can be deceived. 

Another aspect of Mitra and Varuna's function 
• 

according to their dharma is to make the sacrifice effective 

for the men who offer the rite. Thus it is the result of a 

49 
1.25.6. 

50 
cf. 1.25.1,3. 

51 
cf. 1.15.6. 
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vrata that men pcmess peace and the result of dharma that 

men are united to offer the Soma in a rite to Mitra and 

Varuna: 
• 

En vertu du voeu (divin) rvrjf~ vous 
assurez aux hanmes) uneL§o e possession - pacifiquer 
ahruv~kshem~ ; en vertu de la loi (hu~aine) 
dhar~~n8 , vous faites S' organiser les hommes. 
renez piace sur la li t.iere afin de boire du soma. 

Durch euer Gebot seid ihr Friedenshalter, 
von R.echts wegen einet ihr die v"olker. 
- Setzet euch be1de auf das Barhis zum Somatrunk. 

vratena stho dhruvakshema dharmana yatayajjana 
ni barhish1sadatam somap1taye •52 

• 
The sacrificial offering to Mitra and Varuna inspires them 

• 
to fulfill their function according to dharma and keep the 

cosmos moving in its orderly way: 

Ering gifts to Mitra and to Varuna who, Lords of all, • in spirit never fail the worshipper, 
Whose statute [dD~maJ shines on high through 
everlasting law dh9.rman[J ; 
Whose places of sure re?Uge are the heavens and 
earth. 

mitraya siksha varunaya dasushe ya samraja manasa na 
• • • prayuchatah 

yayor dhama dharmana rocate brihad yayor ubhe rod.as! - . . nadhasi vritau 53 
• 

The regal function of Mitra and varuna is carried out according 
• 

52 
D.R.V. 5.72.2, E.V.P. 5. p. 8J. Griffith trans-

lates the passage as follows: 
Ey ordinance and law ye dwell in peace secure, 
bestirring men, 
Sit on the sacred grass to drink the soma juice. 
Both Renou and Geldner, in contrast with Renou, 

rightly emphasize the connections between vrata and the 
1 solide Eossess1on-pac1figue 1 and dharma with its connection 
with Mitra and Varuna 1 s role to 'faites s 1 organizer les hommes' • 

53 
l0.65.5. 

• 
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54 
both to their dhama, and dharma. Dhama here, following 

the suggestion of Bergaigne, means 'nature• or essential 

characteristic. Thus, the phrase in l0.65.5 can be inter-

preted to mean: Mitra and Varun:i' s nature or essential 
• 

characteristic shines on high cy virtue of its foundation 

in dharma. Together, dhama and dharma in this passage convey 

the meaning that it is the essential characteristic of these , 

two gods to uphold and maintain the orderly relatedness 

between the sacrifical rite and the structures of the cosmos 

in Heaven and Esrth. 'This function is the essential 

characteristic of Mitra and Varuna in their functions or 
• 

duties according to dharma. 

In summary, this discussion of the Adityas and the 

sacrifice makes it apparent that the two powers r~tra and 

Varuna act according to dharma to maintain the sacrifice 
• 

through which man is in contact with the gods, and to assist 

them in fulfilling their functions. As man assists the gods 

with his sacrifical offerings, the gods reciprocate and assist 

man. In the reciprocity between the two it is the function 

of Mitra and Varuna to insure that the orderly patterns of 
• 

motion are followed by the gods in the performance of their 

54 
en dhaman cf: J. Gonda, rr:eaning Of the s~nskri t 

Term Dhaman, (Amsterdam, 1967), Gonda summarizes the meaning 
of dhaman as follows: 

(continued) 
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actions and by man in the performance of the sacr1f1ce. 

4. DHARMA, SOMA AND THE SACRIFICE 

'Ihus far, we have seen that Soma is very deeply 

involved in the yajna as the power which, as the sacrificial 

food, mediates between the gods and the vedic, sacrificing 

community. Soma pillared apart Heaven and Earth in the 

skambha and moved within it to convey the sacrificial food to 

the gods. In the sacrifice, Soma follows a complex path 

from the stages of preparation as a sacrificial offering to 

the movement from the rite to the gods. In this movement, 

Soma joins with Agni, Indra, Mitra and Varuna to make the 
• 

54 ( continued ) 
Anticipating the results of the following examination 
of texts a Vedic dhqman - may, as far as I am able to 
see, to a certain extent be described as a 1 location 1 

of a numen, of divine power, of a deity, i.e. not only 
or merely a •holder' or •receptacle' of divine power, 
a place, being or phenomenon in which a divinity 
sets or locates itself, functions or manifest itself, 
or displays its power, or where its •presence' is 
experienced, by also a particular way of presenting 
or revealing itself, or locating or 'projecting', 
a mode of its nature and essence, a hypo~tatsis or 
refraction in which it is believed to be active. (p.19) 

cf. Bergaigne, Oo. cit., pp. 215-278, esp. p. 215. 
In his discussion bergaigne emphasizes the basic meaning as 
•essence! o~ 'nature' of something so that its use as •law' 
refers to the essential nature of an institution. With 
regard to the bqsic meaning Gonda and Rergaigne are close, 
however, Gond~ does not go on to see the term as •law' as 
does Bergaigne. For Gonda 1 s critique of Eergaigne's 
extension of the basic meaning to mean 19.w, cf. Gonda, ibid., 
p. 7-8. For our purpose. we simply follow Bergaigne to the 
point where there is no basic disagreement with Gonda 
and apply it to l0.65.5. 



sacrifice effective. Our interest in this section, is not 
55 

to follow all the stages in the preparation of Soma, nor to 
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see all the ways in which Soma makes the sacrifice effective, 

but rather, to see how these dimensions of Soma's function 

are related to the uses of the term dh9.rma. 
56 

Soma is a divine power rooted in the asura, the 

Godhead, exactly as the other divine powers we have examined 

have been. Soma's divinity does not set Soma apart from the 

manifest forms which he takes within creation. Indeed his 

divinity and its concrete manifestation are inalienable. 

'lhus Soma is a •splendid steer' which ordains 1 laws 1 

(dharman1): 
• 
Soma, thou art a splendid steer, A Steer, O God, 
with steer-like sway: 
Thou as a steer ordainest laws [dharm~~ij 

VfiSha soma dyuman asi Vfi_sha deva 
vri sha_vra tah . - ..:. vrisha dharman1 dadishe 57 

• • 
As a steer Soma possesses great strength which is used to 

establish laws {dharmani). 'Ihe meaning of 1 dharman1' is 

126 

• 

55 
cf. note 1 in 11 Dharma, Soma and the cosmos" above, pp. 125-
for reference to the appropriate literature on Soma. 

56 
cf. 6.74.4. 

57 
9.64.l 
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to be seen 1n Soma's role in relation to the sacrifice. For 

example, Savitar assists Soma on his way to the sacrifice by 

impelling him through the purification process. Soma is 

passed through the 'Press-Stones• in order that his steer

like strength will be transformed for use as the sacrificial 

nourishment for the gods1 

May Savi tar 
to the law 
Be h'lrnes se 

O Stones, stir you according 

-;ta.y Savi tar the God, 0 Stones stir you as law 
comms.nds harmana ! 
for him wh ces, pouring juice. 

pra vo gravanah savita devah suvatu dharmana 
dhurshu yujyadhvam sunuta • • 

• 
gravanah savita nu vo devah suvatu dharmana 
yajam~n~ya sunva.te 58 • • 

The exact way the Press Stones function as purifiers of 
59 

Soma is not clear. However, it is clear that the process is 

accomplished according to the 'law' (dharmana) and that 

Savitar, the Impeller, moves Soma through the purification 

process. In doing so, Sa.vi tar enacles Soma to fulfill his 

function for those who offer the sacrifice. 

Once Soma's power is released by the Press Stones 

and Soma is in his liquid state for the sacrifice, Soma 

flows according to the dharma of Mitra and Varuna: 

58 
l0.175.1,4. 

59 
c f • was s on , Qp • c 1 t • 

• 



ray Pavamana King and God speed with his wave over 
the sea the lofty rite, 
May he by M1tra 1 s and varuna's decree flow further-
ing the lofty rite. • 

tarat samudram pavamana urmin~ raja deva ritam 
briha t • • 
a~shan mitrasya varunasya dharman~ prahinvina 
ri tam briha t 60 • • 
• • 

Soma's associations with Mitra and Varuna in this passage 
• 

are numerous. Soma is r~ja or King as is Varu~a. Soma 
. 

flows in the 'rite', called in this passage 'rta'. 'Ihat is 
• 
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to say, Soma's role in the sacrifice is to flow according to 

the •order' which is the rite of the sacrifice. TI1e question 

is, why must Soma flow? What nuance does Soma's flowing 

contribute to the co-operative functions of the gods in 

the sacrifice? 
.... 

In the yajna Soma's flowing movement acts 'for 

maintenance of law' (dharmann ri tasya) because in his 
• 

movement Soma knows the proper, orderly pathway of the 

sacrificial rite: 

Forth on their way the glorious drops have flowed 
for maintenance of law, 
Knowing this sacrifice's course. 

asrigram indavah patha dharmann ritasya susriyah 
vidana asyayojanam 61 • • • 

60 
9.107.15. 

61 
9.7.1. 
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In the knowledge of the proper order/ sacrifice, 

Soma makes the sacrifice consistent with his dharma. When 

the sacrifice is conducted properly it becomes a powerful 

rite which can then sustain and nourish the gods. Thus 

Soma flows according to his dharma along the pathways of 

rta in the sacri flee in order to nourish the gods : 
• 

He goes to Indra, Vayu, to the Asvins, as his custom 
is. ' • 
With gladdening juice which gives them joy. 

sa vayum indram asvina sakam madena gachati 
rana yo asya dharmabhih. 62 

• • 
Here, soma flows to Indra, V!iyu, and the A~vins according to 

dharma in order to nourish the gods and bring them pleasure. 

The effect of this nourishment is to make the gods, including 

Soma, flow back to the community to bring it strength: 

'lhou didst produce him Deathless God 
mid mortal men for maintenance of law tl·i tasya dharmanii} 
and lovely Amri ta lj 
'Ihou evermore'hast moved making strength flow to us. 

ajljano am~ita martyeshv an ritasya dharmann 
aorit8.sya caru:tia~ • 
sadasaro vajam acha sanishyadat 63 

Soma is immortal amrta and his function through his dharma 
• 

in support and maintenance of rta is equally immortal. The .....--
strength of Soma's immortality flows along the orderly 

62 
9.7.7. 

63 
9.110.4. 



routes of rta to men where it invigorates them by bringing -.-
strength. This mediation of strength to the men of the 

sacrificial community is the fulfillment of Soma's dharma: 

Quand la parole (nee) de l•esprit du Voyant eut 
fa'(onne (le soma},ou (quand il s•asdssait d 1 ) 

etaclir (le sacrifice) en presence du plus puissant 
beta11, 
alors les (laits de) vaches sont venus librement, 

/ / 1 d hurlant ver l•epoux alme, ver e sue-de-soma ans 
le vase. -
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Donneur de dons, gonflant ses dons, (le soma) 
celeste pro (c~de); Ordre, 11 se clarifre-en vue 
de 1 1 0rdre, lui ~age. 
Ila (toujours) et~ mainteneur de ce qui appartient-a-
la-secte, (ce) roi; avec les dix r@nes (:tl.es doigts , ) , , , (' ) de l•operateur il a ete porte en avant a travers 
la terre. 

So oft ihn die Rede aus dem Geiste des schauenden 
( Sehers) heraus formte oder bei der Ehtscheidung 
angesichts des besten stUckes Vieh, da kamen nach 
wunsch zu de~ Safte als dem beliebten Gatten voll 
Verlangen die KUhe in dem K.ruge. 

Der himmlische Gabenspender (stromt) gabenschwellend 
hervor; der Weise, das (verkorperte) Gesetz, 
lautert sich fur die (Opfer) satzung. Er ward 
der massgebende Konig eines jaden, der zur Opfer
gemeinschaft gehort. Mit zehn Ziigeln war es 
reichlich vorangebracht. 

takshad yactI manaso venato vag jyeshthasya va 
dharman1 kshor anlke • 
ad 1m ~yan varam a vavasana jushtam patim kalase 
gava indum • • • • 

pra danudo d17yo danapinva ritam rite.ya pavate 
sumedhaQ dharm~ bhuvad vrijanyasya raja pra 
rasmibhir dasabhir bhari.bhuma 64 . . 
64 
E.V.P., 9. p. 48; D.R.V. 9.97.22,23. Griffith's 

translation of these two passages, while giving emphasis to 
the uses of dharrna does not seem, in this instance to catch 
the nuance of the total passage. Griffith reads: 

(continued) 



Soma's dharma as king is to uphold strength. That task 

begins as he is guided from the udder of the cattle by 

the reigns of the ten fingers which milk the cattle. From 

that beginning, Soma flows acco1~ing to rta, the orderly 
• 65 

pathways, and in doing sorta itself is made strong. Soma 
• 

flows then according to rta from the cows to the beakers or 
• 
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vessels used in the sacrifice where, according to his dharma, 
66 -

he inspires the spirit of the seers. In this sequence of 

movements we see the many stages through which Soma flows 

acco1~ing to rta. From a natural source in cattle, Soma -.-
moves to the sacrifice impelled by Savitar. There, as the 

sacrificial food Soma transmits his strength to the gods and 

to the '\edic community as he is consumed as the sacrificial 

food. Soma as the food, then, permeates the god or man who 

has drunk the sacred liquid and, in doing so, sustains and 

61+ (continued) 
what tirr:e the loving spirit's word had formed him 
Chief of all food, by statute of the Highest, 
Then loudly came the cows to Indu, the chosen, well
loved Kaster in the beaker. 

The Sage, Celestial, liberal, raining bouties, purse 
as he flows the Genuine for the truthful. 
The king shall be e ffec tu al strength's upholder: 
he by the ten bright reins is mostly guided. 

65 
9.97.22. 

66 
9.97.22. 



strengthens him with visions of the true nature of things. 

The most ~mportant manifestation of Soma's trans

mission of strength to man who drinks the sacrificial food 
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is vision. In this, Soma unites with Agni as the kavi or 

visionary-poet. Soma is a 'sustainer' or 'upholder• 

(vidhartr) 67 who desires to convey to a vipra, 'the quivering 
• 

one•, the treasure of vision. Soma is inspired in his 

upholding function as both kavi and vipra by the sacrifice 

and the hymns z 

Pleased with the hymn, impelled by prayer, Soma is 
hurried far away. 
The wise One in the Singer's stream. 

matI jushto dhiya hitahsomo hinve paravati 
viprasya dharaya kavi~· 68 

In his distant travels from the place of sacrifice, Soma 

is sent according to his dharma by the sacrificial song to 

Vayu, 69 the charioteer of Indra. Thus the movement of Soma 

from the sacrifice is understood to invigorate Indra in his 

travels through the cosmos and perhaps most importantly 

in his battle with Vrtra for the release of the waters • 

7 
9.47.4. 

68 
9.44.2. 

69 
9.25.2. 

• 



O Pavamana sent by song, roaring about thy dwelling
place. 
Pass into V~yu as Iaw bids. 

pavamana dhiya hito 7bhi yonim kanikradat 
dharmana vayum a visa 70 • 

• • 
The power of the songs which sends soma on h1s way to vayu 
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also impels Soma to inspire the minds with the visions which 

bring new insight and understanding of the gods and their 

functions: 

Our songs in concert go to thee as streams of water 
to the wells, 
Soma, that we may live, grant - at your glad c~rouse -
full powers of mind, like beakers, Thou art waxing 
great. 

sam u pra yanti dhTtayah sargaso 'vatan iva 
kratu~ naQ soma jivase Vi VO made dharaya Camasan 
iva vivakshase 71 

The Vedic community's dependence on the visionary poet for the 

inspired hymns which empower the sacrifice is a dependence on 

Soma and his power of inspiration both for man and the gods. 

In the community of men, Soma's presence is as the •Lord 

of dharma 1 : 

On whose way, Lord of Holy law, most rich, as he is 
purified, 
'Ihe people all have set their hearts. 

visvo yasya vrate jano dadhara dharmanas pateh 
punanasya prabhuvasoh 72 • • 

• 

70 
9.25.2 

71 
l0.25.4. 

72 
9.35.6. 
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As lord of dharma, Soma keeps his vrata and inspires men 

to uphold er purify their dharma in the same way that Soma 

does as he flows through the cosmos sustaining both the gods 

'.lnd men. 

Soma's dharma is therefore focused around the 

function of nourishing the gods and men through the sacrifice. 

Soma in his function reveals the inter-Qependence and inter

relatedness which exists in creation between the gods and 

the human community. Without the tending of the cattle, 

the purifying of Soma in the Press Stones, the offering of 

the sacred Soma in the context of the sacrifice, Soma could 

not flow according to his dharma. .But at the same time, 

none of these functions are possible without Soma's 

inspiration of the visionary insight which sustains the 

whole conception of the sacrific_and the sacrificial functions of 

the vedic community. What the visionary sees is the primordial 

cosmo,gonic sacrifice of the gcxis in which each functions to 

differentiate the cosmos and simultaneously offer the sacrifice. 

Each power functions uniquely and in relation with the other 

gods to make the sacrifice effective. All of these functions 

are realized in accord with the upholding meaning of dharmg. 

which pervades the functions of the gods. Soma's dh~rma is 

to nourish arrl thereby strengthen the gods and man in their 

sacrificial functions. 



.S. DHARMA AND THE SACRIFICEa A SUMMARY 

In our discussion of 1Dharma and the Cosmo~ it was 

established that the powers each made indentifiable 

contributions to the task of upholding the cosmos. Agni 

contributed diverse forms of light and the mantra. Indra 

contributed the force or strength. Visnu upheld the uni·ty 
•• 
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of the cosmos while Mitra and Varuna upheld the orderliness 
• 

of motion and inter-relatedness within the cosmos. Finally, 

Soma mediated between the sacrifice and the powers and propped 

up Heaven and Earth. These respective contributions by the 

gods, were also seen to be part of co-operative patterns of 

actions in which their functions overlapped. Individual 

functions melded with those of other gods to manifest a 

symbiotic pattern of divine powers and actions in creation. 

Underlying the individual and collective duties of the 

gods was the concept dharma which was a manifest part 

of the pattern of relatedness in the cosmology. 

We have now seen that the gods establish the yajna 

and act according to dharma individually and collectively 

to uphold the sacrifice. Agni, as the first-born, brings 

to the sacrifice_ the many forms of light and mantra. He is 

the fire, the visionary poet and the sacrificial priest, and 

each of these manifestations is an expression of his function 

according to dharma. Indra upholds the sacrifice with his mighty 
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strength, thereby making it effective. Made effective 

by Indra, the sacrifice becomes the link in the reciprocal, 

relatedness of the gods and the community. Mitra and Varuna 
• 

maintain the ol.'tlerliness of communication between the gods 

and men in the sacrifice. Finally, Soma follows the rta 
• 

of the sacrifice to nourish the gods and men inspiring 

them both with the sacrificial food. In Indra, the Adityas 

and Soma we again find that their functions arc part of a 

symbiotic pattern of relatedness, the key to which, is the 

recognition of the way in which dhr-forms and the term 
• 

dharma express the connections between the functions of 

the gods in creation and the sacrifice as part of an 

underlying purpose in which all that is must be upheld. 

The gods and man must fulfill their vrata, their duties, 

in the sacrifice so that each part of creation can realize 

its own nature as part of creation. 

Taken togethe~ the discussion of the sacrifice and 

the cosmos suggests a picture of the root meaning of dharma. 

lhderlying the individual nuance of divine functions is a 

relatedness of function among the gods taken as a whole. In 

that relatedness dharrn9. emerges as a comprehensive principle 

which is present at the moment of the beginning of creation 

and pervades all that is born throughout the entire structure 

of creation. Its presence in the sacrifice parallels and 



conflrE the significance of dharma in the cosmology and 

lends further evidence that there is a root meaning for 

dharrr.a which can be expressed as the upholding of the 

orderly relatedness of all that ls. 

It re~3.1ns now to see if this picture of 

the root meaning of dharma is sustained in the implications 

of the divine functions for the vedic community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DHARMA &\JD THE VEDIC COMM UNI TY 

Thus far, in our study of the references to dhr---. 
forms and dharma, we have seen a developing pattern in which 

the functions of the gods are seen by rsis to be co-ordinated. -.-.-
The common function of upholding all that is underlies many 

aspects of the co-ordinated actions of the gods. In turning 

to the vedic community, our interest cannot be in the nature 

of that community as such. Rather we are interested primarily 

in the implications of the pattern of dharma's usage for 

vedic society and individual existence within that society. 

This focus on implications arises from the nature of the 

references to dharma. 'Ihey speak primarily about the 

receipt of wealth or visions or long life which comes from 

harmony with the principle of upholding and the gods which 

make that principle manifest. 

As in the previous sections, we will examine the 

usages according to their relation to the various gods, Agni, 

Indra, Nitra and Varuna and Soma • 
• 

1. Q!!ARMA, AG.ta AND THE VEDIC COMMUNITY 

In our discussions of Agni and dharma thus far, we 

have seen that the function of his power was to uphold the 

184 
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cosmos through his diverse manifestations as light and mantra. 

'lhese two manifestations in their various forms are essential 

to the cosmos and the sacrifice. With the mantra, Agni 

bears into creation the truth \~hich functions as dharmg,. 

Through Agni and other power~ the rsi is inspired to see and ...--
speak this truth as the hymns for the sacrifice. 

'rli thin the cosmos, Agni is the Sun and the sacrificial 

fire. The Sun establishes by its movements the time of the 

sacrifice while the fire is the very centre of the sacrifice. 

Agni as the Priest, chants the mantra and the fire conveys 

the song and the sacrificial offering to the gods. 

Thus, Agni with the light and the mantra establishes 

and main ta ins the relatedness of the gods and. the vadic 

community through the sacrifice. This relatedness is a 

manifestation of the dharma made manifest in Agni from the 
1 

very beginning, and according to which Agni moves in his 

many functions to relate all aspects of the cosmos. 

The sacrifice that is performed by the vedic 

community is an imitation of the first sacrifice offered by 

the god~ and> significantlY, for our purposes is a participation 

ir. the dhqrrna• or the upholding principle which underlies the 

function of the sacrifice: 

cf. 10.90.16, 1.164.50. 



I saw from far away the smoke of fuel ~1th spires 
that rose on high o'er that beneath it. 
The mighty men have dressed the spotted bullock. 
These were the customs [dharma~ij afore time. 

sak~may'3.m dhunam . - . arad apasyam vishuvata para 
• • enavarena 

ukshan~m prisnim • • • p ra ths.ma,ny as an 
apacanta viras tani dharmani 

2 • 

The smoke of the sacrificial fire is seen both at the 

sacrifice of the gods and at the sacrifice of men. The . 
fire and smoke establishes the relatedness of gods and men 
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in their common function of offering the sacrifice. 'lhe 

heroes or 'mighty men' (vira) of the community prepare the 

fire and prepare the 'spotted bullock' as the sacrificial 

food for the gods according to the ancient 'customs' ( dharma). 

In doing so contact is established with the gods so that they 

will come to the sacrifice and accept the offering prepared 

for them. In 8.35.13 which is dedicated to the celestial 

twins, the .Asvins, many powers are called to the sacrifice by • 
the songs and among them is Dharma: 

With Mitra, Varmia, Dhar man, and the M9.ru ts in your 
company approach unto your praiser 1 s call. 
Accordiant of one mind with Surya and with Dawn 
and with the Aclityas, .Asvins come • • 

Qitravarun~vanta uta dharmavanta marutvanta jaritur 
~'3.Chatho hg,vam 
sajoshasa ushasa suryena cadityair yatam asvina 

• • 
Dharma' s presence among the gods - Mi trq,, Varuna, the Ma.ruts, 

2 
1.164.43. 

' 
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Surya, the Dawn and the Asvins - reflects the celebration and • 
accentuation of dharma's presence as a principle or power 

in the sacrifice. 

The presence of Agni and dharma at the sacrifice is 

the basis for the power of the rite. The priest in one 

hymn is called •agnidha' and is characterized as the 
3 

'upholder of power' ( dhri tadaksha.) at the sacrifice. The 
• 

combination of the play on Agni's name as the sacrificial 

priest and the fact that the role of this figure is •to 

uphold power' suggests the way in which the communal sacrifice 

is understood as the imitation of, and participation with, 

the divine rite. The sacrificial fire and priest act in 

imitation of Agni and the hymn which is chanted is Agni's 

mantra that had been revealed to his beloved rsi. The ...--
power of the communal sacrifice is in direct consequence of 

the perfect imitation of the first dharma brought into creation 

at the beginning, with the birth of Agni. 

Two major implications follow from Agni's connection 

with the sacrifice and the concept of dharma for the vedic 

community. First, Agni is an important power in the upholding 

of human existence within a framework of the known oortality of 

all forms of life. Secondly, Agni is important in bringing 

wealth to the community. Both of these implications for 

the vedic society are related to dharma. In each case our 

J 
10.41.J. 



purpose is served in simply showing that the power of 

upholding is expressed by Agn1 in these two contexts. In 

no sense can we explore these themes in detail. 

The first implication of Agni's power in the 

sacrifice is to uphold life. In a hymn dedicated to 

Asamati and others, two verses refer to Agni acting to 

maintain life by holding the spirit (manas) of man in his 

body: 
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As with 
to hold 
So have 
held it 
held 1 t 

the leather thon~they bind the chariot 
it fast fo harm;i'.lye , 

yoke 

I held thy spiri fast [iadhar"ij 
for life and not for dea h, 
for thy security. 

yatha yugam varatraya nahyanti dharunaya kam 
eva dadhara te mano jivatave na mrityave 
1 tho arisrtatataye 4 • 

• 
Agni holds together body and spirit (manas) in the same way 

that leather connects the chariot to the horse. 

In a parallel passage, 10.60.9, Agni 'holds the 

spirit fast' in the same way that trees are rooted in the 

ground: 

.Even as this earth, the mighty earth, holds fast 
ra ad hilrem~~ 
~monarc s of the wood, 
So have I held rd~dr.~r~ thy spirit fast, held it 
for life and nor for death, 
held it for thy sec:irity. 

yatheyam prithiv1 mahI dadhareman vanaspatin 
eva dadhara te mano jlvatave na mrityave 'tho 
aris h ta ta taye 5 • • 

4 
10.60.8. 

5 
cf. 10. 59. 5. 



These two passages together express Agni's function to 

uphold life and yet to uphold it within a framework of a 

natural pattern of mortality. While Agni upholds life, 

just as the leather cinding a ch~riot to its source of 

power and motion can creak suddenly, so too can life ce 
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suddenly and abruptly brought to an end. &iually important, 

Agni upholds life in such a way that the context of mortality 

can be like the trees of the forest in their strength which 

endures for ages and yet they too fall and decay in time. 

1he main point here is that while Agni functions to uphold 

life, that does not make man immortal. Death is the natural 

conclusion to life. 

~~en death does come, one passage, 10.16.J, suggests 

that the elements of the body disperse to corresponding 

parts of creation. 'Ihus 'as thy mer~t is' [dharnan~ or as 

Geldner puts 1 t "nach der Bestimmung" and Renou in a subtle 
7 

and more accurate way, 11 selon, l 1 3ffinite-n·?.turelle", the 

eye goes to the sun, the spirit (manas) to the wind: 

'Ihe sun receive thine eye, the wind thy spirit; 
go, as thy merit is, to earth and heaven. 
Go, if it be thy lot, unto the waters; 
Go, make thine home in plants with all thy members. 

-r;--
D. R. V. , 10. 16. J. 

7 
E.V.P., 14. p. 107-108. 



suryam cakshur gachatu vatam atma dyam ca gacha . - - . 
Pfithivi~ ca dharma~a _ 
apo va gach~ yadi tatra te hitam oshadhishu prati 
tishth~ sariraih 8 

• • • • 
This passage emphasizes that a human life has many 

constituent elements. Each part corresponds to parts of 
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the total faerie of the cosmos including such manifestations 

of godly powers as Surya, the Sun and the Wind and such 

godly and material forms as the structure of cosmos, Heaven 

and Earth, and the waters. The identification of the gods 

and their material manifestations would suggest that this 

passage expresses the return of the elements of human life -

spiritual and material - to a corresponding aspect of the 

created order which is both spiritual and material, the 

gods afld the Earth. Rowever, this is not the only possible 

interpretation of 10.16.J. It can be seen as a strictly 
9 

materialistic hymn in which the matter of life simply 

returns to the material forms creation. 

In another funeral hymn, 10.56.J, dedicated to 

Visvedevas or, All Gods, the dead are instructed to "fly • 

8 
10.16.J. 

9 
The best single work on materialism in Indian 

thought is Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, Lokay~ta;A Study in 
Ancient Indian f>iqterialism, (hew Delhi, 1959). Cf. A.L. 
BashaCT, f:istory and ~octrine of the Ajivikas, (London, 1951) 
and Dqle P..iepe, The ['jaturalistic Tradition In Indian 'Ihought, 
(Delhi, 1964). 
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happily to the Gods with easy passage, according to the first 

and faithful statutes (suvito dharma Erathamanu satya suvito 
10 

devan suvi to 'nu patma) According to dharma, the dead 

go to the gods. This e~phasizes only the dimension of spirit 

while 10.16.J emphasized the dispersal of the composite 

spirit/matter complex which makes up persons and all other 

aspects of creation. 

In general, our only point is that the uses of 

dharma in this context establish a pattern of support for 

life and the constituent elements of life when they disperse 

at death. Agni is one power which acts to provide that 

support. The principle of upholding is present in all of 

creation whether its presence is in support of living b~lngs 

or the constituent parts of matter and spirit, the union of 

which is dissolved at death. 'Ihis presence of the principle of 

upholding in life forms and after death simply emphasizes 

the pervasive presence of the principle of dharma in the 

cosmos from the very beginning of creation and throughout 

all its aspects. 

In addition to the function of dharma in upholding 

life and the constituents of life, there ~re other expressions 

of Agni's strength operating according to dharma. For example, 

Agni's strength is conveyed to the community by its rulers: 

10 
10.56.3. 



Do thou bestow, 0 Agni, on our wealthy chiefs, 
rule, with good heroes, undecaying, bending not 

asmakam agne maghavatsudharayanami kshatram ajaram - . suviryam 11 

H.~'t'>l A~:ui.. is appealed to, to uphold (dharayanami) the 

rulers of the community 1n such a way that they will ~e 

wealthy and assisted by great heroes. 
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Agni's concern for weal th goes beyond 1 ts assoc ia ti on 

with the rulers of the community. He supports the wealth of 

the community as a whole: 

To him the far-renowned, wise Ordainer, ancient and 
glorious, ~ song I offer: 
Enthroned in oil, the Asura, bliss-giver, is Agni 
firm support of noble riches. 

r.:ay strength preserve the compass of thy vigour, God! 
that broad stream of thine that beareth riches. 

pra vedhase kavaye ved;yraya giram bhare ya~ase purvyaya 
ghr1taprasatto asurah susevo rayo dharta dharuno 

• • • • vasvo agnih 
• 

vajo nu te savasas patv antam urum dogham dharunam 
deva rayah • 12 • • • • 

• 
Here Agni, as the asura the first power of the Godhead, is 

celebrated in song and oil (ghrta) at the sacrifice so that 
• 

he will bring to the community by his dharma riches and •bliss' 

or goodness. 'lh is function flows forth like a stream of light 

that upholds the community's we9.lth, and receipt of this 

wealth is tied directly to the sacrifice: 

11 
6.8.6. 
12 
5.15.1,5. 
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Arrangers in our synods, Agni, while they sang, 
Vasishtha's sons have called thee down, the Potent One. 
~aintain the growth of wealth with men who sacrifice. 
Ye Gods, Presei.·ve us with your bl es sings evermore. 

vajinarn grinanto agne 
• • • ni tva vasishtha ahvanta 

vidatheshu vedhasah 
rayas posham yajam~neshu 
sada nah i3 

dh~raya yuyam pata svastibhlh • 
• 

Tne ritual of the sacrifice separates and distinguishes the 

vedic community from other communities and so the appeal in 

the sacrifice for Agni to "maintain the growth of weal th" 

among those who sacrifice can apply as narrowly as a 

particular family, in this instance the sons of Vasish~ha, 

or expand to bring wealth to the entire community through 

its rulers. 

In a hymn dedicated to 'waters and cows', Agni and 

Soma together support the wealth and riches of the community. 

In this instance, it is to be understood as the cattle or 

herds owned by the community: 

Turn, go not farther on your way; 
visit us O ye wealthy ones. 
Agni and Soma, ye who bring riches again, secure 
us wealth. 

I.et them return to us again: 
under this herdsman let them feed. 
Do thou, O Agni, keep themhere, 
and let the wealth we have rem11in. 

nl v~rtadhvam manu gatasman sishakta revatih 
~gnlshoma punarvasu asme dharayatam ray1m • 

• 

punar eta ni vartantam asm1n pushyantu gopatau 
ihaivagne ni dharayeha tishthatu ya rayih 14 

• • 

-----u 
10.122.8. 

!3.19.1,3. 
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It is significant that Agni is associated with Soma in this 

passage. 'Ihe intimate association of Soma and the elements 

of the sacrifice which are from Agni is paralled with Soma's 
15 

association with the milk of the cows in the sacrificial drink. 

In summary, Agni's dharma has two major expressions 

as implications for the sacrificial community. Agni functions 

alone and in conjunction with other powers to uphold life in , 

a framework of mortalit~ and he functions through the sacrifice 

to support the riches and wealth of the community. In both 

life and death the power of upholding never ceases to function, 

emphasizing the clarity of the understanding that dharma was 

a pervasive principle of the cosmos from the very conception 

of creation~ That dharma is understood to be the basis of 

affluence for the community accents the pervasive, day to 

day, functioning of the principle in the midst of the 

sacrificial community. 

2. DHARMA, Ii\1)RA AND 'l'HE VEDIC cm~rv:UKITY 

On the basis of what we have seen thus far about 

Indra, it should not be surprising that he, more than any 

other of the vedic deities, brings the majority of implications 

of dharma for the vedic community. His cosmological acts to 

1 
cf. our discussion of "Dharma, Soma and the Sacrifice" 

above, pp. 171-181. 
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separate Heaven and Earth to conquor Vrtra were in support of 
• 

the unfolding of creation. His sacrificial acts were to use 

his strength and force to make the sacrifice effective. The 

effectiveness of the rite brings many things to the vedic 

community. Our tqsk is to see what Indr3. upholds for the 

vedic community by virtue of his strength or force. In 

particular, we shall eX3.ILine how Indrg, brings varying forms 

of wealth and power to the sacrificing community, and 

especially to its rulers. 

Indra's function ace ord ing to dharm!'.l. is expressed in 

his frienC.ship anC. skill which he offers to the community: 

Rich in gocd actions, skilled in_op~r3.tion 
the .son with might, m'.3.intains rct'.3.dhstr:ll his 
perfect friendship. ~ ~ 
'Ihou in the rqw cows, tl'lck of hue or ruddy, 
storest the ripe milk glossy white in colour 

sg_nemi sakhyam svapg,syam3.nah sunur d3.dhara savasa 
sud'.3.ns7lh • • • 
amasu cid dadishe pakvam antah payah krishnasu rusad 
rohin1 shu 16 • • • • • 

• 
Indra's friendship which he upholds (d~dh~r~ with his 

'might' and 'skill' expresses itself in the placing of milk in 

the cows for the nourishment of the community and the gods 

through Soma. In addition, Indra brings to the sacr1f1c1~1 

community, in co~pany with the celestial t~1ns, the Asvins, 'a 
17. 

thousand treasures' which he 'possesses' (dhqray11h ) • 

16 
1.62.9. 

Ib.73.l~. 

• 
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'lhe friendship which Indra has for the community 

is based upon the performance of the sacr1f 1ce and the offering 

of the Soma to Indra: 

Tho'...l helpe:+: 'l:..:: ;-;!-: .)Se e;rass is trirr:.ned who sl·.ads the 
juice, O Satakratu, drink Soxa to make theR glad. 
~rc.e shq_re i~r11ch they hqve f:.xed {!1h1.rqyoi-fil for thee, 
thou, Indr3. 
Victor o'er qll hosts and space, teg1rt with ~aruts, 
Lord of Heroes, ,.iinner of the floods. 

Avit~sl sur.vato vriktab_arhishah pit~ soma~ madaya 
kam sqtakrqto • • 
yg_:iJ te th~P:am g_d h~rayan v l sv3.h seh8.nah pri tan8. uru . _.. . . . . 
jrayah sam apsujin marutan indra satpate 18 

• 
As a result of the reciprocal rel<:1.tionship of Indra and the 

vedlc, sacrificing coo~un1ty, Indra ls given the so~a which 

is his share of the county of the earth that is 'fixed' or 

held (3.dh3.r~~) for him. In return for tr1is offering, 

Indra holds (~idharo) the portlor. for him who offers the 

sacrifice: 

When Indra, thou securest @.idharoJ me my portion, 
with me shalt thou perform heroic actions. 

Y2d~_nqhyaI~ dldharo ch~gam indrad in may~ kfi~avo 
viryani 9 • 

Indra's response to the sacrifice is to identify with the 

man who offers the sacrifice and with him achieve great 

heroic deeds. 

Fy giving wealth and strength to the sacrificial 

community, Indra upholds his vrata: 

18 
B.J6.l. 

19 
8. 100. 1, ( Griffith, 8. 89. 1. ) 



With steadf9.St 19.w [gh:;·h.ltavratP. wealth giver, 
strong through Soma e a muc fair and precious 
food to feed us. 
In him unite all paths that lead to riches, like 
rivers that commingle with the oce9.n. 

dhfitavrato dh~nad~h somavriddah S9. hi v~masya 
vasunah purukshuh • • • 
sam j '1Sr:Ii re p11 thy~ r3.yo as min samud re na s 1ndhavo 
yaJ aman'ih 20 • 

From the milk which Indra deposits in the cows comes the 

Soma which, when offered through the sacrifice, makes Indra 

strong. This reciprocal pattern, in which the gift of the 

gods is re turned through the sacrifice, is echoed again by 

the fact that the community understands that its food comes 

from Indra's upholding of vra ta. Indra thus becomes the 
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focus in so many hymns because the sacrifice is made effective 

by his power. Through 1 t Indra is the bestcwer of wea.1 th 

and nourishment and, to insure the con ti nuance of that function , 

he is the power most often offered the Soma. Eoth Indra 

and the vedic community are thereby insured their vitality. 

Conveyed to the community which offers the sacrifice is the 
21 

same strength which enabled Indra (trita) to slay the demon 
• 

Vrtra and release the waters for life on earth • 
• 

Now wi 11 I glorify food that upholds Cdharmana.€) 
great strength • • 
£y whose invigorating power Tri ta rent Vrtra limb 
from limb. • 

20 
6.19.5. 

~r. Kramrisch, Vol. 1, pp. 159-160 for a 
discuss ion of Indra as 1 t!'! t!l",.the third. 
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pitu~ nu stosham maho dharmana~ tavish1m 
yasya trito vy ojasa vritram·viparvam ardayat 22 

• • 
This strength is cowpar~ble to Indra's ojas. 'Ihe comparison 

suggests that the god Indra gives to the vedic community 

through the gift of food, a power for creating and ruling 

in creation. That power is not unrestrained, tut ls guided 

and limited in its application. The limiting of power, ojas, 

is illustrated in Indra's strength which is used for creation 

in the killing of Vrtra or for the growth and regeneration • 
of food. 'Thus Indra "upholds the s trearns that flow along 

23 
the earth" and thereby takes possession of the land of the 

24 
Seven rivers; and upholds the milk in cows • Both of these 

types of acts are expressions of his power used in support 

of creation. 

Indra's creative and ruling strength has several types 

of implications when he grants it to the vedic community. 

For example it enables the members of the community to 

achieve great heroic deeds: 

Ey thee tr.ese exploits were achieved, the mightiest 
deeds, abundantly: 
Firm in thy heart thou settest {gaharaya)il them. 

eta SYa~tnan1 !e kf1ta varshishthani par1n~sa 
hr id a v id v a:ihar3.yah 25 • • 

• • • 

22 
1.187.1, cf. 10.24.l; l.J0.22; 8.95.8; 8.84.8. 

2J 
10.49.9. 

24 
10.49.10. 

25 
8.77.9 (Griffith, 8~6 .9.) 



Against the Gungus I made Athigva strong and 
kept \d~rayarilJ him mid the folk like Vritra-
conqu5l·ing strength. • 
When I won glory in the great foe-slaying fight, 
1n battle where Karanja fell and Parnaya • • 
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aha~ gunguthy atithigvam ishkaram isham 
vikshu dh~rayam • 
yat pqrnayaghna uta v~ kar~njahe pr~ham 

na vritraturam 
• • 

mahe. 
vritrahitye asusravi 26 

• • • 
In this instance the great deed is achieved in battle, an 

imitation of Indra's conquest of Vrtra. Indra is the god • 
which inspires the warrior Athigva to keep his courage as 

he fights. Indra's support for the heroic warrior is always 

tied to the fact that his aid goes out only to those who 

offer the sacrifice. Against his enemies, that is those who 

do not sacrifice, r.othing gives them strength: 

tot even in wide stronghold may all the folk 
stand firm rdhri ya tel 
who have pr~oKeJ ta-'anger his surpassing might. 

durge cana dhriyate visva a puru jano yo asya tavishTm 
acukrudhat 27 • 

In defeat of the enemies, Indra finds yet another way to 

bring wealth to his community in order that they might offer 

the sacrifice to him again. He gives them the plunder of 

war. 

This separation of peoples according to whether or 

not they offer the sacrifice is accomplished by both Indra and 

Varuna • 
• 

-------
26 
10.48.8. 
27 
5.34.7, cf. 8.57.19. 



Self lucid in their seats, e'en heavenly Waters 
endowed with Godhead Varuna and Indra. 
One of these holds [dharayat\J the folk distinct 
and sundered, 
the other smites and slays resistless foemen. 
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apas cid dhi svayasasah sadassu devir indrarn varunam 
deva ta dhuh • • • • • 
krishtir anyo dharayati pravikta vritrany arzy-o 
apra tini hanti 28 • • 

From the source of the gods in the 'waters•(apa~} Varutia 

rules, that is, he possesses part of the regal power and 

with it he separates the sacrificers from those who do not. 

Indra with his might slays those outside of Varuna's power • 
• 

This support for the sacrificial community is not 

limited just to Indra and Varuna. In a hymn dedicated to a 
• 

ruler or king numerous powers are seen to function in 

support of the sacrificial community and its rulerss 

This man ha~h Indra stablished rghruvail, made 
secure [dhruvensl by strong oblfiions' "power. 
May Soma speak'~ benison, and Brahmanaspati, on him • • 
Stedfast, [dhruva.W) may Varuna the King, stedfast, 
the God Brinaspati, ' 
Stedfast,' Ghruvan may Indra, stedfast, C-dhruvarij 
too may Agni keep· hy stedfast [:<lharayata:iJ reign 

imam indro adldharad dhruvam dhruvena havisha 
tasmai somo adhi bravat tasma u brahmanas patih 

• • 
dhruvam te raja varuno dhruvam devo bfihaspatih 
dhruva~ ta indras cagnis ca r~shtram dharayatam • 29 • • • • • dhruvam 

28 
7.85.3. 

29 
io.173.3,5, cf. io.144.6, io.60.5. 



In 10.173,3 Indra upholds the king and makes him strong 

through the sacrifice. In the sacrifice, Soma and the lord 

of Brahmans, Brahmanasp'.l t1, speak to the king and the 
• 

speech conveys how many powers acting together according to 

dharma support the royal power of the king. Thus Varuna, 
• 

Indra, Erhaspat1 and ..;gn1, each f-:lnction to m'.1intair.. kingly 
• 

powers. In a subsequent pass9.ge this upholding of the king 

is compared to the oosmic function of the gods in keeping 

the structure of the cosmos in its place: 

Firm@hruvq is the sk 9.nd firm ~hruv~ the earth, 
"'nd c: t~·,., .... ,. ~( h'"lV~'"'"'i-; a1 ~o ar· 0 hese ills 
.:;i,.J,. .... _.,,. ~ - _.:) .... ~ .l..i.,... -..:::i-j! ---~ ,_ - ..... • 

Stedfast d hr« . .-r· is s...i.l this living world, and 
Stedfast is the King of men. 
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dhruv9. d yaur dhruv8'. pri thi v1 d.hruvasah parva t~ ime 
dhruvam visnam idam jagad dhruvo raja·visam ayam JO • • • • 

In 10.173, 3, 4, 5 Indra's most important characteristic, 

his ojas or strength, is located within the collective 

responsibility of the gods to make the king powerful. While 

Indra is clearly the most important of the gods in making 

the sacrifice effective and, through it, the social institution 

of kingship, Indra does not accomplish either function alone. 

Indra, Mitra, Varuna anr1 Soma are all called regal powers • • 
Fach supports the community in his che.rac teris tic way. Indra's 

signiflcar.ce is in the support for kingly strer.gth. Ey 

contrast Agni c::in support the king ritually through the rites, 

Varuna through the support for orderliness and Soma in the 
• 

JO 
10.173.4. 



rite by which all the gods are nourished to support the 

king's rule. 
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Throughout 10.173 the casis of the king's power and 

position in the community is the sacrifice ar..d the offerings 

made to the gods. The rite is the key i'lhich enables the 

king to rule; to conquer his enemies a~d gain new wealth: 

On constar.t dhr·1vqr: So::n:i let us think it1ith 
const'.3.nt (::11.·'"'-·.;c;:-_ ~acrificial gift 
And then r.i·1y lr.Qra: make the clans bring tri"tute 
unto thee alone. 

dhruvam dhruvena havish~~hi somam mr1s§mas1 
atho ta indrah.kevalir viso talihritas k:irat 31 

• • • 
'Ihe Soma which the corr.munity offers as the s~crificial food 

to the gods inspires Indra to support the king and his power 

so that no enemy challenges his rule, cut r~ther pays tribute , 
to his well established power. 

'Ihis entire relationship, b.'.lsed upon the sacrifice 

between the gods and the community, is echoed in a hymn offered 

to both Indra and Agni : 

'lhe strength-bestowing offering thus to Indra-Agni 
hath been paid, as butter, purified by stones. 
Deal to our princes high renown, deal fd i~h~far¥J 
wealth to those who sing your praise, ctea~ dh1ita~ 
food to those who sing your praise. • 

evendr~gnibhyim ah~vi havyam sITshy~m ghrltam n~ pUt~o 
3.dri thih • • • • • 
ta si1rishu ~ravo brihad rayim grinatsu didhrit'lm isham 
"rin3.tsu didhri tam· 32 • • • • • 

...... . . . 
In this passage the effectiveness of the sacrifice is affirmed 

31 
l0.173.6. 

J2 
5.86.6; cf. 4.4.8; 8.lJ.2. 



and the appeal is made that the powerful effects of the 

sacrificial offering will include power for the 'princes', 

songs of praise, and an abundance of food. The power of 

the sacrifice, the power of the gods, and the power of the 

community are here so profou~dly integrated that their 

relations cw only be understocxi as part of an inseparable 

inter-dependent relatedness. .fu.ch pa~t must function 

according to its characteristic power expressed through 

forms of d harm a in order to realize 1 ts place and function 

within creation. It is not just that the vedic community 

is dependent upon the actions of the gods for strength and 

nourishment, but that the gods themselves rely upon the 

sacrifi~e for nourishment. For this reciprocql relatedness 
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to operate the gods must act to fulfill their respective 

function~ and1 parallellng that, there is a division of 

functions within the human community which offers the sacri-

flee. There are those who are visionaries, or warriors, or 
JJ 

kings or those who tend the cattle. Each part is essential 

to the whole. 

One illustration of the implications of this reciprocal 

relatedness is illustrated in a hymn to the Ribhus, a group 
• 

of priests who, because of their priestly function in 

JJ 
cf. l0.90.12. in which the divine sacrifice involves 

the creation of the four-fold varna system • 
• 



fulfilling their duty (vrata) to the gods according to 

dharma won a share in the sacrifice of the go:is: 

With Rithu near, and V9.ja, Indra, here exult, 
with Sac hi praised of m::i.ny, in the juice we pour. 
These.homes wherein we dwell have turned themselves 
to thee, 
-devotions to the Gods, as laws UJ h3.rme.th1fil 
of men ordain. 

indra rithuman vajavan ma tsveha no 'smin savane 
sacy~ ~urushtuta 
im~ni tuthya~ svasar3.ni yemire vrata devanam man
ushas ca dharmabhih J4 • • 
As ministering Priests they held Tudharayant~ , 
ty pious acts they won themselves, 
A share in sacrifice with Gods. 

adharayanta vahnayo 'bhajanta sukrityaya 
bhagam deveshu yajniyam 35 • 

• 
The P.ibhus ~reat act was to fashion the vessels which can . -
hold the Soma for the sacrifice from a single sacrificial 

vessel formed ty the great 'fashioner, Tvastr, the father J6 ••• 
of Indra. In consequence of this act the Ribhus were 

• 
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admitted to the sacrifice of the gods, which was the found.a-

.tional,primo1~ial sacrifice and tecame minor powers 

intimately related to Indra. In return for fashioning the 

sacrificial bowls for the gods, the Ribhus receive a place 
• 

among the gods. Such reciprocity is characteristic of the 

relatedness between men and gods based in the sacrifice. 

34 
J.60.6. 

35 
1.20.8. 

J6 
cf. 8.77.9 (Griffith, 8.65.9) 



In summary, the implications of Indra's dhar}!!! 

has, in essence, been a series of vari~tions on on€ main 

theme. Indra's most important function is as strength or 

force. This characteristic is given expression in many 

ways from the conquest of vrtrg, to the effectiveness 
• 

of the sacrifice. For the vedic community Indra conveys 

his strength to the community as a whole and most part-

icularly to the rulers of the community. Indra shares his 

power and when that sharing is celebrated in the sacrifice 

and Indra is sustained. by Soma the pattern of inte1~elated 

upholding of all that isamanifest in the vedic co~munity. 

J. rI:ARYA, A'.)ITYAS Ar·:; TEE VEDIC corr,r1:'JhITY 
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3oth in our discussion of the cosmology and of the 

sacrifice the function of the h:iityas was related to rta or 
• 

01~erliness. In all motion from that of the sun to the 

ritual pattern of the sacrificial rite, Y~tra and Varuna in • 
particular, regally preside over and maintain all forms of 

order. With regard to the duties or vrata, the power of 

Mitra and Varun~ primarily, though not exclusively, operated 
• 

to insure that each power fulfilled his duty. With rega1~ 

to the implications of these two gods' dharma for the vedlc 

community, we shall examine how they gua1u the community as 

judges of human action. 
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In the context of Mitra and Varuna's concern to 
• 

uphold vrata or duty, it is not extraordinary that the 

Adityas and Varuna in particular, have a function rather like 
• 

that of a judge. A:3 a judge, Varuna can be appealed to in 
• 

order to remove punish:nen t fer violations of dh3.l"ffi3.: 

O Varuna whatever the of fence may te which we as 
men co~mit against the heavenly host, 
~en through our want of thought we violate thy 
laws, fc.h8.r::i~ 
punis t'r us no . 0 God. for that iniquity. 

yat kim cedam varuna daivye j~ne ' bh1droham 
• - • .. 1 • ~anushyqs caramas 

acitti yat t~va dharma yuyopima ma nas tasmad 
enaso deva rirshah 37 

• 
Varuna does not act alone to perform this task: 

• 
,,kTpholder's of the law,~hritg.vr-:it~ ye strong 
A~ 1 tyas, • 
remove my sin like her who cears in secret. 
You, Varuna, ~1tra and all ~ods who listen, 
I call to.help me, I who know your goodness. 

dhritavrata ad1tya 1sh1ra are mat karta rahasur 
1v~gal} 
~fi~vato vo varu~a m1tra deva bhadrasya vidvan 
avase huve vah JS 

• 
In their function as judges, the Aditya's as the •upholders 

of commitments' (dhritavrata), can remove the punishment -.-- .. 
from those who fail to act acco1uing to dharma as natur~lly 

as a wom'.ln bears a child. Thus, not only is di1'3.rr:J.a under-

stood to te the norm for all action, divine and human in 
I 

~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

37 
7.89.5. 

JS 
2. 29 .1. 
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creation, but the breaking of the norm can te absolved by 

the Adityas as the function to uphold vrata. Re-establishment 

of harmony with the gods is as much a p~rt of upholding 

vrata as is performance of the sacrifice. 

In this context 1n which the Adi tyas can coth guard 

the comn:uni ty by helping 1 t function according to dharma, 

and, failing that, restore the community to harmony, it is 

not suprising to find that the 'Aiityas are involved in 

maintaining the continuity of the community itself through 

support for humar. reproduction: 

Untouched by any evil every mortal thrives and 
following the law, (ih<>.rrs.rns spreads in his progeny. 
;.,nom ye with you1· good. 5u dance, O Adi tyas, 
lead safely through all his pain and grief to 
happ1.nes s 

a~ishtah sa marto v1.~va edhate pra prajabhir 
j~yate dharmanas pa~i 
yam adityaso nayatha sun1t1bhir ati visvani durita 
sv as taye 39 • 

Support for the continuity of the comm.unity is intimately 

related to the dharma of I<.itra and Varuna to ensure that 
• 

the community maintains the sacrifice. In the reciprocity 

of relatedness between the gods a.~d the human community, 

failure to ritually maintain the gods ~ring's Varuna's 
• 

judgement and also the possibility of re-integration into 

the reciprocal patterns of relatedness. 'Ihis possibility 

39 
10.6).lJ. 



is important for the continued vitality of the community. 

All wealth and riches al~ understood to be based upon the 

sacrifice. the key to maintain patterns of relg_ tionships 

between the gods and men. Varunq's dharm~ as a kind of 
• 

judge. therefore> has 1;:nport3.!it ir:iplicg,tions for the vedic 

commur.ity. 

4. DHARrM., SOMA .-il'T '2:':'."E ~1.::rrc cm:riu~:ITY 
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The implications for the vedic community 

of Soma's actions are deeply associated with functions 

which are already well estatlished by other powers. Soma's 

power to mediate between the sacrifice and the gods is 

supportive of implications already established by Agni. 

Indra. and the Adi tyas. 

Illustratrative of Soma's gifts to the communit~ 

which are identical to those of other power~ is his support 

of wealth. 

O Pavam~na. bring ldharayi} us wealth bright with 
a thousand splendours. yea. O Indu give us ready 
help. 

q pava~ana d~araya rayi~ sahasravarcasam 
as me ind o svabhuvarn 40 

In brin.Q:ing or supporting weal th. Soma flows to Indra from 

the weal. 'Ch which comes from cattle. Thus when Indrsi. brings 

wealth to the vedic community he does so in terms of cattle. 

40 
9.12.9. cf. 9.22.7. 
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In addition, Indra even inplants the milk in the cows. 

From such milk, at least in part, Soma is made and in turn 

is offered to Indra in the sacrifice completing the pattern 

of reciproc~l relatedness. 

Flow to us, Indu, passi~g strong 
effused wtth wealth of kine and steeds: 
I will spread forth above the milk they radiant hue. 

gom1m na indo asvavat sutah sudaksha dhanva 
sucim te varnam·adh1 goshu.didharam 41 .. . . 

Soma transforms the colom· of the milk for the s~crifice. 

This tr1nsform'3.t1or- of varn'3. or colour of the milk through 
• 

the upholding power of Soma may well refer to the purification 

process of the Soma in which the liquid passes through the 
42 

'press stones' in prepqration for offering at the sacrifice. 

This preparation or purl fica tion process ensures the 

effectiveness of the sacrifice by assigning to the Soma the 
43 

qualities {dharmani) appropriate for the sacrifice. 
f 

Possession of these dharm~ni or qualit1es makes Soma the food 
• 

for the gods, enabling Soma to mediate between the communal 

sacrifice and the gods. 

The fact that Soma inspires the ~ to vision i;md 
• • 

true speech enables Soma also to empower the visionaries to 

41 
9.105.4. 

42 
cf. Discussion of 11 Dharma, Soma and the Sacrifice" 

above, pp. 171-181. 

43 
9·. 97 .12. 



discriminate between those who make true claims and those 

who do not: 

Never doth Soma ~id and guide the wlcked or him 
who falsely claims the Warrior's title. 
He slays the fiend and him who speaks untruly; 
botn lie ent~ngled in the noose of Indra. 

na va u somo vrijinam hlnoti na kshatriyam mithuya 
d h'5.rayant9.m • • 
hantl raksho hanty asad vadantam ubhav indrasya 
prasit~u sayate 44 

• , 
Soma -3.Ct.s with Indra to kill those who make f'.3.lse claims. 

It is not so much that Soffia does the killing as it ls that 

he enables the !..§1 to recognize whoever speg,ks falsely so 
•• 

that Indra's strength can destroy the false-speaker. 
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Soma's function of inspiring v1.s1on is- trsnsla ted · 

into vis1.on8.ry poetry, for the sacrifice h'.3.s a concrete, 

almost pr~ctical, implication within the community. It 

is possible through Soma to know who truly is the great 

W3.rr1or and the tue speaker. 

5. DHARI1A Ar<D TEE VE~IC co~:.r-:u~~ITY: A SUKi'7A2Y 

The implications of dharma for the vedic community 

can be described at two levels. At the most general level, 

the offering of the s~crifice ties the community into the 

p'.ltterns of reciproclll relq tedness which pervade the entire 

44 
7.104.13. 
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orderly structure of creation. P~rticular sacrifices at 

which hymns to particular gods are offered tie the community 

to those powers. Eu~ more importan~. the idea of the 

sacrifice a~d the hymns as a group tie the co~munity to the 

complex rel~-ltedness involvir..g all the powers. As we have 

argued throughous this pattern of relatedness both among 

the bods ~nd between the go1s and the vedic community, is 

a manifest expression of dharma, the power of upholding as it 

perv~des all that is. 

The implication of this general level of relatedness 

for the vedic community includes the well-being of that 

community in weqlth and strength. In one form or another 

each of the gods which we have discussed have contributed 

to the co~~unity a form of strength and wealth. Agni 

brought the elements of the sacrifice itself to be the basic 

link in the relatedness. The rite, then, forms the basis for 

the strength and. we al th of the community. Indra empowers the 

sacrifice and makes it effective and in doing so conveys his 

strength and power to kings a.~d visionaries and warriors. 

Mitra g_nd Vs:.runa perform a judicial function which can redeem 
• 

the com~unlty which has ceased to participate 1n the sacrifice. 

finally, 3oma flowing along the pathways, or propping the 

cosmos in its place, trings the wealth and strength in the 

form of the sacrifici3l food and the inspiration for visionar

ies. 
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Eoth at the general and at the more particular levels 

in concern for wealth and strength the gods and man are 

seen to be framed in a picture of harmonious reciprocity. 

A.s the community functions in the sacrifice, it shapes 

communal life according to dharm"l ':lnd inspi1·es the gods 

through its offerings to sustain and maintain the community 

through their respective and sym~iotic functions. In their 

mutual reciprocity, the cornmuni ty arrl the gods function 

together to uphold the orderly relatedness of all that is. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE ROOT MEANING OF DHARMA IN THE RG VEDA 
• 

At the outset of this study of dharma, we proposed 

to validate for our own understanding the claim of the 

Indian Religious Tradition that dharma is authoritatively 
/ known in the sruti body or literature. From that literature 

we chose to study, the Rg Veda Samh1ta and the way in which 
• • 

dharma and its related verb forms were used in the hymns. 

'!he references were examined in their immediate setting, as 

part of a body of actions performed by one or more of the 

gods or powers in the fig Veda and as part of one of three 
• 

main themes: Cosmology, Sacrifice and Community. Having 

surveyed the body of references, by way of summary and 

conclusion to this part of the study, we want to consider 

how the task of validation of the Tradition's claim about 

dharma has been advanced. 

At the most basic level our understanding of the 

Traditions•s claim has been advanced through the demonstration 

that dharma and its related verb forms are significantly 

present in the hymns of all ten mandalas of the Bg Veda. Not 
• • • 

only is t re a numerical significance to the references, but 

also, and this is most important, we have been able to show 

21) 



a conceptual significance to those references. 

'!he conceptual significance is present in two ways. 

First, there are the specific actions of various gods -

primarily Agni, Indra, the kiityas and Soma - in the 

fulfillment of those duties which are expressed by dhr • 
• 

In the cosmological theme, we s~w that no one god acts to 

create or support the cosmos, but each power acts according 
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to its own nature to contribute a nuance to the unfolding 

structures of creation. Agni's light and mantra, Indra's 

force, Mitra and Varuna•s rta and Soma•s mediations constitute . .---
the characteristic expressions of the gods in creation. such 

characteristic expressions are no~ howeve~ portrayed in 

isolation from one another. In the unfolding of the Cosmos, 

in the Sacrifice and in the Community, the gods act in a 

symbiotic way to uphold creation, to found and maintain the 

sacrifice and to bring their respective implications to the 

vedic, sacrificing community. In each theme the gods 

contribute a nuance to the total picture of actions conveyed 

by dhr • 
• 

Seeing the co-operative and reciprocal relationships 

between the gods and the vedic community suggested a second, 

broader conceptual significance of dharma. That broader 

significance we have called the core or root meaning of 

dharma. which was tentatively expressed at the outset as: 

the orderly relatedness of all that 1s. Our contention is 
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that this core or root meaning is the basis for the Tradition•s 
/ 

claim that dharma is authoritatively known in srut1. '!he 

basis for that contention is that the core meaning conveys 

the underlying coherence of the family of dharma references. 

1hat underlying coherence has three main aspects. 1) There 

is the basic function of 'upholding' which is realized by 

the gods or powers in the Cosmology, the Sacrifice and the 

Community. 2) '!here is, in the gods• functions of up

holding, the characteristics of •orderliness• and •related-

ness•. 'Ihe gods act to uphold things in such a way that 

their actions and the effects of those actions are orderly. 

In addition, particularly in the sacrifice, there are manifest 

the patterns of reciprocal relatedness between the gods and 

the community. J) Finally, Dharma is a principle which 

pervades 'all that is•. All powers and all aspects of 

creation are upheld. Indeed to be upheld is an essential 

characteristic of all that is. 

'lhese three aspects of the core meaning underlie 

the way in which dharma was used in the hymns and in each 

of the themes. The cosmological was the most important 

because 1t was in that context that we saw dharma as a 

constituent of the cosmos from the very outset of creation. 

Dharma was present 1n h1ranyagarbha - Agni as the func t1onal 
• 

expression of satya or truth. Prom Agni, dharma pervaded 

all the gods ai~d their respective, nuanced contr1but1ons 



to creation. It was in this theme as well, that the gods 

showed their co-operative relatedness. Each god functions 

in a characteristic way, but each contributed to the man

ifestations of other gods so that it became evident that 
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each was dependent upon the other powers. In essence the 

cosmological theme set the basic pattern of upholding, and 

orderly relatedness. 'Ihe comprehensive necessity for both 

upholding and orderly relatedness suggests that the root mean

ing expressed the coherence underlying all the gods' actions 

expressed by dhr. ---.-
'!he pattern set in the cosmological theme was 

carried over into the sacrifice. '!here the gods established 

a pattern of reciprocal relatedness between the vedic 

community and their own actions through the ritual of the 

yaJna. 'Ihe gods acted in the ritual to differentiate the 

Purusa and make creation manifest. 'Ille vedic community 
• 

imitated that sacrifice. In doing so they support the 

functions of the gods with the sacrificial offering. In 

turn the gods brought to the vedic community the basic 

necessities for life. In this reciprocal relatedness, the 

vedic community became integrated into the upholding of 

the orderly relatedness of all that is. The impl1catlons 

of that integration fo~ the vedic community was the receipt 
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of wealth, power and long life. 
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In summary, the root meaning can be said to underlie 

all aspects of the divine functions. As such it is a basic 

principle seen by the ~ to be an integral part of creation. 
• • 

On the basis of that vision about dharma we want to argue 

that the authoritativeness of dharma for the later Tradition 

resides in the core or root meaning. On the basis of such 

a meaning it became possible for the Tradition to change, 

develope, and reconstitute what dharma means cosmologically, 

1n religious practice and for the ved1c community, wh1le 1 

at the same time, remaining authoritatively dependent upon 

the Rg Veda's use of dharma. The authoritativeness of dharma 
• 

in the P~ Veda 1s, then, its root meaning, underlying the 
• 

specific actions of the gods. but visible in the coherence 

of those actions. 

It remains now for us to look ahead to the Bha6avad 

Gita, where, it is our task to show the continuity of the 

such phrases as vedic community and needs of the 
community have sociological and anthropological implications 
which involve valid issues which are, however, beyond the 
1•easonable 11mi ts of this work. Of more direct relevance 
to this work are those questions of a more strictly 
'theological' nature which involve the community, its •needs' 
and expectations. For a thorough consideration of this sort 
of question the reader is referred to Stein Rhode•s study, 
Deliver Us From E'J11, (Copen.hagen, 1946). 
which tc aate, rcinalns the most humane and thorough exam
ination of these issues. 



root meaning of dhal'ma. It 1s only legitimate to see the 

root meaning as the expression of the authoritativeness 

ot £rut1 for smrti when it is possible to demonstrate that 
• 

the root meaning 1s present in the coherence of dharma 1n 

the Bhagavad Gita. 
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PART TWO 

THE CHARIOT: 

cornnrnr·ry OF THE ROOT MEANING OF DHARMA 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO DHARMA IN THE BHAGAVAD GITA 

At the outset of our study we stated that our purpose 

was to validate the Tradition's claims about dhal"ma by 

establishing a root meaning for the term. The first phase 

of that task was to examine the most ancient text of the 

Indian Religious Tradition, the Rg Vs<!!!_ and 1ts usages of 
• 

dhr in both the verbal and noun forms. en the basis of our 
• 

study we formulated a root meaning: the upholding of the 

01-d.erly relatedness of all that is. 

From our discussion of the ~ruti-smrti structure of 
• 

the Indian Religious Tradition, we determined that a root 
,, 

meaning must not only have a sruti basis, but also must 

demonstrate cont1nu1ty amidst the profound changes which 

occured within the religious tradition. We turn, therefore 

to the question of the continuity of dharma•s root meaning. 

Is continuity a matter of simple identity with the Rg Vedic 
• 

meanings or is it something new? 

In turning from the Rg Veda to the l?hagavad Gita, we 
• 

/ are tui•ning from what the tradition called a 'srut1' text 

to one which was understood. to be •smrti•. As we have 
• 

already noted, many Western scholars have been mystified by 

the claim of authoritative precedence attributed by the 

219 
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~ tradition to sruti. we noted, for example, that Louis 
1 

Renou could find at best a •symbolic• significance to the 

claim and therefore asserted that there was in reality a 

profound discontinuity between the Rg Veda on the one hand 
• 

and the more •rational• literature of smrti on the other • 
• 

'!he charge of discontinuity against the self-understanding 

of the tradition ia an important one with regard to the 

development of our thesis. It is therefore important for 

us to determine whether the overwhelming characteristic 

of the Bhagavad Gita 1s the changes to be found within it 

when compared to a text like the Rg Veda or whether there is 
• 

any significant ground for asserting continuity. 

W1 thin the Ehagavad GI ta the charge of d.iscontinui ty 

rests upon a set of admittedly very significant changes 

evident by comparison with the ~ Veda. F'Or example, the 
• 

.Rg Veda is a collection of hymns or chants, the purpose of 
• 
which was to name and praise the gods so that they would come 

to the sacrifice and receive the offerings presented by the 

community. 'Ihese offerings accepted by the gods inspired 

them to maintain the cosmos and the community. By way of 

contrast, the Gita, while literally being called a •song• 

seems not to have any ritual function. Bather 1ts purpose, 

1 
ct. Chapter One : "Themes and Qles t1 ons" pp. 1 - .50 
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along with the entire ~.ahabharata epic, is didactic. At 
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the most obvious level, the warrior hero of the Gita, 

Arjuna, 1s rent by confusion about dharma at the outset of 

the song and the substance of the text is Krsna•s teaching • • • 
to Arjuna intended to remedy h1s confusion so that he can 

fight a uar against his enemies. 

Another profoundly significant change between the 
' two texts is the fact that in the Rg Veda there is a 

• 
pantheon of gods who function symbiotically. In the 

Bha5avad Gita, there 1s but one God, K:-~~a, who makes himself 

manifest in human form according to verse 4.7 in the Gita 

to rescue dharma. While the gods act in confo1'I'lity with 

dharma in the Rg Ved~ 
• 

K.rsna sees his function 1n the 
••• 

world not only to act according to dharma, but also to te&ch 

1t. The shift from many gods to one god who reveals both 

himself and his teaching constitutes a striking change in 

emphasis 1n the relation of man and community to the source 

and power(s) in creation. 

Generally speaking the cumulative effect ot such 

changes can be expressed as a shift from a ritually focused 

2 
cf'. SUltthar.kar, pp. 58-60, 86-90, 121-124~ In these 

pas S9.gcs Su.kthanknr argues for a didao tic purpose on 'mundane', 
'ethical 1 and !l:iet:iphys1cal levels. Each level 1 s inseparable 
froru the other. yet taken as a whole presents an overl":l.11 unity 
of purpose to the epic as a whole. 



text to one which is a didactically focused theology of 
J 
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tradition. Within the shift we find that there have also 

been striking changes in the usage of dhr and its derivative 
• 

forms both verbal and nounal. FOr example, while Krsna ••• 

upholds the cosmos in a way similar to that depicted in the 
4 

fig Veda he is also responsible for the rescue of dharma • 
• 

3 
The use of theology in the 'theology of tradition' 

is intended to convey that the teaching in the Bhagav&d Gita 
is a coherent and consistant whole. we speak of a 'theology 
of tradition' because the teaching 1s also a self-conscious 
recollection {si:;trt1) of sruti, intending to articulate 1n its 
main theme, dharIBa., the cont1nui ty of the Trad1 t1on. 

To speak of the 'theology of tradition' in the Gita 
is not intended to suggest that there is but one theological 
view expressed about the text. Sankara and Ramanuja viewed 
the t~xt very differently. Our concern is riot with the 
viewpoints of the schools which commented. on the Gita. Our 
concern is to look directly at the text and exam1ne-Tts 
use of dh~rma and the relation of tho~e uses to the ~rut1 
trad1 t1on. 

of. J.A.B. Van Buitenen, .Ramanuja on the Ehagavad 
Gita, (Delhi, 1968). J. B. Carman, 'lhe 'I'heology of R!imanuJ..~, 
(New Haven, 1971~). 

4 
cf. 14-27, 15.13. 
unless otherwise indicated all references in this 

section will ~efer to the Bha~avad Gita. 
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'!he Bg Vedic gods do not rescue dharma, so in this and other 
• 

similar dharma functions, 1t is clear that what 1s to be 

done in the Bhasavad Gita 1s very often quite different 

from that 1n the Bg Veda • 
• 

The most important of the differences revolves 

around the fact that dharma 1s now a central concept both 

in the Bha~avad Gita and in smrti literature 1n general • 
• 

While verbal types of usages remain important in conveying 

the meaning of dharm~, more significantly the actions to 

be done are conceived through the use of the noun forms of 

dharma. The concept is self-consciously used to describe 

a whole range of actions, the performance of which ls in 

harmony with the principle of dharma. 

'lhe shift of emphasis from a verbal usage to a 
5 

conceptual usage is an important consequence of the shift 

from a ritual text such as the .Rg Veda to a theological 
• 

text 11ke the Bhage.vad GI ta. Krsna•s didactic task is to 
••• 

teach Arjuna the meaning of dharma. '!he fact that Krsna•s 
••• 

teaching contains so much that is different seems to offer 

considerable support to those who would argue that there is 

in the 
.36 a.re 
forms. 

5 
'!here are 74 references 

~1aga~.:.1 GI ta. Of those 
forms of dharma alone or 

to words derived from ~ht 
9 are the name of Dhrtar~stra; 
in compounds; 29 are ~erb ·• 
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a dramatic d1scontinui ty in the 'T1radi ti on. However, it is 

our intention to argue that while_, many actions are quite 

different in the two texts considered in this thesis, there 

is an essential continuity of the root meaning underlying 

the diverse forms of dharma in the Bhagaved Gita. OUr 

contention is that this continuity is not just an accident 

of the linguistic history of the forms of the root~dhr, but - • 
the very essence of what the Tradition intends when it posits 

that £rut1 literature is authoritative for what follows. 

While much of the content of what it means to act in harmony 

with dharma may be changed, the purpose of dharma established 

in the Rg Veda (that the orderly relatedness of all that 
• 

is, is to be upheld) remains the fundamental basis for the 

new developments in the meanings of dharma. 

The articulation of the root meaning of dharma is 

expressed in the Bhagavad Gita in the context of an interpret

ation of T~ad1t1on. 'Ihe whole teaching about dharma is 

formulated in such a way that Krsna appropriates the 
••• 

/ essence of dharma from sruti teachings about the Cosmos, 

about the Sacrifice and ebout the Community, while at the 

same time re-Rrticulating each 1n a new way. 

In order to be in a position to argue the continuity 

of the root meaning in the Tradition, we must first consider 
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the connection of the Gita•s purpose with that of the larger 

epic, the »ihabharata. Secondl~ we must examine Arjuna's 

statements regarding his confusion about dharma in order 

to grasp the dimensions of the problem that faces iq·~~a 

in h1s teaching. Th1rdl~ we must outline our approach to 

the :ohasavad Gita. We can then turn to the task of 

examining the uses of dharma in the Bh~gavad Gita with a 

view to showing the continuity of its root meaning with 

that established in the Rg Veda • 
• 

i... THE EHAGAVAD GITA AND THE MAHABHARATA 

'!he Bhagavad Gita is set within the Mahabharata. In 

terms of the text 1t is found in the 'Bhlsma Farva• wh1ch 1s 
• 

the sixth of the eighteen divisions of the epic. 'Ihe ' Bhisma • 

Parva• is divided into five subsections. the fourth of which 

is the Bha5avad Gita. '!he •Parva• has as its subject matter 

the final preparations for war between the Kauravas and 

their cousins. the Pandavas. In the first section, Bh!sma, 
• • • 

the aged patriarch of the Kauravas, is installed as the 

general heading the forces of Duryod.ana, the ruler of the 

Kaurava household. 'lhe geography of the battlefield is 

analyzed in detail in two sections and the war commences 
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with the first chapter of the Gita. '!he 1 Parva 1 ends with 

the incapacitating of Bhi~ma by Arjuna, the greatest warrior 

among the five Pandava brothers. In all, the 'Parva• 
•• 

covers the preparations, the inception of the battle and ten 

days of its duration during which neither side in the battle 

gains any great advantage. 

How events had reached the point of a cataclysmic 

war is the subject of the first five sections of the 

Mahabharata. '!he protagonists in the battle, the Kauravas 

and the Pa~~avas,are cousins. The battle is over their 

respective claims for the kingdom. In each case their 

claims to the throne are grounded in a complex gen~og1cal 
6 

history of the clan as a whole. Suffice it to say, that 

each side has a valid claim, but there is apparently a 

greater validity to that of Yudhisthira, the eldest of the 
• • 

five Pandavas. An extensive part of the initial books of the • 

Mahabharata is ~n account of how Duryodana, the eldest 

son of the Kauravas, tries to claim the throne first through 

an attempt to murder Yudhisthira and his brothers and 
• • 

subsequently by playing uuon Yudhisth1ra•s devotion to 
• • • 

dharm~ and. his passion for gambling. 

While the murder attempt fails, the gambling match 

succeeds in tt!mpcrs.rily removing the Fandavas from the .. 
·kingdom. Yudhis th1ra' s loss at dice. results in his exile wt th 

• • • 
6 
For a. careful account of the geneology, cf. The Mahabharatq_, 

Vol. I translated and edited by J.A.B. Van B-uitenen, (Chicago, 
197.3), pp .12-13. 
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his brothers and their wife for twelve years with a thirteenth 

in secret hiding. During the last year, should the Plll:gavas 

be discovered,the exile must be repeated. Duryodana claims 

the right to l~ule throughout the period of exile. '!he exile 

of the Pandavas is the sutject of sections three and four of 
•• 

the ~.abhara.ta and the fifth section deals w1 th the diplomatic 

negotia.tions at the end of the exile 111 which the Par:qavas 

seek to re-establish their claim for at least part of the 

kingdom.. The failure of these n~got1ations makes the wa1• 

betweel1. the two families 1nevi table. W1 th the Bhagavad Gl ta, 

that wa.1• commences. 

The conflict between the Pandavas and the Kaurvas has .. 
many levels of significance which are rooted in basic themes 

7 
about qharma in the Rg Veda. For example, the conflict between 

• 
the cousins is over the question of succession: over which 

line within the family will inherit the wealth and power 

of kingship. In our discussion of the usages of ~harma with 

regard to the vedic Community an important consequence of 

the reciprocal relatedness of all that 1s, was the receipt of 

wealth and power. '!he power struggle between Yudh1sth1ra . . 
and r::u1•yodana. can then be understood as a struggle for power 

cf. V.S.Sukthankar•s discussion of the meaning of 
the ep1,c on the ethical plain and especially, his discussion 
of both dharma@s meaning arid its place in the thought of the 
epic a.s a whoie. 

Sukthankar, pp. 77-8?. 
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and wealth fought lti thin the f1•amework of dharma. While 

.Duryodana must be understood. to have some legitimacy to his 

claim. h~! ls depleted in the epic as willing to act without 

restraint to gain his ends. Typical is~is attempts to murder 

the Fandavas. BY contrast the Pandavas act within a framework . . . . 
of dharm~ to establish their claim. Yudhlsthira knows his . . 
own weakness for gambling. but will net withdraw because the 

s1 tuat1on requires that he act according to dharma and accept 

his cous1n•s challenge. Furthermore. the Pandavas go into .. 
exile rather than revolt against their fate because it is 

required by their understanding of dharma. 'Ihe Pandav as .. 
explicity assume that by acting in harmony with dharma~wealth 

and power will come to them in spite of temporary setbacks. 

'Ihe assumption that action in harmony ni th dharma 

brings wealth and power is set within the complex rules of 

ksatriyahood. which had evolved during the periods between 
• 

the Bg ve~!!!, and the Mahabharata. While we find in the P.g Veda 
• • 

that the ,gods protect the commun1 ty which functions 1n harmony 

wt th dharma, and the va.rna structure of the community 1n one 
• 

instance is described as emerging from the different aspects 
8 

of the Puirusa or Sp1r1 t in a hierarchically differentiated 
• 

form made up of priests and warriors, landholders and serfs, 

8 
~1_veda, 10.90.12 • 
• 
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it is problematic to know to what extent that social differ

entiation actually characterized the vedic community. By the 

time of the ~habharata however, it is clear that the 

hierarchical structure which d1fferent1ated extended families 

according to the fourfold pattern was established and the 

succession battle wes fought out within the framework of the 

rules or customs which govern the ksatr1Ia portion 1n that • 
hierarchy. 

'!he question which haunts the Pa~gavas is the meaning 

of dhar1na a.s custom had ccme to interpret it, in the midst 

of a. coinfused s1 tuation where specific customs seem to be at 

odds with ea.ch other. Dha.rma seems to be at odds with itself. 

At s taki:! for the Pandava.s is a question of succession, wealth 
• • 

and power, but also the whole idea and nature of harmonious 

integration 1n an order which is understood to interrelate 

and uph<>ld the whole structure of the cosmos and human exis~

ence. While the 'broad issue is ma.de concrete in the context 

of a specific family of a specific varna, we shall see in 

detail as we analyze Al•juna•s dilemma. and Krsna•s teaching 
••• 

that the conflict 1s applicable to the entire va1•na system -
• 

that is the whole com..'ilunity, and 1s inseparable from the root 

meaning of d~rma established in the ~ Veda. 
# 

'Ibe question posed in the whole epic and in the Gita, 

is the meaning of dharma at a time when its usages appear 

contradictory and confusing. 'Ihe fact that the whole epic 
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descri'bes in detail how difficult it is to know dharma 

suggests that there was a consensus that the p1•oper function

ing of creation and human existence depended upon such 

knowledge as the basis for human action. This conviction 

informs the many long discourses on various subjects through-

'... i out the epic; for example, the one on kingship in the 'San~ 

Parva '• such didactic sections of the epic combine with 

the story to confirm the consensus that dharma 1s central; 

to pose the question of the meaning of the multitude of 

confusing usages: and to respond to such confusion. In such 

a framework, the Bhagavad Gita, as v.s. Sukthankar has stated, 
9 

is the •kernel• of the whole epic because it is the central 

teaching about dharma. 

In essence, the relationship of the Bhagavad Gita 
to the 1ep1c as a whole is one in which the issues of the 

diverse meanings of dharma are reduced to their essential 

components and responded to. llie teaching formulates the 

oontinu:lty of tradition and dharma•s co.re or root meaning 

as the c~onceptual framework w1 thin which the di verse forms 

of the term's use have their meaning e.nd purpose. 

2. ARJm;A.' S CSISIS OVER DHARNA 

B.e.ving outlined some of the ways in which the G1 ta 
is related to the Jr8.hat:harqta eplo, our task now 1s to -----........-
exal.Gine Arjune 1 s dilemma both in the light of the larger 
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issues of the epic and what we have seen of the root meaning 

of dharm..!_ in the Rg Veda. 'Ibe purpose of this inquiry is to 
• 

establish the dimensions of the problem which face Krsna in 
••• 

his teach11"...g. We want to indicate how dharma is the 

conceptual focus for the crisis and thereby establish why 

Krsna•s resDonse is articulated in the form of a theology . . . -
of trad.1. ti on, the ma.in theme of which is dharma. 

'Ihe setting for Arjuna's crisis is a battlefield. 'lhe 

name attributed to this field in the GI ta is both Kuruksetra 
10 • 

and Dha.t•maksetra. 'Ihe field where Arjuna collapses in despair 
• 

over the battle in which the whole of the Kaurava clan faces 

the prospect of destruction is known by the name of dharm~. 

Yany complex interpretations are possible on the basis of the 

two names of the battlefield, but suffice it to say at this 

point that the fact that one name contains dharma calls 

attention to this important concept at the very outset of the 

text. 

'llle beginning of the battle to be fought on the 

J?harroa.kset'.i:".11. 1s announced by the Kaurava forces under 
• 

Duryod.ana. wtth the cacophanous cry of conchshells, drums 

and eymtols both s1dea bogin the advance townrd battle. In 

the midst of the clnsh of sounds, Arjuna raises his bow as 

if to charge into the ~l~fo. but instead instructs Krsna ... 
his charioteer to drive to a point in the middle of the 

.l.O 
1.1. 
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battle·f1eld and halt. From this vantage point, Arjuna 

surveys the armies already engaged in battle. What Arjuna 

sees can be described as h1.s "first vision" which stands in 

strik1l'.1g contrast with his "second vision" that of Krsrta' s ••• 

eternal form described in Ola.pter x1 of the Gita • 

.Al•juna•s first vision is with his natural eyes and 

what he sees naturally constitutes the ground for his confusion 

about clharma. Arjuna sees that both armies in this battle 

are made up of fathers and grandfathers~ teachers, uncles, 
11 

brothers, sons, grandsons and friends. The effect of seeing 

all h1B relatives and friends gathered to do battle 1s 

devastating. Arjuna becomes both depressed {v1s1dann) and 
12 • 

filled with compassion (krpaya) to the point that he is 
. lJ 

renderud. incapable of fighting • In addition, he se~s 
14 

•portents• (n1mittini) that reflect ln the cosmos the 

disharmony which he feels in the face of the necessity of 

this be~ttle. In consequence Arjuna states: 

'!hem I do not wish to slay, 
l!.ven tho they slay (me), O slayer of Mad.hu, 
Even for three-world rulersh1ps 
Sake; how much less for the sake of the earth. 

11 
1.26-27. 

12 
1.28. 

lJ 
l.26-J6. 

14 
l.Jl. 



Having slain Dhrtarastra•s men, to us 
What joy would ensue:·Jan'ardana? 
Evil alone would light upon us, 
Did we slay 1hese (our would be) murderers. 

etan na hantum iccham1 
ghnato •pi madhusudana 
api tra1lokyarajyasya 
hetoh kim nu mahlkrte 

• • • 
nihat~e dh§rtarastran nah 
ka prltih syaj janardana· 
pspam evi •srayed asman 
hatval •tan atatayinah 15 

• 
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Arjuna's reaction to what he sees on the battlefield leads 

him to conclude that the consequences of the battle, 

irrespective of which side emerges as the victor, would be 

disastrous. He suggests that power and wealth are not ends 

in themselves, but goals to be realized for the sake of the 

family as a whole. To kill relations, teachers and friends 

is to dissolve the point of acquiring wealth and power, and 

furthermore, it is against customs arising from dharma. To 

do battle with elders and teachers is to break patterns of 

reverence and authority among men. Furthermore, he sees that 

the consequences for his own destiny are evil (papa ). He 

argues that the price of such evil is not worth the conquest 
16 

of the t:riple structure of crea t1on ( trailokya) let alone 

l'Uling power in this world alone. Arjuna therefore concludes : 

'Iherefore we should not slay 
:cnrtarastra' s men, our own l<:insfolk. 
Fo~ how:·having slain our kinsfolk, 
Gould we be happy, Madhva? 

LS 
l. J5-J6. 
16 
1.36. 
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E.Ven 1f they do not see. 
Because their intelligence is destroyed by greed, 
'lhe sin caused by destruction of family, 
.And the crime involved in injury to a friend, 

Bow should we not know enough 
To turn back from this wickedness. 
'!he sin caused by destruction of family 
Perceiving, O Janardana? 

tasman na Tha vaya.m hantu~ 
dhartarastran svab~ndhavan 
svajanrup.hi katha~ hatva 
sukhinah syama madhava 

• , 
yady apy ete na pasye.nti 
lobhopahatacetasaQ 
kulak~ayakrtam do~am 
m1tradrohe·ca·patakam 

katham na jneyam asmabh1h 
papad·asman nivartitum • 
kulal:sayakrtem dosrup 
prapasyadbnir· janirdana 17 

In these passages, At•juna begins to develop his argument 

againsi; fighting in the war. Not only does he see 1 t as an 

objective evil against h1s own happiness, but he also sees 

that it is incumbent upon him, having recognized the evil 

which will ensue by the war, to withdraw from it. While 

his cousins, the Kauravas, cannot see things as he does 

because their consciousness is fragmented by greed (lobho-
18 

:mhatacetasa), Arjuna can see, and hence, he concludes it 

is better that he not fight than murder his would-be murderers. 

'lhe force of this argument against participation in 

the battle is essentially that it constitutes a sin (dosa). 
fl 

The ends - conquest and realization of power and wealth -

cannot be justified by the means necessary to attain them. 

17 
1.37-.39. 
18 
1.,38. 
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Seeing this, Arjuna has established the basis for re-stating 

h1s poEJi ti on in terms of dharma. '!he power of this new 

stage ln the argument is accented by the fact that Arjuna 

has bet:m throughout the epic a great and heroic warr101• 

who ha~: never shrunk from the neoessi ty of battle. Drona, 

his ~Ul:!! in the arts of war a.nd ksatriyahood,had taught him 
• 

well. He therefore knows his task and duty. It is in the 

light c1f his fulfillment of his ~satrizadharm~ throughout 
• 

the ep1.o story that the cr1 t1cal proportions of his dilemma 

are cle:a.i·ly visible and given emphasis at this juncture. 

Accordingly, Arjuna argues that to perform his dharma 

as a wa.rrior in this war will destroy the kula. or family. 

Fol" exa.mple, a kula constitutes the families of the Pandavas .. 
e.nd the Kaurvas, both of which are part of one jat1 01• kin 

19 
group. 1Ihus w1th this war, and the destruction of the ~ 

edition 

9 
Irawati Karve KinshiE Organization in India, Third 
(Bv~bay, 1968), pp. 4 -47. 
Karve states : 

Kula, ••• ~eems to refer to the whole of the patri
fam1ly res1d1ng at one place. Kula is thus the 
aggregate of kin 1n a great famI'IY7 

She contil·~ues later: 
Tiie kula ~ay be called a phratry, a ~ebrllderschaft. 
which reos.ined an exogamous unit as !Ong as- 1 t was 
based on one locality. 'lhis dependence on locality 
was due to the custom of changing the name of a kula 
either through change 1n locality or through -
choosing any one of the different ancestors as 
kulakara. 

Karve also points out that the use of the name 'Pandava• 
ra.the1• than 'Kaurava• which is the jati name is an· illustration 
of the use of Kula. 
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the ete:rnal dharma~ of the family (kuladhann%.flz<Jnataq~hl 
20 • • 

will be~ destroyed. 'Ihe effect of the destruction of family 

and ~Lrm~ results in the rule of adharma which brings 
21 

destruction to the ~in its entirety. 'Ihat is to say, 

since the war "'111 destroy the protectors of the family, th-e 

ksatri~:!! warriors, the surviving fa!D.ily will be exposed to 
• 

the forces of adharma, the consequences of which will 

ultimately destroy the family in its entirety through 

corruption of women and mixture of varna., the hierarch1csl 
• 

caste c1rder: 

and 

Because of the prevalence of lawlessness, ¥~·3na, 
The women of the family are corrupted; ••• 
When the women are corrupted, O vrsni-clansman, 
Mixture of caste ensues. •·• 

22 

adharmabhibhavat krsna 
pra~u~yanti kulastriya~ 
str1su dustasu varsneya 
jayate varnasamkarah . . 23 
Arjuna's understanding that the war is sinful (do2.£) 

24 • 
evil (E..aE~) 1s in his view, a consequence of the mixture 

of ~~ as adharma prevails • 
• 

20 
1.40. 

21 
1.40. 

22 
1.41. 

2.3 
l.J8,4J. 

24 
1 • .)6,39. 
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Mixture (of caste) leads to naught but hell 
For the destroyers of the family and for the family: 
For their ancestors fall (to hell), 
Eecause the rl tes of (giving) food and water a1·e 
interrupted. 

sa~karo narakaya1 1 va 
kulaghnanam kulasya ca 
patant1 pitaro hy esam 
luptep1ndokakakriyah 25 

•• • 
Af3 women marry men from levels 1n the varna hierarchy to 

• 
which they do not belong the purity of the ~ 1s destoryed, 

and n<) one possesses the sacred duty to of'IJr the sacrifice 

of focd and wate1• to the fathers (~r), the rounders and 
• 

ma1nta.1ners of the family. 'Ihe sin which begins with 

participation 1n the war brings its inevitable consequence 

that a varna is no longer pure and both the Jat1dharma or the 
• 

•law' t:)f an extended kinship group such as that of the whole 

KauraVEt clan and the kuladharma, the • lau• of a family 11ke 
26 - ' " 

the PBz:t<tavas, are dest1•oyed. The final consequence of 

destruction of the kula 1s that those who partlcipate 1n the 
27 

destruction dwell in hell eternally • S1gn1f1cantly, the 

ground tor Arjuna•,s conviction concerning th1s entire pattern 
/ of causE1 and consequence is sruti for he states at the end of 

1.44 tha.t his whole understa'hd1ng is based upon what he has 

25 
1.42. 

26 
l.4J. 

'">? ~. 

1.44. 
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/ " heard (anususruma), refering probably, to the teaching about 

" srut1 conveyed to him by Drona, his guru 1n the context of his 

training in ksatryadharma and by Bhi~ma the family patriarch 
• 

"-a recognized expert 1n the •sant1 Parva• on dharma. 

AS a result of this understanding of the implications 

of doing his dharma as a warrior, Arjuna resolves not to 

fight: 

Ah woe~ •Twas a great wickedness 
That we had resolved to commit, 
In that thru greed for the joys of kingship, 
We undertook to saly our kinsfolk 

If me unresisting, 
Weaponless, with weapons 1n their hands, 
Dhrtara~tra•s men should slay in battle, 
'!hat would be a safer course for me. 

'!bus speaking Arjuna 1n the battl~ 
Sat down 1n the box of the car, 
Letting all h1s bow and ar1,cws, 
His heart smitten with grief. 

aho bata mahat papam 
kartum vyavas1ta vayam 
yad rijyasukhalobhena 
hantum svajanam udyatah • • 

yad1 mam apratlkaram 
, t , - h asas ram sastra.ps.:naya 

dhsrtarilstra rane·hanyus 
tan me ksemataram bhavet • • 

evam uktYi •rjunah samkhye 
rathopasth~ upav1s~t • 
visrjya sa~aram capam , . -. . sokasamvignaoanasah 28 

• • 

In Chapter Two of the Bha~avad Gita, Arjuna briefly 

restates his argument and his resolve against fighting. He 

argues that Bhisma the family patriarch and Drona his guru 
• 

2 
1.45-47. 
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in the arts of war deserve ~.:S.'1! or reverenc~ not slaughter 
29 

at h1s hands. In addit1on .Al•juna states that he does not 

know which were better "whether we s!1ould conquer, or they 
JO 

should conquer US 11 y:ad Va Jayem.a. lad1 Va !!,2 Jayeyuh. As a 
• 

result,. J..x juna concludes: 

My very being afflicted with the ta1nt of weak 
compassion, 
1 ask 'lhee, my mind bewildered as to ~harm.!J the 
right 
Which were better, that tell me definitely; 
1 ruu '!hy pupil, teach me that have come to Thee 
(for ins t1·uction ). 

karpru:yadcr~f6hatasvabhav~Q _ 
procham1 tvam dharmasammudhacetah 

• • - J • • - ' yac chreyah syan n1scitam bruh1 ~an me 
sisyas te'ham sadh1 mrun tvam prapannam Jl • • • • 

In the darkness of his confusion of consciousness about 
)2 

dharma( dhe.rmasarnmudhacetat\ Arjuna resolves: 11 1 will not 
~ • - JJ. 

fight" (na x.otsya ill) and submits to K.rsna as hls teacher. 
• • • 

As he has described it, Arjuna's crisis has three 

dimenslons to it. ~hen Arjuna submits to Krsna as his teacher, 
••• 

29 
2 • '~-5. 

30 
2.6 

Jl 
2.7 

32 
2.7 

33 
2.9 
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J4 
hei says he is confused about dhnrma • In a general sense 

.Al•juna is asking lfhat 1s important for man to know. Krsna's ... 
response, as we shall see, 1s that it is important to know 

B1m SLS the sou1~ce and maintainer of all that is. Ar ju.."'la' s 

conf1mion then 1s to be understood in 1 ts broadest form 1n 

cosmc~log1cal terms. To know dharma will require that he 

know the source EU~d nature of creation. 

'llle second dimension of Arjuna's crisis is the 

neoess1ty of the battle at Kuruksetra. Arjuna is asking what 
• 

he mu.st do, and) more generalll5 what 1s important for man to 

do. 'l'tl1e is a dimension of his problem related to appropriate 

relig·1ous action. Krsna•s response is in terms of the 
••• 

universal sacrifice of yoga. To know_yc•ga as dharma is to 

know how man can act in such a way that he is in harmony 

with the cosmos and the principle cf dharma. 

'lhirdly, Arjuna•s crisis is rooted in the communal 

dimension of human experience. How could the community have 

reached the point that it was at war with itself for ~ealth 
' and power? How can the varna order be in harmony with dharrna 

when 1t seems to bring the community to such a catclysm1c 

end? It is important ther~fore that we see how the varna 

syste:m is part of the larger order established by the 

teaching of Krsna • 

34 
2.7 

. . . 

• 
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In these three dimensions of Arjuna's crisis we see 

that Arjuna is faced not just with an immediate cr1s1s but 

one which requires a comprehensive account of cosmology, 

rel1glous action. and community. What is strikingly 

different from our discussion of the Rg Veda is that 
• 

Arjuna's problem arises from his understanding of an already 

existlng tradi tlon in which dharma was an impo1•tant concept. 

W1 th1rt the response to that problem, therefore, 1 t is not 

suffic~1ent simply to offer a teaching about cosmology, 

religl.ous action or community. The teacher must address 

the task of correcting Arjuna's understanding of the ·rrad1t1on 

as he had received it. As we examine the usages of dharma 

in thE~ Bhagava.d GI ta, we must not only see what dharma 

means in each particular use, but also see its meaning as a 

re-1rtterpretat1on of an existing understanding of dharma. 

It is on the basis of this dual task that we have called 

Krsna•s teaching a theology of tradition. In the theology 
••• 

it is necessary to teach dharma both 1n·the light of an exi~ting 

mea.n1r:tg and in the light of a problem about that meaning, 

which Arjuna has delineated with great force and clarity. 

It is apparent therefore that the problem which 

faces Krsna is somewhat analogous to our own problem. We . . . 
are interested in establishing the continuity of the root 

meaning of dharma. Krsna is concerned to show Arjuna that ... 
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he has misunderstood the meaning of dharma and must see 1t 

as an integral part of the existing 'I";ra.d1 tion, of which the 

Rg Veda is the basis and see it 1n his situation as the key 
• 
to the resolution of his dilemma. The issue of cont1nu1ty is 

therefore at the very heart of Krsna•s own teaching • 
• • • 

The question now is how can we proceed to study 

dharma in the context of that problem. 

3. THE STUDY OF DHA..BMA IN THE BHAGAVAD GITA 

'lhus far we have located our study of dharma in 

the ~agavad Gita within our continuing task of establishing 

a root meaning for dharma. SUch a meaning requires, 

according to the self-understanding of the Indian Religious 
/ 

'Irad1tion, both a srut1 root form and demonstrable continuity. 

'Ihe E!!agavad GI ta is a smrti text s.nd as such has many 

characteristics which legitimately pose a problemfor 

understanding both the idea of continuity in the T.~ad1 ti on 

and in particular the continuity of the root meaning for 

dharma from its conception in the ]lg Veda • 
• 

With regard to the Bhagavad Gita however, we have 

established that, generally speaking, the song of Krsna ... 
is contained within an epic the general concern of which is 

instruction in dharma. The Phagavad Gita, as the 'kernel' 

teaching of the epic, sees dharma. in a pervasive crisis of 
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immediate and cataclysmic proportions exemplified both by 

the wa:r to be fought by the forces of the Kauravas and the 

Pandavas and by the crisis of the '11 ra.d1 tion which the war .. 
symbolizes in the person of Arjuna. 

The question now is, how shall we proceed to ex~mine 

• • • 
teachings in the face of Arjuna's crisis? When we 

examin1~d the usages of dharma in the P.g Veda we faced the 
• 

problem of organizing disparate references to dhr from various 
• 

hymns according to thematic patterns and interpreting the 

references in their respective contexts in particular hymns. 

By way of contrast with the Bg Veda, the Bhag~vad GI ta 1s a 

unified text setting forth a problem and a teaching intended 

to res<>lve the problem. 'lhe change in the character of the 

text rE~qu1res a change in approach to the text and the study 

of ~~ within it. 

Generally speaking, scholarship on the Ehagavad Gita 

1s not very helpful in setting forth guidelines for the study 

of the text suitable for our purposes. Western schcla~s 

now generally say they ag1·ee with their Indian counterparts 
35 

that there is a uni tai·y character to the text. However, 

35 
In the most recently published edition of the 

Phagavad Gita, R. c. Zaehner states in his introduction: 
It was once fashionable to emphasize the various 
strands that go to make up the Gita as we now have it, 
and to classify them as Sa.mkhya, Vedanta, or Bhakti 

• (continued) 
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ce1•ti:\.1n facets of that un1 ty continue to pose problems for 

the western scholar. For example, historical and cTitical 

interest in the Gita continues to be frustrated by lack of 

clar:Lty on questions of authorship and dating while, generally 

speal!ing, neither question 1s of serious importance to Indian 
36 

scholarship. 'Ihe consequence of the western view is that 

the lmi ty of the text is compromised by the conviction that 

there~ were many recensions of the text over a period. of 

time as long as from the fifth century B.c. to the first 
37 

century A.D. A further consequence of this critical 

35 (continued} 
as the case may be, thereby emphasizing the apparent 
incoherence of the poem. rt therefore seemed to me 
that the only sound way of tackling the Gita might 
be 'by putting as little as possible of oneself into 
it ••• to consider it as a whole that should be 
expla1ned by itself and by the milieu out of which 
it grows •••• 
Zaehner continues: 
It was only after teach1ng the Glta for a number 
of years that it appeared to me, ~ith each re
reading to be a far more unitary work than most 
modern scholars had been prepared to concede •••• 

R. c. Zachner, trans., The Bhagavad Gita, (Oxford, 
1969 ), p. 2. 

36 
1be striking contrast is evident, for example, in 

Rudolf Otto• s The 0!'1~1nal Gita in which he argues that the 
Gita is part of the Krsnite recens1on of the i19.habharata. 
By contrast, the commenearies of Sankara, R§.manuja and the 
eont(?mporary works of 'Iilak, Aurobindo and Vineba. Bhave are 
focused upon the task of interpreting the meaning of the 
teaching found within the text. 

37 
For a discussion of the date of the Bhagavad Gita see: 

s. B.Euihakrishran, The Bhagavad GI ta (I.ondon, 1949 ), pp .. 14-15 
SUvira Jaiswal, 'Ihe Origin and Development of Vais ...... navism, 
<ne1h1, i967 ), PP· 14-s. 75. • • 

(continued) 
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apprO!lCh to the text arises even for those who would argue 

that the unity of the text is theological. In the face of 

the numerous instances of apparently contradictory statements 

important to the teaching of the text, 1t 1s argued that 

the t•~xt is 1ncons1stent at specific points and the 

inconsistency is in part due to the various recensions of 

the text. The end result of this kind of thinking is a basic 

scept:lcism about the resolution of .Arjuna's problem and 

confu:sion as to how the text could have been reverenced by 
J8 

the T:t'ad1t1on for so many hundreds of years. 

37 (continued J 
Ra.dhakr1shnan argues for the fifth century B. c. 

while SUvira Jaiswal cpts for a date in the last two centuries 
B.C. The evidence in the debate is hardly supportive of any 
specific date. Jaiswal does point to the_first reliable 
reference to the text 1n the writings of Al'yadeva who lived 
towar•i the end of the second century A.D. 

J8 
An 1.llustrat1on of this kind of thinking is 

Franklin Edgerton's discussion of ah1msa or non-violence 
in the Ehagavad Git~. He points out how contradictory it 
is to speak of ahirasa in a text, the purpose of which 1s 
to convince Arjuna to fight in a war. E:lgerton simply sees 
a contradiction·because he has not se~n the subtly of the 
problem facing Arjuna nor the subtly of the response in 
which dharroa as duty has many forms in many circumstances 
for many different people. In addition, ~s we shall see 
below, Krsna•s first teaching is to show that Arjuna can 
kill no one, for all life and creation is eternal. 

of. F. E:lgerton trans •• The Bhagavad Gita, Harper 
Torchbook B:li t1on, (New Yo!"k, 196Ti), pp. 185-lBb. 
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our approach to the study of dharma and the texts 

we have chosen to study has been to accept the cla1ms of 

the Tradition at face value and, as an outsider to the 

Tradition, to try to understand its meaning by the process 

of verifying those claims. In approaching the Bhagavad Gita 

we propose to a.ssu.'lle the un1 ty of the text. '!his is not to 

question the probability that there were various recensions 

of the text. It 1s simply to accept the text as it stands, 

assuming that howeve1• many recensions there may have been, 

those who edited the text had sufficient unity of purpose 

to have given it editorial un!fication. '!he text has stood 

in its present form without substantial alteration for 

centuries and has proven to be a paramount source in the 

Tradition for philosophical reflection and meditation. 1hat 

it has proven through time to be acceptable to the Tradition 

makes it likely that the solution to our problem about the 

continuity of the root meaning of dharma in the later 

Tradition will be found 1n the text as it stands, taken as 

a whole. 

To take the text as a unity is not to suggest that 

we are going to discuss everything that is in the text. Qlr 

task is simply to study dharma as it 1s presented 1n Krsna•s 
••• 

teaching. Arjuna's presentation of his d1lermr.a would suggest 

that the meaning of dharma continues to have cosmological. 

religious and communal dimensions. Al3 a result we will 
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organ!Lze our discussion of dha.rm~ thematically around these 

three topics. It is important, however, to recognize that 

Arjuna's dilemma. is not reducible to any one of the three 

parts 1, nor is Krsna • s response just a cosmology or a new 
••• 

interpretation of religious action or re-affirmation of 

the !l!:.!:lli!. order. Ea.ch is part of a theology of trad1 ti on 
• 

which constitutes Krsna•s teaching about dharma. As a . . . 
result; many i•eferences will be applicable to discussions 

in onE~ or more a1·eas. 

Finally, it is important to state that our 

discuf::sion of the cosmological, the religious and the communal 

dimen~iions of the l?hagavad GI ta will focus on the issue of 

the ccmt1nu1 ty of dharma' s root meani.ng. It 1s not our 

intention to describe the cosmology comprehensively by 

exam1r1ing all the facets of meaning of such terms as E,!lrus~ 
• 

or prakrt1. Rather, our task while outlining the coscology 
• 

will be to show dharma•s place within prakrti and purusa 
• • 

and that the root meaning of dharma is basic to that 

cosmology. The same limitation applies to our discussion 

of ~~ as the new key to the def1n1 t1on of appropriate 

religi.ous action. Uke prakrti, yoga. is a very complex term . --
in thEi text. We are simply concerned to show that ~ is 

dharms~ and that the significance of that association is to 

provid.e a form of religious action which expresses the root 

mean1rtg of dharma. '!he same purpose will apply to our 
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discussion of the communal implications of dharma. We 

shall want to establish that the varna system is appropriated 
• 

by Krsna's teaching in order to express the way in which 
••• 

society can be integrated 1nto the underlying purpose 

expressed in the root meaning of dharma. 



CHAPTER II 

DHARMA, KRSNA AND THE COSMOS .. -
1. fNTRODUCTION 

In our discussion of dharma and the Cosmos in the 

Bg Ved~. we saw that the beginning of creation was the 
• 
emergence of the golden foetus (hiran;ragarbha) and sub-

• 
sequently the birth of Agni and his twin brother Indra. 

With ~~n1 the mantra and the light came to be. With Indra 

came the effective force to separate Heaven and Earth; to 

conquer vrtra and release the waters as the basis for life 
• 

ln all its diversity. Subsequently other powers emerged 

in creation. Mitra and Varuna brought orderliness of 
• 

motion (~) and Soma's power mediated between the gods 
• 

and man. 

In essence, the cosmos was populated by powero 

which functioned according to their respective dharma. 

Often 1;hat dharma. was not expressed 1n noun forms, but forms of 

the roc>t dhr. We were able to see a root meaning of dharma. -.-
primar1.ly by tracing out the actions performed according to 

the verb in the context of the cosmological functions of 

the major deities. 

In the Bhagavad Gita, while many of the Gods which 

we discussed in the Rg Veda are referred to 1n the course 
• 

of the text, their presence is always subordinate to Krsna•s • 
• • • 

249 
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The gods of the Rg Veda are presented as ancient manifest-
• 

ations of Krsna. 1 For our purposes, it is unnecessary to 
••• 

trace the history of the emergence of Krsna in the Tradition 
• • • 

from the Rg Veda forward. Our task here and in subsequent 
• 

sections is to interpret the references to dharma to show 

the nature of the continuity of the root meaning. Such a 

purpose is not dependent upon the complex history of the 

emergence of Krsna as a as _a major deity within the smrti 
••• • 

literature of the Indian Tradition. 2 

There is however one step in the tradition which it 

is important to recall in order to grasp the significance of 

Krsna's cosmic functions and the place of dharma within ••• 
them. The last of the ~ruti literature was the Upanisads, 

• 
and these texts thought out with great care the imagery of 

the cosmology and the sacrifice of the ancient ~ruti texts. 

The central theological affirmation which characterizes the 

1 
cf. 10.20..-42 • 

• 

2 
The oldest and most basjc history of Vais~avism is: 

R. G. Bhandarkar's Vais~vism, ;:,aivism and Minor·Reli;g:ious 
Systems, (Varanasi, 19b5). The best current text on the 
early history of Vaii~=mavism is: Suvira Jaiswal, The Origin 
and Develonment of valsnavi s:n, (Delhi, 1967) • Imnortant, 
though not for its histarical reconstruction of Valsnavism, 
but for an account of the conceptual roots is: J. Goncta, 
Aspects of Early Visnuism, (Utrecht: 1954) • 

• • 
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Upanisandµ3 is the equation that atman or the soul in all 
• 

life is the same as Brahman, the source and sustenance of 

the whole cosmos. This affirmation is critical in order to 

understand the fact that Krsna in the Bhagavad Giia. is 
• • • 

Arjuna's friend and charioteer, He is a man. At the same 

time, V, s. Sukthanker is undoubtedly correct when he asserts 

that throughout the epic there is an indisputable awareness 

and affirmation of Krsna's divine nature4. That he can be 
• • • 

both rests upon the theological understanding made explicit 

in the Upanisads that man's soul is the same as Brahman. We 

shall see in detail as we proceed that the distinguishing 

mark of Krsna, the charioteer, is his knowledge of his divine 
••• 

nature, while Arjuna also a man, stands as Krsna's pupil . . . 
in need of both h.earing Krsna' s teaching and seeing his .... 
divine nature, Arjuna thus stands in line with the rsi's -.-.-
of old, in the quest for the truth behind the diversity of 

creation. While such knowledge came as the gift of Vac for 

her beloved in the R~ Veda, in the Bhagavad Gita it comes 
• 

as the revelatory teaching and vision given to Arjuna by his 

friend, Krsna. 'l'hat is to say, knowledge comes from the God .... 
who is man, to the man who must learn that he is eternally 

one with God. 

3 
cf. Chandogya Upanisad, v. 10.2 - v. 24.5. Here 

the correspondence is in terms of a universal atman or self 
and the self or atman in each human. 

4 
Sukthankar, Op. cit, pp. 91-124. 
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While an understanding of Krsna•s eternal nature is ••• 

essentjLal for our purposes, the focus of our attention 1n 

this sE,c t1on is the cosmological uses of dharma. Taken 

togethE~r there are two basic dimensions to KJ.·~l'}-a's dharma. 

He 1s the source and upholder of the whole of creation and 

secondly Krsna ls a. teacher and savior of msnkind. In the 
••• 

text, these two functions are part of an essential conceptual 

unity. For the purposesaf<n exposition of that unity, we 

must first separate them and then see them in relationship. 

We shall therefore deal with Krsna•s teaching function 1n . . . 
the context of our discussion of ~· 

Krsna•s dha1'"ID.a as the upholder of the cosmos is . -. ' 
presented in several contexts 1n the Bh'lgavad G1 ta • 'Ihese 

references are representative of K.rsna 1 s actions which a.re 
••• 

directly identifiable w1th the upholding and supporting actions 

of the powers in the Rg Veda. 'Ihis is true 1n a conceptual 
• 

and 1n a 11ngu1st1c sense. All the actions of upholding are 

funot1cms which are identical to those Rg Vedic powers • 
• 

Signif1.cantly all are verb forms of ~ as well. However, 
• 

a careful examination of these references also reveals that 

the structure of the cosmos within which these functions are 

performed has come to be seen in a. very different way than 

was the: case in the flg Veda. Bather than emphasizing a 

triple structure of creation, to which there are only a few 

5 
7.4-6, 9.34, 12.J, lJ.6, 14.27, 15.13. 
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6 
references, the cosmos 1s depicted as part of K;'~~a•s prakrti 

or natural fo1·ce which both orders and brings creation into 

being and supports it. Krsna•s form is not however, ex-• .. 
hauste1i by prakrti, he is also purusa or Spirit which watches 

• • 
the o~ierly functions of prakrti but remains indifferent 

• 
to its d1verse functions. 

'!he change from the triple structure of creation 

populated by many powers to a cosmos depicted 1n terms of 

prakri1iand purusa must be examined with care to see if the 
• • 

change in structure brings with it changes in the root 

meaning of dharma. 

It is our contention in the face of these types of 

cosmological use of dharma in the Glt~ that Kt~~a's 

paramo,unt tasks can only be grasped properly in the context 

of ~.rma' s root meaning. The root meaning prov ides the 

underlying purpose within which both the continuities and 

change·s of meaning can be understood. For example, while many 

gods uphold the cosmos 1n the Hg Veda, in the Bha$avad Gita, 
• 

it is Krsna•s dharma to be the source, maintainer and even 
••• 

ultimately the destroyer of all creation. While the 

structure of that creation is articulated in a different way, 

the di.vine functions as manifest expressions of dharma.•s 

root meaning remain. 

2. DHARMA AND KRSNA 1 S ETERNAL NATURE 
• • • 

In order to show the fundamental continuity of the 

i.Js. 3.22, 11.20. 
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root niean1ng of dharma, we want to examine the eternal 

nature e>f Krsna to show that dharm~ constitutes an essential ... 
and fundamental dimension of thatrature. It is our contention 

that not only is there an 1dentif1ble continuity in the 

meanings of dharma from the Hg Veda but those meanings are 
• 

part c1f the underlying root meaning which 1s to uphold the 

orderly relatedness of all that is. 

The two terms which are most important in Krsna•s 
• • • 

dep1ct.1on of H1s eternal natu1•e are prakrt1 and purusa. 
• • 

Both c1f these terms present complex difficulties for 

interpretation in the .Bhagavad Gita. Not the least of 

those difficulties is the fact that these two terms are 

central to one of the philosophical schools of the Indian 
7 

Trad1tion, Samkhya. 'Ille question that arises because of 
• 

the fil. ta• s use of terms such as purusa, £rakrt1 and others 
• • 

in common with the school of Sa.mkhya is whether that school . 
constitutes a major influence on the teaching in the Bha5avad 

Gitae The references in the text make this a very difficult 

problem to solve. For example, the term •samkhya' itself 

is used. in the GI ta on several occasions and normally its use 

7 
'Ihe basic source for knowledge of samkhya philosophy 

is the pamkhya Kar1ka. Biit1ons of the Kar1ka include: 
o - I John Lavies, The SSmkhya Kar1ka of Iswara Krishna, 

( calcu tte., 1881). • • 
A. M. ESnoul, I.es Strophes De $9.~hya, (Paris, 1964). 

Of the two editions, tfie French ea1t1on ~ E.Snoul is the 
best s1:>urce. 
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seems to suggest simply •knowledge' rather than the designa-
8 

tion of a philosophical school. Similarly the presentation 

of the various material and conscious forms of prak:ti 

that are characteristic of the 58.mkhya cosmology and psy-. 
chology do not appear to have the same meaning 1n the Bhagavad 

·9 
Gita as they do in the S§.qlkhya system. 

'!he simple fact that there are significant differences 

in the use of terminology common to both S8Jpkhya school and 

the Ehagavad Glta leads us to conclude that the most 

straightforward way to interpret the Bhagavad G1ta is to 

examine terms like prakrti and purusa within the text itself 

and not attempt to formulate their meaning through samkhya . 
philosophy. such a procedure finds support on historical 

grounds as ~ell. The fact that scholarship does not have 

consensus on a date either for the beginnings of Samkhya 
• 

or the composition of the Bha~avad Gita makes the wh~6e 

question of which influenced the other inconclusive. 

cf. 2.J9;J.J;5.4;13.24;18,13, 
9 

cf. s. tasgupta History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. ii 
(Cam.bridge, 1968), pp. 461-479, esp. 464-5 

10 
- _If anything, following the argument of S. Dasgupta, 

the Gita could well be the source for the samkhya system. 
Dasgupta states: "It is easy to notice here" the beginnings 
of thought which in the hands of other thinkers might well 
be developed into the traditional school of 88.mkh ya philosophy". 
If Dasgupta is correct it could be positively misleading to 
read the philosophical into the Bhagavad Gita. 
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Of the two terms, prakrt1 and purusa, the most often 
• • 

discus:sed in the G1 ta is prakrti. '.I.his fact arises because 
• 

Erakrtt means, 1n our expression, natural force or power • 
• 

Prakrt:L 1s the source of both the material cosmos and the 

consci1:>us powers found 1n varying degrees 1n all of life. 

Purusa 1n the Phagavad Glta is both in and outside of prakrt1 
• 

hence the forms of material and conscious power. '!he purusa 

is described most often through epithets which speak of it 

simply as 'higher• (para ) or •un.manifest• (avzakta) or 

•lightest spirit• (purusottama). 'lhese and other forms of 
• 

descr1:pt1on accent 1 ts transcendence of E,rakrt1. However, 
• 

• 

the most important characteristic of the Bhagavad G!ta is that 

purusa and ~rakrti are consistently interpreted as dimensions 
• 

of the integral divine nature of K.rsna. 'Ihere is not a ... 
dualism of •spirit• and •matter• as is often the case in 

the interpretations of the 3a.mkhya school. Rather, Krsna is 
• • •• 

both E,Urusa and prakrt1. 
• 

Krsna 1s the manifest unity of 
• • • 

all that is. 

To know exactly what the Ehagavad Glta means by the 

eurusa ls very difficult to establish. 'Ibis fact 1s even 
• 11 

acknowledged 1n the text itself. It is pointed out that it 

is much more difficult to know the forms of the spirit which 

a.1•e described as "imperishable {aksara) undefinable . ' 
/ 

(a.nird.esya~ unman1fest (avyakta), omnipresent (sarvatraga) 

11 
12 • .5· 
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12 
and unthinkable, (acintya) than 1t is to know Krsna • '!his 

• • • 

langua~~e that is used to speak about the purufa in Kf~~a 

is intEmded to emphasize its transcendence of form and 

matter .. 

Transcendence however is not to suggest that purusa 

is distinct from creation and all its forms. 'Ihe purusa 
• 

enters into the world (~) of creation in two forms. 

Here 1n the world are two sp1ri ts, 
'!he perish9.ble, and the imperishable, 
'lhe perishable is all bei:pgs; 
The imperishable is called the immovable. 

dvav ~mau purusau loke 
ksaras ca 'keara eva ca 
ksarah sarvfu).i bhutani 
kntastho>ksara ucyate lJ • • 

• 

Within creation the purusa enters 1nto all life fo1~s. Once 
• 

a part of those for.ns it moves through the cycles of change 

which begin with birth and continue through life to death 

and re-·birth. In the sense that purusa is entered into 
• 

creatic>n, it is subject to the cycles of mortality of 

creat1e>n. But purusa is not limited to those forms which 
• 

are subject to change. Purusa is 'aksara• or not perishable 
• 

and as such it is called the 'immovable• kuta.stha. But even 
• 

the polarities of ksara and aksara, •perishable• and 
• • 

1 1mper3.shable 1 cannot exhaust the extent of spirit. 'There 

is yet a h1gher sp1rit: 

12 
12.J. 

l.J 
15.16. 



But there is a highest spirit, other (than this). 
called the Supreme Soul; 
Which, entering into the three worlds, 
Supports them, the undying Lord. 

uttama~ puru~as tv a.nya9 
pare.matme •ty udahrtah 
yo lokatrayam av1~ya • 
bibharty avyaya lsvarah 14 • 
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-~ 
The name of the supreme soul (pa.ramatma) is Isva.ra and his 

functii)n in creation is to 'support' the cosmos. 
- I 
Isvara. or 

the 12a1:-amatma, the highest soul. is not contained w1 thin a 

polarity such as aksara and !~which are also forms of 
• • 

the sp!Lrit in the world. 
-/ 

Spirit however is not just called Isvara. It is 

also c11lled Krsna. • • • 
-/ 

Like Isva.ra, Krsna is in the world Of 
• •• 

creati1)n and is not limited to the pola.r1 ties of the 

'perishable' and the 'imperishable' : 

Since I transcend the perishable, 
And am higher than the imperishable too, 
'lllerefore in the world and the Veda I am 
Proclaimed as the highest spirit. 

yasmat ksaram atlto 'ham 
ak~arad ap1 co •tta.ma.h 
a to 'sm1 loke ved eea • 
prath1tah purusottamah. 15 

l 
15.17. 

15 
15.18. 

• • • 

of. 11.J. Here Arjuna is portrayed requesting to 
see tht~ di vine form of Krsna.. In doing so Krsna. 1s asked to 
reveal himself as •paramegvara• and as 1 1svarai and •purulottoma•, 
(11.J). After giving Arjuna his •third eye•, Krsna revea s 
h1mse11r 1n h1s "supernal form as God. 11 para.mam . rupam a1svaram, 
(11.9 ).. 'lllese all suggest that 1n the hieral'chal pattern of 
the di '171ne form, certain names are 'higher• because they portray 
the transoend.ence of lower forms and the unity of all forms of 
spirit.. -
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Krsna, 
/ Isvara, Purusottama: in each of these names we have . . . • 

spirit understood. as an integral unit. In 1ts lower forms, 

spirit is understood to be in the world and subject to the 

contra1iiotorlness or polarities which characterize creation. 

Sp1r1t 1s not however just subject to the limitations of 

creation, but transcends them in its unity. This 

unity 1s established through an hierarchical pattern 

intended to portray the spirit so that it both pervades all 

creation in its lower aspect and at the same time totally 

transcends it in its higher unity. '!he paramatma is there

fore £~ or 'higher• than the spirit which is aksara and 
• 

ksara. 'Ibis is not to establish a separation of one aspect 
• 

of spirit from another, but rather to depict creation as 

pervaded by purusa and at the same time to portray sp1r1t 
• 

entirely free of the limitations of the creation it pervades. 

Purusa' s perva.s1 ve presence in crea. t1on and,, at the 
• 

same tim~its total transcendence of the limitations of 

ere a tiion is portrayed with great subtlety through the 

Bhagav,~i ta in. the way in which Krsna cl alms to be all that 
••• 

1s in 1~rea.tion, all that is done in creation and at the same 

time, totally indifferent to creation. In terms of the 

theory portrayed about the purusa, this participation is 
• 

founded. upon the re la t1on of Eurusa and prakrt1. Prakrti 
• • 

is the source of matter and power and the conscious faculties 

in life-forms. It, like the purusa is eternal • 
• 
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Both material nature (pra.kt,~!) and the spirit {purusaJ, 
Know thou, are equally beg1nningless; • 

prakrt1~ puru~am cal 'va 
16 v1ddny anadi ubnav api. 

When th~! sp1r1 t enters into creation, therefore, 1 t enters 

ln the irarious forms of prakrti Once in this association, • 
purusa functions as the 'exper1encer' of pleasure and pain: 

' The spirit, 1n pleasure-and-pain's 
Experiencing is declared the cause. 

For the spirit, abiding in material 
Experiences the Strands (~una) born 
nature. • 

purueah sukhaduhkhanam 
bhoktrtve hetur·ucyate 

• 
pur~~~Q prakrt1s!ho hi _ 
bhuilRte prakrtijan gw:ian 17 

natu1•e, 
of material 

In its lower aspect the purusa is said to be the experiencer 
• 

of the polarities which characterize creation such as 'pleasure 

and pain' sukha. and duhkha. such •experience• ls aksara 
• • 

or impermanent and therefore characteristic of being in 

creation. In this form, purusa. is, subject to the powers wh1oh 
• 18 

operate in prakrt1, the 5unas. 

16 
13.19. 

18 

• • 

17 
lJ.20-21. 

AB it experiences the works 

It is not necessary for our purposes to consider the 
complex operations of the gunas as they are portrayed 1n the 
GI ta. Suffice it to say, praktti takes many forms w1 thin 
creation as a result of the inter-action of the powers or gunas. 
The powE1rs are called sa.ttva, ffiJas and tamas. 'Ihe sattva • 
power funot1ons to bring the ot er powers to rest and un1 ty 
with the~ eternal divine nature (14.5, 11,14). F.aja.s functions 
as pass1.on force and strength (14.7,12,15) ,Tumas functions 
as the power which pulls life downward. in subjegation to 
lowest faculties of life the senses and the need to fulfill 

(continued) 
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of those powers. the spirit forms attachments which per

petuate its presence in the cycles of rebirth to which all 
19 

creation 1s subject. At the same time, the fact that 

purus! is never limited to its participation in creation 
• 

through prakrt1, means that it functions in fact in totally 
• 

pass1·ve and indifferent ways even as it experiences and is 

subjeict to the powers or 12rakrti. Characteristic of these 
• 

ways ,of functioning include the following: 

The onlooker and consenter, 
'.Ihe supporter, experiencer, great Lord, 
The supreme soul also is declared to be 
The highest spirit, in this body. 

upadra~~a ·~umant~ ca 
bharta bhokta mahesvara~ 
paramatme 'ti ca 'PY ukto 
dehe •smin purusah parab. 20 • • • 

/ 
In th'.ls passage, the mahesvara, param~~ and para purusa 

• 
are 11)cated 'in this body' (~ ~). Their functions are 

that c::>f an 'overseer• !!J?adrasta and consenter anumanta on 
•• 

------------------~~~----· 18 {continued) 
them (14.8,12,15). In addition each of these powers 1s 
1ndis,pensible to the functioning of lral;:rti in the creation 
of thE! panormic 0.1versi ty that const tu"tes all of creation. 
Yet each stands in a hierarchical relation to the other, in 
the same way in which the levels of spirit move hierarch
ically from those which are found in creation to those which 
in theiir unity stand 1n transcendence of it. 

19 
lJ. 21. 

fg.22. 
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the one hand and bhart~ or •supporter• and bhokta, 

• experiencer• on the other. '!he function of overseer 

suggests a function totally apart from experiencing of 

pleas.ure and pain. While the other functions suggest the 

participation of purusa in creation, there is not however an 
• 

absolute division of forms of purusa • iihe unity of i6vara 
• 

as Lord of a.11 that is, is inseparable from the purusa 
• 

which participates in creation while standing apai.•t from it. 
-/ 

'!he Isvara which rules the cosmos, indeed, is the spirit 

111 thin which all beings and all creat1.on have existence and 

is the macrocosmic aspect of the purusa. It functions in 
• 

prakrt~ and its powers and yet rematns apart from them. .Purus a 
• • 

then, as we have depicted it here, is the trans la ti on of the 

Upanisad~ equation that Brahmanis atman: the principle 
• 

which :ls the source of all that is (Brahman) is also in 

creati•:>n as the soul or atman in all of life. 

With regard to the relation of eurusa and dharma, 
• 

1 t is useful for ou1• purpose to differentiate between those . 
references which specifically describe the purusa in 

• 
relati<>n to ~and those which refer d11•ectly to Krsna 

• • •• 
-/ 

in his unitary form as Isvara or Purusottama. '!here are 
• 

many references to Krsna•s dharma and we shall discuss 
••• 

them bE~low. W1 th regard to the :purusa, there 1s really only 
• 

one ru:~ reference 1n a verb form. 
• 

Krsna states : 
••• 
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But those who the imperishable, (aksara) undefinable, 
Unmanif est, revere, • 
The omnipresent and unthinkable, 
The immovable, unchanged, fixed (dhruvam) 

/ 
ye tv aksar am a.nirdesyam 
avyaktam.paryupasate 
sarvatragam ac1ntyam ca 
kUtasthara acalam dhruvam 21 

• • 
In th1a passage, the purusa is in its 'imperishable' form, that 

• 
1s.,1n a form which is in creation. It is the eternal 

spirit as distinguished from its polar opposite which is 

subject to 1mpercanence, k.Sara. The purusa is described as 
• • 

'fixed 11 (dhruva). 'lhis characteristic of the spirit is not 

explained in the context, though 1 t would seem to be 

approp1:-iate to see the fixed character of the aksara in terms 
• 

of the eternal1ty of spirit, ani in terms of its purpose in 

creatlc>n to be the 'onlooker' indifferent to the powers of 

prakrtt and to the experiences of pleasure and pain while 
• 

participating 1n all that ls. 'lhe force of this interpre

tation will become clearer, as we examine the functions both 

of pra}~rti and of Iq"~~a, and see the necessity of a 'fixed' 
• 

spirit in the midst of the actions of prakrtL • 
• 

If the purusa is at once the unitary transcendent • 
spirit indifferent to creation and the pervader of that 

creat1c>n, E1•a.krt1 is the natural power which is the vehicle 
• 

of the spirit's presence in creation. Like the purusa, 
22 

l?rakrt1:. is eternal. 
• 

2I 
12.3. 

22 
13.19. 

• 
Parkrti is the 'cause• hetu of -• 



anythtng that concerns effect, instrument, or agent' 
23 

(karzak~ll'anakartrtva.) In essence this phrase is saying 
• • 

that wl thin creation all action is a p1•oduct of {?rakrti • 
• 
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'!he moHt important of prakrti 's actions is the creation of 
• 

the wh<>le cosmos. Prakrti is therefore to be understood a.s 

the •agent' ka1•tr in creation. 'Ihe instruments ka.rana 
• • 

which prakrti uses to create are called the guna or powers 
• • 

and it 1s the guna which realize effects karya, that is, 

23 
lJ.20. 

• 

We are in essential agreement with Franklin 
El:igerti:m on his interpretation of this phrase. He 
states: , 

(s] Sankara, [R] Ram.anuja explain k:ar;a as 
'ele~ental body,' which is an •effect in the later 
saip.khya sense, and ~arana. (B1l=aral)a) a.s the senses 
w1 th me.nas (and ahef~5.ra and bu,idhi, [S]) which are 
'causesT or'factors \productive elements) in that 
same sense. 'Ihese both are construed as depending 
on kartrtve, 1 1n the production of effects and 
cause§• i.e. of gross body and senses. Approximately 
so most mode1"?1s ( Telang, Ga.1•be, Sena.rt, Hill, and 
apparently Barnett). I find this very forced and 
and art1fical. Ihe only natural interpretation is 
to take karva, k9.1"~9a kartr as a three-member 
dvanda, maae into an: aostract by adding tho suffix
tva. The three nouns derived from the root ~. 
TB:Ct• are meant to include all phases of actfon 
(cf. xv111. 18 for a very close parallel, where 
karman replaces karia): karya, 'thing to be done; 
karana 'means of doing it•; kartr, •doer, agent•; 
the add1 t1on of tva ma.lees the--;..inole compound mean 
approximately 'effcctuat1on, instrumentality and 
agency.• Prakrti a.lone 1s at the bottom of all 
that concerns all of these, that is all phases of 
action. So in xviii. 18 karana, karman, and 
kartr constitute the threefold•'complete summary' 
of a6t1on. Deussens comes very close to this by 
wrongly takes ~only with kartr • 

• 
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Prakrti as 'agent•, 'instruments' and 'effect' of 
• 

all that is, is made up of numerous elements. In chapter 

seven they are described in terms of two parkrtis which 
• 

parallel the two purusas, aksara and ksara. 
• • • 

Earth, water, fire, wind, 
Ether, thought-organ, and consciousness, 
And I-faculty: thus my 
Nature is divided eight-fold. 
This is my lower (nature). But other than this, 
My higher nature know: 
It is the Life (soul) great-armed one, 
By which this world is maintained. (dharyate) 

bhumir apo 'nalo vayuh . . 
kha~ mano buddhir eva ca 
ahamkara iti 'yam me 
bhinna prakritir astedha • • • 
apare 'yam itas tv anyam 
prakftim viddhi me param 
jivabhutam mahabaho . - . yaye 'dam dharyate Jagat 25 • 

The 'two prakrtis' like the two purusas discussed above, 
• • 

are not to be understood in any sense as separate entities. 

Rather one prakrti is understood to be a 'lower' aspect 
• 

bringing with it into creation 'lower' elements of material 

and conscious creation. The second or 'higher' 12rakrti 
• 

brings into cre~tion living being .;ivabhuta, 26that is to 

24 
cf. 18.18-28. 
While the focus in these passages is on the functioning 

of the~ in the individual, the identity of microcosm and 
Krsna's macrocosmic form makes them entirely applicable to 
the

0

cosmology of the text. 

25 
7.4-5. 
26 
Van Buitenen translates .iivakhnta as 'spiritual 

(continued) 
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say, .it brings the powers or forces which pervade creation 

and most important for our purposes, function to 'uphold' 

or 'maintain' it according to dharma. 

It is therefore evident that prakrti has an hier-
• 

archical pattern in this passage based upon its constituent 

elements. The hierarchy extends to a division of constituents 

which make up the 'lower' prakrti. There are the five 'material' 
• 

elemEmts - earth, water, fire, wind, and ether. Without these 

five elements creation as a material entity would be 

impossible. They represent the eternal material potential 

in ru~akrti. The second part of Krsna's lower prakrti is 
• • • • • 

made up of three faculties: the manas 27 or faculty of 

thought, the buddhi28which we shall call the 'faculty of 

26 (continued) 
being' however, we have chosen 'living being' to emphasize 
jiva or life in the compound. 

Van Buitenen (Op. cit., p. 100-101). 

27 
2.56,57,342,5.11. 
The man&~ in the hierarchy of faculties depicted in 

3.42,, is above the senses and below the buddhi, the faculty 
of integration. The point of ~ is to bring the senses 
under the control of the manas which in turn is focused by 
the ]mddhi on the embodied spirit or atman. The singularity 
of focus throughout the hierarchy of facu.l ties is the 
realization of non-attached Y..Qf!E:. in which the whole psycho
phys:Lological system functions, yet is indifferent to what it 
does" 

28 
The interpretation of the buddhi as faculty of 

integration is based upon 2. 4·1 in which there are two modes 
of this faculty. The first mode is 'resolute' when yoked to 
~,, The second is 'irresolute' and lost to the powers of 
the rnanas as it serves the needs of the senses, Under the 
powe1:- of ~· the buddhi focuses the attention of the senses, 
the !nanas, faculty of thought and the ego or faculty of doing 
(aharnkara) on the soul ~tman • 

•• 
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29 
integration and the ahamkara or the faculty of 'ego' or 

• 
more llterally I-doer. '!he fact that the three faculties 

of consciousness are constituents of 1 lower 1 prakrti suggest 
• 

that they are to be understood. as inseparably related to 

the material base of creation made up of the five material 

elements. 

'lhese eight elements of prakrti must be understood 
• 

to be the basis for all of creation in its material aspects 

and thE~ capacity in life for thought, integrative functions 

and individuated action. Each of these are major topics of 

concern to understand prakrti. Suffice it to say here, 
• 

however, that the faculty of thought (manas). in the Ehagavad. 

GI ti is most concerned with the senses and their direction 

either for the purpose of achieving their objects or for 

controlling them in the practice of ~· The buddh1 

29 
'!he ahamkara, which we translate as 1 1-doer• is a 

comple:ic concept• on the Bhagavad G1 ta. On the one hand one 
must dlspense w1 th all sense of 11 1 11 as ego as the doer of 
anything 1n yoga and at the same time one must a.ct. The 
use by Kr~~a of aham throughout the text is particularly 
important in understanding ahaokara as I-doer. Krsna does 
all ancl knows that he does not•act and that is h1s"yog9.. 
The ahamkara therefore is the faculty of doing which when 
yoked to~ knows it does not act. 

'!his interpretation was arrived at with the 
pa1•ticular assistance of J. A. B. van Bui tenen in his 
b1•1lliant survey of the history of the concept of 
ahamkara • 

• 
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as the faculty of integration 1s such that it 1s dissipated 

when the senses subject thought to the necess1 ty of realizing 

satisfaction in sense objects. By way of cont1•ast, the 

buddh1_1s the faculty which focuses the attention of the 
/ senses and manas on the Isvara or Highest Spirit, purusotta~a, 

• 
when i·t is controlled by yoga. 'Ihe I-doer or ahrunk~ra 

• 
is one of the most important of the faculties mentioned in 

the Qlta. Krsna is the 'I-doer' of all that is done in 
••• 

creati1:m, but this aotion is always accomplished as a yoga 

with the buddhi integrating all the faculties to act with

out attachment to ends. nu•oughout this discussion there is 

understood to be a direct correspondance between the 

anthropomorphic depiction of the divine and the human form. 

Both a:re pervaded by purusa and function through prakrti. 
• • 

Manas, buddhi and ahamkara therefore must be understood as 
• 

attributes both of Krsna as the cosmic spirit and as man ••• 
who functions within creation. 

Krsna's higher prakrti ls the Jivabhuta which . . . , . 
El:igerton translates as the 'Life (soul)•. More accurately 

11vabhuta is 1 11ving being'. Conveyed in this translation 

1s the fact that prakrt1 1s pervaded 1n all 1ts forms by the 
• 

purusa. '!he function of •living being' is to maintain 
• 

creation. We have already seen that 1n 12.J one of the 

characteristics of purusa 1n creation 1s that it 1s dhruvam 
• 

'fixed•. In the higher prakrti, however, the •fixed• dimension • 
of the spirit is maintained through an active manifestation 



of prakFti which upholds dharayate creation (Jagat) • 
• 

'Ihe exact way in which we are to understand the 

funotic•n of maintaining creation is not exactly clear in 

7.5. l~wever, there are several clues to what it could 

mean irL the next passage. 

Beings spring from it, 
All of them be assured. 
Of the whole world I am 
the origin and the dissolution. 

etadyoninl bhutani 
sarvanI 'ty upadharaya 
aham krtsnasyajagatah 
prabhavah pralayas tathi. 30 • 

In thi~: passage we are told that •it' (~)is the yon1 

or womb from which all beings (bhutani) come. Exactly 
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what the term 'etat' refers to is not directly evident. It 

could refer to the J,'ivabhuta simply 01~ it could i•efer to the 

total c.omplex of lower and highe1· prakrt1. 'Ihe consensus of 
• Jl 

comment;ators is that 1 etat 1 refers to prakrt1 as a whole • 
• 

Following that consensus, prakrt1 is to be understood as the 
• 

womb fI~m which all beings come. To emphasize this point, 

Krsna s:tates to Arjuna that he should be 'assured' (upadharaya) ... 
of this: fact. '-q>adharaya• is accurately represented as 'be 

assured.' however its more 11 teral meaning, based upon 1 ts dhr 

30 
7.6 

• 

31 ~ 
Eigerton points out that "Both (s] Sankara and (R] Bamfuuj ·a, 

followed. by Telang, Garbe, Deussen, Barnett ahd Hill, take 
this tc1 refer to both the •natures• of vrs. 4 and 5. ( Eligerton, 
p. 18.3. ) 
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root C!ln simply be that Arjuna must 'hold 1 onto this teaching 

in his consciousness or •meditate' upon th1s teaching. What 

Arjuna must understand and be certain of ls that Erakrti 
• 

1s the eternal basis for all action in creation. 

This essential teaching is made clear in the second 

half of the verse. There Krsna claims to be 'the origin 
••• 

and dissolution' of the whole world. 'lllis creative and 

destructive action ls the function of the '!:h!!.' the 1 1 1 

of the ahamkara in the lower prakrt1. Elsewhere this point 
• • 

1s described with the lQn1 being called Brahman and Krsna - ... 
as the ·~·. the fertilizer of the womb. 

For me great Brah.man is a womb 
Therein I plant the germ, 
The origin of all Beings 
Comes from that, son of 3harata 

In all wombs, son of Kunt1 
Whatsoever forms originate, 
Of them great Brahman ls the womb 
I am the father that furnishes the seed. 

mama yon1r mahad brahma 
tasmin garbham dadhamy aham 
sa~bhavah sarvabhutanam 
tato bhavati bharata • 

sarvayon1su kaunteya 
murtayati srupbhavant1 ya~ 
tasam brahma mahad yon1r 
aham.b!japradah pita 32 • 

Here t;he cre~tive act between Krsna as 'aham' and Brahman . . . 
as the womb which holds the foetus (garbha) fertilized by 

32 
14.J-4. 
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Kl.•sna's seed (b1Ja) is intended to convey the way 1n which ... 
12..E~ pervades all creation as its source and its enfolding 

• 
support. All creativity is Krsna•s function. 

• • • 
It is 

throu~;h prakrt!_ infused with purusa. that action is done. 
• • 

'Ibis creative function in which Krsna acts to con-... 
oe1ve creation out of his divine nature begins a process 

which ultimately brings all of creation into being. 

A part just of Me 1n the world_of the living 
Becomes the individual-soul (jivabhuta), the 
eternal; 
'lhe (f1ve) sense, with the thought-organ as sixth 
Which rest in material nature, it draws along. 

- / -mama1 •va •mso jivaloke 
jlvabhutah sanatanah 
manahsas~hanl 1 indriyan1 
prakr~isthani karsati • JJ • • 

Here we find that Krsna specifically identifies J1vabhuta ... 
as a fraction of himself. With it, the other constituents 

of IU:akrti are drawn into creation. The ~orld (~) 
• 

is the world of the Jiva and thefunct1on of the Jlva is 

to maintain creation. Indeed Krsna states this specifically 
••• 

in a subsequent passage of the same chapter: 

And enterilinto the earth, (all) beings 
I maintain dharayaraf\ by (My) power; 
And I nour1 all pia'fits 
Becoming the juicy soma •••• 

I,. becoming the (digestive) of all men, 
Dwelling in the body of (all) living beings, 
In union with the upper and nether breaths 
Cook (digest) their food of all four sorts. 



gam avi~ya ca bhutani 
dharayamy aham ojasa 
pusnami cau 'sadhih sarvah 
somo bhutva rasatmakah • . 

I - -aha.m vaisvanaro bhutva 
pranlnam deham asritah 
pra9apanasa.mayukta~ • 
pacamy annam caturv1dham 

• 
As the Jivabhuta which has entered 
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)4 

into creation, Krsna by 
• I e 

this f:l"action of himself, uses his power ojas, much in the 

same way that Indra did in the cosmology of the ~ Veda to 
• 

uphold all of life that is in creation. '!he function of this 

oJas 11s pervasive. It nourishes plant life and is the 

uncons·~1ous ac t1ons of diges t1on w1 thin the body of men. Both 

of the.se types of func t1ons, which take place 1n creation 

are thus accomplished by Krsna's actions • . . . 
Maintenance of creation is then a divine function. 

It must be understood as comprehensive of all action which 

is performed from the ve17 conception of creation itself to 

the biological process of all forms of life. Since Krsna 
••• 

must be understood as the doer of even the unconscious 

bodily activities as his dharma then all the more must he 

be understood as the doer of those actions which confront 

Arjuna. on the battlefield. What Arjuna must know is that 

in no sense does he act, but that it is ~~~a's prakrt1 
• 

which acts in him. \Vhat he must do is harmonize h1s 

knowledge and his actions, so that he knows the comprehen

siveness of Krsna•s actions as the fulfillment of the 
••• 

meaning of dharma. '!hen he too will participate in the 

J4 
15.13-14. 
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cosmic task of maintaining all that is. 

Recognition of the comprehensiveness of Krsna•s 
••• 

functions in creation is critical to see continuity of the 

root meaning of dharma. We saw in the Rg Veda that the 
• 

gods functioned symbiotically to uphold creation. Krsna, 
••• 

as the name of the one god who conceives creation and 

maintains it by his power, constitutes a direct appropriation 

of a ma~lor dimension of the vast meaning of dharma. Creation 

requires: maintenance in the cosmology of both texts. Th.at 

t'unctior.t 1s fulfilled by 'living being• 01• higher prakrti 
• 

in the c~osmology of the Bhagavad GI ta. 

This function of maintenance according to ~ is 
• 

not a static act by prakrti but follows a pattern of motion • 
• 

The cosm.os moves through cyclical patterns of creation and 

dissolution which co1•respond to the day and night of Brahman. 

As far as the world of • • • Brahman, the worlds 
are subject to recurring existences, Arjuna; 
But having come to Me, son of Kunt1, 
no rebirth is found. 

As compassing a thousand world-ages 
When they know the day of Brahman, 
And the night (of Brahman) as sompassing a 
thousand ages, 
Those folk know what day and night are. 

From the unmanifest all manifestations 
Come forth at the coming of (Brahman's) day, 
And dissolve at the coming of night, 
In that same one, know as the unman1fest. 

The very same host of beings coming, 
Com1ng into existence over and over, ls dissolved 
At the approach of night, w1lly-n1lly, son of Prtha, 
And comes forth at the approach of day. • 



a brahmabhuvanal lokah 
punaravart1no •rjuna • 
mam upetya tu kaunteyg 
punarjanma na v1dyate 

sahasrayugaparyantam 
ahar yad brahmano v1duh 
ratr1m yugasahasar~n..tam 
te 'horatravido janah • • 
avyaktad vyaktay~Q sarvah 
pr~bh~vanty ah~ragame • 
~~tryagame pra~~yante 
tatrai •va •vyaktasamjn~ke 

• 
bhutagramah sa eva 'yam 
bhutva - bhutva praliyate 
ratrlagame 'vasah partha 
prabnavaty aharagame JS 

We find depicted here a portrait of the cycles of creation. 

'!hey move from conception in the womb of Brahman into created 

existenc~e and then to the night of Brahman, the mysterious 

phase of non-creation, only to emerge again at dawn. 

'!his cyclical pattern is characteristic not only of 

the cosmos as a whole but of life at the microcosmic level. 

Krsna•s first teaching to Arjuna after the warrior has ••• 
announce~ his intention not to fight was to announce that in 

eternity there was neve1• a time in ~hi ch He ( Krsna), nor ... 
all the warriors assembled on the battlefield, nor Arjuna 

36 
did not exist. 'lhe eternality of life is reflected in 

the recurring cycles which perpetuate life over and over 

again: 

As the embodied (soul) in this body 
Come childhood, youth, old age, 
So the coming to another body 
'!he wiseman is not confused herein. 

35 
8.16-19. 

36 
2.12. 



dehino •smin yathi dehe 
kaumarE:UP yauvena~ jara 
tatha dehantaraprapt1r 
dhlras tatra na muhyati 37 

This cycle of i-ebirth, however, 1s a •certainty• dhruva 

or is fixed 1n the eternal order of the cosmos. 
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For to one that is born death is cert~in. (dhl'Uvo) 
And birth is certain (dhruvam) for one that!ias-a-ied; 
Thereforei the thing being unAvoidable, 
'lhou shou dst not mourn. 

jatasya hi dhruvo mrtyur 
dhruvam j~nma mrtasya ca 
tasmad·aP.ariharye 1 rthe 
na tvam socltum arhasi J8 . 

At the level of the microcosm, that 1s the panoply of life 

within creation, the cyclical patterns of birth and rebirth 

are fixed. 'Ille pattern is a manifestation of the maintenance 

of creation performed by the '11 ving being• J'ivabhuta in 

prakrti.. 'lhat is, the 'living being' is an inherent constit-
• 

uent of Erakrt1 and its function is to uphold all beings • • 
The way in which the Jivabhuta or higher prakrti 

• 
functio,ns both in relation to 'lower' prakrti and in 

• 
relation to the purusa is nowhere made more clear than in 

• 
Chapter· Nine of the Glta. '!here Krsna is teaching Arjuna ... 
a 1 roya.l science• raJavidya and a 'royal mystery• raja~uhya. 

37 
2.13. 

JS 
2.27. 
While dhruvaw may only have a distant etymological 

relation to dhr in the Bhagavad Gl ta, since 1 t is a form 
which we_ saw 11i the B.g Vedi; It is useful to see 1 ts use 
in the Gita. • 
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This teaching 1s described at the very outset as related to 

dharma. It is called among other things 'righteous' 

(dharmayam) and subsequently 'religious truth 1 (dh9rmasia): 

In the 

.. 
A royal science, a royal mystery, 
a supreme purifier is thiE, 
Immediately comprehens1ble, righteous 
Easy to carry out, imperishable. 

Men who put no faith 
In this religious truth, scorcher of the foe, 
Do not attain Ma, and return 
On the path of the endless round of deaths. 

rajav1dya rajaguhyem 
pavitram 1dam uttamam 
pratyak~avagamam dharmyrun 
susukham kartum•avyayam • 

• 
a~raddadhanah purusa 
dhar~asya 1 sya paramtapa 
aprapya ma~ nivartante 
mrtyusamsaravartman1 39 

• • 
context of this portion of Krsna's teaching, the ... 

first subject of the dharri;.a which men (puru~) must give 
• I 

their faith (sraddha) is Krsna's relation to the cosmos ... 
through the purusa and the prakrt1 dimension of his nature • 

• • 
Krsna. states : 
••• 

By me is pervaded all this 
Universe, by Me in the form of the unmanifest. 
All beings rest in Me 
and I do not rest in them. 

And (yet) beings do not rest in Me: 
Behold¥~ divine mystery (or magic) 
Supporter of beings. and not resting in .Beings, 
Is my Self, that causes beings to ba. 

39 
9.2-J. 



maya tatam 1dam sarvam 
jagad avyaktam~rtina • 
matsthan1 sarvabhutan1 
na ca 'h~ te~v avasth1ta~ 

na,ca matsthani bhutani 
pasy& me yogam a1svarliI!l 
bhutabhrn na ca bhutastno 
mama •tma bhutabhavanah 40 • 
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Here Krsna states that 1n his unmanifest (avyakta) form he 
••• 

pervades all creation. 'lhe beings (bhutan1) in creation 
41 

•rest• 1:>r are in Krsna; Krsna is not 1n them. In the 
••• • •• 

distinction between the fact that beings are in Krsna and ... 
He is n•)t in them is to be seen the comprehensiveness of 

the 'sp~Lri t 1 • 'Th.at the macrocosm enfolds the microcosm of 

man or life in general, while not being •int it emphasizes 

the transcendence of Krsna beyond the fraction of himself 42 ••• 
which 1~~ creation. 

All of this would seem very straightforward on the 

basis of what we have already seen of the relation between the 

purusa and prakrti were it not for the fact that Krsna 
• • ... 

contradJ.cts the statements 1n 9.5. Krsna states that beings • •• 
do not rest in him and 1ns true ts Arjuna to see his yoga. 

I •I 
which he! calls 'aisvara. 1 or simply Isvara. 

40 
9.4-.5. 

41 
cf. 7.7. 
11 0n me all the (universe) is strung, 
like heaps of pearls on a string". 
may1 sarvam idam protam 
sutre manigana iva. • . . 
42 
cf. 10. 41-42. 
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'lhis cor.tradiction is intended to bring Arjuna to 
4J 

see (2J1s) or •behold' the he1rarchy of the divine form. 

Within creation and according to an either-or logic, beings 

must ellther •rest• in Krsna or Krsrta •rests• •in beings•. . . . . .. 
Che or the other ls true. However, as we have seen, within 

creati<>n experience is trapped in pols.ri ties such as 

•pleasure and pain', sukha and duhkha, or aksara. and Jrsara 
• • 

1 impe1~1anence 1 and •perma.~ence• of spirit. Y.rsna wants . . . 
Arjuna to •see' beyond the limitations of those polarities. 

,, 
Such seieing is based in faith 'sraddha.' in the certainty 

or 'ase:urance 1 of IC~sna• s own words about Himself. Those 
• • • 

words speak of His form which transcends all polarities and 
-/ _,, 

is called Isvara. In Isvs.ra he must see both that aspect 

which tranecends c1·eation and that which participates in 

creat1c1n. The relation between transcendence of and. _,, 
participation 1n is knowable in Kf~~a•s Isvara yoga. In that 

I 
connection, it will be recalled that Tsvara is one of the 

names of the purusa which is not 11m1 ted by the po1£lri ties 
• 

and contradictions of ksara and aksara. Here Arjuna must 
• 

see beyond a different set of polarities to see Krsna who is ... 
-I' 

also Isvara ard the way in which he act accordlng to yoga. 

'Ihe content of that yoga is first described in a 

very poetic way: 

43 
cf. ll.8,9. in which K1;~~a gives Arjuna a third eye 

with which to see his eternal nature. 



As constantly abides 1n the ether 
'Ibe great wind. that penetrates everywhere, 
So all beings 
Abide in Me; make sure of that (upadharaya). 

yatha 'kasasthito nityam 
vayuh sarva.trago roa.han • 
tathd sasvani bhutani 
matsthani 1 ty upadharaya 44 
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•I . 
The relationship of beings to f~~~a in the I svara ~ 1s 

compe.rable to the i-elat1onsh1p of the 'great wind' vayu and 

the •ether' which is the space within which the great wind 

blows. Both t~S wind anl the ethelj are constituents of the 

lower prakrti. As the wind blows in the ether so too, all 
• 

beings are to be understood as 1 abidj_ng in Me' ~matsthan1) 

or abiding in Krsna. To say that points to Krsna 1 s 
• • • • •• 

transcendence of the contradictory statements in 9.4 and 
-1 He resolves them in a higher synthesis of His rsvar~ loga. 

'Ihis resolution through transcendence is a certainty. Krsna ... 
states 'make sure of that' or 1 be assured' REadharaya as it 

lias pu.t in 7.6. In 7.6, Krsna. stated that "Beings spring 
• • • 46 

from 1.t (.prakrt1), All of them, be assured {.£padharaya) 

There is a direct parallelism in content between 7.6 and 9.6. 

9.6 the 

44 
9.6. 

45 
cf. 7.4. 
While in 7.~, kha is 
term is ~k~sa,·· they 

46 
7.6. 

the term for 1 ether 1 and in 
are synonyms. 
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'!he root .,/9hr conveys the assurance' that K1z~i:a•s word.s are 
• 

true and emphasizes how beings are part of His l£akrt1. All 
• 

beings are contained within His nature and maintained through 

His -I !svara yoga. Krsna states: . . . 
All beings, son of KuntI, 
Pass into My material nature 
At the end of a world-eon; them ega1n 
I send forth at the beginning of a (new) word-eon. 

Taking as base My own material-nature 
I send forth again and again 
This whole host of beings, 
Which is po~erless, by the power of (My) material 
nature. 

And me these actions do not 
Bind, Dhana~jaya, -
S1tt1ng 1n ls one s1tt1ng out 
1nd1 fferent , 
Unattached o these actions. 

(participating as one 

With Me as overseer, material nature 
Brings forth (the world of) mov1r-g and unmoving (beings}; 
By this motive-force~ son of KuntI 
'Ihe world goes arouna .• 

sarvabhutani kaunteya 
prakrtlm yanti mam1kam 
kalpaksaye punas tani 
kalpadau v1srjamy aham 

• 
prakrtim svam avast~bhya 
v1srJamf pun~h-PUDa~ 
bhQ~agrArnam lOam Kr~sham 
ava~am prakrter·vasat • • 
na ca ~am tani karman1 
n1ba.dhnant1 dha.namjaya 
udaslnavad asinam· 
asaktalil tesu karmasu . . 
maya 'dhyaksena pr~krt1h 
suyate sacarficaram • • 
hetuna•nena kaunteya 
jagad v1par1vartate 47 

47 
9.7-10. 
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-, 
At the specific description of his rsvara yoga, K!~~a first 

shows that prakrt1 1s the agent by which beings are taken 
• 

into his form at the end of one aeon and it is also the 

agent which sends them forth at the beginning of another. 
I 

He goes on to point out that beings are avasa or •powerless• 
I 

in themselves and it is only the power (vasa } which is 

~rakrti ,(natural powe~ which brings beings into existence 
• 

and maintains them within all the cycles. All this 1.s 

•certain' within the orderliness of creation. 

'Dlat prakrti functions to do all of this creating 
• 

and maintaining 1n the basis for all action performed within 

creation. The true nature of all action is however a yoga, 

for that is how Krsna transcends and maintains all creation. 
• • • 

'Ille way in which this divine yoga is to be understood is 

that while E_.rakrt1 functions to create beings and empower 
• 
~ 

them, Krsna or Isvara is in no way affected by those actions • 
• • • 

such actions (karma) do not 'bind' Krsna. 
••• 

R9.then the image 

of Krsna is one who is "sitting in as one sitting out" • • • 
(udasinavad asinam). 'lhat is to say the purusa enters into 

a 

pre.krti • s forms. 'Ihus purusa. is 'si tt1ng in'. But the 
• • 

purusa is also totally transcendent of the forms and act,.ve 
---;---

powers of prakrti. The contradiction is resolved in the 
• -.,.. 

'higher' fo1"ID.s of the purusa the integral forms of Isvara, 
• 

Krsna and Purusottoma. 'lhe consequence is that Krsna is 
• • • • ••• 

'unattached' (asakta) to all action. Such is certainty of th.~· 
-/ 
Isvara yoga. Such is the •royal science and royal mystery 



which is 'righteous• (dharmayam)and •religious truth' 

(~rmasya) 
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In terms of the root meaning of dharma, the content 

of the teaching in chapter nine which is twice called dharma 

and speaks of the •certainty• of the teaching conveys several 

important points. '!he orderly cyclical motion of the cosmos 

suggests the orderliness of all motion or action. The cosmos 

moves in and out of existence according to a regular pattern. 

'!hat pattern is transmitted to the forms of life in creation 

which exist within the ordered certainty of birth, death 

and re-birth. 

'Ibe comprehensiveness of Kl.•sna•s action according 
••• 

-~ to his Isvera yoga also has important implications for the 

continuity Of the i·oot meaning. We have see!l that Krsna 
48 ••• 

maintains all creation by His ojas or power. Krsna's . .. 
o.jas is used in Kf~~a's yoga. Krsna•s divine • •• function 

is fulfilled by his prakrti which is pervaded by spirit or 
• 

purusa. Yet Krsna•s yoga also means that only a fraction .. . --• -.... of his nature is in prakrti. He is Isvara which transcends 
• 

all that is in creation. This latter is .Krsna's higher form. . . . 
This 'higher• and •lower• form is comprehensive of all that is. 

'!he principle by which the integral unity of Krsna•s higher 
• • • 

and lower nature is expressed is dharma. 

'Ibis principle of dharma in the cosmology is, then, 

the term which articulates the comprehensiveness of Krsna•s action 
• • • 

and the orderliness of those actions. Most important in 

48 
15.lJ. 
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the comprehensiveness and orderliness, we find Krsna ... 
upholding all that ls. While all of this is framed in a 

different conception of what orderliness is like or what 

creative action ls like when compared to the gods' functions 

in the ,!!Lleda, that fact does not 1n any way contradict 
• 

the continuity of purpose expressed in dharma•s root 

meaning. 



CHAPTER III 

pHARMA, KRSNA AND YOGA 
••• 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In our s tud.y of dharma in the gg Veda we looked 
• 

first at the cosmology and how the gods functioned according 

to 2J:!.!. to express the truth (satla) as dharma. As a 
• 

parallel to that study we have looked at the cosmology of 

the Bhagavad Gl ta and seen that, while the structure of the 

cosmology is substantially changed, in continuity with the 

root meaning the functions of Krsna expressed by 
• • • ~ remain 

• 
to uphold the orderly relatedness of all that is. In the 

fulfillment of his dharma he pervades the cosmos as its 

creator, maintainer and destroyer and he embodies the 

totality of all that is to be k: .m. All of Krsna•s functions 
• •• 

are an expression, then, of His tr:.<. th which is His dharma. 

subsequent to our study of the cosmology of the 

Rg Veda we examined the theme of the sacrifice, yajna • 
• 
We saw that it was the creation of thegods and the ritual 

form by which man was integrated into the comprehensive 

task of upholding the orderly relatedness of all that is. 

'!he sacrifice was the very basis of the relatedness between 

the gods and man. 'Ihe parallel to that study in an 

examination of dharma in the Ehagavad G!ta is z.2M• At 

the very outset of this section of our study of dharma, 

284 
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therefore, we are confronted with a etr1king change. The 

sacr1f1cc is no longer the fundamental basis of relatedness 

but it is the object of substantial criticism within Krsna•s 
••• 

teaching. It 1s important for us, therefore~ to confront this 

transformation directly and to examine its implications for 

the continuity of the root meaning of dharma. 

'!he problem raised by the criticism of the sacrifice 

is further complicated by another, 1n some ways~even more 

confusing criticism. On the one hand we shall see that 

dharma is yoga and yet many forms of yoga are criticized as 

severely as is the sacrifice. Establishing the exact meaning 

of yoga in the Cffta is1 therefore~ a fundamental task in our 

study. It is only on the basis of the fundamental meening 

of~ that we can establish how it is an expression of 

dharma and whether that expression continues the root 

meaning. 

With regard to these issues, it is our contention that 

the shift from describing religious action 1n terms of 

sacrifice to describing it in terms of yoga was only possible 

because of an underlying continuity based on the continuing 

root meaning of dharca • We shall show that ~ is to be 

understood in terms of dharma and that yoga represents the 

un1versal1z1ng of sacrifice so that all action becomes a 

form of sacrifice and an expression of dharma. FUrthermore, 

we shall show that the ~ taught by K-t~~a 1s a universalizing 

of the yogic exercises so that all action becomes a ~ and 
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an expression of dharma. In consequence, it is our basic 

contention that yoga as the content of dharma in the 

Bhagavad Cffta 1s not only 1n direct continuity with the root 

meaning of the term established in the .B$_ Veda but the very 
• 

change from yajna to yoga is based upon that continuity. 

In order to show this continuity of the root meaning 

of dharma we will first examine Kf~qa's role as a teacher, 
_, 

a function which is a manifest example of Kf~~~s Isvara ~· 

We shall then turn to the content of the teaching on yoga 

in order to show that Krsna's yoga is the paradigm for all ... 
yogas and that in every case yoga is the expression of 

dharma and its root meaning. 

2. KRSNA: THE TEA.CHER OF DHARNA 
••• 

'lhus far we have surveyed Krsna' s eternal nature and 
••• 

seen that dharma is the principle which expresses his orderly 

an4 comprehensive action 
-; 

through his Isvara yoga. cne or 
the most important of Krsna's functions in creation is his 

••• 

teaching and while it is not in any sense fundamentally 

separate from his creating and maintaining actions, it is a 

particularly important expression of that yoga. We have 

therefore set it apart for special consideration in this 

context because the central expression of Kf~~a's teaching 

about dharma is yoga.. 
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There are several references to the fact that Krsna . . . 
considers the main subject of his discourse with Arjuna 

to be dharma. He refers to their discussion as a •colloquy 
1 

On dharmn behteen US twO I \ dharmayam SllffiVadaffi aVayoh); he . . . 
refers to the discussion of the 'royal science• rajnv1dya 

2 
as having dharma as its subject and1 of course, we have 

already referred to the fact that Krsna understands that • • . J 
his purpose in creation is to rescue dharma._ ~~~a's teaching) 

then,has dharma as its main subject and ~· as we shall 

show, is the content of what dharma means in Krsna•s teaching • . . . 
Yoga has 1 ts point and purpose w1 thin the framework of the 

meaning of dharma as a fundamental principle of creation. 

'!hat Krsna comes tnto creation to teacn the meaning ... 
of dharma is an expression of his love for his creation. 'Ihat 

--, 
Kf~:tla can love his creation and fulfill his Isvara yoga which 

requires non-attached action in all that he doe~ at the same 

time reflects the subtlty of the meaning of yoga. 
4 

knows that he acts and yet does nothing at all. 

Krsna ... 
He can 

therefore claim to le and do many thin8s in creation which 

1 
18.70. 

2 
9.2. J. 

J 
4 • 7. 8 •cf. our discussion of Arjuna's di lemma above and 

the way that he sees dhqrma as the central issue at stake, 
pp. 230 -242. 

4 
4.13. 
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appear at first to be patently contradictory. For example, 

Krsna can cla1m to be kama or passionate desire 1n 7.11 . . . -----
while at the same time teaching that ka~ ls a major power 

which threatens the possibility of acting according to yoga. 

For example, ~ is one of the three powers of the emotions 

which destroys the integrity of the conscious faculties and 
5 

perpetuates beings in the eternal, 'certain' cycles of 

rebirth. However, when Krsna claims to be kama or desire, he ... --
claims to be~ consistent with dharma: 

Mighty ot the mighty am I, too 
(Such as is) fre~ from desire and passion!· 
(So far as it is) not inconsistent with r ght 
in creatures 

[dharm~ 
I am desire, O best of Bharatas. 

balam balavata~ ca 'ham 
kamaragav1varjitam • 
dharmtiviruddho bhutesu 
kamo 'smi bharatarsaoha 6 • 

The point of Krsna being desire, aside from the fact that ... 
he 1s all things 1n creation, is to further demonstrate 

his yoga. 'llle very power which can be in opposition to yoga 

can be transformed into Krsna•s affection for all beings in 8 •.• 
creation. 'Ibis friendship is most deeply expressed in the 

teacher-pupil relationship of Krsna and Arjuna. In that ... 

5 
2.27. 

6 
7.11. 

1 
kima: eg. 2.62-64. 

8 
5.19. 

7 
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9 
relationship, Krsna is the source and object of all knowledge. 

. .. 10 
The purpose of this teaching function 1s to 'rescue' dharma 

when, in the cycles of creation, its meaning has become 

obscure and lost. H1s teaching about £.harma is the trans-

formation of kfuna into devotbn for the beings strung out by 
11 -

prakrt1 in creation. Krsna comes into that creation as a . .. • 
teacher of dharma and 'Savior' •samuddhar~' or the man who 

is his devotee. 

For them I the Sav1orfsamuddhartal 
From the sea of th'e rdtmd ofCfeatfis 
Become right soon, son of Prtha, 
When they have made their thoughts enter into Me. 

tesim aham samuddharta 
mrtyusams!ras~garat 
bnavami'nac1rat partha 
mayy avesitacetasam 12 

Here Krsna's action in creation for h1s devotee 1s to be the . . • 13 
power which literally lifts him out of {sam-ud-dhr ) of the - - ---.,.._, • 

iJ.l-18. 
10 
4. 7-8. 

11 
7.7. 
12 ' 
12.7. 

13 
'!be root"'a.m-ud-dhi which constitutes the basis for 

the term 'savior' has an important meaning when used in an 
ablative form. Monier-Williams illustrates its meanings as 
"to rescue, save, deliver from"• Other forms of the compound 
such as 'sam.uddhara• mean 'drawing out•, a meaning deeply 
connected to the whole notion of •maintaining' or ~phold1ng'. 

(con tlnued ) 
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cycles of rec1rth and death. 'Ille means by which Krsna ls • • • 14 
encountered as the savior (h£!!_) by men ls through yoga 

ln its many possible forms. Krsna, out of the power or yoga, . .. 
is the real source however, of the forms of yoga in creation 

and therefore 1 t is h1s saving action wh1c-h is expressed 1n 

the performance of any yoga at the human level. 

It is our contention then that K.r~~a, being ~ or 

desire consistent with dharma~1s the expression of prak:tt•s 

power in creation, in teaching and saving mankind. 'Ihe 

teaching is expressed by the whole Bha5avad Gita and the 

saving culminates in the vision or Krsna' s eternal nature ... 
depicted in chapter eleven of the text. ESsential to the 

present teaching, is the fact that Krsna's dhru.~mJ!. as a ... 
teacher is a function which he has performed throughout 

the cycles of time, and hence from the very beginning of the 
I 
sruti trad.1 ti on. 'lhe whole or Krsna' s teaching 1 s therefore ... 
set in a theology or tradition intended to show the eternality 

of all knowledge revealed 1n ~~d~ and continued in smrt! • 
• 

'!here are numerous ways in whioh this eternal teach~pg 

function is presented in the text. 'llle most important is 

lJ (continued) 
'!hat the root can also mean to destroy locates the conceptual 
i•elation to Krsna.•s eternal form and the cycles of creation 
which move fraii:concept1on through destruction and re-creation. 
'!hat these functions are part of Krsna•s dharma realized by 
his yoga emphasizes the nature of K:f~~s's-lordsh1p as har1. 

14 
12.8-19. 



round in Chapter Four, the yoga of knowledge .J.lifu:!ayoga. 

Krsna traces the history or his teaching: 
••• 

'lllls d1sc1pl1ne to V1vasvant 
I proclaimed; •tis eternal; 
V1vasvant told 1t to J~nu, 
Jt.ia.nu spake 1 t to IksvB.ku 

• 
'Ihus received 1n line of succession, 
The royal seers knew 1t, 
In a long covxse of time in this world this 
Discipline became lost, scorcher of the roe. 
This very same by Me to thee today 
This ancient discipline, is proclaimed. 

imam v1vasvate yogam 
proitavan aham avyayam 
v1vasvan manave praha 
manur iksvakave 'bravit 

• 
evam paramparapraptam 
imam rajar~ayo viduh 
sa ialene ha mah~t~ 
yogo nastah paramtapa 

• • • • 
sa eva yam maya te •dya 
yoga.I} proktati puratana!J 1.5 
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Here ~~~a calls his teaching yoga and claims that this 

subject has been taught by a lineage of ~ from Vivasvant 
• • 

through Ma.nu and Iksv§ku. This lineage of teachers Arjur.la . 
finds confusing, for he does not recognize that Krsna in his 

••• 

eternality is no different from the truth which is his t6ach-
16 

ing. Both are eternal (avysya) • K:~~a like Arjuna has 

passed through many births as have royal seers (raJarsala) • 
• 

15 
4.1-J. cf. 10.6, 10.lJ, lJ.4. 
16 
4.1, cf. lJ.1-17. 
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What d1st1ngu1shes Krsna from Arjuna is that he knows all • .. 17 
of his births ard knows that he is eternal. Arjuna must be 

18 
taught that eterna11ty. In presenting that teaching Krsna 

• •• 

connects the functions of his prakrt1 with the teaching of 
• 

dharma 1n creation: 

'lho unborn, tho My self 1s eternal, 
The lord of Beings 
Res ort1ng to My own material nature 
I come into being by My own mysterious power. 

For whatever Of the right rdharmasy~ 
A languishing appears, son L-Of- Ena.ra ta, 
A rising up of unright f ~~harmasyaJ 
'!hen I send Y.iYself fortff. 

For protec t1on of the good, 
And for destruction of evil-do~rs, 
To make a firm footing for the right [dharm~ 
I come into being 1n age after age. 

ajo •pi s~nn avyayatama 
bhutanam Isvaro 'pi san 
prakrtim svam adhisthaya 
sambnavfuny atmamayaya 

• 
yada - yada hi dharmasya 
glanir bhavati bharata 
abhyutthanam adharmasya 
tada 1 tmanam srjfuny aham . . 
part tranaya sM.hiinam 
v1nasaya ca duskrtain 
dharmasamsthapanirthaya 
sa~bhavam1 yuge-yuge 19 

--~----~--~~------~----
17 
of. 7.26-JO, 6.J-8, 7.18-23, lJ.17. 

18 
4.5. 

19 
4. 6-8. 
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- I 
Krsna•s eternality is focused in his atman which is Isvara • 

• • • 
'lhrough his ~rakrt1 and by the mysterious power of illusion • 
(mala). iq·~~a•s atman or soul becomes being (bhuta). 'Ihe 

condition which calls forth Krsna•s manifestation as an 
••• 

itman in creation is the decline of dharma and the 'rising up• 

of adharma. 'Ihen •·re or Krsna, sends himself forth .... 
into creation, •to make a firm footing for the right' 

(dharmasaibsthap~narthaya) • 
• 

'!here are many levels at which these references to 

dharma can be interpreted. At one level it is clear that 

the rising up of adharma refers directly to ArJuna•s description 
20 

of the confusion in his mind. It also refers to the battle 
21 

which must be fought because it is a battle about dharma. 

Arjuna's confusion cannot penetrate the mystery of how the 

battle can be in the service of dharma when it brings w1th 

it such pervasive destruction. What Arjuna needs to grasp 

is that even as the cosmos follows a cyclical pattern and 

life moves through the cycles of births, so too does 

knowledge of dharma. Dharma then refers to the whole teaching 

of the Vedas as Krsna•s own teaching in previous ages. Dharma, ••• 

as the divine revelation of Veda, follows a cycle in creation 

from clarity to confusion and renewal in the minds of men. 

21 
2.33. 



While the meaning of dharma is eternal in that it is 14"~~a, 

the source ard teacher of 1ts meaning, that eternal meaning 

1s not always perce1 ved am known. Some sa&s and men know 

dharma more olearly than others. Whether 1t is known or 

not does not change dharma's eternal presence 1n creation. 

Thus the most important level of meaning for dharma 1n these 

passages 1s to eA'J>ress the eternal1ty and hence continuity of 

dharma as part of' creation and as the symbol for the whole 

of Kf~~a's teaching from the SaII1.b1tas forwa1'd. , 
This last level of meaning 1s not without its roots 

in the P.g Veda, though there 1a clearly a new dimension to • 
its meaning. Agni brings the mantra into creation and his 

actions transmit to the ~both satya as truth and its 
•• 

•function' as dharma. That Krsna can then appropriate . . . 
dharma as a term to refer canprehensively to His truth and 

its function 1n creation is entirely consistent with earli~r 

usage. While the satya of Agni does not seem to look back 

to a previous age and revelation, in the theology of tradition 

of the Bhaaavag_ Gita we find this looking back 1s a necessity. 

EVen though this regard for earlier teachings constitutes a 

change and with it comes the shift of focus frcm sacrifice to 

~as the expression of divine and human action, those changes 

do not constitute a change in the root meaning of dharma. 
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Krsna•s insistence on the continuity of dhanna is based., not 
••• 

upon the changes in usage, but upon the purpose of H1s own 

functions in creation. Krsna•s prakrti,pervaded and trans-• . . . 
cended by purusa, functions to uphold the orderly relatedness 

• 
of all that is. Within that continuing purpose, Krsna moves ... 
into cr&ation, into that realm of contradictions and polarities 

where his truth is veiled in maya or illusion. '!here he can even 

be desire (kama) that is consistent with dharma. In doing 

so Krsna functions to maintain creation by teaching the • • • 
meaning of dharma anew when it is obscure and confusing. .Al3 

such he is the savior of all life enmeshed in the eternal 

cycles or the cosmos. This above all is Krsna•s dha.rma, ... 
His maintenance in a •fixed' form of the relatedness of all 

that is. 

J. DHARMA, KRS NA_ AND XQQ! 
••• 

'!be expressions of Krsna•s functions to teach the 
••• 

Truth which is Himself within creation are many and varied. 

To read the text and simply note each reference to 'aham' 22 ~~ • 
I I• • as it refers to Krsna•s depictions of what He does, is . .. 
to see His infinite poss1b111ties throughout eternity and 

throughout creation. Krsna states for example: 
••• 

22 
eg. J.22-24, 7.a-15, 9.16-20, 10.19-38, ll.J2, 15.13-15. 



I am the soul. Gudakesa, 
That abides in the heart of all beings; 
I am the beginning and the middle 
Of beings, and the very end too. 

Of the Adi tyas I am Visnu, 
Of lights the radiant sun. 
Of Maruts I am (the11· chief) Marlc1, 
Of stars I am the moon. 

Of Vedas I am the Eall}a Veda 
Of gods I am Vasava l Indra) 
Of sense-organs I am the thought organ, 
Of beings I am the intellect. 

aham atma gudakesa 
sarvabhutas·ayas thi tr:th 
aham adis oa madhyam·oa 
bhutanam anta eva ca 
adityanam ahaJ.!l v1~~ur 
jyot1sam t•avir ansuman 
mar!cir·marutam asm1 
naksatranam aham sa.SI . . . 
vedanam samavedo •smi 
dev'5.ns::1 ri.smi v:\s;:i.vah 
1ndr1y~n5D. mana~ ca·•smi 
bhutanam asm1 cetana. 23 

In this list of things which Krsna claims to be, he is the ... 
soul Atmau in be1ngs and he claims to have been many of the 

important deities which were encountered in our study of 

dharma in the ~ Veda. Krsna is Visnu of the Adityas; the . . . . . • 
sun, one of the important manifestations of Agni, and the 

Ma.ruts• chief. In each case Krsna is claiming to be the most ... 
important aspect. whether 1t be of a group of gods such as the 

Maruts,or the Adityas
1 

or the most important of the celestial 

stars, the sun. Similarly Krsna claims to be the Sa.mh1ta 
• • • 

23 
10.20-22. 

• 
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which is the distilled essence of the Bg Veda, the sama Veda • 
• 

latfJr in Chapter Ten, Krsna expands upon his many manifest ... 
forms as knowledge: 

or creations the beginning and the end, 
And the middle too am I, Arjuna; 
Of knowledges the knowledge of the over-soul 
I am spesich of them that speak. 

Of syllables (letters) I am the letter A, 
And the dvanda of compounds, 
None but I am immortal Time, 
I am the ordainer {creator) with faces 1n all directions. 

I am death that carries off all, 
And the origin of things that are to be; 
Of feminine entities I am Fame, FOrtune, Speech, 
Memory, Wisdom, stead.fastness, [d~tl_J Patience. 
sarganam ad1r antas ca 
madhyam cai 'va 'ham arjuna 
adhyatmavidya vidyanam 
vadah pravadatam aham. 0 

• 
ak~aranam akaro •smi 
dvandvah samasikas1a ca 
aham ev~ 'ksayah kalo 
dhata 1 ham v1svatomukhah. 

• • 
I 

mrtyuQ ~arvaharas ca_ 1 ham 
udbhavas ca bhav1syatam 
klrtih srir va.k ca narlnam 
smrt1r medha dhrit1h ksama 24 . . . . 

After claiming to be creation in all of its stages fran the 

beginning to its dissolution we find contained in Krsna•s ... 
eternal na.t.ire all knowledge and speach (vac). Krsna takes the -- ... 
form of language as letters and words. He continues in 10.J5, 

to claim to be both the sacrifical chants and the meter which 

conveys the rhythm of those chants. In essence Krsna claims 

24 
10.)2-34. 

... 
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to be all knot'4ledge that has ever been revealed and language, 

the means by which knowledge is expressed within creation. 

He is therefore both the content of revelation and the forms 

of its expression. It 1s not surprising therefore to see 

that Krsna 1s dharma • . . . 
Dharma in Krsna•s nature 1s formulated in this . . . 

instance in the context of his cla.im to be all 'feminine 

en ti ties•. As such he is fame {k1rti) and fortune {srir). -
Both of these constituents of Kr~~a•s eternal nature are very 

important both in the !Y> Veda and in the Mahabharata. In 
• 

the former, we saw that the gods bring wealth to the 

community which offers the sacrifice and fame to those great 

heros, rsls and warriors alike. In the }lahabherata the issue -.-.-
at stake is whether wealth and fortune can be achieved. by 

the use of force or whether it is realized by actions 1n 

harmony with dharma. '!hat Krsna claims to be these two ends • •• 

of human action suggests that dharma is the key to realization 

of both. 

In addition to fame s.nd for tune, Kf~??-a is Speech CyfulJ, 
the goddess in the R.g Veda 

• 
who reveals to her beloved rsi 

~ 

the -!!lntras for use in the sacrifice. '!hat Krsna. ls the ... 
revealer of truth in speeoh in the Bhagavad Gita reflects 

the continuity of this function of the goddess. '!hat continuity 

is given explict confirmation in the fact that Krsna is • smrti •, . . . 
• 
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the recollection of the original revelation made known by the 

goddess. 

In addition, Krsna is intelligence or •wisdom• (medha), ... 
dhrt1 or •steadfastness• and finally 'patience' (ksama). '!hat 

• 
K.rsna•s wisdom produces both speech and recollection as manifest ... 
forms or that Krsna is •patient' as the cycles of the cosmos . . . 
and life follow their eternal motion seem to be entirely 

obvious aspects of Krsna 1 snature. What is important for our . . . 
concern however, is that Krsna is 1 steadfast 1 dhrti, 

• • • 
and 

• 
that this usage of the root yl'dhr is a man1fes t form of his 

• 
existence in creation. 

Ihrti is one of the more frequently used forms of 
• 

the root /'d~ in the Bh~~ad GI ta. We find> for example, 

that it is used in chapter thirteen as a constituent of the 

'field' (k~etrJ. 
'!he gross elements, the I-faculty, 
The consciousness, and the unmanifast, 
The senses ten and one, 
And the five objects on which the senses (of perception) 
play, 

Desire, loathing, pleasure, pain 
Association, intellect, steadfastness, rdhrt~ 
This in brief as the Field \..: • 
Is described, with its modifications. 

ma.habhutany ahamkaro 
buddhir avyaktam eva ca 
1ndr1yani dasa1 'ka.m ca 
panca ce 'ndr1yagocarah 

• 



1cchi dv~~a~ sukha~ du~kha~ 
samghatas c~tana dhrt1h 
etat ksetram samasena. • 
savikaram udahrtam 25 • 

The 'field' described 1n verso 13.5 includes the major 
26 
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constituents of lower, and higher e£_~rt1. In lJ.6, we find 
• 

reference to the •mod1ficat1ons•, savikara. 'lhe 'mod.1ficat1ons• 
27 

are •experiences• caused by the purusa as it pervades prakrti. 
• • 

Thus the experiences of desire and loathing, or pleasure and 

pain modify faculties of prakrt1 and their capacity to know 
• 

the true nature of things. In particular these modifications 

obscure the patterns of 'association' {samghata~ or the . 
relatedness of all of the constitutents of Erakrti with the 

• 
result that the £!.1 or 'intellect• cannot discriminate 

between, for example, desire or ~ and desire wh,_ch is 

consistent with dharma. Finally, the •modifications• can 

obscure the meaning or knowledge of •dhrti• or •steadfastness•. 

Dhrt1 as pa.rt of the 'field• and the modifications, is a 
• 

constituent of Erakrti. It is not clear however, 1n this 
• 

context,what role ~h~t1 plays 1n the •field• or body and the 

•modifications' which occUl• in experience. 

our contention 1s that dhrti refers to the capacity 
• 

for and the experience of yoga. It 1s one of the •feminine 

entities• which are pal.•t of Krsna•s eternal nature and a ... 
23 
lJ. 5-6. 

26 
of. lJ.19. 
27 
cf. 13.20. 
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constituent of Kr~~a's prakrti. It is one fundamental 
• 

characteristic of Krsna•s mode of being within creation ... 
~ 

through his Isvara ~· For example, Krsna describes the 
••• 

•agent•-(kartr)wh1ch functions in creation pervaded by the 

power (guna) of sa.ttva as •steadfast•: 
• 

Free fran attachment, not talking of himself, 
Full of steadfastness [d~rffl and energy, 
Unchanged in success or ta ure, 
Such an agent is called one of goodness. 

mukta sango •naha.qivadl 
dhrtyutsahasamanv1taQ 
siddhyas1ddhyor nirvikarab 
karta sAttvika ucyate 28 

Dhrti refers to the. capacity to act in such a way that one 
• 

is free fran attachment. Such an action is knowable in that 

there is no •self' which is known to be the 'agent' performing 

the action. Therefore whatever the results of the action, the 

agent remains •unchanged•. This depiction of the 'agent' in 
-, 

action corresponds to the description both of the Isvara 

yoga by which Krsna maintains the cosmos and of the way in - ... 
which action must be done by persons according to~ within 

creation. More important than other characteristics of yoga 

is the fact that it 1s the form of acting 1n creation which 

is the expression of dharma and, consequently, the expression 

of harmony w1 th the di vine yogi , 14"~~a. 

28 
18.26. cf. 18.26-27 for the ta.mas and rajas 

forms of dhrti. 
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our task then must be to analyze the way in which 

these usages of dhr 
--;-

connect the r6va.ra ~ of Kf~r:a and 

the performance of action according to yoga on the part of 

persons within c1•eation. 

Kl.·sna first introduces his discussion of yoga by . . . 
distir.gu1sh1ng it as a topic from tte first theme of his 

29 
teaching, the eternality of the soul, called samkhya. 

Simkhya in the flhag~ad Glta seems to refer to the essential 
I 

knowledge which the faculty of integration, the buddhi 

requires 1n order to know the true nai:ul:19 of the divine. Yoga 

1s to be understood as the compliment of that knowledge in the 

form of action, and is equally essential in order for the 

buddh1 to know the di vine. 

'lhis has been declared to thee (that is found) 
in Reason - method, 
'Ih1.s mental attitude: but hear this in Discipline -
method, 
Disciplined with which mantal attitude, son of Prtha 
'lhou shalt get rid of the bondage to action. • 

e~a te bh1h1ta sa~hy~ 
buddhir yoge tv imam srnu 
buddhya yukto yaya partha 
karma. bcindham prahasyas1. JO 

• 
The combination of s~hya and m appropriated by the 

faculty of integration (buddn1) ls the basis, assures Krsna, 
••• 

for the throwing off of the •bondage to action• karma b.andha. 

29 
cf. lJ.19. 

JO 
2.39. 
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'!his assertion of the power of knowledge and ~ is 

emphasized in the next verse, in the context of which) yoga 

1s 1dent1f1ed as dharma: 

In it there la no loss of a start once made, 
Nor does any reverse occur; 
Even a 11 ttle of this duty cdharmasy~ 
Saves from grea. t danger. 

ne 'ha 'bh1kramana~o •st1 
pratyavayo na vidyate 
svalpam apy asya dharmasya 
trayate mahato bhayat Jl 

The power of dharma as yoga 1s great. Ch the one hand the 

yok1ng of the faculty of integration (buddhl!, illkto) is such 

that it gets 1 r1d of the bondage to action' and on the other 

hand it •saves from great danger•. The exact meaning of these 

two expressions of the power of dharma as yoga is not made 

clear in these two references, though the faculty which ls 

critical 1n the realization of the effects - the buddh1 - ls 

indicated and 1n the next verse descr1bod in its two modes. 

The two modes of the buddh1 or the faculty of integration 

are 1 ts na. ture when yoked (l_u..lcta) by yoga or 1 ts nature when 

not yoked. 

The mental attitude [bfddhij whose nature is resolution 
Is but one in this wor d, son of Kuru; 
For mall.)"-branched and endless 
Are the mental attitudes [puddh~ of the 1rresolutee 

vyavasayatmika buddhir 
eke 'ha kurunandana 
bahusakha hy anantas oa 
buddhayo •vyavasayinam 32 

31 
2.40. 

32 
2.41. 
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When the faculty of integration ls •resolute• (yyavasayatm1kal 

then its mode is singular, eka. 'Ihis 1s the characteristic --
of a yoked ~ddh~. By way of contrast, when the buddh1 1s 

•11.•1•esolute• (avravasiiyina) it 1s 1 Iila.ny branched and endless' 

(bahu~akha tiz ananta~ £!!.)• This corresponds to the unyoked 

faculty. 

The 'irresolute• mode of the buddh1 1s dominated by 

kama or desire which is not in harmony with dharma. '!he 

expression of this mode of the buddhi 1s the quest to 
33 

achieve goals. By way of contrast, in the •resolute• or 

yoked mode of the buddhi the connection is severed between 

an act and its consequence: 

Cl1 action alone be thy interest, 
1-;ever on its fru1 ts; 
Let not the fruits of action be thy motive, 
Nor be thy attachment to inaction. 

karmany eva 1 dhikaras te 
ma phalesu kadacana 
ma karma

0

phalahetur bhur 
ma te sailgo •stv akarmani 34 • 

The severance of the connection between actions and the •fruits• 

or goals of action is an essential characteristic of yoga and 

the oneness of the buddhi. 
-, 

'!his is reflected in Krsna's Isvara 
• •• 

yoga. v,•sna acts through his nrakrt1 and yet knows himself .""'. • 35 .c..:... • 

not to act at all. As such Krsna is dhrt1 or steadfast • 

33 
2.4J. 

~~47 
35 
cf. 5.8-9, 4.13-14. 

. . . 
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Similarly. the emphasis in the yoga of the buddh1 is that 
J6 

action is imperative. No person can live and not act. 

'!he focus or attention therefore must be simply on the per

formance of action without thought for the goals or fruits 

of action. in order to embody the •steadfastness' characteristic 

of Krsna • • • • 
'lhe locus for this realization of •steadfastness' 

through yoga is the buddhi. According to the three powers - --
of IU:akrti, or ~unas. sattva. rajas and tam.as, the buddhi 

• 7 • 
has three types of existence. Of those,sattva is yoked 

through yoga and is therefore 1 dhrti' or •steafast' while 

lower on the scale of steadfastness are the two modes of the 

unyoked or •irresolute• buddhi. 

'lhe distinction of intelligence [buddh!J and of 
firmness [dhrt~, also, 
'Ihreefold acco1:cling to the Strands, hear 
Fully expounded 
In their several forms, Dhanamjaya • 

• 
Activity and cessation from it, 
'lh1ngs to be done and not to be done, danger and 
security, 
Bondage and release, that which knows these 
Is the intelligence that 1s of goodness ~attv~ 
son of Prtha • 

• 
Whereby right and unright [dharman adha.rmam\ 
.And things to be done and not to be done, --:I 
AJ.•e understood incorrectly, 
That intelligence [buddhtj son of f!tha is of passion. 

Right as unr1ght what ~dh.9.rmam dharmamJ 
Conceives. obscured by arltnes~, 
.And all things contrary (to the truth), 
'lba t intelligence ~uddh~ son of Prtha, is of darkness. 

j~5 
37 
cf. Note 18 in "Dharma, Krsna ani the Cosmos" above 

for a d1souss1on of each gun1!_, above' p.260, ~lso 230-242 
• 



I 
buddher bhedam dhrtes ca1 •va . . " gunatas tr1v1dham srnu 

• - I • • • procyaman9.ID. ase~e~a 
prthaktvena dhanamjaya 

• • 

pravrtt1m ca n1vrtt1m ca 
karyru..arye bhayabhaye 
bandham moksam ca ya vetti 
buddh1n sa partha sattv1kI 

• 

yaya dharmam adharmam ca 
karyam ca'karyam eva"ca 
ayathivat prajanati _ 
buddhih Sa partha rajasi 

• 
adharmam dharmam 1 t1 ya 
manyate"tamasa'vrta / 
sarvar.than vipa.i-1 tams ca 
buddhih sa partha tamas! 38 . 
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In this account, the modes of the buddhi under the classific

ations (bheda) of the three 6unas are outlined showing the 
• 

effects of each ~ on the •steadfastness• dhrti of the 
• • 

faculty of integration. In the sattv_!! classification, the 

buddhi is ~teadfast and therefore •resolute•. In th1s state 
39 

of •oneness• (ek2} , the buddh1 can discriminate between the 

polarities of "activity and cessation", nthings to be done 

and not to be done, danger and security, bondage and release". 

Buch discrimination corresponds to the ability outlined 1n 

2.47 to act without concern for the fruits of action. It 

also corresponds to the assertion that to act according to 
40 

yoga saves from the 'danger' of rebirth and the ~ondage to 

)B 
18.29-)2. 

39 
cf. 2.41. 
40 
2.40. 
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41 
action• • Most important, in its sattva mode the faculty 

of integration discr1mnates between that which leads to 

'bond.age• (bandha) and that which le~ds to moksa or release 
• 

from bondage. E9sentially. this last discrimination refers 

to the knowledge that Krsna does all action through Erakrt1 
• • • • ,,, 

and Isvai·a yoga. such knowledge is oneness of the buddh1 in 

the atman which is Kr~na. . . . 
'!his capacity to discriminate between the polar1t1es 

of experience rests upon the discipline of yoga as the means 

to realize •steadfastness•: 

'!he firmness @.hrtyaj with which one holds fast \ghar-
ay:ateJ • 
'lhe activities of the mind. life-breaths, and senses, 
And which 1s unswerving in discipline, 
'!hat firmness is of goodness. son of Prtha • 

dhrtya yaya dh.8.rayate 
manahpranendriyakriyah 
yogena ivyabhicarinya 
dhrtih sa partha sattv1kl 42 . . 

• 

Here dhrti is described as the holding fast (dharayate) 
• 

of the functions of the mind, prana or breath and the senses 
• 

according to yoga. The two uses 1n 18.JJ of ~ emphasizes 
• 

the connection between the buddhi, its capacity to be 

singular (eka} in the face of the multitude of act1v1t1ec and 

experiences of the mind and senses. '!hat capac1 ty for oneness 

is realized by yoga and the consummation of being and acting 

in harmony w1 th dherraa. and 1'rs.na • . . 
41 
2.39. 

42 
18.JJ. 



'lhe fact that puddh1 yoga 1s the performance of 

dharma is elaborated further in the description of rnJas 

JOB 

and ~.~ effects on the buddh1. In both instances the buddhi 

is incapable of discriminating what action is consistent wlth 

dharma and what is not. In the case of each e;~m, there is 
• 

a hierarchy of knowledge and powers to effect the state of 

the buddhi. Sa ttva is the highest in that 1 t establishes 

the harmony of the person w1th the dharma and yoga of Krsna. -- ... 
Below it is rajas and below that is ta.mas, ·each of which 

is 1 lower 1 on the scale of knowledge and capacity for 

integration. 'Ihus, the buddhi when it is dominated by the 

power of £a.J.a~ cannot distinguish what is dha.rma and what is 

not dharma correctly. Therefore it is impossible to know 

what 1s to be done and what is not to be done. As a result, 

action is performed with goals or 'fruits' in mind. Buch 

'fruits• can even include dharma: 

But when to re11gion rdharm~~1ove ckamii}and wealthI:arth~ 
With firmness he hold§: fast dharaya~ Arjuna 
With attachment, desirous of he fruits, 
'Iha t firmness [ dh!·t1J is of passion, son of P;tha. 

yaya tu dhexmakamarthan 
dhrtya dharayate 'rjuna 
prasangena phalakanksi 
dhrtih sa partha raJasl 43 . . 
43 
18.34. 
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Dharma here has two levels of meaning. en the one 

hand there is the dharma which is yoga. the highest form of 

action realized by a ~9Jl!. which is sattva. lhis ~~ 

integrates the yogi into the eternal nature of Krsna • • • 

because he knows that all action is accomplished by Krsna•s ... 
prakrti and not by a self. A second level of meaning for 

• 
dharma is the performance of actions - including dharma acts -

but not as a yoga. This refers to the performance of the 
44 

sacrifice according to the Sa.m.hitas or to the performance 
45 • 

of tapas, or forms of yogic action with a view to achieving 

results. An illustration of such actions ls the necessity 
46 

to perform one's birth-determined varna dh~ • !hese 
• 

actions however can be performed either as a yoga or as a 

simple duty. Without yoga all of these actions are 

performed under the power of raJa.s and therefore do not sav·e 

the actor from continued existence in the cycles of rebirth. 

Both the dh~ performed under the power of sattva 

and the dharma. performed under raja.s >however> are understood 

to be forms of dharma. Actions performed by the buddhi of 

a!:akrt1 when dominated by the power of tam.as however, are 
• 

44 
9.21. 

45 
17.18. 

46 
cf. 2.31,33,3.35. 18.40-45. 



steadfast 1n their opposition to <!h.~· Dharma becomes 

adharma. and dhrti or steadfastness is lost 1n confusion: 
• 

Whereby sleep, fear, sorrow, 
Despondency, and pride, 
'Ihe foolish man does not let go, 
'lhat firmness is of darkness, son of Prtha. 

yaya svapnam bhayam sokam ... . . . 
visadam madam eva ca . . ... 
na v1mun.cati durmedha 
dhrt1h sa partha tamasl 47 • • 
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Here there rematns a form of •steadfastness' or firmness, but 
48 

1t 1s such that vi~ada or despondency and arrogance (~) 
• 

among other things result in actions 1'hich are positively 

opposed to dhe.rma, hence are called adharma. --
The hierarchical structure of the relationships 

between the faculty of integration (buddh1) and yoga as 

dharma is critical in order to understand Krsna's crit1c1sms . . . 
of the sacrifice and yoga exercise or ascetic practices like 

tapas. In the case of each of these types of action, Krsna . .. 
is critical, not of the forms of action as sueh, but of the 

motivation which lies behind the performance of the act. 'Ille 

buddhi functions in human consciousness to integrate know

ledge and action. Buddhi yoga is a form of knowledge (srumthy~, 
• 

and action, yoga, which· yokes the buddhi so that lt is 

singular {~) in its focus and can therefore function 1n 

action while knowing that no action is really done outside 

7 
18.35. 

48 
Arjuna•s depress1on(v1slda)in 1.28. 

• 
cf. 
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of :erakrti • The meaning of this yoga is therefore not 
• 

limited to any specific act such as the sacrifice, yoga 

Bather, Krsna is establishing a ... 
meaning for yoga and hence dharma which is modeled on his 
-~ Isvara yoga. This yoga as dharma is universal in its 

implications for it comprehends all action done in creation. 

Within the universal yoga as dharma. all actions are 

accomplished without thought for the fruits or results of 

the action performed. If therefore the sacrifioe is enacted 

with a view to achieving certain forms of merit then it is 

not an act accomplished by a yoked faculty of integration 

under the power of the sattva guna. It is confused ful-
• 

fillment of dharrua, subject to rajas or tam~s. 

Consider for example the fact that dharma is used 

as the name for the complex of the vedlc literature and the 

sacrificial ritual in the Gita. 'Ihis use of dharma is 

entirely consistent with K.t·sna•s own claims to be both the 
••• 

source and object of all knowledge and all action. Vedic 

knowledge and sacrificial action are characteristic of 

created existence and a product of Krsna's prakrti. The 
• • • • 

sacrifice is therefore an expression of dharma irrespective 

of whether or not 1t is fulfilled as a yoga. 

Because the sacrifice and the Sa.mhitas are Krsna 1 s 
• ... 

creation and because they are dharma. the sacrifice and Veda 
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are always powerful. When the sacrifice is performed under 

the power of the raj~ auna it still produces limited 
• 

results, but those results must be interpreted in the h1er8.l~chy 

of dharma and its relation to yoga. 

'Jhe three-Veda-men, soma-drinkers, purified of sin, Me 
With ri tua.l worship worDhipp1ng, seek to go to heaven; 
They, attaining the mer1 torious world of the I.ol'd of 
the gods (Indra), 
Taste ln the sky the divine enjoyments of tne gods. 

'!hey, after enjoying the expansive world of heaven, 
When their merit 1s exhausted, enter the world of 
mortals, 
'!hus confonning to the religion dharma. of the 
three Vedas, 
Men who lust after desires get that which comes and 
goes. 

traividya mam somapah putapapa 
yajnair istv~ svargatim prarthayante 
te pu~yam·~sadya surendralokam 
a6nant1 divyan div1 devabhogan 

te_t~ bhuktva svargalokaip.,vl~ala.1!1 
ksine punye martyaloka.m visant1 evam tray!dharmam anuprapa.nna 
gat~gatam kamakama labhante 49 

• 

Here, the sacrifice as ~~produces as its fruit, 'the 

meritorious world of the lord of the gods 1
1 because the 

sacrificer offers the rite under the influence of kam.a., or 

desire. 'Ih1s 1s not the kama which is consistent with 

dharma noted above,though, on the other hand, it 1s not an 

act which is positively adha.rmwl!. or against dharma. 

49 
9.20-21. 
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'!he offering of the sacrifice is consistent with 

dharma, but 1 t 1s not the highest expression of dharma 

because the rite is offered with a view to achieving results. 

Such motivation locks the actor in the cycles of the cosmos 

and rebirth. By contrast, as we have already seena dharma 

as buddh1 yoga under the sattva guna results in actions which 
• 

bring releas~ from the cycles and eternal union with Krsna 
••• 

because the karma-yogi knows that only Krsna acts. ... 
It is clear therefore that the sacrifice remains an 

entirely legitimate ritual act within Krsna•s teaching. It 
' . . . 

remains, however, 1n two forms. First 1t is the sacrificial 

r1te, which, as a form of action, remains rooted 1n prakr~ 
• 

and the power of the guna~. thder the powers of both ~!.£. 
• 

and rajas. the sacrifice remains dharma even though, when 

performed under the power of rajas guna, the sacr1f ice brings 
• 

results which remain within the cyclical movements of creation. 

More important however, for our purposes, is the 

second form 111 which the sacrifice remains an integral and 

fundamental part or the teaching of Krsna. '!he sacrificial ... 
rite is the symbol of non-attached action. It is therefore 

the basis for the universal yoga. The sacrifice, as we saw 

1t in our study of the .fig Veda, was grounded in dharm~ and 
• 

clearly separated. the necessity of action and the •fruits• 

which came to the comm.unity. The sacrifice called the gods 
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to the rite, offered them Soma the sacr1f1c1al food and in 

return the gods brought to the vedic community offspi•ing, 

wealth, power and great heroes. The results of action were 

understood as gifts from the gods and in no sense were they 

seen to ar1s~ simply from human action. At the symbolic level 

within the §hagavad Gita, therefore, this basic separation 

of act and results is extended to apply to all action. Every 

act becomes a sacrifice in the fulfillment ot dharma as yoga. 

our interest is primarily 1n the way in which this 

second dimension of sacrifice is developed in Krsna•s 
••• 

teaching. It constitutes a significant change in the 

meaning of the sacrifice. The change involves a movement 

from ritual pattern of action which was performed by the 

Vedic comIDunity among other actions, to an interpretation of 

all action as a sacrifice. In the vedic context the sacrif1ce 

was the pattern of actions which established the ved1c community 

in the framework of dha.rma. We must now see whether the 

symbolic meaning of the sacrifice performs the same function 

w1 thin the teaching of the £hagavad GI ta. 
The principle of the sacrifice and the way in which 

it is universalized is outlined in Krsna•s account of the origin ... 
and nature of the sacrifice. Krsna states that the sacrif.1ce 

••• 

was begun by Prajapati, the lord of Creatures, a god who is a 
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.so 
manifestation of Krsna in previous times. 'Ihe fact that 

••• 
the sacrifice was founded by a god is consistent with the 

principle which we saw in our study of the founding of the 

sacrifice in the Rg Veda. Another expression of continuity 
• 

is the fact that the gods who receive the sacrifice when it 

1s offered are responsible for bringing the results of the 

sacrifice. Kf~qa quotes Prajapati as he describes these facets 

of the sacrifice: 

After creating creatures along with (rites of) worship, 
Prajapat1 (the Creator) said of old: 
By this ye shall procreai:Byourselves
I.et this be you1• Cow-of-wishes. 

With this prosper ye the gods, 
And let the gods prosper you: 
(Thus) prospering one the other, 
Ye shall attain the highest welfare. 

For desired enjoyments to you the go:is 
Will give, prospered by worship: 
Without giving to them, their gifts 
Who so enjoys, is nothing but a thief. 

sahayajna~ praja~ sr~tva 
puro'vaca prajapatih 
anena prasavi~yadhvam 
esa vo •stv istakamadhuk . . . 
devan bhavayata 'nena 
te deva bhavayantu va~ 
P.arasparam bhavayantah " . . 
sreya~ param avapsyatha 

1~~an bhogan h1 vo deva 
dasyante yajnabhavitah 
ta1r dattan apradayai.'bhyo 
yo bhunkte stena eva sah 51 

• 

.50 
ll.J9. 

j710-12. 
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Prajapat1 is the creator of creatures and the sacrifice. 

By the sacrifice, Prajapati states, creatures can procreate 

themselves. F\lrthermore, the sacrifice is the means to 

realize all wishes or purposes. By worshiping the gods through 

the sacrifice the gods will bring prosperity and the 1 highest 

welfare'. 

'!he point is that the sacrifice and the gods are 

depicted as the means by which procreation, and prosperity 

are achieved. It is not just the individual act of sexual 

union which results in offspring. Nor is it jus~ for another 

example, the act of the warrior who conquors enemies and gains 

their possessions. With those actions ~ the sacr1f1ce, 

it is the gods who bring results. It is not a reflection 

of the lack of knowledge that sexual union is requ1~ed for 

procreation or th~t a warrior must conquor enemies by his 

skill in battle, that lies behind this conception of the 

purpose of the sacrifice. Rather it 1s a reflection of a 

knowledge about the limited capacity of human actions to 

bring desired results. Actions can have many kinds of results. 

Sexual union need not bring offspring. Battles can be lost~ 

In either case, the realization of results is not a direct 

consequence of the act(s) performed and the motive which 

inspires them. Bather, consequences of actions are understood 

in the Bg Veda as gifts from the gods based upon the performance 
• 
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or the sacrifice. 

Similarly not to perform the dharma of the sacrifice 

is to believe that human actions and skills are sufficient to 

achieve results. According to Prajapati - Krsna, such a 
• • • 

belief makes one a thief who steals the gifts of the gods in 

creation. A thief is, in the hierarchy of dharma as yoga, 

the man who acts under the power of tamas against dharma 

because he arrogantly assumes that he, not the gods or Krsna, 
••• 

accomplishes all that he does and receives. 

'!be essential point about the sacrifice is, therefore, 

that an act or a skill is rut onefactor 1n bringing about desired 

results. '!he sacrifice mediates human motives and desires to 

the gods who are responsible for bringing wealth, power and 

conquest, ·to mention only a few of the gifts, to those who 

offer the rite. '!he sacrifice was the sign of harmony with 

the powers of the cosmos in its truth (satya) and its function

ing (dharmal, exactly as it was in the &; Veda • 
• 

At the very heart of this depiction of sacrificial 

action is a profound conceptual continuity from the Bg Veda • 
• 

Just as the god-s and the sacrifice were understood to mediate 

between the sacrifice and its results in the fig Veda 1 so too, 
• 

in the Bhagavad Gita, it is Krsna who, in the performance of 
••• 

-I' 
his Isvara yoga and dharma, accomplishes all action and brings 

52 
all results. To know that ls to see Krsna as Prajapati, to 

• • • 
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53 
see that Krsna 1s the Veda and the sacrifice, ... -- and to see 

54 
that it 1s Krsna who will act to destroy the Kauravas • • • • 
To know this is also to know that Krsna is the one who, . . . 
according to his dharma and dhrti, steadfastness, does not 

• 
act at all. 

_, 
Such is I(f~~a's Isvara yoga and his dharma as 

the upholder of the orderly relatedness of all that is. 

is the essence of the In doing this dharma, Krsna 55 -- ••• 
sacr1f1c~ adh1vaJna, and he is also 

, 56 
the •recipient and lord' 

of 1 all acts of worship' • As Brahman, Krsna is all aspects 
••• 

of the sacrifice: 

The (sacrificial) presentation ls Brahman; Brahman 1s 
the oblation; 
In the (sacrificial) fire of Brahman it 1s poured by 
Brahman; 
Just to Bl0ahman must he go, 
Being concentrated. upon the (sacrificial) action 
that is B1•ahman. 

brahma •rpanam brahma hav1r 
trah!llagnau orahmana hutam 
brahl!'l.a1 'va tena gantavyam 
brahmakarmasamadh1na 57• 

53 
10.32.35. 

54 
11.26-27. 

55 
8.4. 

56 
9.24. 

57 
4.24. 
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While being all of these aspects of the sacrifice, iq·~~a 

knows that he does not act at all. Thus as Krsna developes 
••• 

the essential separation of motive and action established in 

the Rg Vedic conception of the sacrifice, it 1s transformed. 
• 

into the universal form of action performed by his E,!akrti • 
• 

As Krsna is the source of creation and the doer of all action • • • 
within creation he accomplishes all of that without any 

attachment to his action. Krsna knows that Erakr!l and the 
• • • • 

gunas do all that is done while he does no act at all. Krsna 
• ... 

therefore embodies the essential prine1ple of the sacrifice 

and universalizes that principle into yoga. 

Within this un1versal1zation of the sacrifice into 

yoga, we find that the basis of both the original conception 

from the Hg Veda and the universal sacrifice is based upon 
• 

the continuity of the root meaning of dharma. 
•1 

In the Isvara 

yoga of iq·~~a we find the complement of the function of the 

gods according to dharma. The gods established the sacrifice, 

travelled to it and accepted the offering of the sacrificers. 

In response to the offering the gods moved along the orderly 

pathways of rta to sustain the cosmos, bring offspring to all .---
forms of life, or bring wealth, power, conquest and great 

heroes to the community. All of this exp1·essed 'the manifold 

forms of upholding the orQerly relatedness of all th!it1s. K.rsna 
••• 

now does all that the vedic gods did through the inherent 
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necessity of Erakrti to act to create all that is and sustain 
• 

1t in its orderly cyclical patterns. Krsna is the teacher 
••• 

who reveals knowledge, which is P~s nature, to his friends in 

creation. In doing all of this. he fulfills his dharma, the 

essential purpose of which is to uphold the orderly relatedness 

Of all the. t is. 

ih.c continuity of the root meaning of dharma is expressed 

1n Krsna•s teaching about the sacrifice in two forms. First, 
••• 

1t is expressed at the level of purpose. 'Ihe universalizatlon 

of sacrifice into yoga remains the mode by which men part!ci

pa te in the truth or knowledge of the divine through their 

actions. 'Ihe extension of the fulfillment of that purpose from 

the performance of ritual acts to all action in no way alters 

the meaning of either the sacrifice or of~~ All action 

is to uphold the orderly relatedness of all that is. 'Illus 

while there is the change of meaning from the specific ritual 

act as dharma to the cooiprehensi veness , of all ac t1on as a 

sacrifice, the change is based upon an essential underlying 

continuity of meaning both of the sacrifice and dharma. 

Within the discussion of the sacrifice the central 

focus 1s on karma or action. 'Ihe sacrifice, yajna,_is karma, 

an act. In the universalization of the sacrifice the ritual, 

as a specific set of act1ons)becomes a symbol for all action 

done as a yoga. This emphasis on action is characteristic 

of the discussion of the sacrifice and is crucial to understand 
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buddh1 yoga as dhar.ma. In the yog1 who has withdrawn from 

society and from the sacrifice, who sits rapt in meditation 

and who 1s the embodiment of stillness and inaction, we have 

an important image which complements the emphasis on karma 

from the discussion of the sacrifice. 

L1.ke the sacrific~. yoga can be done in such a way 

that it is thought to be renunciation of all action or 1t 

can be done as a form of buddh1 ~· To think that 1t 1s 

poss1 ble to renounce all a.ction is a delusion comparable to 

thinking that no sacrifice 1s necessary. In the same way 

that it 1s necessary to know that all action is a sacr1r1ce, 

it is necessary to know that one does not act: 

'I am (1n ?ffeQt) doing noth1~ ' - so 
The d1sc1p11neu. man should think, knowing tha t1•uth, 
When he Fe.es,- hears, touches, smells, 
ea ts, walks , brea. thes, 

Talks, evacuates, grasps, 
Opens and shuts his eyes; 
'The senses (only) on the objects of the sense 
Are operating' - holding fast to this thought ~hara~~· 
nai •va kimcit karoml •ti 
yukto manycta tattvav1t 

I ~ ' I - 1 pasyau srnvan sprsan j ghrann 
I • • • "" / asnan gacchrui svapan svasan 

pralapan v1srjan grhnann 
um1san n1m1sann api • 
ind.r1yan1 'i1driyarthesu 
vartanta 1ti dharayan· 58 

In this passage, the root '9,hr, conveys the necessity to 
• 

'hold (ingJ fast to this thought' ~haraia~, that one does 

nothing in the midst of all of the activities of the body. 

5 
5.8-9. 
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'lhe ,;1og1 rapt 1n meditation stands as the image of 'doing 

nothing• and the sacrifice stands as the image of the necessity 

to contin~e to actft Together the two images combine to convey 

the essential meaning of buddhi ~ and hence the content 

of~~· 

Within the context of the double necessity to act and 

yet know that one does not act at all, the ~ embodies 

the principle of the knowledge of inaction: 

~t the disciplined man ever discipline 
Himself, abiding in a secret place, 
Solitary, restraining his thoughts and soul, 
Free from aspirations and without possessions. 

In a clean place establishing 
A steady seat for himself, 
Taat is neither too high nor too low, 
covered with a cloth, a skin, and kusa-grass, 

There fixing the thought-organ on a s1r1gle object, 
Restraining the activity of his mind and senses, 
Sitting of the seat, let him practise 
Discipline unto self-purification. 

Even body, head, and neck 
holding (dharayann) motionless, (keeping himself) steady, 
Gazing at the tip of his own nose, 
And not looking in any direction, 

With tranquil soul, rid of fear, 
Abiding 1n the vow of chastity, 
Controlling the m1nd, his thoughts on Me, 
I.et him s! t d.1sc1pl1ne d, absorbed 1n Me. 

yogI yunJ1ta satatam 
atmanam rahas1 sth1tah 
eka.kl yat~cittatma • 
niraslr apar1grahah 

• 



iucau de~e pratisthapya 
sthiram asanam atmanah 
na •tyucchritam na'tinicam 
oailaj1nakusottaram • 

tatra1 'kagra.m manah krtva 
yatacittendr1yakriyah • 

1 "' - ... a.d upav sya •sane yunjya 
yogam a tmav1~ud.dhaye 

I -samam kayas1rogrivam 
dharayann acalrup sthlrah 
SalJlJ);ek~ya nasikagram SVain 
d1sa~ cB>navalokayan• • 

prasantatma v1gatabhir 
brahmacarivrate sth1t!'lh 
manah samyamya maco1tto 
yukta as1ta matparah 59 • 

In this dep1ct1on of the yogi in the midst of meditation 
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we find that the root ~hr is used to convey the way in which 
• 

he must hold his body motionless 1n the midst of concentrated 

m~ditation. At the same time, in the stillness of conte~plat1on 

which brings tranquility of soul (prasantitma), the liberation 

from fear (vi.gatabhlr), and control of the mind {manas ), we 

find this yogic meditation ultimately brings union with Krsna. . . . 
'!he though ts of the yogi are c oncen tra ted on K:~:r:a and he is 

yoked (zuktva.) and •absorbed in Y.ie• (asita mate~). The 

image of the motionlessness of the yogi 1s the expression 1n 
-1 creation of Krsna•s self-knowledgo in which, by his Isvara 

••• 

yoga, he knows that he acts to maintain all beings while the 

purusa knows that no action is done. '!he yoga exercise 1s 
• 

therefore both the image of the purusa's pervasive presence 

59 
6.10-14. 

• 



in creation and an 1nd1spens1ble expression of an action 

consistent with dharma. Possessing the knowledge of the 

itman or soul in harmony with iq-~i:a, ~~as yoga is 

established, so that one is motionless in action. 

Yoga exercise is therefore a pattern or acting 

entirely consistent with buddhiyoga and dharma. '!his is 

not to suggest, however, that yoga exercises cannot be a 
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formof delusion for. understanding action. Illustrative of the 

potential for delusion in such exercises is the analysis of 

tapas m en extreme :ftrm of asceticism. Such exercises are 

conditioned in their appropriaten~ss by the state of the 

buddhi which controls the motivation for doing action. Thus, 

under the power of each of the gune.s, taEas can have varying 
• 

forms of appropriateness: 

With the highest faith performed, 
This threefold austerity, by men 
Not seeking fruits and disciplined, 
They call (austerity) of goodness. 

With a view to respect, honour and reverence, 
And with sheer hypocrisy, what austerity 
Is performed, that is called in this world 
(Austerity) of passion; 1 t 1s insecure (~ - ~!!'..~) 
and impermammt. 

If with deluded notions, or with self
Torture, austerity is performed, 
Or 1n order to destroy another, 
1.hat is declared to be of darkness. 

~raddhaya paraya taptam 
tapas tat trividham nara1h 
aphal8.kaiiksibh1r yUkta1h • 
sattv1kam par1caksate • 

• • 



sa tka.ramanapujartham 
• 

ta.po da.mbhena. c .ai 'va yat 
kr1yate tad iha. proktam 
rajasam calam adhruvam· 

• 
mudha.grahena •tmano yat 
pldaya kriyate tapah 
parasyo •tsadanartham va 
tat tamasam udahrtam· 60 

• 
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Here, tf!Pas is a form of~ which 1s performed in faith 

(~ra.ddha) and not seeking 'fruits• or results from the act. 

'lhis is tapas under the power of the aattva auna. By way 
• 

of contrast, the tap~ which has goals such as the gaining 

of •respect, honour• and reverence• is done under the power 

of ra,Jas. It :i3 specifically described as adhruvam, which can 

best be put as 'not fixed', in order to accent the contrast 

with the way in which buddhiyoga brings with 1t •steadfastness• 

(dhrti) and release from the cycles of rebirth. Finally, the 
• 

tapas done under the power of tamas 1s action based upon 

delusion and is destructive not only of the actor but 

potentially of others. 

Within this hierarchy there is no sense in which 

ta.pas is excluded from action consistent with dharma. It is 

presented simply so that the focus is not what is done, but 

whether it is done under a motive which seeks results. This 

is precisely the distinction which characterized the sacrificial 

60 
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rite and yoga exercises. Ea.ch has its power not in the act 

itself but in the state of the buddh1 or faculty of integration 

and uhether it is yoked yoga. 

Thus, what emerges from this hierarchical presentation 

of tapas is that asceticism must be understood as a form of 

action even when its purpose is to establish motionlessness 

and stillness. When it is known as an act, it is known that 

its power arises from Krsna•s prakrti. In that knowledge 
• • • • 

comes the realization of yoga as dharma in union with Kl•sna • 
• • • 

'Ihus the yogi becomes the one whose buddhi is 'held with 

firmness' dhrtigrh1taya and is one with Krsna: 
• • •• 

The desirESthat spring from purposes 
Abandoning, all without remainder, 
W1th the thought-organ alone the throng of senses 
Res training altogether, 

Little by little let him come to rest 
'Ihru t~e co::~ciousness [buddh!J held w1 th firmness 
[~hrtig1 hi ta,y ~:n 
Keeping the tnought-organ fixed in the self 
He should think on nothing at all. 

Who sees Me in all, 
And sees all in Me, 
For h1m I am not lost, 
And he is not lost for Me. 

samkalpaprabhavan kamams 
ty9.ktva sarvan ~sesatan . -. man&sai •ve 'ndriyagramam 
v1niyrunys samantatah w 

• 
I I 
sanaih-sanair uparamed 
buddhya dhrt1grh1taya 
atmasamstham manah krtva . . . . 
na k1mo1d api cintayet 

• 



yo mam pa6yati sarvatra 
sarvam ca mayi pasy~ti 
tasya: 'ham na. prana.syami 
Sa C& me na prana~yati 61 

• 

J27 

'!he yogi holds the senses in restraint by the faculty of 

thought, the manas. In doing so, the buddhi, the faculty 

of integration 1s steadfast(dhrti)and the manas is fixed in 
• 

the soul (a tma.tj. In this state of fixed meditation on the 

itman or soul which is Krsna there is no thought, for thougt ... 
~tself is part of parkrti and an action. The soul, as Krsna, . .. • 
knows it does not act. Thus, the absence of thought reflects 

the fullness of knowledge that it is Krsna who is in all and • • • 
does all. In this knowledge is the fullness of yoga as 

dharma. 

'lhe consumation of this teaching comes with Krsna•s . . . 
self-revelation of his eternal na.1ure in Chapter Eleven of 

the Gl ta. '!here, through the gift of a third eye, Arjuna 

is given the capacity to see Krsna•s eternal nature. In . . . 
the midst of that vision Arjuna sees the comprehensiveness 

of Krsna both as the doer of all that is done and as the one ••• 

who eternally does not act at all. For our purposes it is 

most important that Arjuna sees Krsna as the source and basis 
••• 

of dharm~ 

'Ihou art the Imperishable, the supreme Object of 
Knowledge; 
'Ihou art the ultimate resting-place of this universe; 
'Ihou art the immortal guardian of the eternal right 

rB'a.s va tadharma.gop t~ 
'Thou art the everiast1ng Spirit, I hold. 

61 
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tvam ak~a~a' pare.marp. veditavyar:a 
tvam asya visvasya param n1dhanam 
tvs.m avyayah sesvatadhai-magopta 
sanatanas tvam puruso mato me. 62 

• • 
Krsna 1s celebrated as the •Imperishable•, (~~), 

••• • 
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the 

•supreme object of knowledge• and •the ultimate resting

place of this universe•. In each of these three epithets, 

we find emphatically stated the comprehensiveness of the 

eternal natu.re of Krsna. What 1s. is Krsna. As such, he . . . . .. 
is the •immortal gcard1an of the eternal right 1 (sasvatadh~rma-

gopte). Krsna•s ~rus~ is the aksara which pervades all that 
• • • • • 

prakrti does 1n creation. '!hat Krsna brings all that is into 
• ••• 

creation, ani is the sum total of all that is to be known 

by men 1n croation, constitutes the full expression of the 

meaning of dharma. In all that Krsna does, therefore, he is . . . 
the guardian, gopta, of dharma. 

'!he meaning of this guardianship, however, is 

exceedingly difficult for Arjuna to grasp. Even in the midst 

of the vision of Krsna•s eternal nature Arjuna sees that . . . 
among the manifestations of Krsna•s guardianship of dharma ••• 

is the very destruction of the cosmos as the last of the four 

ages of Brahman comes to an end. Krsna•s guardianship involves 
••• 

a destruct1ve~t the sight of which so shakes Arjuna's soul 

that he finds no dhrti •steadfastness• in what he sees • 

62 
11.18 

• 
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Thy great form, of many mouths and eyes, 
O great-armed one, of many arms, thighs, and feet, 
Of many bellies, terrible with many tusks, -
Seeing it the worlds tremble, and l too. 

Touching the sky, aflame, of many colours, 
With yawning mouths and flaming enormous eyes 
Verily seeing Thee (so), my inmost soul is shaken 
And I find no steadiness Ldhrtij nor peace, 0 Vis nu . 
rupam mahat te bahuvaktranetram 
mahabaho bahubahurunadam • 
bahudaram bahudamstrakaralam 
drstva lokah pra.Y,jathitas tatha 'ham .. - . 

I ,. 
nabhahsprsam dintam anekavarnam 
vyat-cinanam diptavisalanetram • 

- • 41 -- - -drstva hi tvam nravyathitantaratma 
dhrtim na vindami ~amam ca visno 63 • • • • • 

Krsna's response to Arjuna's terror and his lack of dhrti 
• • • • 

at the sight of his destructive form is to acknowledge in 

speech that he is the destroyer of all that is, includir..g 

those who face the warrior Arjuna across the battlefield. 

Kt~l)3. is the doer of all that is done and that is the only 

basis for knowing dhrti, steadfastness • 
• 

The Blessed One said: 

I am Time (death), cause of destruction of the 
worlds, •matured 
And set out to gather in the worlds here. 
Even without thee (thy action), all shall cease 
to exist, 
The warriors that are drawn up in the opposing 
ranks. 

Therefore arise thou, win glory, 
Conquer thine enemies and enjoy prospered kingship, 
Be Me Myself they have alr8ady been slain long ago; 
Be thou the mere instrument, left-handed archer: 

3 
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Drona and Bh1~ma and Jayadrath~. 
Karna too, and the other ~arrior-heroes as well, 
Do thou sl~y, (since) they are already slain by Me; 
do not hesitate! 
F1ghtl Thou shalt conquer thy rivals in battle. 

~rlbhagavan uvaca 

kalo 1 smi lokaksayakrt pravrddho 
lokan samahartum 1ha.pravrtta~ 
rte 1 p1 tvam na bhav1sya.nt1 sa.rve 
ye •vasthit~h pratyanfkesu yodhah • • 

tasmat,tvam uttis~ha ya~o labhasva 
j1tva satrun bhurtksva rajyrun samrddham 
maya1 •va1 •te nihatah pUrvam eva 
n1mm1ttamatrrun bhava savyasacin 

• 
dronrun ca bh1smam ca jayadratham ca 
karnain tatha fny~n ap1 zodhavir~n 
maV1i natams tv~ jahl ma vyath1stha 
yuahyasva•jetasr rane sapatnan ··64 . 

E.Ven in the midst of the vision. Arjuna cannot see that dhrtt 
65 • 

cannot be established upon fear even of Krsna • Rather it 
••• 

1s founded upon the revelation of Krsna and his eternal 
••• 

m.ture in its oomprehensi veness. That His nature is express('!d 

both in the fo1'Dl of friendship and in a terrifying aspect is 

not a matter of choice for Arjuna but a matter of acceptance 

of what he sees and hears from Krsna. Krsna 1 s imperative, . . . . .. 
'fight' (.yudhyasva} 1s a.n 1mpera.t1ve which a.rises f1•om the 

necessity tor Arjuna to conform his actions with what he 

has seen of Krsna•s actions. He has seen that it 1s . . . 
Krsna who kills the enemies in his eternal function as the 
••• 

guardian of dhe1•ma.. To accept that knowledge and to act 

through yoga in harmony with it. is Arjuna's dharma as yoga. 

This integration of knowledge and action, of knower 

64 
ll.J2-J4. 
65 
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and the object of knowledge 1s the highest expression of 

dharma. It 1s participation 1n Krsna•s cosmic duty to . .. 
guard dharma. With such participation comes complete --
integration with dharre~ ar..d. Krsna. 

, ... 
Quickly his soul becomes righteous (dharmatmaJ, 
And he goes to eternal peace. 
Son of KuntI, make sure of this: 
No devotee of mine is lost. 

ks1pram bhavati dharmatma 
sasvacchant1m nigacchat1 
kaunteya pratijanlh~ 
na me bhaktah pranasyati 66 • • 
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The power of this immortal dharma functions as the Savior which 

is Krsna and lifts his devotee out of the recui·ring cycles 
••• 

of life and death. 'Ihe same point is made in chapter 14. 

'Ihere Krsna states that this knowledge brings his devotee to 
••• 

a •state oflikeness with me• 

Having resorted to this knowledge, 
Come to a state of likeness with Me, (sadha!:!!!,yam) 
Even at a world-creation they do not come to birth, 
Nor at a d1ssolut1on are they disturbed. 

1dam jnanam upa~ritya 
mama sadharmyam agata~ 
sarge 'pi no •pajayB.nte 
pralaye na vyathant1 ca. 67 

For the soul{~tmaD)to become one with dh~rma is the same 

thing as to come to a state of likeness w1 th Krsna. The 
• • • 

sou 1 in 1 ts knowledge, knows Krsna and is one with 1 t in ... 
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dharma. S1milai•ly, Krsna is later called in chapter 14, the 
• • • 

foundation of dharrna. 

For I am the foundation of Brahman, 
The immortal and the imperishable, 
And of the eternal right (dharmqsy~). 
And of qbsolute bliss. 

brahm9no hi prat1stha 'ham 
amrtasya 'vyayasya·ca 
I y sasvatasya ca dharmasya 
sukhasya1 •kantikasya ca 68 

Krsna•s function as knowledge in creation as the savior and 
••• 

teacher is~ then, intended to bring the soul of all beings into 

harmony or oneness with his own nature. In all that Krsna . .. 
does 1n creation from the very beginning of the conception 

of creation through his m!my existences as teacher. rsi- .a.nd 
.• 

all beings, Krsna represents the me~ning and expression of 
• • • 

dhe.rm~ .• 

Nowhere is the suprema.cy of this knowledge expressed 

more clearly than in Krsn~'s final words to Arjuna. 'Ihere 
••• 

he urges Ar,'juna to reqlize the highest dhgrm~ which 1s 

integration with Him and his dh~rma: 

Abandoning qll (other) duties, 
Go to Me ·as thy sole refuge; 
From all evils I thee 
Shall rescue: be not grieved! 

sarvadha~an psr1tyajya 
mam ekam saran~m vr~ja 
ah~~ tv~ s~rv~E~pebhyo 
moksay1syfuni m~ suc~h 69 

• • • 

68 
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To ~bandon dh~rmq as qll fo.nns of ritual, yoga or varna -...-
duty in order to know .Krsn~ ls to reqlize the dharma th~t 

••• 

1s Krsn~ who 1s ~nd does qll. Such knowledge is the ... 
release from Arjunq's depression and the freedom to qct 

qnd fight 1n the cqttle which faces fu"juna without fear of 

the consequences of such actions. This is Ai~juna's highest 

dharma. 

By way of summ~y, the highest meaning of dh~rmq 

would seem to have grea.t s1gn1f1cq_nce for our concern to 

show the root meqning of dh9rm~ and its continuity. We have 

seen, for ex~mple, th~t the universql yog9 ~s dh9.rmq is 

the key to the cosmology 1n tha Gita ~nd the wqy in which the 
-/ 

cosmos is upheld by Krsnq's Isv~ra yoga. In the reqlm of . . . 
religious prqctice, the universal yoga estqblishes the 

possibility of integrql unity w1th the divine Krsn~ qnd ... 
consequently with his dhqrm.q. U.l action becomes a sacrifice 

performed as a yoga. Rqther th~n just the sacrifice, qll 

qct1on becomes the basis for integr~tion with Krsna. While ... 
this is q chqnge !t ls one in direct continuity with the 

Hg Vedq qnd. is b~sed upon the root me~n1ng of dh~rmq: to 
• 
uphold the orderly rel~tedness of ~11 th~t is. 



CHAPTER IV 

DHARMA, KRSNA AND COMMUNITY 
••• 

In our discusslon of dharrna in the Rg Veda our con-
• 

cern was to show simply that the cosmic and sacrificial themes 

in the root meaning of dharma had important implications for 

the community which preserved the Rg Veda and the other 
• 

Samhi tas • Within the creation which began as a Golden Foetus 
• 

there emerged an orderly cosmos upheld by the symbiotic 

functions of the gods. The human community participated 

in the gods' upholding task through the sacrifice. From the 

performance of the sacrifice the gods ensured such things 

as food, long life, offspring, wealth and power, the justice 

of Varuna., and heroic rsis for the community. 
• • • 
In turning to the implications of dharma and its root 

meaning within the Bhagavad Gita we find that many of the 

implications which came to the community from the sacrifice 

remain within the framework of the universal sacrifice called 

yo~. There is however, one important change. Dharma as 

yoga functions at two levels of meaning for the community. First, 

it functions as the continuing basis for the integration of 

the community into the divine order. At this level, the 

consequences of dharma remain the gift of creation as the basis 

for human sustenance, offspring ani all the other gifts 

334 
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of the gods. 

At another level, higher in significance, 

dharma involves the integration of individual human knowledge 

and experience into the cosmic function of ~F?l}B- to uphold 

the whole of creation. At this level, d.harma is buddhi ~ 

which brings the yogi into integral unity with the divine, 

eternal nature. Thereby, the yogi gains release from the 

eternal cycles of the four ages of the cosmos and the cycles 

of rebirth which function within them In essence, integration 

into the divine nature is the consummation of' dharma. This 

consummation, while it is a significant change in the content 

of dharrna fundamentally continues the root meaning established 

in the R~ Veda • • 
These two levels of usage of dha.rrna have important 

implications for the conception of community. One can speak 

of the community which preserved the ~g Veda as a sacrificing 
• 

community. because of the central and indispensable role the 

sacrifice played. In the Bha_gavad Git1 we have the universal

ization of the idea of sacrifice as~ and with that comes 

the sacralization of the whole of the community, and of all 

life which is framed by the structures of that community. This 

conception of a universal sacral community is again a change 

in the implications of dharma from those which we saw in the 

Rg Veda • 
• 

That change is founded upon the continuity of the root 

meaning of dharma.Society as a whole is structured around the 
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normative, hierarchical varna system. That system comprehends 
• 

all people in society and provides the framework within which 

there is a division of labour which sustains the society. The 

laws and customs which elaborate the normative division of 

labour are however seen to be the framework in which individuals 

can realize the fullness of knowledge and ultimate release from 

the necessities imposed by the structures of society. That 

release, moksa,is union with Krsna. The lower and higher 
• • •• 

meanings of dharma therefore correspond to the two purposes 

inherent in the varna structure of community. The same structure 
• 

has a functional and a sacral meaning, corresponding to the 

division of labour and the human goal of ultimate release from 

rebirth. The fact that we can ref er to the whole society as 

a sacral community and to the universalization of dharma as the 

basis for the socialization of community rests upon the fact 

that the whole of creation including human community is 

metaphysically grounded in Krsna•s creative action according 
••• 

to dharma, 
-/ 

Through his Isvara ~ and according to his dharma, 

Krsna creates the structuresof the community • 
• • • 

The four-caste system was created by Me 
With distinction of Strands and actions 
(appropriate to each); 
Altho I am the doer of this, 
Know Me as one that eterrally does not act. 



caturvarlJ.Yarn maya srstam . . . - / . . . . 
gunakarmavibhagasah 
tasya kartaram api

0 mam 
viddhy akartaram avyayam 1 

The.!..~ system is Kr~z:a's creation in the same way in 
• 
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which, within the B.g Veda, we find the Puru~a as the source 
• 

of the varna order. 2 The structure of Krsna's community in 
• • •• 

which there are priests warriors, tradesmen/agriculturalists, 

and workers, constitutes the normative division of labour 

within society. Each level of the hierarchy has its own 

basic characteristicsa 

Of brahmans, warriors, ani artisans, 
And of serfs, scorcher of the foe, 
The actions are distinguished 
Accordi~ to the Strands that spring 
from their innate nature. 

Calm, (self-) control, austerities, purity, 
Patience and uprightness, 
Theoretical and practical knowledge, and 
religioua faith, 
Are the mtureal-born actions of brahmans. 

Heroism, majesty, firmness \dhrt:hl skill, 
And not fleeing in battle afso; 
Generosity, a.nd lordly nature, 
Are the ~turaJ. born actions of warriors. 

Agriculture, cattle-tending, arxl commerce 
Are the natural-born actions of artisans; 
Action that consists of service 
Is likewise natural-born to a serf. 

brahmanaksatriyavi£am 
sudra~m ca para~tapa 
karmard

0

pravibhaktani 
svabhdvaprabhavair gunaih • • 

1 
4.13. 

2 
Rg Veda 
• 



/ ~ samo damas tapah saucam 
ksantir arjavam·eva ca· 
jfianam vijilii.nam astikyam 
brahmakarma svabhavajam· 

~auryam tejo dhrtir daksyam 
yuddhe

0

c~ 'PY apalayanam • 
danam isvarabhavas ca 
ksatram karma svabhavajam 

• • 

krsigauraksyavaIJijya~ 
val~yakarma svabhavajam 
paricaryatmakam karma 
sudrasya 'pi svabhavajam J 
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Within the division of labour of the varna system and the 
• 

general characteristics which are normative for each particular 

varna.,Brahmans are described as possessors of 'knowledge•, 
• 

•purity'and 'patience'. The normative aspect of these 

characteristics is manifest in the fact that in each case the 

Brahman must come to know these characteristics, ana., 

through buddhi yoga, integrate them so that they become the 

natural expression of dharma and yoga in daily existence.4 

The warrior must come to know and naturally embody "heroism, 

majesty, firmness dhrti and skill", all of which are normative 
• 

characteristics of the varna, into which Arjuna was born • 
• 

Because the normative characteristics of each varna 
• 

must be learned an:l embodied through yoga, no aspect of the 

varna order is closer or further from potential realization of 
• 

J 
18.41-44. 

4 
18.45-54. 
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• 
which, for example, we have seen is a manifestation of dharma 

as yoga, in the same way in which he must come to know the 

skills which a warrior must possess. No part of the 

yarna order is further from the possibility of realizing 
• 

dharma as ~oga in union with Kr~~· 

To know yoga as dharma is to know Krsna am. that is a . . . 
universal human possibility irrespective of varna. The power 

of this yoga is universally applicable• 

Even if a very evil doer 
Reveres Me with single devotion, 
He must be regarded as righteous [~adhy_\ 
in spite of all; 
For he has the right resolution. 

• 

Quicltly his soul becomes ri.gh teous \ftharma tn~ , 
And he goes to eternal peace. 
Son of Kuntt, make sure of this 1 

No devotee of Mine is lost. 

For if thoy take refuee in Me, son of Prtha, 
Even those who may be of base origin, • 
Women, men of the artisan caste, and serfs too, 
Even they go to the highest goal. 

How much more virtuous brahmans, 
And devout royal seers, tool 
A fleeting and joyless world 
Thisi having attained, devote thyself to Me. 

api eet suduracaro 
bhajate mam ananyabhak 
sadhur eva sa mantavya~ 
samyag vyavasito hi sah 

• 

5 
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ksi_pram bhavati dharmatma 
sasvacchanti~ nigacchati 
kaunteya pratijanlhi 
na me bhaktah pranasya ti 

• • 

mam hi partha vyapa~ritya 
ye"'pi syuh papayonayah 
striyo vaisyas tatha sudras 
te 'pi yanti para~ gatim 

kim punar brahmanah nu?)Ya 
bhakta rajarsayas tath~ 
anityam asukham lokam 
imam prapya bhajasva m8.m 6 

• 
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The power of yoga outlined in this account in which one act 

of devotion is sufficient to know Krsna makes clear that such 
••• 

knowledge is a human potential irrespective of varna. Within 
• 

the cycles of rebirth, there may be a greater potential, based 

upon the training from birth, that a Brahman or Ksatriya will 
• 

know dharma as yoga. That fact is acknowledged by Krsna. 
• •• 

This conception of society is therefore sacral in 

purpose because it provides the orderly framework within 

which persons can move toward enlightenment and release from 

rebirth. "Sacral" however does not imply that the society is 

to be understood as in any sense sacred in itself. Rather it 
7 

is "a fleeting and joyless world". Therefore, at best it is 

to be used as the framework within which persons can come to 

know the eternal divine natw:e and act in harmony with the 

9.30-33. 

7 
9.33. 



knowledge according to dharma as ~ to attain release 

from it, The sacral dimension of society therefore 
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corresponds to the sacral dimension of the cosmos as a whole. 

All that is, is a divine creation, 

Within this sacral purpose of society, the realization 

of knowledge of yoga and of Kf~l]B. in no sense alters the 

fact that the knower is in creation and in community, In 

no sense therefore does the realization of the 'higher dharma• 

of enlightenment involve release from the structures and duties 

of the community. Dharma remains a unitary conception having 

higher and lower forms of meaning. Thus the enlightened man 

knows that he acts through Krsna•s l2.r.!L~~~.1 and in that knowledge 
••• • 

functions in conf'ormi ty with dhs.r.ma to do his yarna duty, per~ 
• 

form the sacrifice or yoga. It is clear however, that the 

same act of vo.rnq duty can also be performed outside the 
• 

context of yoga, and such an act is accomplished under the 

power of the rajas ~· Rebirth in the cycles of rebirth 
• 

is the fruit of 1,ower dharma. However, both such acts 

according to varna duty are dharma, with the first as a 
• 

yoga being the higher. By way of contrast, Arjuna's threat 

not to fight constitues adharma, an act against dharrna. 

For the community then it becomes possible to define 

those actions which are dharma and adharma and thereby establish 
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a vast normative system of law and custom which defines the 

proper order for a sacral society. However, this is not a 

social framework which leads to enlightenment. It is a 

framework within which enlightenment and release are 

potentially possible for all men who know the highest meaning 

of dharma as yoga. It is therefore within the context of 

the hierarchical meani~g of dharma that we must interpret 

Krsna•s imperative to Arjuna to fight the battle against 
••• 

the Kauravas. At a minimal level, Arjuna must fight because 

it is his yarna duty to do so. To refuse is adharma • 
• 

Furthermore, to fight the battle in the knowledge of Krsna's ... 
revelation of his eternal nature which showed Arjuna that it 

is K~~~.a who kills those who die, is to fight as a yogi and 

fulfill the highest dharmJiL 

Likewise having regard for thine own (c~ste) duty 
Thou shouldst not tremblet 
For another, better thing than a fight required of 
duty 
Exists not for a warrior. 

Presented by mere luck, 
An open door of heaven -
Happy the warriors, son of 
That get such a fightt 

Prtha, 
• 

Now, if thou this duty-required 
Conf'lict wilt not perform, 
Then thine own duty and glory 
Abandoning, thou shalt get thee evil. 

Either slain thou shalt gain heaven, 
Or conquoring thou shalt enjoy the ear th. 
Therefore arise, son of KuntI, 
Unto battle, making a firm resolve. 



svadharmam api ca •veksya 
na vikampitum arhasi • 
dharmay~d dhi yuddhac chreyo •nyat 
ksa.triyasya na vidya te • 

yadrcchaya co 'papanna.m 
svargadvaram apavrtam • 
sukhinah ksatriyan partha . . .. ; 
labhante yuddham Idrsam 

• 
atha cet tvam imam dharmyam 
samgramam na karisyasi • 
tatah svadharmam ~irtim ca 
hitva papam avapsyasi· 

hato va prapsysai svargaip 
jitva va bhoksyase mahim 
tasmad uttistha kaunteya 
yuddhaya kr~aniscayah. 8 

• • 

J43 

Because varna dharma is simply consistent with.the totality 
• 

of dharma•o meaning, it ia legitimate that Arjuna should be 

riducled if he refuses to fight. Performance of one's 

dharma is the only way to act which brings good for himself, 

the community and the cosmos. Not to act according to ~.!:D.a 

dharma is adharma and constitutes disharmony in the 

interrelated structures of creation. 

• 

If Arjuna performs his dharma as a warrior, he will 

at most be killed in the battle and thereby attain heaven. 

Not to fulfill his dhsrma will bring ridicule from his allies 

and his enemies arxl positive evil in future existences. Should 

Arjuna fight with his brothers and win, he will gain 'power•, 

8 
2.31-33, 371 cf. 18.47, 3.35. 
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•wealth' and 'fame• in the world. Krsna affirms that all of 
• • • 

these ends are entirely legitimate fruits arising from the 

performance of dharma for in the midst of Krsna's self-
• • • 

revealation to Arjuna, Krsna statesa 
••• 

Therefore arise thou, win glory, 
Conquer thine enemies and enjoy prospered kingship; 
By Me Myself' they have already been slain long ago, 
Be thou the mere instrument, left-handed archer. 

tasmat tvam uttistha yaso labhasva 
jitva satrun bhuAk~va rajyatp samrddham 
mayai •vai •te nihatah ptl.rvam eva 
nimittamatram bhava savyas~cin 9 

6 

Arjuna must be the •mere instrument• of Krsna•s pra1crti 
• • • • 

in the cataclysmic battle and in the performance of dharma 

both as yosa: and as varna dharma. Krsna has determined that . . .. 
the Kaurava-Pandava war concerns dharma10 as much as his 

•• 

teaching to Arjuna concerns dharma. In action it is 

necessary to conform to dharma and in lcnowledge it is 

necessary to know Krsna. The union of action and knowledge • • • 
in Arjuna is his performance of varna dharma as Krsna's 

• • • • 
'instrument•. When he acts as Krsna.•s yogi the battle can , ... 
be fought and won, the material fruits of the battle -

conquest, wealth, power - can be realized. In addition, if 

in the performance of dmrma, Arjuna acts through yoga, then, 

in addition to all else, Krsna brings him into his own nature • • • 

and gives release from the cycles of rebirth. 

9 
11.JJ. 



The necessity to fight illustrates the general theory 

of action applicable to the whole of the varna system: 
• 

Taking delight in his own special kind of action, 
A man attains perfection1 
Delighting in one's own special action, success 
How one reaches, that hear: 

Whence comas the activity of beings, 
By whom this all is pervaded, -
Him worshipping by (doing) one's own appropriate 
action, 
A man attains perfection. 

Better one's own duty, (even) imperfect, 
Than another's duty well performed 
Action pertaining to his own estate 
Performing, he incurs no guilt. 

sve-sve karmalJY abhiratah 
samsiddhi~ labhate narah· 
svakarmaniratah siddhim· 
yatha vindati tac chrnu 

• • 

yatah pravrttir bhutanam . . . . 
yena sarvam 1da~ tatam 
svakarmal}2. tam abhyarcya 
siddhim vindati manavah • • 

~reyan svadharmo vigunaQ 
paradharmat svanusthitat 
svabhavaniyataT- karma 
kurvan na •pnoti kilbisam 11 

• 

11 
18.45-47. cf. 3.35. 
Better one's own dutylsvadhar~(tho)imperfect, 
Than another's duty [n::i:c'."'.dharn1~ ~ well ~=rformeds 
Better death in (doini) one's own duty \!yadharm~ 
Another• s duty@aradharmg} 

~reyan svadharmo vigunah 
paradharmat svanusthit~t· 
svadharme nidhanam·sreyah 
paradharmo thay~vahah • 

• 
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The special duty of all men is dharma, That dharm~ ranges 

from birth-given duties according to var!]! to the highest 
• 

dharma as yoga. All such action is pravrtti;2 action that 
• 

must be done. According to Krsna all 'beings• are in prakrti 
• • • • 

and find their fulfillment in the •maintenance' of all that 

is,13 Thus action according to dharma, both in its higher 

and lower forms, participates in the •maintenance' of all 

creation. In this unity of function according to dharma, 

we have the metaphysical basis for the sacral meaning of 

community and a direct example of the way in which dharma 

retains its root or core meaning. 

The concern of the Bhagavad Gita is not however, to 

rolate the details of all that dharma means. Rather the 

intent is to convey the metaphysical ground for the sacral 

meaning of action and community, The details of normative 

types of dharma actionare to be found in the Sastras. 
,4 

to which Krsna makes reference.-
• • • 

Therefore let the lawr sastrcil be thy authority 
In determin.ing what Should and should not be done. 
Knowing (action) laid down in the law's injunctions, 
Thou shouldst do such action in this world. 

tasmac chastram pramanam te 
karyakaryavyavasthitau • 
jnatva sastravidhanoktam 
karma kartum iha 'rhasi' 15 

12 
cf. 18.30 and the fact that the steadfast buddhi 

knows the distinction of pravrtti and nivrtti • 
• • 

13 
7.5, 15.7 

14 
16.24, 17.1. 
15 
16.24. The usual translation of •lastra• is 'sacred text•. 



On the basis of performing the actions required by the ~astras 

Krsna brings to the community and to individuals the 'fruits' 
• • • 

of acting in harmony with dharma. As the gods had brc•ught 

the gifts of creation to those who offered the sacrifice, 

Krsna brings to men the 'fixed' fruits of dharma: 
••• 

Where j_s Kf~l)B. the Lord of discipline _ 
And where is the Bowman, the son of Prtha 
There fortune, victory~ prosperi~ • 
And statecraft are firmly fixed L£hruv~I ween. 

/ 
yatra y~gesvara~ kf~~o 
yatra P,artho dhanurdharah 
tatra srir vijayo bhutir· 
dhruva ni tir ma tir mama. 16 

As the Gita ends on the note which recalls that Krsna is ... 
the 'lord of yoga' yoge£vara and that Arjuna has acceded 

to his teaching about dharma17 and commits himself to 

fight the war, we find the affirmation that the consequences 

of dharma are fixed for those who know dharma and act in 

harmony with it. 

In the unity of Krsna's eternal nature comprehending 
••• 

all that is and all that is done, we find the continuity 

of the root meaning of dharma as the upholding of the orderly 

relatedness of all that is. 

l 
18.78. 

17 
18.73. 



CHAPTER V 

DHAR~A AND THE THEOLOGY OF TRADITION IN 

THE BHAGA VAD GITA 

We have examined dharma in three contexts - Cosmology, 

Yoga and Community. In our discussion of the origin and 

structure of the cosmos we saw that all creation had its 

source in Krsna and was structured within and by his prakrti • . . . • 
Krsna was the source, the maintainer and destroyer of creation. . . . 
Within creation He maintained all creatures including man by -his prakrti. He functioned through Itvara-~ according to 

dharma. Indeed the whole structure of the created order and 

all motion in the cosmos was possible because it was upheld 

by Krsna • . . . 
Important to Krsna's maintenance of creation was his . . . 

function as a teacher. He claimed to be all of the great 

rsis who had seen the vision of reality and translated that -.-.-
vision into the mantra. In continuity with that function, 

Krsna returned to his creation in embodied form to continue ... 
to teach dharma. In this teaching, Krsna universalizes . .. 
~ and the vedic sacrifice to express the meaning of 

dharma. All action must become a sacrifice and a ~ in 

order to express the highest meaning of dharma. Krsna . . . 



therefore explicity claims a continuity for ctharma and 

specifically for dharma as ~· 

In this teaching there is a hierarchy of meanings 

for dharma. Below the universal yoga, the highest meaning 

of dharma, are those forms of action which, like the 

sacrifice or varna dharma, can be enacted simply out of a 
• 

recognition that such action is religiously required. While 

such acts are dharma they are motivated by the desire for 

results of one kind of another. As a consequence such action 

binds the actor in the recurring cyclicial movements of 

creation and re-birth. By contrast, in the universal Y.S2JlE:. 

all desire is Krsna and is in harmony with dharma. All . . . 
action is known to be Krsna' s action and that knowledge, . . . 
which itself is dharma and Krsna, brings release from the ... 
recurring cycles of creation and eternal union with Krsna • 

• • • 
The purpose of our discussion of dharma in the 

Bhagavad Gita was to see if all of the particular meanings 

of dharma had, as in the Rg Veda, an underlying coherence . 
which we called a root or core meaning. In particular we 

wanted to know if such a core meaning was the same as that 

in the Rg Veda. If it was the same, there would be grounds 

to claim that we had validated for our understanding the 

continuity of dharma from the ~ruti text, the Rg Veda, to 
• 
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the smrti text, the Ehagavad Gita • . -· . 
In the Rg Veda we saw that the root meaning was based 

• 
upon the symbiotic functions of the gods which individually 

contributed specific functions and aspects to creation. 

Agni made the light and the mantra manifest in creations 

Indra brought the waters through his power. The Adityas 

brought orderly motion and Soma nourished both the gods and 

men with the sacred food for the sacrifice. In each of 

these manifestations we found functions of the gods expressed 

through forms of~dhr. It was particularly important for 
• 

the formation of the root meaning that each of the powers 

and each aspect of creation was inseparably tied together 

in the necessity to act according to dharma in order that 

the whole creation could be upheld. Each part of creation 

contributed to the total function of upholding arrl in 

doing so expressed the orderliness and indispensable 

relatedness of each aspect of creation. Dharma was found 

to be, then, the conceptual expression of the upholding of 

orderly relatedness in all that is. 

~-In the Bhagavad Gita, the meanings of dharma were 

concentrated in the divine nature of Krsna. All of the ••• 

functions fulfilled by the diverse powers of the Rg Veda 
• 

are taken up by Krsna and, most important for our concern, . . . 
are understood to express his functions according to dharma. 
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Krsna created and maintained all beings and taught Arjuna . . . 
-,,,. 

because such actions, accomplished through his Isvara-yoga, 

were manifestations of dharma. Krsna not only appropriated 
••• 

the forms of dharma articulated in Veda but articulated in 

his teaching of ~· changes in the content of dharma 

which can only be understood in the light of an underlying 

continuity and coherence of the root meaning first seen in 

the Rg Veda • 
• 

To articulate the continuity of dharma's root meaning 

in its setting in Krsna's teaching, we stated that dharma 
• • • 

was the central term in a theology of tradition. The use of 

the term 'theology' was intended to convey the coherence of 

Krsna's teaching as a whole. The term 'tradition' articulated ... 
the way in which Krsna saw his teaching as consciously related ... 
to the revelation of mantra to the vedic rsis. Both the .. 
coherence and the relation to the vedic mantra were based 

upon the root meaning of dharma. 

Dharma is central to the coherence of Krsna's teaching . . . 
as its main theme. Dharma is the problem about which Arjuna 

expresses his confusion. Dharma's hierarchical pattern of 

meanings from dharma as ~. through dharma as many forms of 

action - varna-dharma, sacrifices, yogic meditation, to name 
• 

but a few - provide the framework within which Krsna's 
••• 

teaching as whole can be understood. The criticisms of both 
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yoga exercises and the sacrifice find their rationale within 

the hierarchy, Dharma as ~ becomes the expression of the 

knowledge that one does not act, only Krsna's prakrti acts. 
• • • • 

The sacrifice expresses the necessity 1Q. act but does so in 

the knowledge that only Krsna acts. The paradox of inaction . .. . 
in action is the highest dharma...r.. the key to uiuock the 

coherence of all Krsna's teaching. 
• • • 

Coherence alone is not, however, a theology of tradition. 

Krsna's teaching about dharma draws upon the established 
• - a 

core meaning of dharm~ to show that the vision of the vedic 

poets remains the authoritative source for all that follows. 

Two main points can illustrate the raditional dimension of the 

theology and its basis in the core meaning of dharma. First, 

Krsna upholds the cosmos • . . .. While, the gods of the Rg Veda 
• 

acted symbiotically to uphold the cosmos, Krsna uses the 
• • • 

many powers of prakrti to accomplish the same end. All 
• 

creation holds together in Krsna' s nature. While Krsna may 
• • • • •• 

not be a god in the Rg Veda, what is essential, is that He 
• 

embodies the principle that creation is upheld in each of its 

manifold aspeets and as a unitary whole. 

Secondly, Krsna's yoga as dharma is tied intimately 
••• 

to the sacrifice. The sacrifice, as it was established by 

the gods in the Rg Veda, was the key to integration of the 
• 
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vedic community into the harmony of the cosmos. In the Gita, 

the sacrifice is~ and all action, not just a ritual, 

becomes the basis for integration of the community into the 

sacral order. 

The ultimate expression of integration in the Gita 

is union with Krsna. Whether it be integration into the ... 
sacral order or with Krsna, dharma conveys the underlying 

• • • 

principle of upholding through~ in the same way that it 

did in the sacrifice in the Rg Veda. The point of action as 
• 

dharma was to be at one with the satya, the truth which 

functions in creation as dharma. Similarly, in the Bhagavad 

Glta 1 the point is to know Krsna and function through the 

hierarchy of dharma's meaning. While the detailed actions 

may be altered, the principle of dharma expressed in its 

root meaning remains the same. 

In sunur.ary, dharma, as part of a Theology of Tradition 

does not refer to a strict identity of particular divine or 

human functions. Rather, it refers to an interpretation of 

a god, such as Krsna or a religious practice such as yoga in ... 
terms of the basic presupposition which we have called dharma's 

root or core meaning. The 'newness' of Krsna as a god when . . . 
compared to Agni or Indra is an important change in the 

Tradition. However, the key point is that we are talking 

about a change taking place - in a tradition. To be divine 
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Krsna must uphold the cosmos, for dharma is an inherent 
••• 

principle in the cosmos. It is inconceivable that Krsna's 

eternal rature could be seen devoid of that principle. 

Krsna's divine nature then is only comprehensible because its 
••• 

manifestation in the Glta is based on Veda, the records of 

the rsis who saw the inherent principle of dharma as the 

upholding of the orderly relatedness of all that is. Such 

a vision underlies and shapes the vision of dharma in the 

divine nature of Krsna. Such a vision underlies the critical . . . 
absorption of the sacrifice into dharma as the universal 

yoga. 

Dharma then demonstrates a continuity from the Rg Veda 
• 

to the Bhagavad Gita. Having shown that continuity, our 

task now is to see the implications of that fact for the 

problem of continuity posed by western scholarship. 
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CONCLUSION 

THE LOTUS AND THE CHARIOT 

The centrality of the notion of dharma led us to seek 

to validate the claim made in the Tradition that dharma can 

be known most authoritatively in the ~ruti literature. The 

textual basis for validation was located in the Rg Veda a:::-id then . 
in the Bhagavad Gita. The question asked in these texts was 

whether there was a roo~ or core meaning of dharma which 

could support the diverse types of meanings which occur in 

various contexts. The Rg Veda was examined to establish the 
• 

root meaning; the Bhagavad Gita was examined to determine 

whether there was continuity of the root meaning. 

Having surveyed dharma in these texts, we have 

argued that indeed dharma can be understood to have a 

core or root meaning and that despite certain types of 

char.ges in the Tradition, the concept of dharma has a 

demonstrable continuity. In the diverse usages and meanings 

of the term there is an underlying conceptual coherence 

which we have expressed as: to uphold the orderly relatedness 

of all that is. Amidst all that stands for change in the 

specific content of dharma, there remains continuous 

revelation in the Tradition that creation is an interrelated 

whole, orderly in its movements which is upheld and maintained. 

355 
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The task of upholding in the Rg Veda is comprehensive, 
• 

incorporating all the gods, all of creation, and all of life. 

In the Bhagavad Gita, that comprehensiveness is depicted in 

the eterr~l nature of Krsna. At one level, thatnature is ... 
manifest as Krsna. Beyond that anthropomorphic manifestation . . . 
is an Absolute which transcends all images and all language. 

In both the gods of the Rg Veda and in Krsna, dharma 
••• • 

expresses the principle of truth as it functions in creation. 

The gods act to upholdj Krsna upholds. . . . In the Rg Veda, the 
• 

rsis envisaged the true dharma (satyadharma): in the .. 
same language of "seeing", Krsna enabled Arjuna to see that ... 
He was both the Truth and the expression dharma which upholds 

Truth. In essence, then, dharrna's root meaning - the 

upholding of the orderly relatedness of all that is - is 

the principle that emerges in sat, Being or 'what is'> as its 

mirror image in the realm of function. 

1. DHARl\i:A AND THE CONTif\lJITY OF TRADITION 

Affirmation that there is a root meaning of the term 

dharma which has a demonstrable continuity in the Rg Veda 
• 

and the Bhagavad Gita can serve as a basis for a brief 

reflection on the scholarly question of continuity and 

change in the Indian Tradition. 1 For the most part, the 

1 
It would be a major undertaking to survey even the 

(continued) 
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questioning of the claim for continuity has been pressed 

1 (continued) 
most recent literature on continuity and change in the Indian 
Tradition. We propose with the exception of a brief reference 
to one of the earliest advocates of discontinuity in the 
Tradition, to make reference only to Louis Renou, one of the 
most vigorous and articulate advocates of discontinuity. 

There is however important literature on the theme of 
continuity and change which we cannot consider in detail. There 
is W. Norman Brown's work, Man In the Universe; Some Continuities 
in Indian Thou~ht (Berkeley, 1966); Paul Younger, The Indian 
Religious Tradition, (Varanasi, 1970); Jan Gonda, ChaDge 
and Continuity In Indian Religion, (The Hague, 1965). 

Brown's work focuses on the metaphysical symbols 
of c0ntinuity and without detailed arguement, briefly 
relates the symbols to current anthropological thinking 
on the question, such as: Robert Redfield, The Little 
Community: Vie·.rnoint for the Study of the Hurr.an ,fool.§J.. 
(Chicaao, 1955); fu. N. Srinivas, Social Change in Nodern 
India {Berkeley, 1968); Mil ton Singer, 'w'/hen a Great 'l'radi tion 
Modernizes, (New York, 1972). 

Younger's provocative work sets out to view the 
Indian Tradition in terms of 'periods': the 'Background 
Period'; the periods of 'Formulation•, 'Consolidation' and 
'Survivial'. Younger emphasizes the seminal role of Buddhism 
in the period of 'Formulation' and sees as a result an 
ambigious (at best) relation between the Formulated Tradition 
and the 'Background Period' which includes both the Rg Veda 
and the Indus Valley civilization. While Younger docs not 
see an absolute discontinuity, he does see limited continuity 
from the Samhitas to the Bhagavad Gita • 

• 

Gonda's work, ,9hange and Continuity is with Louis Renou's 
works, the most sustained writing on the question. He 
contributes a major essay that surveys the issues at stake by 
way of introduction and then presents the reader with a 
series of essays which illustrate the complexity of the issue 
at stake. Gonda's position is not absolutely clear on the 
question of continuity. On the one hand he subscribes to the 
basic arguments of Louis Renou. He is prepared to say: 
"There is every reason for the contention that India had a 

(continued) 
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from two broad perspectives: the historical and literary 

1 (continued) 
very inadequate and incomplete knowledge of the Veda before 
it was discovered by Europeon scholarship"~ (p. lJ). 
Furthermore, Gonda displays a clear insensitivity to the 
theological dimension of the claim for continuity in the 
Tradition. He goes so far as to state: 

There is of course room for the observation that this 
consciousness of continuity on the part of the 
Hindus themselves is not based on scientific 
research and insight • • • • This consciousness of 
continuity is on the contrary based on ~ere 
traditions and religious convictions. and it .is 
utterly improbable that a tradition-ridden communit'-3 
which has unshalcabl e belief in pre-historic 'revealed' 
origin of its views, institutions and way of life 
would think of anything like an interruption of the 
tradition by which they feel themselves to be 
connected with that 'revelation'. (p. 14, emphasis 
added). 

In spite of these statements, Gonda wishes to express 
caution and the need for further research on the complex 
questions involved. Immediately following the above 
statements he continues with an affirmative view of continuity: 

•• , from an objective point of view there are 
many arguments for the thesis that the Indian culture 
which is expressed and reflected by the uninterrupted 
literary production from the ~g Veda onward is an 
unmistabable continum which while transforming and 
rejuvenating itself has always been subject of 
processes of adaptation and assimilation, that -
to express myself otherwise - there is in many 
respects no occasion whatever to deny the Hinduist 
traits of culture have developed from Vedic 
beginnings: e.g. the respect for and sanctity of 
the cow, the 'magic power', attributed to an appeal 
to truth which appearing already in the Rg Veda 
underlies later conceptions of the power

0

of truth, 
including Gandhi's theory about satyagraha -; the 
eager desire to be freed from the impending dange:n·
of death and other worldly ills, a desire already 
before the early Upanisads known to Vedic man. '· · :1 

• (continue 
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approaches to the texts of the Indian Tradition. Generally 

speaking the historical approach has sought out the 

descriptive evidence which texts like the Rg Veda and 
• 

the Bhagavad Gita can provide into social conditions, 

ritual patterns, the history of ideas and religious life. 

The literary approach has dealt with such issues as the 

relation of Sanskrit to the Indo-Europeon family of languages 

and literature, and more specifically, the history of Sanskrit 

language and literature. Both approaches have led to general 

1 (continued) 
the much repeated statement that Hinduism in its 
consciousness of cultural continuity and homo
geneity regarded, contrary to historical fact, 
many non-vedic ideas and beliefs in connections with 
samsara, karman, moksa and the principle of ahimsa, 
as.Vedic does not settle the qu"estion~: here also 
matters are much more complicated than the formula: 
"non-vedic and therefore to be considered as borrowed 

from the substratum, "would have us believe. 

In essence, Gonda's position can at best be described as 
sympathetic to the indig.ienous claims of the Indian 'l'radi tion, 
but insistant that those claims must meet the test of 
scientific inquiry into the claims. 

While our own project can be viewed in the context 
of Gonda's position, in that we are seeking to verify the 
claim made about dharma that it is known authoritatively 
in the Veda, we are less confident than Gonda of ,a 12riori 
methodologies as the means to verify the claim (cf. footnote 
5·below, for some literature on the encounter of scientific 
methodologies and non-western societies). 
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conclusions about the question of the continuity and change. 

Those conclusions have often been at odds with the claims 

made by the Indian Tradition itself for continuity. 

Illustrative of the type of conclusions reached 

through nn historical approach to the literature is an 

oft-quoted passage by M. Winternitz which describes the 

changes reflected in the literature concerning the world

view of the vedic people: 

In the Vedas we find an active, joyful, warlike 
people, of simple, and still partly savage habits. 
Singers implore the gods for help against the 
enemy, victory, glory and booty, wealth, god, 
cattle, rain children and long life. As yet we 
do not find in the songs of the Rg Veda that 
effeminate, ascetic, and pessimi~tic trait of the 
Indian character which we shall meet again and 
again in Indian literature. 2 

The descriptions of the change from •active•, 'joyful' and 

•warlike' to 'effeminate', 'ascetic' and 'pessimistic' are 

changes accurately reflected in the literature in a descriptive 

sense. However, the question we would address to Winternitz 

is whether it is adequate to view the Rg Veda just as an 
• 

historical source when the literature itself does not function 

in the Indian Tradition as such? This question is especially 

important when the evidence leads Winternitz to conclusions 

2 
M. Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. 1, 

(Calcutta, 1962), p. 73. 
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which portray the changes in the Tradition in terms of a 

basic discontinuity. 

The limitation in the historical enterprise is 

not unrelated to that of the study of Sanskrit literature. 

The s~udy of the Sanskrit texts as literature, rather than 

as religious literature embodying and conveying the fundamental 

presuppositions of a religious Tradition, brings much the same 

result as the historical enterprise on the question of 

continuity. For example, Louis Renou has argued that the 

Veda stands as little more than a 'symbol' in the smrti 
• 

tradition, 

La smriti (qui se poursuit au-dela du Veda par la 
Dharmasastra classique) introduit une formulation 
directe une pensee rationaliste, purrait - on 
dire, qu'il s'agisse de tex~es erudits ou de textes 
(pre)-scientifiques; la ~ruti, tout au contraire 
est d'essence symbolique, se fondant sur une 
semantique indirecte et "seconde", J 

Here Renou argues that the substance of the change between 

sruti and smrti literature is a move from 'symbolic' language 

to rational language. Renou does not explain what he means 

either by 'symbolic' or •rational' in the context, That 

distinction, however, is not the key issue for our purposes, 

so it is unimportant that he is unclear on such questions, 

3 
E, V, P., Vol, 6, P• 27. 
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Rather, the main point is that Renou sees in the character 

of the language of druti and smrti a significant and 
• 

fundamental change. The change he sees in the language 

brings with it conclusions which portray the ~tages of the 

Tradition in fundamental discontinuity. Renou states, for 

example: 

The Vedic contribution to Hinduism, especially to 
Hindu cult - practice and speculation, is not a 
large one; Vedic influence on mythology is rather 
stronger, though here also there has been a pro
found regeneration. Religious terminology is 
almost completely transformed between the Veda and the 
Epic or Puranas, a fact which has not been sufficiently 
emphasized; •the old terms have disappeared or have 
so changed in meaning that they are hardly recogniz
able; a new terminology comes into being. 4 

Renou finds the differences between the language of the 

Rg Veda and the later smrti literature deep and profound and 
• • 
argues that there is, in consequence, a fundamental discon-

tinuity in the Tradition between 'Vedism' and 'Hinduism'. 

By way of contrast with Winternitz and Renou, to 

investigate the fundamental presuppositions of the Tradition 

by seeking to validate indigenous claims leads one to quite 

different insights into the question of continuity. We 

discovered an underlying conceptual continuity in the uses of 

L. Renou, Religions of Ancient India, (New York, 1968), 
p. 47. 
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dharma in the R£T Veda and the Bhagavad Gita. On the basis 
• 

of that we can appreciate the claim that dharma is known 

authoritatively in the Rg Veda. The validity of that 
• 

claim in turn provides a basis to acknowledge the more 

general claim for continuity. 

The difference between the conclusions we have 

reached and those of Winternitz arises from differing 

methodological concerns. Winternitz generally speaking 

formulates his approach to the Indian literature in terms 

of the Nineteenth Century presuppositions on the nature of 

religion and cultural evolution. The validity of such 

presuppositions has been challenged5 by much of modern 

scholarship. Our thesis can be seen to add weight to that 

challenge by suggesting that what is important for outsiders 

to know is how the Indian Tradition formulates its self-

understanding on the questions of continuity and change and 

5 cf. Bryan R, Wilson (ed.), Rationali\}i• (New York- 1970). 
Particularly important on this TSS1.iel:s e debate ·~' 

between Peter Winch, author of "The Idea of a Social 
Science" and "Understanding a Prirni ti ve Society" over 
against Alasdair Macintyre, author of "Is Understanding 
Religion Compatible with Believing" and "The Idea of a 
Social Science". Important reflection on the relation of 
the positivist account of rationality and the social sciences 
is Eric Voeglin's The New Science of Politics, (Chicago, 
1952) and a fundamental philosophical reflection on the 
foundation of the whole issue is Leo Strauss, Natural Right 
and Historv, (Chicago, 1953). 
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an approach can acknowledge the accuracy of Winternitz's 

description of change in the Tradition, but seek to know 
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how that change is understood in the context of the Indian 

Tradition. 

Similarly, our point is not to dispute Renou's 

assertation that there are profound changes in language 

between the Rg Ved~ and smrti literature. Indeed throughout . -
our study of the Bhagavad Gita we acknowledged many changes 

between the two texts we considered in this study. Our 

point is to suggest however, that the Tradition has its 

own assumptions which assert the continuity of the Tl:aditon 

and provide a framework within which change can be understood 

and ackncwledged, For example, one could refer to the account 

of time in the Indian Tradition which, unlike the western 

linear conception is based upon a cyclical pattern. In the 

cycles, the perfect.age is at the beginning and subsequent 

ages reflect the slow decline of creation until its 

destruction and reabsorbtion into the cosmic waters. In this 

account of time, change ls a matter of decline. The revelato~y 

visions an:i mantras of the Rg Veda do not look back to a 
• 

previous age, but represent the literary remnants of the first 

age. Smrti, of which the Gita is a part, is dependent upon 
• 
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sruti for its knowledge, but it is a recollection of it, 

not the knowledge itself. The change is a matter of decline 

in relationship to the fullness of knowledge of ~, but it 

is a decline which is comprehensible only within a framework 

of continuity with the original vision of mantraand Veda. 

Thus, throughout the Gita, Krsna looks back to Veda as the -- ... 
manifestation of his own na.ture in another age, Veda and 

Krsna are coeval with creation. Within Veda, dharrna is 
••• 

present from the very beginning as a fundamental principle 

in creation. We have expressed that principle in terms of a 

root or core meaning of dharma: to uphold the orderly 

relatedness of all that is. This core meaning underlies the 

diverse forms of upholding carried out by the gods in the 

Rg Veda and by Krsna in the Gita. There are changes in 
• • •• 
dharma's meaning in the world view and in linguistic use, 

as Winternitz and Renou state, but the changes are part of a 

framework of continuity tied to the original revelation to 

the vedic rsis and Agni's mantra • 
• • 

In essence, we are arguing that, to discuss the 

question of continuity in the Indian Religious Tradition 

without reference to Tradition's own conception of 

continuity is to miss the core of the Tradition. This study 

has been an attempt to grasp something of that core or root 

through a study of dharma. 
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References to the noun dhar'nn. in the !?P.: Veda: 

1.12.7. 
1.22.18. 
1.55.J. 
1.134.5. 
1.159.3. 
1.160.1. 
1.164.43,50. 
1.187.1. 

2.13.7. 

3.3.1. 
3.17.1,5. 
3.38.2. 
3.60.6 

4.53.3,4,5. 

5.15.2. 
5.26.6. 
5.63.1,7. 
5.72.2. 
5.81.4 

6.70.1,3. 

7.89.5. 

8.6.20. 
8.27.3,5,16. 
8.35.13. 
8. 4 3. 21..i.. 
8.93 .1. (Griffith,8.87.1) 

• 
9.7.7,1. 
9.25.2. 
9.35.6. 
9.63.22. 
9.64.1,11. 
9.86.5,9. 
9.97.12,23. 
9.107.15, 2lt-. 
9.110.4. 

10.16.J. 
10.20.2,3. 
10.21.3. 
10.44.1,5,8. 
10.50.6 
10.56.3,5. 
10.63.13. 
10.65.5. 
10.88.1. 
10.90.16. 
10.92.2. 
10.149.3. 
10.167.3. 
10.170.2. 
10.175.1-4. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

References to the root dhr in used in this study: 
--r 

GRIFFITH 
1.15.6. 5.15.1.2,5. 8.68.19 ( 8. 57 .19) 
1.20.18. 5.27.6. 8.70.2. (8.59.2) 
1.22.18. 5.29.1. 8.77.6,8. (8.65.6.8) 
1.25.6,8,10. 5.34.7. 8.93.13. (8.82.13) 
1.30.22. 5.62.1,3,5. 8.94.2. (8.8J.2.) 
1.37.7. 5.69.1. 8.95.8,15(8.84.8,15.) 
1.44.14. 5.72.2. 8.97.11. (8.86.llo) 
1.48.J. 5.86.6. 8.100.1. (8.89.1.) 
1. 51. 4. 
1.52.8. 

6.8.6. 
9.12.9. 

1.62.7,9. 9.22.7. 
1.66.3. 6.17.7,16. 9.35.6. 
1.67.5. 6.19.5. 9.44.2. 
1.96.1-7. 6.30.2. 9.47.4. 
1.103.1,2. 6.36.l. 9.63.1,14,30, 
1.134. 5. 6.44.24. 9.74.2. 
1.139,8,10. 6.47.4. 9.86.6,7. 
1.141.9. 6.51.8. 9.105.4. 
1.156. 4. 6.67.6. 9.107.4,23. 

6.68.10. 
2.1.4. 6.74.1. 10.12.3.7. 
2.13.7. 10.18.13. 
2.17.5. 10.19.1,3. 
2.27.4,8,9. 7.64.4. 10.20.2. 
2.29.1. 7.66.2. 10.24.1. 

7.85.3 10.25.4. 
3.2.7,10. 7.99.2,3. 10.44.8. 
3.3.1. 7.104.13. 10.48.8. 
3.32.8. 10.49. 9, 10. 
3.38.2. 10.59.5 
J.44.J. 8.12.30. 10.60.5,8,9. 
J. 59.1. 8.13.12. 10.66.5,8. 

8.15.2. 10.70.5. 
4.1.18. 8.17.13. 10.73.4 
4.2.12. 8.25.2,B. 10.81.4. 
4.3.4. 8.27.3. 10.92.10. 
4.L~.8. 8. 32. 25. 10.111.4. 
4.42.2.3,4. 8.36.l. 10.121.1. 
4. 53 .4. 8.41.10. 10.144.6. 
4. 154.4. 8 .44. 2 5. 10.170.2 
4. 58. 2. 10.173,2,3,5. 
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